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Preface
Helge Dyvik will be 70 on December 23, 2017. We are proud to present this volume of
linguistic studies by colleagues from near and far who have welcomed the opportunity
to honor Helge and his career. The title is a take on the song ‘I Am the Very Model
of a Modern Major-General’ from the Gilbert & Sullivan comic opera The Pirates of
Penzance. Although the song, which Helge knows and enjoys, is a parody packed with
hyperbole, our admiration of Helge’s academic achievements can hardly be overstated,
for reasons which will soon become apparent.
Helge grew up in Bodø in northern Norway. Already when he was quite young,
he showed a special interest in languages. He sometimes wrote his homework assign-
ments in verse, and he was in fact a bit of a problem for his language teachers, because
he knew more than they did. He had a special fascination for Professor Henry Higgins
in George Bernard Shaw’s Pygmalion, and he read Otto Jespersen’s The Philosophy of
Grammar while at school — early signs that he was headed towards a life in linguistics.
Once he was done with school, he could hardly wait to begin his university studies, so
he spent a lot of his free time during his military service studying Latin, much to the
amazement of his fellow soldiers.
Once finished with school and the military, Helge left provincial Bodø and traveled
south. He felt he had come to the big city when he arrived at the University of Bergen
to commence his studies, and his first subject was phonetics. His undergraduate degree
also included English and Scandinavian language and literature. He received a bache-
lor’s degree in 1972 and continued studying Scandinavian languages for his graduate
degree in 1976. His studies also included a spell at the University of Durham in Eng-
land, where he studied Old English language and literature and enjoyed wearing a
gown to the formal dinners at the dining hall. Back in Bergen he studied Vietnamese
and Cantonese.
From 1974 to 1981 Helge was employed at the University of Bergen as a research
assistant and later lecturer in Old Norse, and during this period he participated in a
project on the grammar of the language. It was his responsibility to treat the syntax
of Old Norse, and his intention was to write his doctoral dissertation on this topic.
The first sentence of his dissertation is ‘Er lingvistikken en empirisk vitenskap?’ (Is
linguistics an empirical science?), and the reader can perhaps guess where it goes from
there. Helge wanted a modern linguistic framework for describing the syntax of the
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old language, but found that the transformational generative grammar of the time did
not measure up. Rather than being about Old Norse syntax, the dissertation ended up
proposing a new model for grammatical description, one which had much in common
with Lexical Functional Grammar, which was being developed at the same time. If
Helge’s dissertation had beenwritten in English rather thanNorwegian, we feel certain
that it would have been influential on the international stage.
In 1983 Helge became professor of general linguistics. During his career he has had
an unusually broad range of interests. He has done research on Old Norse and Old
English phonology (umlaut and breaking), Old Norse syntax (passive and the devel-
opment of articles), and runology (interpretation of runic inscriptions). He has also
studied Vietnamese syntax (classifiers and topic constructions). Throughout his career
he has been engaged in foundational issues in linguistics.
In the 1980s Helge became interested in computational linguistics. In the late 1980s
and early 1990s he developed PONS, an experimental system for machine translation.
The system took advantage of structural similarities between the source and target
languages to take shortcuts during the translation process, thereby achieving a com-
promise between linguistic sophistication and efficiency.
From 2001 to 2004 he led the project From Parallel Corpus to Wordnet in which
the Semantic Mirrors method for deriving semantic information from translations was
developed. Based on the assumptions that semantically closely related words should
have strongly overlapping sets of translations, and that words with wide meanings
should have a higher number of translations than words with narrow meanings, the
method formulated definitions for semantic concepts such as ‘synonymy’, ‘hyponymy’,
‘ambiguity’ and ‘semantic field’ in translational terms.
In 1999 Helge initiated Norwegian participation in the international Parallel Gram-
mar project, and he led the development of NorGram, the Norwegian ParGram gram-
mar based on Lexical Functional Grammar. After the initial NorGram project, the
grammar has been used inmany other projects. From 2003 to 2007Helge led the Bergen
group participating in the LOGON machine translation project, in which translation
was done not only from one language to another (from Norwegian to English), but
also from one syntactic framework to another (from LFG to HPSG). For this project
Helge added aMinimal Recursion Semantics projection to NorGram to enable semantic
transfer-based translation. NorGram has also been applied in the projects TREPIL (the
Norwegian Treebank Pilot Project) and XPAR (Language Diversity and Parallel Gram-
mars); the latter formulated formal principles for aligning monolingual treebanks at
phrase and word levels based on translational correspondences at predicate-argument
level.
Helge played a leading role in the INESS project (Infrastructure for the Exploration
of Syntax and Semantics), which ran from 2010 to 2017.This project created NorGram-
Bank, a large treebank for Norwegian Bokmål and Nynorsk, by parsing a corpus auto-
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matically with NorGram. Helge was responsible for the further development of Nor-
Gram throughout the project, and his insightful analyses of practically every syntactic
construction in the language has resulted in a treebank with very detailed syntactic
annotation. The combination of Helge’s thorough understanding of all aspects of Nor-
wegian grammar and his extraordinary talent for implementation has resulted in a
computational grammar of great sophistication.
Helge has had many collaborations with colleagues outside of Bergen. In the aca-
demic year 1996/1997 he was affiliated with the research group Contrastive Analysis
and Translation Studies Linked to Text Corpora at the Centre for Advanced Study in
Oslo. He spent several sabbaticals at the Palo Alto Research Center in California and
developed good relations with its natural language research group. He has recently
done research on Norwegian language subnorms and has become involved in the BRO
dictionary project. He is currently affiliated with the research group SynSem: From
Form to Meaning — Integrating Linguistics and Computing at the Centre for Advanced
Studies in Oslo.
Helge has had a number of responsibilities outside of his duties at the University
of Bergen. One of his most important appointments was as the chair of the Language
Council of Norway’s Committee for Language Standardization and Language Obser-
vation, a position in which he served from 2007 to 2014. The Language Council is the
state advisory body for the Norwegian language in both its written forms, Bokmål
and Nynorsk. The committee worked on a variety of issues concerning language stan-
dardization, revision of the orthography of Norwegian, the management and future of
monolingual lexicography for Norwegian, nondiscriminatory language in the media,
etc. Helge’s approach in dealing with all these issues was that all decisions should be
based on explicit reasoning, and that every practical decision should be anchored in
linguistic theory in a principled way.
Unlike some of his younger colleagues, Helge is active in social media, especially
Facebook. Språkspalta (The Language Column) is a Facebook groupwhich counts some
34,000 members, many of whom have very strong opinions about the Norwegian lan-
guage – opinions that are not necessarily based on facts or research. Helge is a veritable
beacon of enlightenment in this environment that most linguists shun like the plague.
He is untiring in his attempts to educate this group about language and linguistics, and
there is hardly any question or statement he is not able to offer insightful comments
on. His contributions about etymology and language history are especially valued.
Helge’s posts in Språkspalta are concise and highly informative, often with a touch of
humor, though he does sometimes get exasperated, especially when he has to repeat
— again and again — that languages change naturally, or that Bokmål is not Danish, or
that spoken language and written language are two different things. Faithful members
of Språkspalta describe him as a hero and a guru, eminent and elegant, practical and
pedagogical, a knight in shining armor battling ignorance and prejudice.
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Helge is well known for his sense of humor. When in working with NorGram we
sometimes came upon a feature of the Norwegian language that was practically im-
possible to find a good solution for, Helge would often joke that he would probably
be better off just changing the language, something he could easily do because of his
influence with the Language Council. Helge has fun with language whenever he has
a chance. Puns, plays on words, rhymes, every way of playing around with languages
comes naturally to him all the time. His poems, mostly produced for and performed
at special academic occasions, have become famous, and not just at our department.
When the University of Bergen had its fiftieth anniversary as a university in 1996,
Helge was commissioned to write and perform a prologue for the celebration. For this
occasion he wrote nearly 2000 words in 370 lines of verse. Helge dismisses these writ-
ings as rimerier (rhymings), but we who know him well, know better; if he hadn’t
chosen to be a linguist, he could equally well have been a poet.
It is with a certain melancholy that we celebrate Helge’s career with this festschrift.
On the one hand, we are happy to congratulate him on (soon) reaching the ripe old
age of 70. On the other hand, it is hard to imagine our work environment without him,
and we will certainly miss his important contributions to the department’s teaching,
supervision and administrative work. But luckily for us, he will not be disappearing.
Hewill be transformed from professor to professor emeritus, but since he’s never really
believed in transformations, we don’t expect this to have much of an effect on his work
ethic. We look forward to having him as a colleague and friend for many years to come.
We would like to thank our distinguished international panel of reviewers for their
work with the articles in this volume. We are also deeply grateful to Kristin Bech for
her expert help with proofreading. Finally we thank Kristin Bech, Oddrun Grønvik,
Halvard Sivertsen, Martha Thunes and others for help with the preface.
Bergen, November 23, 2017 Victoria Rosén and Koenraad De Smedt
Old English and Old Norwegian noun phrases with
two attributive adjectives
Kristin Bech
Abstract. The topic of this paper is Old English and Old Norwegian noun phrases containing
two attributive adjectives. An overview of the frequency of various word order constellations
will be given, before we zoom in on one of them, namely the construction Adjective – Adjective
– Noun, i.e. noun phrases in which two prenominal adjectives occur next to each other without
a coordinating conjunction. Old English and Old Norwegian will be compared with respect to
which adjectives occur in this position. The paper also includes an intermezzo, during which
we investigate what happens to adjective position when a text is translated from present-day
English into Old English.
1 Introduction
Old English and Old Norwegian are closely related early Germanic languages. Al-
though a few centuries separate them with respect to the written record – Old Norwe-
gian was not written down (in Latin script) until the thirteenth century, whereas the
Old English written tradition started in the ninth century – they can nevertheless be
said to represent approximately the same early Germanic stage. In fact, according to
Lass (2000), who compared ten features in related Germanic languages with the pur-
pose of placing them on a scale from less archaic to more archaic, Old Norse1 is slightly
more archaic than Old English.
With the notable exception of Old (and Middle) English (Mitchell 1985 for basic
taxonomy; Fischer 2000, 2001, 2006, 2012; Fischer and van der Wurff 2006; Haumann
2003, 2010; Pysz 2007, 2009), noun phrase structure in early Germanic languages is
an under-researched area, especially in a cross-linguistic perspective.2 Claims about
1 I.e. Old Norwegian and Old Icelandic. Lass mentions Old Icelandic, not Old Norse, but we can assume
that Old Norwegian belongs there as well. Old Icelandic and Old Norse are sometimes – erroneously –
used as synonyms.
2 The situation can be expected to be remedied in the next few years. The project ‘Constraints on syn-
tactic variation: noun phrases in early Germanic languages’, funded by the Research Council of Norway,
runs from September 2017 to August 2020.
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adjective position in Old Norse, stemming from Nygaard (1906) and Ringdal (1918),
have been repeated in the century since (e.g. Valfells and Cathey 1981; Haugen 1995;
Faarlund 2004), but as received wisdom rather than as possible research topics. As
regards Old English, Fischer and Haumann have taken different positions, with Fischer
arguing that there is a connection between adjective position on the one hand, and
definiteness, declension and linear iconicity on the other (see e.g. Fischer 2000, p. 170;
2012, p. 252), whereas Haumann’s stance is that adjective position ‘follows exclusively
from interpretive and functional differences’ (2010, p. 54). Pysz’s (2009) main concern
is to account for the observed variation within a Chomskyan generative framework.
Their suggestions will be discussed in future papers. The purpose of this paper is to
give an empirical overview of adjective position in Old English and Old Norwegian
noun phrases containing two attributive adjectives.3
Noun phrases containing one adjective are generally common in the old languages,4
but unlike the present-day languages, the old languages did not favour clusters of ad-
jectives within the noun phrase; noun phrases with two adjectives are not particularly
frequent, as we shall see, and more than two adjectives are rare within a noun phrase
(see also Pysz 2009, p. 29). In present-day English and Norwegian, adjectives can easily
be stacked, but it happens in a certain order, depending on the semantic properties of
the adjective (see e.g. Quirk et al. 1985, p. 1337ff; Faarlund et al. 1997, p. 407–410). For
example, non-gradable intensifiers occur before gradable adjectives, which occur be-
fore participles and colour adjectives, which occur before nationality adjectives. Hence,
example (1) is perfectly fine, whereas (2) would be odd. Furthermore, postnominal ad-
jectives are rare in the present-day languages; notable exceptions are set phrases, often
loans, as in (3), phrases in which the head is an indefinite pronoun, such as (4), and
phrases with modified adjectives, such as (5)5 (Quirk et al. 1985, p. 1293 f.).
(1) a certain intelligent retired Norwegian professor
(2) a certain Norwegian retired intelligent professor
(3) The professor emeritus mostly lived off spaghetti bolognese in his retirement.
(4) somebody nice
(5) a mistake typical of absent-minded professors
3 One of Fischer’s (2000, 2001, 2006, 2012) main points is that postnominal adjectives are ‘functionally
predicative’ even when they are not in a predicative construction with a copula. I will not consider that
proposal here; in this study I have regarded as attributive all adjectives that are annotated as modifying
a head noun.
4 A simple query for noun phrases containing one adjective gave 42,291 hits in the Old English corpus
and 5,048 in the Old Norwegian corpus – compare with the numbers in Table 1.
5 Norwegian does not have an equivalent of somebody nice, and as regards example (5), the construction
is marginally possible in Norwegian: en feil typisk for distré professorer, but Norwegian would prefer to
use a relative clause instead: en feil som er typisk for distré professorer.
Old English and Old Norwegian noun phrases with two attributive adjectives 3
Old English and Old Norwegian allowed postnominal adjectives to a much greater
extent, including descriptive adjectives. In other words, the present-day languages dif-
fer quite considerably from the early languages with respect to adjectives in noun
phrases, and this paper describes and discusses some of the old patterns.
2 Method
The data is taken from two corpora, the York-Toronto-Helsinki Parsed Corpus of Old En-
glish Prose (YCOE, Taylor et al. 2003), and theMenotec corpus of Old Norwegian, hosted
by the INESS infrastructure (Rosén et al. 2012). YCOE contains c. 1.5 million words
in 100 texts of different genres from both early and late Old English (c. 800–1100).
Menotec is a much smaller corpus, consisting of c. 214,000 words in four thirteenth
century texts of different genres. These are The Old Norwegian homily book, The leg-
endary saga of St. Olaf, Magnus Lagabøte’s national law code, and Strengleikar ‘stringed
instruments’, a chivalric saga adapted from Old French. Hence the question arises as
to whether data from these corpora can be compared at all. I will argue that they can,
for the reason that noun phrases containing attributive adjectives are generally fre-
quent. Consequently, even a small corpus can be expected to yield general patterns.
It will also become clear that Old English and Old Norwegian are in many respects
quite similar as concerns noun phrase structure, which is what we would expect in
two closely related languages. In other words, in terms of the data distribution, the sit-
uation is reassuring with respect to comparability. However, as in all corpus work, we
nevertheless proceed with caution, keeping an eye out for possible genre differences,
especially since the range of genres is much wider in YCOE than in Menotec.
I searched for all noun phrases containing two attributive adjectives.6 This was done
by means of a number of queries, which also differ depending on the corpus, since
YCOE annotates phrase structure in the Penn Treebank format, whereas Menotec an-
notates dependency structure. It was therefore a challenge to write the queries in such
a way that they would yield comparable patterns for each category in the two lan-
guages. Consequently, I started out with relatively general queries, studied the results,
and then narrowed the queries gradually. The different ordering possibilities are pre-
sented in Section 3. Note that this study is intended as an overview for the purpose of a
general comparison of Old English and Old Norwegian, hence there are some distinc-
tions that have not been made. For example, I have not distinguished between strong
and weak adjectives, or between noun phrases with or without determiners. Some of
the complexities are commented on in connection with each pattern, as the examples
chosen for illustration are usually the most ‘bare’ examples.
6 Note that adjectival participles have not been included.
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3 General overview of ordering possibilities
Table 1 shows the results for Old English and Old Norwegian. The two languages are
similar in the sense that all the patterns are possible, and they are also fairly similar
with respect to the overall distribution. The most common patterns are A-A-N and
A-N-and-A in both languages, accounting for 64.5% of the instances in Old English
and 56.1% of the instances in Old Norwegian. Old Norwegian seems to favour explicit
postnominal coordination more than Old English does, while Old English to a greater
extent flanks the adjectives (A-N-A) (but see comments below).
Old English Old Norwegian
# % # %
A-A-N 296 29.5 51 26.0
A-N-A 108 10.8 9 4.6
N-A-A 2 0.2 11 5.6
A-and-A-N 214 21.3 43 21.9
A-N-and-A 351 35.0 59 30.1
N-A-and-A 33 3.3 23 11.7
Total 1004 100.1 196 99.9
Table 1: Distribution of adjectives in noun phrases with two adjectives in Old English
and Old Norwegian
Examples of the various constellations are given in (6)–(11), with Old English in the
a examples and Old Norwegian in the b examples.7



















‘a rich landholding man’
The A-A-N pattern, which is the focus of the present paper, will be considered in
greater detail in Section 5.
7 For readability, Old Norwegian ‹v› and ‹ſ› have been normalized to ‹u› and ‹s›. For example, miclu
in example (7) reads miclv in the corpus. The source for each example is provided with the codes used in
the corpora.


















Whereas the modern languages would place the adjectives prenominally, the old
languages could easily postpone one of them, either with (A-N-and-A) or without (A-
N-A) a conjunction. The A-N-A pattern is more frequent in Old English than in Old
Norwegian, but here it should be noted that almost half of the Old English occurrences
are from two medical handbooks, which use certain constructions to describe the in-
gredients needed in the various recipes for treatment. If these texts are removed from
the corpus, A-N-A is still more frequent in Old English than in Old Norwegian, but
the difference is much less pronounced. We will shortly consider the A-A-N pattern in
some detail, and it will then become clear that although both languages allowed two
prenominal adjectives, there were restrictions on which adjective types could occur
together in prenominal position. In other words, there was a reason for the postpone-



















‘sister, trueborn of the same father’
Noun phrases which contain two postnominal adjectives that are not linked by a
coordinating conjunction are rare, especially in Old English, and the few examples
that exist are formulaic expressions. All except one of the Old Norwegian examples
are from Magnus Lagabøte’s national law code.






















‘large and rich gifts’
The A-and-A-N category also includes noun phrases in which a determiner precedes
the first adjective or both adjectives. This leads to some issues concerning the inter-





















‘excellent and beauteous sign’
As regards this pattern, Old English and Old Norwegian are quite similar in terms
of distribution, and this is perhaps a construction that we typically associate with Old
























‘a wise and faithful man’
In this construction, a noun is followed by two coordinated adjectives. For the pur-
poses of this paper I have only considered noun phrases with two adjectives. Although
they are infrequent, constructions with more than two postnominal adjectives exist,
especially in Old Norwegian, it seems.This could be due to the genres included. For ex-
ample, one of the texts in the Old Norwegian corpus is the chivalric saga Strengleikar.

















‘a courtly and able knight, brave with weapons’
















‘a grim, arrogant, ill-spoken and jealous woman’
It was mentioned above that as regards the patterns with conjunction, a determiner
may precede one or both adjectives. If the second adjective is preceded by a determiner,
the reference is more likely to be what Fischer (2012, p. 266–267) terms ‘sloppy’; i.e.
the adjectives do not refer to the same entity, especially in the A-N-and-A pattern.
Fischer only considers Old English, but we can assume that the same is the case in Old
Norse, although more work needs to be done here. An Old English example is given
in (14), where it is clear that it is not the same citizens that are good and evil.8 This
has implications for the formal analysis of the phrases, which future work will have














‘the good and the evil citizens’
The reference can also be ‘strict’ in phrases with two determiners, especially with
singular head nouns. An example is (15), where the two adjectives refer to the same
king. The proportion of strict identity in such phrases is lower than in phrases without
a second determiner, but that does not mean that this kind of reference is rare: 46.1%

















‘the mightiest and proudest king, called Æthelfrith’ (cobede: 1:18.92.3.838)
It also happens, though not frequently, that the reference is sloppy in constructions
without determiners, cf. example (16) from Old Norwegian, where the reference is
obviously to different men. For Old English, Fischer (2012, p. 267) reports a proportion










‘old and young men’
The N-A-and-A pattern is a relatively rare pattern, especially in Old English (see
Table 1), and it is difficult to analyze, since the postnominal position is a busy posi-
tion in terms of different things that can potentially go on there. I will mention one
8 See Fischer (2012) for a careful analysis of the postposed and-adjective construction.
9 No data is available for the other and-constructions.
10 In addition to ‘strict’ and ‘sloppy’, the reference can also be ambiguous.
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analysis problem here. If there is a determiner in front of each adjective (N-det+A-and-
det+A), YCOE analyzes the adjectives as appositions to the noun,11 whereas Menotec
analyzes them as attributes. The apposition analysis is obvious in (17), but not in (18),
cf. translations, so this illustrates how compromises sometimes have to be made in
















































‘the best and most timely sailing wind’
What this brief discussion has made clear is that it is impossible to account for the
precise distribution of adjectives, especially in the and-patterns, without carrying out
very detailed queries, combined with manual culling of examples. The cross-linguistic
aspect, where data is collected from corpora that are annotated on the basis of different
theoretical frameworks, makes it particularly challenging to achieve both good recall
and good precision (Ball 1994).
A final point to be mentioned is that Old Norwegian has postnominal possessives, as
in (20), whereas postnominal possessives are only used in certain specific constructions
in Old English, e.g. Fæder ure ‘our Father’ with reference to God. Differences of this
kind may account for the seemingly greater tolerance of Old Norwegian with respect
to placing coordinated adjectives postnominally, though it should be kept in mind that












‘our numerous and great misdeeds’
To sum up, the categories presented in this section give an overview of the distri-
bution, but we have seen that a number of issues should ideally be taken into account,
and that it would be possible, and indeed necessary, to create more fine-grained sub-
categories for each of the patterns in order to fully understand the workings of Old
English and Old Norwegian adjectives. We must, however, leave that to future work;
11 They are thus not analyzed as attributive adjectives. There were seven such instances.
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we will instead focus on the first of the patterns presented above, namely the A-A-
N type, and compare Old English and Old Norwegian. But first we make a detour to
Wonderland.
4 Intermezzo: Alice’s Adjectives in Wonderland
From time to time a text is translated from themodern language into its earlier version,
and so Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland now exists in Old English
under the titleÆðelgýðe Ellendǽda onWundorlande thanks to the efforts of Peter Baker
(2015).
One challenging aspect of this type of translation is of course the vocabulary and
how to render modern concepts, often expressed by means of French or Latin loan-
words, into Old English with its predominantly Germanic vocabulary. Another one is
syntax, since the syntax of English has changed considerably since Old English times.
The dilemma for the translator is therefore to what extent the translation should re-
flect Old English syntax, and to what extent it should be modernized in order to aid
the contemporary reader, who may enjoy reading Old English but does not necessarily
have much knowledge about actual Old English syntax or the syntactic variation that
characterizes this stage of the language.
For the purposes of this intermezzo, I manually extracted all the noun phrases con-
taining two attributive adjectives (A-A-N) from the first five chapters of Alice. There
were 36 instances.Then I compared these to Baker’s translation, to see which strategies








Table 2: The translation of present-day English A-A-N noun phrases into Old English
in Baker’s Æðelgýðe Ellendǽda on Wundorlande
As Table 2 shows, Baker often chooses to translate modern A-A-N order into the
same order in Old English, cf. (21)–(23).12
(21) the wise little Alice (p. 13)
séo wíse lýtle Æðelgýð (p. 12)
12 The page numbers refer to the pages in the editions used: Carroll (1971) and Baker (2015).
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(22) large round eyes (p. 37)
miclum sinewealtum éagum (p. 41)
(23) the distant green leaves (p. 47)
þám fyrlenum grénum léafum (p. 52)
Sometimes Baker coordinates the two prenominal adjectives, as in (24), and some-
times he employs the well-known Old English (and Old Norse) pattern of postponing
one of the adjectives, i.e. the A-N-and-A pattern, as in (25) (see (10) for authentic ex-
amples).
(24) low trembling voice (p. 23)
stillre and bifiendre stemne (p. 24)
(25) shrill passionate voice (p. 22)
sciellre stefne and grambǽrr (p. 23)
It also happens that Baker simply leaves out one of the adjectives, as in (26). All
three occurrences of A-N in this little dataset are translations of the little golden key.
After having introduced the little golden key, Baker, unlike Carroll, apparently does
not find it necessary to specify both little and golden every time.
(26) the little golden key (p. 14, p. 17)
þá lýtlan cǽge (p. 14)
þá gyldenan cǽge (p. 17)
In the category ‘other’ are found various other strategies, some of which also involve
omission, but in addition to something else. In (27), for example, one adjective has been
omitted and the remaining adjective is modified by an adverb, perhaps to strengthen
the meaning of ungelǽred so that it corresponds to ignorant. In (28) one adjective is
omitted and themeaning corresponding to the quantifier several occurs postnominally,
and in (29) Baker has perhaps reasoned that it is obvious that a kid’s hide is white and
therefore left out the adjective. In (30) both adjectives are omitted, while in (31) the head
noun is omitted and the adjectives are made predicative. In a prepositional expression
is used in (32).
In (30) both adjectives are omitted, while in (31) the head noun is omitted and the
adjectives are made predicative. In (32) a prepositional expression is used.
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If we compare Baker’s translation to the data from Old English as presented in
Table 1, we see that the three most common Old English patterns are also found in
Baker’s translation of A-A-N order in Alice. However, the difference between authentic
Old English and the translation into Old English is that the authentic language rarely
allows two descriptive adjectives in an A-A-N pattern (which is the one Baker employs
most frequently in his translation), as section 5 will make clear. Hence, without depre-
ciating Baker’s impressive achievement in any way, this little exposition reminds us
that element order in the early stages of English is not just about syntactic rules, but
that more subtle mechanisms, for example to do with semantics, are also at play.
5 The Adjective-Adjective-Noun pattern
We return to the authentic texts. The A-A-N pattern is the most frequent Old English
pattern, and the second most frequent Old Norwegian pattern. As regards Old English,
Mitchell (1985, §173) comments that “[t]here is room for more work on the arrange-
ments when two attributive adjectives qualify the same noun” without a linking con-
junction. He observes that although this pattern seems to be infrequent, it does occur,
and hence the claim that Old English adjectives were non-recursive13 (Spamer 1979,
cited in Mitchell 1985 I, §173) does not hold. Fischer (2000, p. 163), however, points out
13 The term ‘recursive’ is not well defined in any of the sources mentioned here. It seems that the term
is used in a wide, non-theoretical sense, referring to adjectives occurring in a series without coordinating
conjunction(s).
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that Spamer’s claim relates to strong adjectives only, since Spamer does not regard
weak adjectives as adjectives proper, but as so-called ‘adjuncts’, i.e. elements which
behave like the first part of a compound noun (Fischer 2000, p. 177 fn 8; Spamer 1979,
p. 242, 246). Fischer, on the other hand, suggests that neither strong norweak adjectives
are recursive in Old English (2000, p. 171), though she presents some counterexamples
for both strong and weak adjectives, which she, interestingly, accounts for in much the
same way. She notes that many of them are denominal adjectives referring to mate-
rial or nationality, or she calls them idiomatic constructions (2000, p. 172–174; see also
Fischer 2006, p. 269). Fischer (2001, p. 258) comments that “in Old English adjectives
cannot really occur in a row as they do in Present-day English … In Old English two
adjectives are either connected by and or draped around the noun”. In Fischer (2006,
p. 253), she says that it was unusual for adjectives to be stacked, whereas Fischer and
van der Wurff (2006, p. 125) and Fischer (2012, p. 255 fn 4) say that adjectives could
not be stacked. Pysz (2007; 2009, p. 29-34, 208-221) takes both Spamer (1979) and Fis-
cher (2000) to task on empirical grounds, and shows that the number of Old English
prenominal stacked adjectives, both weak and strong, is non-negligible.
As we saw in Table 1, there are numerous examples of A-A-N in Old English, and the
purpose of this study is to have a closer look at what types of adjectives are found in
this construction. My hunch, and hence my hypothesis, was that both Old English and
Old Norwegian, unlike present-day English and Norwegian, disallow two descriptive
adjectives next to each other.
The next step, then, was to study the distribution of adjectives within this pattern.
It immediately became clear that in a majority (186, 62.8%) of the Old English A-A-N
constructions, one of the adjectives is agen ‘own’, ilca ‘same’, oðer ‘other’, self ‘same’,
or swilc ‘such’.14 They are annotated as adjectives because they take adjectival endings,
but their degree of ‘adjectivity’ can be discussed. For our purposes, they can roughly be
categorized as peripheral, non-descriptive, determiner-like adjectives, and they easily

















Another large group (64, 21.6%) which could be excluded was noun phrases con-
taining classifiers, i.e. adjectives that denote type or origin. In the modern language,
such adjectives would typically be found in the prehead position, and are the ‘least
adjectival and most nominal’ of the adjectives (Quirk et al. 1985, p. 1339). Some Old
English examples are given in (35)–(38), with the classifiers underlined. The common
14 Fischer (2000, p. 164; 2006, p. 269) also notices these.
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When these two largest groups had been accounted for, 46 noun phrases remained,
so the procedure of evaluating whether the two adjectives were descriptive or not
continued. There was a small group (6, 2.0%) of noun phrases with quantifier-like ad-















The annotation of two of the noun phrases (0.7%) can be discussed, namely (41)
and (42). In (41), unmetlice is annotated as an adjective in YCOE, but Bosworth-Toller
considers unmetlice to be an adverb in the same example. In Old English -lic is an ad-
jective suffix. This adjective suffix can be combined with a case ending, so if unmetlice
is interpreted as an adjective in (41), -e is the nominative plural feminine strong ad-
jectival ending. Adverbs were usually formed from adjectives, e.g. with the suffix -e
or with the suffix -lice. For example, the adjective freondlic ‘friendly’ becomes the ad-
verb freondlice ‘amicably’, and the adjective blind ‘blind’ becomes the adverb blindlice
‘blindly’. In other words, in Old English -lice can either signal adjective + case end-
ing, or an adverb made from an adjective in -lic, or an adverb formed with the suffix
-lice. This means that unmetlice in (41) could be interpreted as either an adjective or
an adverb. In (42), on the other hand, it is likely that inlice is an adverb, since þing is
a neuter noun and we would therefore not expect a case ending in -e for the adjective
(accusative here). Bosworth-Toller gives the meaning ‘thoroughly’ in this example, and
















We are down to 38 noun phrases, and the most difficult classification remains. When
I looked at the remaining examples, it became clear that for many of them there is a
hierarchical structure within the noun phrase, such that one adjective has scope over
the other. According to Fischer and van der Wurff (2006, p. 125), this is not possible in
Old English:
It seems to be the case that in OE each adjective had the same level with
respect to the noun; there was no hierarchy in which one adjective mod-
ified the remainder of the NP. It was therefore virtually impossible to put
one adjective after another in a row.
I will claim that such a hierarchy is indeed possible inOld English, but it is sometimes
difficult to determine it with certainty for specific occurrences. For example, in (43),
it is clear that the meaning is that the man is poor (in the emotive meaning) because
he is childless (he has lost his son to an evil spirit). In (44), the reference is to a young
man who is unknown, not a man who is unknown and young. In (45), the base actions



























At the other end of the scale, we find examples such as (46)–(48), which clearly have
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But then there are some occurrences for which it is difficult to decidewhether the ad-
jectives are hierarchically structured or modify the noun independently of each other.
Are the tales in (49) false tales that are old, or old and false tales? Are the men in
(50) worthy because they are righteous, or worthy and righteous? Is the lust in (51)




























The final count gave 20 instances of noun phrases in which one of the adjectives
had scope over the other, and eight of these involved the adjective earm ‘poor’. I found
eight examples which clearly had two descriptive adjectives, and ten examples that
were uncertain (among them some duplicates). A summary of the findings for Old
English is given in Table 3.
# %
One adjective is agen, ilca, oðer, self, or swilc 186 62.8
Classifiers 64 21.6
Quantifier-like 6 2.0
Possible misannotations with -lice 2 0.7
One adjective has scope over the other 20 6.8
Uncertain whether one adjective has scope over the other 10 3.4
Two adjectives describing the noun independently of each other 8 2.7
Total 296 100.0
Table 3: Distribution of adjectives in the Old English A-A-N pattern
We now turn to Old Norwegian. Here, the picture is very clear. In a majority of
the A-A-N constructions (27, i.e. 52.9%), the first of the two adjectives is margr ‘many,
numerous’, as in (52). The exception is again Magnus Lagabøte’s national law code, in
















There were also other instances of quantifier-like adjectives, e.g. margskonar ‘mani-
fold’ in (54) and fyrst in (55). Altogether, the quantifiers (including margr) accounted















Of the remaining nine phrases, six contained a classifier, as in (56) and (57) (see also






















In the end, only two examples remained of what could be termed two stacked de-
























‘a splendid red horse’
It seems that for both Old English and Old Norwegian, we can conclude that the A-
A-N pattern is dispreferred for noun phrases with two descriptive adjectives, though
in order to evaluate it properly, we would need to consider the other patterns in some
detail. It might be that two descriptive adjectives are generally uncommon in noun
phrases. However, it is likely that when two adjectives are coordinated by means of
and, as in (9)–(11) above, they are also descriptive.
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6 Conclusion
This paper has given an empirical overview of adjective position in Old English and
Old Norwegian noun phrases containing two attributive adjectives. The different pos-
sible patterns were presented, and one of them, the Adjective-Adjective-Noun pattern,
was considered in some detail. The hypothesis was that two stacked adjectives are not
both descriptive, and this was borne out. There were a few exceptions, but we would
not expect syntactically variable languages like Old English and Old Norwegian to be
completely consistent, especially since they have both changed with respect to syntax
and word order.
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Judgement, taste and closely related Germanic
languages
Robin Cooper
Abstract. We will look at a treatment of the semantics of taste predicates using TTR (Type
Theorywith Records).The central idea is that we take the notion of judgement from type theory
as basic and derive a notion of truth from that, rather than starting from a semantics based on a
notion of truth and trying to modify it to include a notion of judgement. Our analysis involves
two types of propositions: Austinian propositions, whose components include a situation and a
type, and a subtype of Austinian propositions called subjective Austinian propositions, whose
components in addition include an agent who makes the judgement that the situation is of the
type. We will argue that attitude verbs can select either for propositions in general (subjective
or objective) or for subjective propositions, but that there is no type of objective propositions
which can be selected for. We will discuss some apparent counterexamples to this from Ger-
manic languages and argue that there is a phenomenon akin to switch reference in certain
attitude predicates when their complement involves a subjective proposition.
1 Introduction
The classical view of meaning in model-theoretic semantics is based on the notion of
truth in a possible world conceived of as one way the universe could be. While truth
is of central importance in semantics, the notion of truth in a possible world charac-
terizing total information about the whole universe seems an unlikely foundation for
the kind of natural reasoning that humans engage in as they wander about the actual
world gathering partial information about it. Equally unlikely, it seems to me, would
be a view that human reasoning is defined in terms of proof-theoretic manipulations
of a syntactic calculus somehow implemented in the brain. This does not seem to bode
well for explaining how we learn to reason through interaction with the world around
us. In this paper we will explore a notion of judgement derived from rich type theo-
retic approaches to semantics. We will claim that truth is supervenient on judgements
The very model of a modern linguist. Edited by Victoria Rosén and Koenraad De Smedt. BeLLS Vol. 8 (2017), DOI
10.15845/bells.v8i1.1333. Copyright © by the author. Open Access publication under the terms of CC-BY-NC-4.0.
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that a situation is of a given type. We will argue for this on the basis of important
classes of natural language examples where meaning is defined only in terms of sub-
jective judgement and there is no objective truth of the matter, for example predicates
of personal taste such as This soup is delicious, expressions of artistic judgement such
as Stockhausen’s Gruppen is a masterpiece and expressions of moral or political judge-
ments such as Women should be allowed to drive. An important part of our approach
has to do with the kind of reasoning that takes place during interaction in dialogue,
and the notion of a dialogue gameboard as proposed by Ginzburg (2012) will play a
significant part in the analysis.
2 Predicates of personal taste and other judgements
There is a considerable literature on exchanges involving predicates of personal taste
such as (1).
(1) A: This soup tastes great
B: No, it tastes horrible
Among much other work, the following have greatly influenced my own thinking
about such examples: Björnsson andAlmér (2011), Crespo and Fernández (2011), Laser-
sohn (2005), and Stojanovic (2007).
What proposition, if any, are A and B disagreeing about? If we adopt the analysis
of dialogue proposed by Jonathan Ginzburg, most recently culminating in Ginzburg
(2012), the following question arises: What, if anything, gets entered onto A’s and
B’s dialogue gameboards as a commitment resulting from this exchange? A standard
approach to these cases is to start from a notion of proposition defined in terms of truth
in possible worlds and relativize this notion in some way to context possibly involving
A’s and B’s beliefs.
It seems clear at least that A and B are not agreeing, as shown by (2).
(2) a. A: This soup tastes great
B: #No, I agree, it tastes horrible
b. A: This soup tastes great
B: #You’re right, it tastes horrible
We might even go so far as to say that they are disagreeing, at least when we consider
the acceptable dialogues in (3).
(3) a. A: This soup tastes great
B: No, I disagree, it tastes horrible
b. A: This soup tastes great
B: ?You’re wrong, it tastes horrible
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The dialogue (3b) may be somewhat less acceptable, and this may be evidence that
disagreement is not always about a simple matter of truth. In the literature on pred-
icates of personal taste this kind of disagreement has been referred to as “Faultless
disagreement”, that is, disagreeing with somebody on a matter does not necessarily
mean that you think they are wrong. There is a clear distinction, for example, between
(3b), where how good the soup tastes is intuitively a matter of opinion and (4), where
there is intuitively an objective fact of the matter as to whether the soup contains milk.
(4) A: This soup contains milk
B: No, you’re wrong, it’s coconut milk
When it comes to moral and political judgements and even artistic judgements, issues
of right and wrong can arise even if there is perhaps no objective fact of the matter.
(5) a. A: Women should not be allowed to drive
B: No, you’re wrong, of course they should
b. A: Stockhausen’s Gruppen is rubbish
B: No, you’re wrong, it’s a masterpiece
(5b) is particularly appropriate ifB feels thatA is ignorant about contemporary music
and has no right to venture an uninformed opinion.
3 Strategies for accommodating personal judgements into
truth-based semantics
The central question for a truth-based semantics is what A and B in our examples
are disagreeing about. Can we find an appropriate proposition that they believe to
be true and false respectively? Or can we interpret the personal judgement sentences
in a way so that no conflict arises in order to account for the faultless aspect of the
disagreement? One way to try to account for the no fault aspect is to say that the
personal judgements express attitude reports. This might be realized by saying that
(6a) actually expresses (6b).
(6) a. This soup tastes great
b. I think this soup tastes great
Initially, this seems like a plausible idea. However, if the two sentences were equivalent
we would accept both of the dialogues in (7) to be equally acceptable
(7) a. A: This soup tastes great
B: ?#You’re entitled to your opinion, of course,
but it tastes horrible
b. A: This soup tastes great
B: You’re entitled to your opinion, of course,
but I think it tastes horrible
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A theory which regards the two sentences in (6) as equivalent would have to explain
why they are not substitutable for each other in (7).
A different strategy is to try to exploit the indices that are used for evaluation in
a traditional model-theoretic semantics, that is, possible world, time, speaker, hearer,
and so on. An obvious place to start is with the speaker of the sentence. We might say
that the truth of personal judgements is relativized to the speaker of the sentence. This
is schematically represented in (8).
(8) [[ This soup tastes great ]]...,spA,... ̸=
[[ This soup tastes great ]]...,spB,...
This approach would mean that personal judgements are treated as if they contain an
implicit first person indexical and so one might expect them to behave similarly to
sentences in which there is an overt first person indexical as in (9).
(9) [[ I like this soup ]]...,spA,... ̸=
[[ I like this soup ]]...,spB,...
Unfortunately, however, the sentences with the overt indexical do not at all behave
in the same way as personal judgements when it comes to disagreement, as shown in
(10).
(10) A: I like this soup
B: #No, I don’t /
No, you don’t (you’re just saying that) / I don’t
The crucial point here is that you cannot say No, I don’t in response to I like this soup
whereas you can say No, it’s not in response to This soup is delicious. Lasersohn (2005)
makes a similar point.
It is not even clear that the interpretation of a personal judgement is always relative
to the speaker. Consider the examples in (11).
(11) a. Child: This medicine’s yucky
Parent: Yes, I know (it’s yucky), but it will do you good
b. A: This soup tastes great
B: Does it? (I’m glad / It’s horrible /
I can’t tell what I think)
There’s something more complex than straightforward indexical semantics going on.
In (11a) the parent is adopting the perspective of the child. The parent can make this
contribution even if the medicine tastes perfectly OK for them as an adult. Similarly
(11b) seems to show that a question about a personal judgement most naturally ad-
dresses the personal judgement of the hearer, not the speaker. Similarly, the continu-
ation I’m glad in this example seems to concern A’s judgement of the soup, not B’s,
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whereas It’s horrible concerns B’s judgement. There seems to be a notion of perspec-
tive here similar to the interpretation of spatial expressions like left and right where
we can choose to adopt either our own or another person’s perspective. It is different
to the spatial case, however, in that with left and right, once you have fixed a perspec-
tive there does appear to be an objective fact of the matter whether one object is to
the left or right of another. In the case of taste there does not appear to be a neutral
“fact” independent of the perspective. Again Lasersohn (2005) has different examples
making a similar point.
4 Judgement and truth
In mainstream semantics truth is central to our explanation of meaning and reasoning.
Traditional notions of proposition are based on truth, for example truth in possible
worlds. Propositions are regarded as sets of worlds where the proposition is true. In
general, the approach to dealing with taste in the literature has been to refine this
truth-theoretic approach by adding additional parameters (making truth relative or
contextually determined). This has the consequence that ultimately there is some fact
of the matter that is true, false or perhaps undefined if we allow truth-value gaps.
In type theory of the kind discussed in Martin-Löf (1984) and Nordström et al. (1990)
we get a slightly different spin on this issue. A central notion is that of a judgement that
an object a is of a type T , a : T . We say “a is of type T ” or “a is awitness for T ”.There is,
of course, a notion of truth in this kind of type theory but it is parasitic on judgement.
Types are seen as the truth-bearers (following the dictum of “propositions as types”)
and types are “true” just in case there is something of the type. This means that types
have a dual role: classifying objects and situations on the one hand and serving as truth
bearers on the other (corresponding to propositions that there are objects or situations
of a given type).
This suggests to us the following strategy for dealing with personal judgements:
rather than taking truth as basic and trying to finagle judgement, we take judgement
as basic and say that in many cases, though not all, there is, in addition, a fact of the
matter. In a general sense, this is a Montagovian strategy: make the apparently more
complex case basic and add to it for what you think of as being the ordinary case (cf.
Montague’s treatment of intensional verbs). Our claim is that we only think of taste
predicates as being difficult because we are starting from truth-based semantics rather
than judgement-based semantics.
Note that we are not saying that truth is not important for semantics. It is still of cen-
tral importance. Our access to truth in natural (human) reasoning, however, is through
judgement and it should not be surprising that this should be reflected in the nature
of natural reasoning systems.
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5 Type theory and personal judgements
We shall make our proposal in terms of a type theory which we have called TTR, for
“Type Theory with Records” (Cooper 2005a; Cooper 2005b; Cooper 2012; Cooper and
Ginzburg 2015; Cooper in prep.).
We can think of a judgement as a type act in the sense of Cooper (2014). That is,
we can be explicit about the role of an agent in the act of judgement: agent A judges
object a to be of type T , a :A T . Following a suggestion by Ginzburg (2012) we say that
the result of a judgement that a situation s is of type T , s : T , can be seen as a type-
theoretic object, an Austinian proposition, a record with two fields, labelled ‘situation’






TheAustinian proposition (12) is true just in case s is indeed of type T . Now let us con-
sider an Austinian proposition where we make the agent explicit. It has an additional
field labelled ‘agent’.
(13)
 situation = stype = T
agent = A

We call this a subjective Austinian proposition. It is true just in case A judges s to be
of type T , s :A T . We will call Austinian propositions which have two fields as in
(12) objective Austinian propositions. As type-theoretic objects these records belong to






A record of this type is required to have two fields labelled ‘situation’ and ‘type’ and
the objects in those fields must be respectively of type Sit (“situation”) and Type (the
type of types1). A record with additional fields also belongs to this type. Thus both
objective and subjective Austinian propositions are of this type. The type SubjAusProp
(“subjective Austinian proposition”) in addition requires the agent field filled by an
object of type Ind (“individual”). This is given in (15).
(15)
 situation : Sittype : Type
agent : Ind

1 We avoid Russell’s paradox by stratifying the types. See Cooper (in prep. 2012) for discussion.
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Thus while the records themselves have a fixed finite number of fields, the record types
do not fully specify how many fields the records of that type should have. The records
of a given type must have at least as many fields as specified in the type but they may
havemore.Thus the recordswe are using tomodel objective propositionswill have two
fields (for a situation and a type), whereas those which model subjective propositions
have three fields (that is, with an additional field for the agent). However, the type that
requires two fields (for a situation and a type) will have witnesses which have exactly
the two fields as required, but it will also have witnesses with additional fields. Thus
both objective and subjective propositionswill bewitnesses for the typewhich requires
two fields.Thismeans that the record types introduce a kind of underspecification even
though the witnesses for those types are fully determinate with respect to the number
of fields that they have.
Record types can be (partially) specified. That is, they can require that a record of
the type not only contain appropriate fields with objects of the required type but also
that they contain a particular object of the required type. An example is given in (16).
(16)
 situation : Sittype=soup-is-good : Type
agent : Ind

Here we have used soup-is-good as a representation of the type corresponding to an
utterance of This soup is good. We are not interested in the exact nature of this type in
this paper. (16) is then a partially specified type of subjective propositions.
Our proposal is that in dialogical negotiation we are jointly reasoning about such
types of propositions and that these are the objects which are entered into shared
commitments on dialogue participants’ gameboards, that is, the view of the common
ground so far established in the dialogue according to the particular dialogue partici-
pant. (Onemay think of the types as doing the duty of “underspecified representations”
of propositions.) Saying This soup is good offers the type (17a) or (17b) and claims you
can instantiate it with a true proposition.
(17) a.








Crucially, we think that it is not determined by the utterance whether the speaker
has a subjective or objective proposition in mind and that often subjective opinion
is offered or interpreted as objective fact. Answering yes (agreeing) means you can
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also instantiate it with a true proposition. Answering no (disagreeing) means you can
instantiate a type with an incompatible type-field (e.g. soup-is-horrible).2
Gricean dialogue principles govern which individuals you are allowed to instantiate
in the agent field in a subjective Austinian proposition. The maxim of quality says that
you are only allowed to claim propositions are true if you have evidence. In the simplest
case you are only allowed to assert subjective propositions in which you yourself are
the agent. However, this flips to the audience in the case of a question such as Is the
soup good? since the agent giving the answer must obey the maxim of quality and can
only instantiate the agent with themselves.
However, this restriction on instantiation only holds in the simplest case. When
your dialogue partner has already told you how they feel, then you have evidence
for a proposition with them as agent. In such a case you can choose yourself or your
dialogue partner as the agent, as illustrated in (18).
(18) A: This medicine tastes yucky
B: No, it doesn’t / Yes, I know
Actually, I think both of B’s responses are ambiguous as to whether the agent of the
judgement is A or B as illustrated by the continuations in (19).
(19) a. No, it doesn’t. You’re just pretending.
b. No, it doesn’t. I think it’s delicious.
c. Yes, I know. It’s very bitter for young children.
d. Yes, I know. It’s dreadfully bitter.
6 Propositional attitudes towards subjective and objective
propositions
There are some cases in which it is unclear whether there is an objective fact of the
matter or not. Consider (20).
(20) A: (taking a sip of tea) This milk is sour
B: (tasting the milk) No, it’s fine
Is there an objective fact concerning whether the milk is sour or not? The dialogue
does not seem to force us into a decision. It is therefore fortunate that we have the






2 To say that two types are incompatible means that there can be no object which is of both types. See
the discussion of negation in Cooper and Ginzburg (2012).
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A record, r, is of a given record type, T , just in case r has fields with labels which are
the same as the labels in T and objects in those fields which are of the types specified
in the respective fields in T . Crucially, r may also have additional fields with labels
not in T . Thus an objective proposition not containing an agent could be of the type
(21), but so also could a subjective proposition which in addition specifies an agent.
Thus (21) does not specify whether the proposition is subjective or not. One suspects
that there are many dialogues where it is unspecified as to whether we are dealing
with objective facts or not, and this may lead to misunderstanding or even deliberate
misinformation. This may have relevance for current political discourse.
It follows from this that any Austinian proposition of the type SubjAusProp, as de-
fined in (15), will be of the type AusProp, as defined in (14), that is, SubjAusProp is a
subtype of AusProp. The fact that we have a type of Austinian propositions in general
and a type of subjective Austinian propositions but not a type of objective Austinian
propositions gives us a prediction that predicates of propositional attitudes may select
for either of the two types but not for objective propositions as such. In the remainder
of this section we will look at some examples and discuss whether this prediction is
borne out.
There are clearly verbs which select for subjective propositions but which do not
allow objective propositions. Examples with English find are given in (22).
(22) a. Anne finds Mary beautiful (Sæbø 2009, p. 336)
b. #Homer finds Bart gay (Sæbø 2009, p. 329)


































‘Most people find there to be an Easter Bunny’ (Sæbø 2009, p. 328, modified)




































‘Many researchers find that the dinosaurs were exterminated by a powerful
comet strike’ (Sæbø 2009, p. 335)
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‘Many researchers find that the dinosaurs were exterminated by a powerful
comet strike’
English think is a verb that clearly takes both subjective and objective propositions as
complement, as shown in (26).
(26) a. Many people think that atomic power stations are beautiful
b. Many researchers think that the dinosaurs became extinct because of a
gigantic comet striking the earth
Potential counterexamples for our prediction are those which appear to take only ob-
jective propositions as complements. A candidate is English believe as in (27).
(27) a. Many researchers believe that the dinosaurs became extinct because of a
gigantic comet striking the earth
b. ?Many people believe this soup is delicious







































‘Many people believe that this soup tastes excellent’
However, this data concerning believe/tro is a little misleading. While they appear to
select for objective propositions they can in fact also occur with subjective proposi-
tions. It is just that when they do so, they induce an effect which is a little similar to
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switch reference: they require that the agent making the judgement in the subjective
proposition in the complement is distinct from the subject of the embedding attitude
verb. Thus (29) is something you can say when you have not yet tasted the soup but
you have heard from somebody else that they thought it was good.
(29) I believe the soup is good

































‘Our memory tricks us into believing that people with an attractive exterior
are nicer than ugly people’ (http://www.suntliv.nu/Amnen/Halsa/
Artiklar-om-halsa/Darfor-tror-vi-att-vackra-manniskor-ar-trevligare/,





















































‘in spite of the embarassing mistake I believe the soup was pretty good
anyway’
(http://tantgulsblogg.se/en-spicy-thai-soppa-och-tant-gul-tokar-till-det/,
retrieved Oct 29, 2012)
In (30a) we believe that attractive people are generally judged to be nicer, not just that
we think they are nicer. In (30b) Sebastian believes that other people find him good-
looking. Finally, in (30c) it is believed that the people to whom the soup was served
judged it to taste good. In (31) we give a couple of constructed minimal pairs3 which













‘I believe the medicine (will) taste(s) good’












































‘Kim thinks that small dogs are attractive’
(31a) is something you might say to a child in order to persuade them to take the
medicine. You may not have tasted the medicine yourself but you think the child will
like it. (31b), on the other hand, means that you have tasted it yourself and your opinion
is that it tastes good. You may also use this to persuade the child to take the medicine
but here the argument would be “I think it’s good, therefore you will think it’s good”.
The sentence only expresses the antecedent in this argument. (31c) can be used to
express that Kim believes that people find small dogs attractive, that is, people in gen-
eral, possibly including Kim, though not necessarily. Think of a situation where Kim
is opening a pet shop and wondering what animals to sell — Kim may not personally
find small dogs attractive. (31d), on the other hand, requires that Kim personally finds
small dogs attractive and cannot be used to say anything about the view of people
in general (beyond, possibly, the unexpressed suggestion that if Kim finds small dogs
attractive then other people will too).
If English believe/think make a similar distinction in terms of subjectivity with re-
spect to their complement as Swedish tro/tycka, why do the latter seem so exotic and
difficult for English speakers of Swedish? I believe that the reason for this is that the
two pairs divide up the space of possibilities slightly differently. In Table 1, ‘+’ means
that the verb takes a subjective/objective complement, ‘–’ means that it does not, and








Table 1: The space of possibilities for the English and Swedish verbs
The fact that tycka does not take objective propositions as complement whereas
think does is apparently enough to cause confusion among English non-native speak-
ers of Swedish.
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7 Conclusion
We have argued that natural human reasoning is judgement based rather than truth
based and that truth is parasitic on judgement. This seems a reasonable conclusion for
agents whose access to truth is through judgement (their own or somebody else’s). By
this we do not wish to say that there is no notion of objective truth in natural reason-
ing. We suggest, however, that there are subjective judgements illustrated in natural
language by a variety of personal judgements involving taste, morality and artistic
judgement among other things, for which there is no objective fact of the matter. As
natural reasoners, humans seem deeply engaged in discussing such judgements. They
are simply interested in the judgements that other people make.
The distinction between subjective and objective propositions in our particular type-
theoretic formulation results in two types of propositions: propositions in general
which may or may not specify an agent making the judgement, and a subtype of this
type for subjective propositions which do require an agent as the judge. We test the
hypothesis that these two types can be selected for by predicates of propositional at-
titude, but that there is no predicate which can select for only objective propositions
(since no such type is available according to our analysis). We have argued against
some expected counterexamples to this claim.
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Unlike phrase structure category coordination
Mary Dalrymple
Abstract. We present a feature-based theory of phrase structure category labels which
assigns an appropriate category to unlike category coordinations such as (Fred is) [[a Democrat]
and [proud of it]]. We propose that unlike category coordinations are specified as including
features of the phrase structure categories of each of the conjuncts.
1 Introduction
Often, some syntactic or semantic property of a coordinate structure depends on the
corresponding properties of its conjuncts. In this paper we address a particular as-
pect of that phenomenon: determining the c-structure category label of a coordinate
structure in which the conjuncts have different categories. For example, what is the














The c-structure category of a phrase is relevant for category selection requirements
imposed by certain predicates and certain phrase structure configurations. These re-
quirements must also be satisfied by coordinate structures, including unlike category
coordination. We provide an analysis which assumes that tree nodes are labeled by
sets of features, and we propose a means for determining the set of features defining
the label of a coordinate structure on the basis of the features labeling the conjunct
phrases.
The e model of a moden lingi. Edited by Victoria Rosén and Koenraad De Smedt. BeLLS Vol. 8 (2017), DOI
10.15845/bells.v8i1.1332. Copyright © by the author. Open Access publication under the terms of CC-BY-NC-4.0.
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2 Category selection by predicate or rule
2.1 Predicates selecting c-structure category
There are very few predicates that require a particular c-structure category for their
arguments, but a few such predicates are attested. Often, the verbs wax and become
are given as examples.
As discussed in detail by Pollard and Sag (1994), wax in its predicative use requires
an adjective phrase complement, and disallows nominal, verbal, prepositional, and ad-
verbial phrase complements.
(2) a. Fred waxed [poetical]AdjP/[lyrical]AdjP.
b. *Fred waxed [a success]NP.
c. *Fred waxed [in a good mood]PP.
d. *Fred waxed [waving his arms wildly]VP.
e. *Fred waxed [quickly]AdvP.
Pollard and Sag (1994) claim that become requires either a nominal or an adjectival
complement.
(3) a. Fred became [happy]AdjP.
b. Fred became [a professor]NP.
c. *Fred became [in the room]PP.
d. *Fred became [waving his arms wildly]VP.
e. *Fred became [happily]AdvP.
Be can take an adjectival, a nominal, or a prepositional complement.
(4) a. Fred is [happy]AdjP.
b. Fred is [a professor]NP.
c. Fred is [in the room]PP.
In coordination, these requirements are preserved. The complement of wax can be a
coordinate structure composed of adjective phrases, but no other categories. Become
allows a coordinate structure composed of an adjective phrase and a nominal phrase,
but other categories are not allowed. Be allows any combination of adjectival, nomi-
nal, and prepositional phrase conjuncts. These constraints are exemplified in (5)–(7),
including naturally occurring corpus examples from Wikipedia (Davies 2015).
(5) a. Fred waxed [poetical]AdjP and [philosophical]AdjP.
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b. *Fred waxed [poetical]AdjP and [waving his arms wildly]VP.
(6) a. Fred became [a professor]NP and [proud of his work]AdjP.
b. Some Biblical minimalists like Thomas L. Thompson go further, arguing that
Jerusalem became [a city]NP and [capable of being a state capital]AdjP only in
the mid-7th century. (Wikipedia)
c. *Fred became [a professor]NP and [in line for a promotion]PP.
d. *Fred became [a professor]NP and [waving his arms wildly]VP.
(7) a. Fred is [a professor]NP and [proud of his work]AdjP.
b. She accepts her status as a Muggle-born witch, and states in Deathly Hallows
that she is “[a Mudblood]NP and [proud of it]AdjP”. (Wikipedia)
c. Fred is [a professor]NP and [in a good mood]PP.
d. Divion is [a commune]NP and [in the Pas-de-Calais department in the
Nord-Pas-de-Calais region of France]PP. (Wikipedia)
e. Fred is [proud of his work]AdjP and [in a good mood]PP.
f. Cassie discovers weeks later that the doctor who performed her procedure
has been influenced by Azazeal, and that the baby is [alive]AdjP and [in
Azazeal’s care]PP. (Wikipedia)
2.2 Phrase structure requirements
C-structure category requirements are not imposed only by predicates on their argu-
ments; c-structure positions can also be restricted to phrases of particular types. For
example, the complement position of an English PP can be filled by NP or PP, but not
CP.1
(8) a. I removed it from [the box]NP.
b. I removed it from [under the bed]PP.
c. *I didn’t care about [that he might be unhappy]CP.
However, the proper generalization governing these examples concerns the permitted
categories of phrases appearing in the complement position of PP, and not the category
of the f-structure object of a preposition. In fact, a CP can be the f-structure object of
a preposition if it is displaced, as discussed by Kaplan and Bresnan (1982), Kaplan and
Zaenen (1989), and Dalrymple and Lødrup (2000).
1 Evidence that the PP under the bed is the object of from, and that from under is not a complex prepo-
sition, includes the possibility that under the bed can be clefted as in (a), and modified as in (b):
(a) It was [under the bed] that I removed it from.
(b) I removed it from [right/directly under the bed].
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(9) [That he might be unhappy]CP, I didn’t care about.
This means that we cannot rule out examples like (8c) by restricting the category of
the f-structure object of the preposition, since this would incorrectly rule out examples
such as (9), in which a displaced CP is the f-structure object of the preposition about.
Instead, we must restrict the phrasal category that can appear as the complement of P
in the P′ rule.
Notably, a prepositional complement can also be a coordinate structure with one NP
conjunct and one PP conjunct; example (10b) is from the NOW corpus (Davies 2013).
(10) a. I removed them from [the box]NP and [under the bed]PP.
b. Every year, the Canadian Tourism Commission invites travel journalists from
[this country]NP and [around the world]PP to a convention called GoMedia to
meet tourism representatives from across Canada. (NOW Corpus)
A c-structure rule allowing a disjunction of NP and PP as the complement of P allows
either (conjoined) NPs or (conjoined) PPs, but fails to allow unlike category coordina-
tion structures such as [the box]NP and [under the bed]PP, with one NP conjunct and
one PP conjunct.
(11) P′ rule, version 1 (unsuccessful):
P′ −→ P {NP | PP}
In sum, these examples show the need for a theory of phrase structure category
labels that provides an appropriate label for a coordinate phrase composed of unlike
categories. A coordination of like categories should have that category, and a coordina-
tion of unlike categories should have properties of both categories, or be indeterminate
between the two categories in some sense.
3 Previous work and alternative analyses
3.1 Ellipsis?
Beavers and Sag (2004) propose that examples like (12) do not exemplify unlike cate-
gory coordination, but are in fact coordinated verb phrases with elision of the verb in
the second conjunct.
(12) Fred [is a professor] and [is proud of his work].
On this analysis, a professor and proud of his work is not a constituent, since the second
conjunct is analyzed as a subpart of an elided larger structure. Although this is a pos-
sible analysis of some examples of this type, it does not constitute a general solution to
the problem of unlike category coordination. Peterson (2004) provides two arguments
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that an unlike category coordination must have an analysis as a single constituent.
First, fronting is possible only for single constituents (13a), but an unlike category co-
ordination can be fronted (13b,c).
(13) a. *[A book] [to Fred] though Bill gave…
b. [[A plumber] and [making a fortune]] though Bill may be, he’s not going to
be invited to my party.
c. [[In town] and [itching for a fight]] is the scourge of the West, Zitty Zeke.
However, this argument is not conclusive: as pointed out by Beavers and Sag (2004),
there is an alternative analysis of these examples that conforms to their ellipsis-based
approach.
(14) A plumber though Bill may be and making a fortune though Bill may be, he’s
not going to be invited to my party.
Peterson (2004) provides a second argument based on right node raising, which for at
least some English speakers is possible only for single constituents (Bresnan 1974). For
those speakers, the examples in (15) show that coordinated unlike categories can form
a single constituent, and cannot be analyzed in terms of ellipsis.
(15) a. Bill is, and John soon will be, [[a master plumber] and [making a fortune]].
b. I can picture Zeke, but cannot imagine John, [[a convicted felon] and
[imprisoned for life]].
An additional difficulty comes from the acceptability of modifiers such as simultane-
ously or alternately, for which an ellipsis-based analysis does not produce the right
reading; under an ellipsis-based analysis, the examples in (16a) and (17a) are elided
versions of (16b) and (17b), but the meanings of the (a) and (b) examples are not the
same.
(16) a. Fred is simultaneously [a professor] and [ashamed of his work].
b. Fred [is simultaneously a professor] and [is simultaneously ashamed of his
work].
(17) a. Fred is alternately [in a good mood] and [suicidal].
b. Fred [is alternately in a good mood] and [is alternately suicidal].
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3.2 Choose a new category?
Patejuk (2015) proposes that all unlike category coordination structures have the same
c-structure category label; she proposes XP (or, alternatively, UP), which is not a vari-
able over category labels, but a special label for unlike category coordinations. In other
words, all unlike category coordinations have the category XP.
(18) XP −→ YP Conj ZP
This proposal requires potentially radical modification of the grammar to allow the
special category XP as well as standard categories like NP and PP wherever unlike
category coordination structures can appear. Evenwhen this is done, the proposal does
not allow the possibility of imposing the category requirements that were shown to be
necessary in Section 2, since on this view all unlike category coordinations have the
same category. It also makes it difficult to enforce category-function correlations and
to control the distribution of phrases of different categories, since there is no relation
between the category of the unlike category coordination structure and the categories
of the conjuncts.
3.3 Choose one of the categories?
Peterson (2004) proposes that the category of the coordinate structure in unlike cate-
gory coordination is the category of the first daughter.
(19) X −→ X Conj Y
This analysis makes the incorrect prediction that the distribution of an unlike category
coordination structure matches the distribution of the category of the first conjunct.
As shown in examples (20) and (21), both conjuncts must satisfy the requirements, not
just the first one.
(20) a. Fred waxed [poetical]AdjP and [philosophical]AdjP.
b. *Fred waxed [poetical]AdjP and [waving his arms wildly]VP.
(21) a. Fred became [a professor]NP and [happy]AdjP.
b. *Fred became [a professor]NP and [in line for a promotion]PP.
In fact, the problem is more general: this proposal allows an unlike category coordi-
nation structure to appear wherever the category of the initial conjunct is allowed.
For example, if the grammar allows the category CP as a verbal complement in V′, this
proposal predicts that any unlike category coordination structure whose first conjunct
is a CP is also an acceptable verbal complement, no matter what the categories of the
non-initial conjuncts are. Like the Patejuk proposal, then, the Peterson proposal does
not enforce category-function correlations or allow for control over the distribution
of phrases of different categories, since unlike category coordination structures can
contain non-initial conjuncts of any category.
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4 Category selection: the CAT predicate
In LFG, category selection by a predicate is treated by appeal to the CAT predicate,
which is defined in terms of the node labeling function λ. Nodes in a tree are generally
represented by their labels, as in the tree on the left in (22), but this is in fact an ab-
breviatory convention for the representation on the right, where the λ node labeling
function is made explicit.









We can refer to the nodes corresponding to a particular f-structure through the inverse
ϕ correspondence:ϕ is a function from c-structure nodes to f-structures, and its inverse





























This allows us to define the CAT predicate, which relates an f-structure to the labels of
the c-structure nodes that correspond to it.
(24) Definition of CAT (Crouch et al. 2008; Kaplan and Maxwell 1996):
CAT(f , C) iff ∃n ∈ ϕ−1(f) : λ(n) ∈ C.
“CAT(f , C) is true if and only if there is some node n that corresponds to f via
the inverse ϕ correspondence (ϕ−1) whose label (λ) is in the set of categories
C .”
The CAT predicate allows us to constrain the category of the complement of the verb
wax by requiring AdjP to be one of the categories of the c-structure nodes correspond-
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ing to the pedlink ofwax.2The lexical entry for the predicatewax using the definition
of CAT in (24) is given in (25).
(25) CAT((↑ pedlink), {AdjP})
“The label AdjP must be a member of the set of labels of c-structure nodes
corresponding to my pedlink.”
The lexical entry for become, which requires AdjP or NP, is given in (26).
(26) CAT((↑ pedlink), {AdjP, NP})
“Either the label AdjP or the label NP must be a member of the set of labels of
c-structure nodes corresponding to my pedlink.”
4.1 CAT in unlike category coordination
What predictions does the CAT predicate make for unlike category coordinations, as
in (27)? Notice that the c-structure constituent corresponding to the pedlink of be-
come is the unlike category coordinate structure a professor and proud of his work, as




































This means that we need some additional assumptions to appropriately constrain the
categories of the conjuncts in unlike category coordination.
Kaplan and Maxwell (1996) and Crouch et al. (2008) address this problem by propos-
ing that the CAT predicate is distributive (Dalrymple and Kaplan 2000): if the CAT
predicate is applied to a set of f-structures, it must hold for each member of the set.
2 We analyze the predicative complement of wax as the closed grammatical function pedlink (Butt
et al. 1999; Dalrymple, Dyvik, and King 2004) rather than the open complement comp, but nothing in
our analysis hinges on this choice.
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(28) For any distributive property P and set s, P (s) iff ∀f ∈ s.P (f). (Dalrymple
and Kaplan 2000, example (73))
Treating CAT as distributive means that each conjunct of a coordinate structure, in-
cluding unlike category coordinations, must satisfy the constraints imposed by the
CAT predicate. If we assume the CAT constraint given in (26) for become, the result
is as desired for example (27): each conjunct of the coordinated pedlink has either
the label AdjP or the label NP. Thus, in the analysis of category constraints imposed
by predicates such as wax and become (Section 2.1), treating CAT as distributive yields
similar empirical coverage to the solution we propose here.
However, treating CAT as distributive leaves open the issue that is the main focus of
this paper: the category label of unlike category coordination structures. Proponents
of the distributive CAT definition generally assume the Peterson proposal outlined
in Section 3.3, that the category of a nonconstituent coordinate structure is the same
as the category of the initial conjunct (Ron Kaplan, p.c.). We must then reevaluate
the problem of category selection that arises for the Peterson proposal: recall that the
rule in (11) does not adequately constrain the P′ rule, since it allows unlike category
coordination structures with an NP or PP initial conjunct and non-initial conjuncts
of other categories. This problem can in fact be addressed if the rule is formulated
as in (29), with explicit CAT constraints to ensure that all conjuncts in a coordinated
prepositional complement are either NP or PP.









In fact, such annotations would have to appear throughout the grammar, to prevent
the appearance of unlike category coordination structures with conjuncts that are not
allowed in particular contexts. For example, to ensure that only phrases of category
CP or conjunctions with CP conjuncts can bear the f-structure role of comp, the CAT
annotation in (30) is necessary.
(30) V′ −→ V CP
(↑ comp)=↓
CAT(↓, {CP})
We prefer a solution which does not require such a proliferation of additional category
constraints. The solution we propose in the following assigns a c-structure category to
coordinate structures which reflects the categories of the conjuncts, with an overspeci-
fied category reflecting the categories of the conjuncts in unlike category coordination.
In this setting, the CAT predicate constrains the category of the coordinate structure
as a whole: we advocate a nondistributive definition of CAT which does not distribute
to the members of a set.
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4.2 Overspecification and indeterminacy
Our analysis is prefigured in work within the GPSG and HPSG frameworks by Gazdar
et al. (1985), Sag et al. (1985), and Sag (2002), who propose that there is a systematic
relation between the features of a coordinate structure (including features defining the
category label as well as other grammatical features) and the features of the conjuncts.
Our analysis is also clearly related to work by Bayer (1996), who adopts a deductive
approach in a Categorial Grammar setting, and proposes overspecified categories for
unlike category coordination.
Gazdar et al. (1985) and Sag et al. (1985) propose that the features of a coordinate
structure are the intersection (or, equivalently, the generalization) of the features of
the conjuncts, and that a predicate can impose underspecified requirements on its ar-
guments. On their theory, the conjuncts in an example like [a sick man][+n, −, +ped]
and [suffering from fever][−n, +, +ped] have the features indicated. The values of the n
and  features clash, but the +ped feature is common to both conjuncts, and so the
coordinate structure has only the feature +ped. A verb like is places no constraints
on the n and  features of its complement, requiring only the+ped feature, and so a
sick man and suffering from fever is correctly predicted to be an acceptable complement
for is. Jacobson (1987) and Sag (2002) point out some problems for this proposal when
predicates are coordinated: for example, if the predicate grew requires a AdjP comple-
ment bearing the features [+n, +] and the predicate remained requires an AdjP or NP
complement bearing only the feature [+n], Gazdar et al. (1985) and Sag et al. (1985)
predict that the coordinated predicates grew and remained require only [+n], incor-
rectly classifying *Kim grew and remained a Republican as grammatical.Though it does
not suffer from these difficulties, our proposal is similar to the Gazdar et al. (1985) and
Sag et al. (1985) approaches in that it allows a predicate to place underspecified re-
quirements on the category of its argument: a verb like become places indeterminate
requirements on its complement, allowing a noun phrase, an adjective phrase, or a
coordinate structure with one or more NP conjuncts and one or more AdjP conjuncts.
Sag (2002) proposes a treatment of coordinate structures which allows underspec-
ification in the type lattice, treating only a subset of grammatical features (crucially
not including subcategorization requirements) via underspecification in coordination.
Bayer (1996) provides an analysis which is similar to Sag’s analysis in some respects,
according to which unlike category coordinations have a disjunctively specified cat-
egory label; for example, Bayer proposes the category NP∨S for an unlike coordinate
phrase containing an NP conjunct and an S conjunct. Some predicates place fully spec-
ified category requirements on their argument; for example, a predicate such as wax
requires a complement of category AdjP. Other predicates impose a disjunctive cat-
egory requirement; for example, a predicate such as become requires an argument of
category NP∨AdjP. A noun phrase such as a man is of category NP, but its category can
be weakened to NP∨AdjP, allowing it to serve as the complement of become. An un-
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like category coordination necessarily has a disjunctive category specification, which
cannot be strengthened by eliminating one of the disjuncts; for this reason, an unlike
NP∨AdjP coordination cannot serve as the complement to a verb like wax, which re-
quires the stronger, nondisjunctive category AdjP. Our proposal resembles Sag’s and
Bayer’s in that an unlike category coordination is specified as belonging to each of
the categories of the conjuncts, and can appear only with a predicate which places
indeterminate category requirements on its argument.
One important difference between these works and our proposal relates to the mod-
ular architecture of LFG and the separation of c-structure and f-structure. Our analy-
sis does not assume that f-structure features such as case, person, or number must be
treated by the same rules and processes as c-structure features defining category labels.
Although our analysis of unlike category coordination bears important similarities to
the analysis of f-structure feature indeterminacy, there are also important differences.
For example, in the treatment of case indeterminacy (described in the next section)
coordinate predicates place possibly overspecified requirements on the case features
of their shared arguments, while arguments can be indeterminately specified, using
negative features to rule out unacceptable possibilities. In contrast, in unlike category
coordination it is coordinated arguments that are potentially overspecified for phrase
structure category features, while predicates place potentially indeterminate category
requirements on their arguments.
5 Baground: F-structure indeterminacy and overspecifica-
tion
We treat the category of an unlike category coordination as overspecified: that is, an
unlike category coordinate structure is specified as belonging to each of the phrase
structure categories of its conjuncts. When the categories of all of the conjuncts in a
coordinate structure are compatible with the (possibly underspecified) requirements of
the governing predicate and the phrasal configuration, an unlike category coordination
is acceptable. Our analysis is similar to the Dalrymple, King, et al. (2009) analysis of f-
structure indeterminacy, building on the set-based treatment of Dalrymple and Kaplan
(2000), which we now describe.
The masculine weak declension plural German noun Papageien ‘parrots’, which
shows no case distinctions, can satisfy different case requirements, occurring with



































Groos and Reimsdijk (1979) and Zaenen and Karttunen (1984) were among the first
to point out that syncretic forms like Papageien can be syntactically indeterminate —















‘He finds and helps parrots.’
In their analysis of indeterminacy, Dalrymple, King, et al. (2009) propose that the value
of the cae attribute is a feature structure which allows specification and differentia-
tion of each (core) case by means of a separate (boolean-valued) attribute: nom, acc,
da, and so forth. A negative value indicates the inability of a form to satisfy the cor-
responding case requirement, while a positive value indicates that the form can satisfy
the requirement. Indeterminate forms can satisfy more case requirements than deter-
minate forms; thus, indeterminate forms contain a smaller number of negative speci-
fications and allow a larger number of positive specifications for case. The value of the
cae feature of the determinately specified German pronouns ihn and ihm are as given
in (34).
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The requirement for the obj of hil to bear dative case is imposed by the equation in
(35), which requires the value + for the da case attribute of hil’s object.
(35) hilft: (↑ obj cae da)=+

















An accusative object like ihn fails to satisfy this requirement, since hil’s requirement

















An indeterminate form like Papageien is a cased form: it must express some case or
other, but there are no restrictions on which case it expresses. This means that it can
appear as the object of a verb like findet (39) as well as a verb like hil (40), since it
can be positively specified for either accusative or dative case. As shown in (41), it can
also be overspecified, with positive values for both features; that is, it can bear more
than one case value at the same time.
(38) Papageien: (↑ cae {nom|acc|da|gen})=+
(39) Er findet Papageien.  obj [ ped ‘pao’cae [ acc + ]
] he finds parrots
‘He finds parrots.’
(40) Er hil Papageien.  obj [ ped ‘pao’cae [ da + ]
] he helps parrots
‘He helps parrots.’
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he finds and helps parrots
‘He finds and helps parrots.’
6 Feature-based decomposition of c-structure categories
We assume that the features relevant for c-structure category labels encode only c-
structure information: phrase structure category, bar level, functional vs. lexical cat-
egory, and whether the category is projecting (Toivonen 2003). Bresnan et al. (2015,
p. 103) provide a discussion of bar-level features, features distinguishing functional
from lexical categories, and features distinguishing projecting and nonprojecting cat-
egories; since our aim is to encode indeterminate and determinate constraints on c-
structure categories and the category of unlike coordinations, we abstract away from
those features, and concentrate only on features that encode phrase structure category.
(42) Nouns and noun phrases are: [n +,  −, p −, adj −, ad −]
Verbs and verb phrases are: [n −,  +, p −, adj −, ad −]
Prepositions and prepositional phrases are: [n −,  −, p +, adj −, ad −]
Adjectives and adjective phrases are: [n −,  −, p −, adj +, ad −]
Adverbs and adverb phrases are: [n −,  −, p −, adj −, ad +]
We can now treat N, V, etc. as abbreviations for the corresponding fully instantiated
feature matrix:
(43) Abbreviation Feature matrix
N [n +,  −, p −, adj −, ad −]
V [n −,  +, p −, adj −, ad −]
P [n −,  −, p +, adj −, ad −]
Adj [n −,  −, p −, adj +, ad −]
Adv [n −,  −, p −, adj −, ad +]
And we reinterpret the λ labeling function in (22) as a function from nodes to feature-
based node labels.
(44) The node labeling function λ with feature matrices (Fred is a noun):
• [n +,  −, p −, adj −, ad −]
Fred
λ
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7 Category selection
The following standard notation allows reference to the current node, its mother, and
the labels of these nodes.
(45) Current node: ∗ Label of current node: ∗λ
Mother node: ∗̂ Label of mother node: ∗̂λ
Lexical entries specify the category of the preterminal node by specifying values for
each of the category features. We know of no reason to suppose that the lexicon con-
tains words with overspecified category features, and so we expect all words in the
lexicon to have a positive specification for one category feature, and negative specifi-
cations for the other category features. Adjectives like poetical and proud are specified
as in (46), with a positive specification for adj, and a negative specification for the
other category features.
(46) poetical, proud (∗̂λ n) = −
(∗̂λ ) = −
(∗̂λ p) = −
(∗̂λ adj) = +
(∗̂λ ad) = −
























[n −,  −, p −, adj +, ad −]
ϕ−1
λ
We can now recast our analysis of the requirements of wax in feature-based terms:
compare (25) with (48). The constraints in (48) use a local variable %c to refer to an
arbitrary member of the CAT set of nodes and to specify its required properties. The
representation in (47) meets the requirements in (48), as desired.
3 Recall that our focus is on category features, and we ignore features defining bar level. Including a
bar level feature would mean that the labels of the two nodes dominating poetical would not be the same,
since the Adj node would then be distinguished from the AP node by the bar level feature.
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(48) Constraints imposed by wax:
CAT((↑ pedlink), %c)
(%c n) = −
(%c ) = −
(%c p) = −
(%c adj) = +
(%c ad) = −
8 C-structure category of a coordinate phrase
We propose that the category of a coordinate phrase has the value + for a category
feature if there is some conjunct with the value + for that feature. On this view, as
shown in (49), unlike category coordination involves overspecification: a coordination
of unlike categories has the value + for more than one category feature.
(49) NP: [n +,  −, p −, adj −, ad −]
AdjP: [n −,  −, p −, adj +, ad −]
NP and AdjP: [n +, adj +]
Predicates check c-structure category requirements and rule out disallowed options
by requiring a negative value for the disallowed feature. For example, an NP or a co-
ordinate phrase containing a NP has the value + for the feature n, and predicates or
contexts disallowing NP specify the conflicting value − for the n feature.
9 e coordination rule
This analysis requires each conjunct daughter to pass up any category feature which
has a + value. This is accomplished by annotating each daughter in the coordination
rule with the constraints in (50). According to these constraints, if the label (λ) of the
daughter node (∗) has the value + for the feature n, then (⇒) the label of the mother
node (∗̂) is also required to have the value + for the feature n, and similarly for the
other category features. If the daughter node has any value other than+ for a feature (if
it has the value− or is unspecified), nothing is passed up, and the coordinate structure
remains unspecified for that feature.
(50) Constraints associated with each daughter node in the coordination rule:
(∗λ n) = +⇒ (∗̂λ n) = +
(∗λ ) = +⇒ (∗̂λ ) = +
(∗λ p) = +⇒ (∗̂λ p) = +
(∗λ adj) = +⇒ (∗̂λ adj) = +
(∗λ ad) = +⇒ (∗̂λ ad) = +
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These constraints produce the category features [n +, adj +] for the unlike category
coordination a professor and proud of his work, since one of the conjuncts is [n +] and
















[n +, adj +]
[n +,  −, p −, adj −, ad −]
[n −,  −, p −, adj +, ad −]
ϕ
λ
10 Indeterminacy and category selection
10.1 Selection by a predicate
A verb such as become places indeterminate requirements on the category of its
pedlink complement. The category features of the pedlink must be compatible
with the negative value − for the features , p, and ad (they must be unspecified for
each of those features, or specified as−), but no constraints on the features n and adj
are imposed. This means that either or both of those features can have the value +.
(52) Constraints imposed by become:
CAT((↑ pedlink),%c)
(%c ) = −
(%c p) = −
(%c ad) = −
This allows the analysis in (53) of category selection in unlike category coordination.
The positive values for the n and adj feature come from the coordination rule and the
constraints listed in (50), and the CAT constraint in (52) has the effect of negatively
instantiating the values of the , p, and ad features. In this case, then, the result is

































[n +,  −, p −, adj +, ad −]
10.2 Indeterminate specification in phrase structure rules
As discussed in Section 2.2, a P′ has a head daughter P, and a complement daughter
that may be either a nominal phrase or a prepositional phrase. Any of the following
are allowed in complement position of a PP:
(54) NP: [n +, p −,  −, adj −, ad −]
PP: [n −, p +,  −, adj −, ad −]
NP and PP: [n +, p +]
The complement in the P′ rule can have a positive value for the n feature, the p feature,
or both, and must be compatible with negative values for the remaining features. The
P′ rule can be written as follows, using the abbreviations in (43) for the fully specified
categories P′ and P, and an underspecified description for the category of the comple-
ment of P.
(55) P′ phrase structure rule, using abbreviations P and P′ for fully instantiated
feature matrices:
P′ −→ P •
(∗λ ) = −
(∗λ adj) = −
(∗λ ad) = −
11 Inventory of category features
We have assumed a set of features {n, , p, adj, ad} that allows maximum differentia-
tion among categories: each feature registers a node as specified for that part of speech.
More parsimonious theories of category features have, of course, been proposed; for
example, Toivonen (2003) and Bresnan et al. (2015) propose a two-feature system with
the features [+pedicaie, +aniie]. The example in (56) is from Bresnan et al.
(2015, p. 103).






As discussed in detail by Bayer (1996), such decompositions are in general not fine-
grained enough to cover all cases of unlike category coordination. In particular, some
combinations have no features in common, so it is not possible to use feature under-
specification to group together natural classes of all possible combinations. For exam-
ple, Marcotte (2014) and Bresnan et al. (2015) propose that IP and CP are verbal func-
tional categories, sharing the “predicative” and “transitive” features of verbs but with
additional features to mark their status as functional categories. Under their proposal,
there is no feature that NPs and CPs have in common.
(57) Pat remembered [the appointment]NP: [pedicaie−, aniie−] and
[that it was important to be on time]CP: [pedicaie+, aniie+].
The general problem is that the features in (56) are not intended to underpin an anal-
ysis of unlike category coordination; the aim is instead to capture a different set of
generalizations concerning the relation between functional or lexical categories, or
the syntactic combinatory possibilities of the categories (whether they can act pred-
icatively or take an obj complement). We use a maximally differentiated feature set in
order to be sure that all combinations of categories in unlike category coordinations
can be represented and constrained; future work may reveal that a simpler system is
possible.
12 Conclusion
This paper addresses one aspect of a general issue that has been the focus of a great
deal of attention in the literature. Often, the problem of unlike category coordination
is treated as a part of the general problem of syntactic feature resolution and feature
indeterminacy, and much of the literature focuses on f-structure features such as case,
person, number, and gender; besides the work cited above, relevant work has been
done by Pullum and Zwicky (1986), King and Dalrymple (2004), Dalrymple, King, et al.
(2006), Dalrymple, Dyvik, and Sadler (2007), andmanymore. Kaplan (2017) provides an
overview discussion of features and underspecification, and proposes a set-based alter-
native to feature structure-based accounts of indeterminacy which could be explored
as an alternative to the account presented here.
In distinguished conjunct agreement, one conjunct in a coordinate structure is syn-
tactically ‘distinguished’ in that it controls agreement processes (Arnold et al. 2007;
Dalrymple and Hristov 2010; Kuhn and Sadler 2007; Sadler 1999, 2003). Sadler (1999)
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provides the Welsh examples in (58) to illustrate this pattern: the verb shows first per-
son singular agreement with the first conjunct in example (58a), and third person sin-


























‘Mair and I were to marry.’
Similar patterns have been claimed to be relevant for c-structure category selection;
Sag et al. (1985) discuss examples such as (59), which indicate that the category of
the first conjunct can determine the distribution of a coordinate structure (see also Al
Khalaf (2015)).
(59) a. You can depend on [my assistant] and [that he will be on time].
b. *You can depend on [that he will be on time].
Such examples are actually ruled out by the rule in (55), which constrains all of the cat-
egories in a coordinate phrase, and forbids CP arguments in the complement position
of a PP; further work is needed to incorporate a treatment of distinguished conjunct
category constraints into the overall theory.
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Finite-state tokenization for a deep Wolof LFG
grammar
Cheikh M. Bamba Dione
Abstract. This paper presents a finite-state transducer (FST) for tokenizing and normaliz-
ing natural texts that are input to a large-scale LFG grammar for Wolof. In the early stage of
grammar development, a language-independent tokenizer was used to split the input stream
into a unique sequence of tokens. This simple transducer took into account general character
classes, without using any language-specific information. However, at a later stage of gram-
mar development, uncovered and non-trivial tokenization issues arose, including issues related
to multi-word expressions (MWEs), clitics and text normalization. As a consequence, the to-
kenizer was extended by integrating FST components. This extension was crucial for scaling
the hand-written grammar to free text and for enhancing the performance of the parser.
1 Introduction
This paper presents a finite-state transducer (FST) (Beesley and Karttunen 2003) that
acts as a tokenizer and a normalizer for Wolof¹ natural texts. Tokenization consti-
tutes an important prior task for various language processing applications, e.g. part-
of-speech tagging, parsing, information retrieval, information extraction, and machine
translation. All these language processing systems need input texts with definite word
boundaries. This task can be performed using various techniques, including e.g. rule-
based techniques (Kaplan 2005), statistical techniques (Yang and Li 2005) and lexical
techniques (Wu and Fung 1994). The tokenization approach proposed in this paper is
based on the use of finite-state rules to break up a stream of Wolof texts into individ-
ual tokens. The tokenizer is designed using the Xerox finite-state tool fst (Beesley and
Karttunen 2003).
The tokenization system is built within the broader context of an ongoing process
of creating language resources and tools for Wolof. This process is part of the Paral-
lel Grammar (ParGram) project (Butt et al. 2002) which is couched within the Lexical
Functional Grammar (LFG) framework. In related work, a Wolof Morphological An-
alyzer (WoMA) (Dione 2012), a large-scale LFG grammar and a treebank for Wolof
1 Wolof belongs to the Senegambian branch of the Niger–Congo language family mainly spoken in
Senegal, Gambia and Mauritania.
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have been constructed (Dione 2014a). Other related work describes parse disambigua-
tion techniques used for Wolof (Dione 2014b), including the integration of Constraint
Grammar (CG) models (Karlsson 1990) into probabilistic context-free grammar ap-
proaches to disambiguation (Dione 2014c).
The tokenizer is used as part of a finite-state transducer cascade (Kaplan et al. 2004)

















Figure 1: Anatomy of the Wolof parsing system
The parsing workflow is depicted in Figure 1. First, the input is tokenized and nor-
malized either by a deterministic tokenizer when the LFG parsing is combined with
CG disambiguation (Dione 2014c), or by a deterministic tokenizer when the syntactic
analysis is performed without CG disambiguation. The former tokenizer is referred to
as the CG tokenizer, while the latter is called the standard tokenizer. The only differ-
ence between the two tokenizers is their determinism. Next, morphological analysis is
carried out. The output of the morphology is either disambiguated prior to syntactic
analysis or directly fed into the standard LFG parser (i.e. without CG disambiguation).
Finally, the morpho-syntactic annotation is produced.
In the early stage of grammar development, a language-independent tokenizer was
used by the Wolof LFG system. However, as the development of the grammar pro-
gressed, the parsing system encountered various issues due to inappropriate tokeniza-
tion. For instance, a significant number of sentences withMWEs could not be parsed or
were not handled correctly. Likewise, the time needed to process sentences including
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words with clitics was growing due to parsing complexity. Hence, the need to inte-
grate language-specific information into the tokenization process arose naturally with
the aim to enhance coverage and quality as well as efficiency of the parser.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the general
concept of tokens in Wolof and non-trivial tokenization issues found in this language.
Section 3 discusses the development of the tokenizer using finite-state technology. It
presents the language-independent tokenizer used at the early stage of grammar de-
velopment and describes the final transducer which integrates language-specific ap-
proaches to multi-word expressions and clitics into the tokenization process. Section
4 discusses issues related to text normalization. Section 5 reports on results of experi-
mental evaluation of the tokenizer. Section 6 concludes the discussion.
2 Wolof tokens
Tokenization can be defined as the process of breaking a stream of texts up into words,
symbols, or other meaningful elements called tokens. Accordingly, the process is as-
sumed to typically occur at the word / token level. However, in some cases, it may be
difficult to exactly define what is meant by a ‘word’ or ‘token’. This is particularly true
for an agglutinative language like Wolof.
Similar to Turkish (Oflazer et al. 2004), many derivational phenomena in Wolof take
place within a word form, but there are other complex derivations involving com-
pounds and reduplications (Ka 1994). Wolof word forms consist of morphemes con-
catenated to a root morpheme or to other morphemes. The language is almost ex-
clusively suffixing. In many contexts, the surface realizations of the morphemes are
conditioned by various morphophonemic processes such as vowel harmony, vowel
and consonant elisions, gemination, degemination, vowel coalescence, glide insertion,
prenasalization, etc. (Ka 1994).
Themorphotactics ofWolof word forms can be quite complex whenmultiple deriva-
tions and inflections are involved. For instance, the verb gënoonatee in (1) which con-







‘Particularly painful was … ’
(2) gënoonatee⇔ gën+Verb+Modal+Past+Iter+A
This word starts out with a root gën ‘be better/worse’ followed by the past tense
marker -oon, the iterative suffix -ati and the infinitival complementizer a which sur-
faces as a clitic. The ending -atee results from a vowel coalescence process: the final
vowel of the suffix -ati is collapsed with the clitic a. Without derivation and inflection,
the contraction of the verb in (2) with the the infinitival complementizer (Cinf) a can be
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tokenized at least in two different ways: either by handling the clitic as a normal affix
integrated into the verbal stem (i.e. gëna) or by demarcating it from the stem (i.e. gën a).
Accordingly, a precise definition of the token concept in Wolof is required, before an
accurate tokenization system can be built for this language.
Throughout this research work, the definition of a token follows the one given for
Arabic by Attia (2007, p. 66): “the minimal syntactic unit; it can be a word, a part of a
word (or a clitic), a multiword expression, or a punctuation mark”. Accordingly, two
categories of tokens can be distinguished for Wolof: main tokens vs. sub-tokens. Main
tokens refer to stems with or without clitics, as well as numbers, which are typically
separated by white spaces and punctuation marks as delimiters or word boundaries.
Also, single character symbols like quotation marks and punctuation used in Wolof,
such as the period, comma, question mark, semicolon, etc., are treated as individual
tokens. In contrast, in some other cases (see Table 1), a stem may be suffixed with a
clitic, both represented as sub-tokens.
2.1 Wolof clitics
As discussed in the previous section, a challenging tokenization issue is cliticization.
Like Arabic (Attia 2007), Wolof morphotactics allows words to be suffixed with cli-
tics. Clitics themselves can be concatenated one after the other. Furthermore, clitics
undergo assimilation with word stems and with each other, making it difficult to rec-
ognize and handle them properly. Examples of full formwords consisting of stemswith
clitics are shown in Table 1. Assimilation can be observed in some of these examples.
The first row of the table is to be read as follows: the preposition ak ‘with’ may encliti-
cize to the verbal stem daje ‘meet’, yielding the surface form dajeek.² The other surface
forms involve different grammatical categories (determiners, conjunctions, pronouns,
etc.) and occur in a similar manner.
2.2 The use of multiword expressions
Another relevant tokenization issue is the use of multiword expressions (MWEs). For-
mally, MWEs can be defined as “idiosyncratic interpretations that cross word bound-
aries (or spaces)” (Sag et al. 2002, p. 90). More specifically, MWEs are “two or more
words that behave like a single word syntactically and semantically” (Attia 2007, p.
68). MWEs can be of different types, including idioms, prepositional verbs, verbs with
particles, collocations, etc. Following Attia (2007), Oflazer et al. (2004), and Sag et al.
(2002), Wolof MWEs are classified into four types: named entities, fixed expressions,
semi-fixed expressions and syntactically flexible expressions.
1. Multi-word named entities refer to proper nouns for persons, organizations,
places, etc., as illustrated in (3).
2 The long vowel ee in the surface form dajeek results from a vowel coalescence: the final vowel of the
verbal stem -e coalesces with the stem-initial vowel of the preposition, i.e. -a.
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Stem Clitic Example Word Literal
category form translation
Verb
PREP daje ‘meat’ + ak ‘with’ dajeek ‘met with’
DET joxe ‘give’ + ay ‘some’ joxeey ’give some’
Inf. COMP soog ‘start’ + a sooga ‘start to V’
Determiner PREP ba ‘the’ + ak ‘with’ baak ‘the with’CONJ bi ‘the’ + ak ‘and’ beek ‘the and’
Preposition DET ci ‘in’ + ab ‘a’ cib ‘in a’PREP ca ‘about’ + ak ‘with’ caak ‘about with’
Noun CONJ ndox ‘water’ + ak ‘and’ ndoxak ‘water and’
Name CONJ Ali ‘Ali’ + ak ‘and’ Aleek ‘Ali and …’
Adverb PRON fu ‘where’ + nga ‘you’ foo ‘where you …’
Complementizer PRON bu ‘if’ + nga ‘you’ boo ‘if you …’
Pronoun CONJ moom ‘him’ + ak ‘and’ mook ‘… and him’
Object pronoun Inf. COMP ko ‘him/her’ + a koo ‘him/her’ + inf. V
Conjunction AUX te ‘and’ + di imperf. tey ‘and’ + imperf.DET mbaa ‘or’ + ay ‘some’ mbaay ‘or some’










‘The University’ (Lit. ‘The school which is high’)
2. Fixed expressions denote collocations where all components of the collocation
are lexically, syntactically and morphologically rigid, as in (4). OtherWolof fixed
MWEs include adverbials saa su ne ‘every time’, and quantifying expressions bu
baax ‘very well’, etc. None of these MWEs can be reordered or separated by
external elements.
(4) Mag ak rakk ‘siblings’
3. Semi-fixed expressions refer to collocations where some components of the col-
location are fixed and some can vary.The variation can be of morphological (e.g.
inflectional or derivational) or lexical type (where one word can be replaced by
another). Wolof inflectional subject markers like maa ngi in (5) and noo ngi in
(6) are instances of semi-fixed expressions. They vary according to person and
number of the subject as well as the aspect of the verb, as illustrated in (5)–(6),
the optional attachment of the imperfective marker -y indicates the collocation
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being inflected for aspect. In contrast, (6) exemplifies a case of lexical variation,











4. Syntactically flexible expressions are non-lexicalized expressions that can un-
dergo reordering or allow external elements to intervene between the compo-
nents of the collocation. For example, the MWE in (7) is disrupted in (8) by the
agreement marker na and the clitic pronoun ko.
(7) fas yéene ‘decide’
(8) fas na ko yéene ‘He has decided it’
Wolof multiword tokens can be of different grammatical categories: inflectional ele-
ments (5); adverbial expressions like bu baax ‘very well’ (10) and saa su ne ‘every time’
(9); prepositions like ci biir ‘inside’; pronouns such as yoo xam ne ‘that/which’; nouns
such as mag ak rakk ‘brothers’; quantifiers like ku ne ‘every one’; reduplicated words
like jékki jékki ‘suddenly’, and other units. Some Wolof examples including multiword
expressions are given in (9) and (10).





















‘Suddenly, every one laughs out loud.’
3 The Wolof tokenizer
This section describes the development of the Wolof tokenizer in finite-state technol-
ogy. Section 3.1 presents the language-independent tokenizer used in the early stage
of grammar development. Section 3.2 discusses the integration of language-specific
information into the tokenizer.
3.1 Language-independent tokenization
As noted above, in the early stage of grammar development, tokenization was car-
ried out by a language-independent FST. Typically, a language-independent tokenizer
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is a simple kind of deterministic tokenizer, i.e. an unambiguous finite-state transducer
which relies on simple heuristics and takes into account some general character classes.
For instance, it assumes that contiguous strings of alphabetic characters are part of one
token; likewise with numbers. Tokens are separated by whitespace characters (desig-
nated by the category WS), including e.g. space (SP) or line break (NL), or by punctuation
marks. Accordingly, the Token transducer (11) was defined as the union of sequences
of alphabetic characters (WORD), numbers (NUM), punctuation and some other symbols
(SYMB).
(11) define Token [WORD | SYMB | NUM];
In addition, a language-independent tokenizer generally needs to normalize white
space.This is because, in natural texts, the use of white spacemay be uneven and some-
times very inconsistent. For instance, one may find two or more white-space charac-
ters, including space, tab, newline characters, etc., instead of a single space. Similarly,
spaces might inadvertently be added before or after punctuationmarks.Therefore, nor-
malizing tools for eliminating such inconsistencies are needed at a preliminary stage
of tokenization. Normalizing the input before processing it allows for the separation
of concerns, because the input is assumed to be consistent before operations are per-
formed on it.
With the token definition (11), a language-independent tokenizer that inserts new-
lines to mark token boundaries (TB) can be compiled from the regular expression in
(12). It represents the composition of three simple replace terms.
(12) WS+ @-> SP
.o. Token @-> ... NL
.o. [WS]+ & $[NL] @-> TB
The first term in (12) reduces strings of whitespace characters into a single blank
using longest-match replacement.The second term inserts a newline as a token bound-
ary after the longest matches of letter sequences and other non-whitespace sequences.
The third term denotes a rule that removes a set of spaces by replacing it with a token
boundary. This set represents the intersection or conjunction of one or more spaces
and the set of strings that contains at least one instance of newline somewhere.
When the white space normalizer is fed an input like (13), in which additional spaces












‘So, the children eat the fish.’
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(14) Xale yi lekk jën wi.
When surface strings like (14) are looked up using this model, the output string is
the input string plus the multi-character symbols TB, inserted between tokens as in
(15).
(15) Xale yi lekk jën wi.⇒ Xale TB yi TB lekk TB jën TB wi TB . TB
However, this language-independent tokenizer encountered serious problems with
respect to contracted words, hyphenated words and multiword expressions, as illus-
trated by examples (16) and (17). For instance, a MWE like Saa su ne in (9) was to-
kenized as shown in (16). However, in an appropriate tokenization model, it should
be tokenized as in (17), neglecting the space between the individual tokens when as-
signing token boundaries. Conversely, an appropriate model would identify the vowel
coalescence process involved in (18) and demarcate the collapsed vowels by inserting
a space between them, as shown in (19).
(16) Saa su ne⇒ Saa TB su TB ne TB
(17) Saa su ne⇒ Saa su ne TB
(18) gënoonatee⇒ gënoonatee TB
(19) gënoonatee⇒ gënoonati TB a TB
Accordingly, more sophisticated tokenization techniques were needed to account
for these non-trivial issues.
3.2 Integrating language-specific information into the tokenization pro-
cess
As a result of the tokenization problems in using a language-independent model, I de-
cided to integrate FST components for handlingMWEs and clitics into the tokenization
system. Similarly, preprocessing tools for text normalization were added. The final ar-
chitecture of the Wolof tokenization system is depicted in Figure 2.
As Figure 2 shows, the internal preprocessing workflow consists of a cascade of
transducers.Thus, during tokenization, the input is first normalized.Then string-based
multi-word identification for named entities, fixed expressions and semi-fixed expres-
sions is performed, allowing morphological variation for the latter MWE group. Next,
the input is normalized again in order to remove space and to lowercase the first word
in a sentence. After, clitics detection and demarcation are performed either determin-
istically by a clitic transducer, or indeterministically by a clitic guesser. Finally the
tokenized and normalized output is produced in two variants according to whether it
will be fed into the standard parsing system or the one based on CG disambiguation.
Note that the clitic transducer proposes analyses for contractedwords using very ba-
sic morphological information carried out by an internal component of the tokenizer.
For the standard parsing system, this step is non-deterministic and carried out by a













for the CG parser
Tokenized text
for the std parser
Figure 2: Architecture of the Wolof tokenization system
clitic guesser, since the goal is to allow all possible tokenizations as candidates for syn-
tactic analysis. However, due to the nondeterministic nature of a guesser, there will
be increased tokenization ambiguities. In contrast, when parsing is combined with CG
disambiguation, this step is deterministic. Therefore, the clitics are not guessed, but
rather handled by a transducer carefully designed to produce unambiguous outputs.
The individual tokenizing and normalizing components are described in the next sec-
tions.
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3.2.1 Multiword transducer
Parsing MWEs requires “a deep analysis that starts as early as the normalization and
tokenization, and goes through morphological analysis and into syntactic rules” (Attia
2008, p. 70). Handling MWEs at the early preprocessing stage presents some advan-
tages in that it avoids needless analysis of idiosyncratic structures. Additionally, it
allows a reduction of ambiguity and parsing time. A precise treatment of MWEs is,
however, challenging in that it requires adequate strategies (Beesley and Karttunen
2003). For instance, with a naive model, multi-word tokens may be recognized even
when they are just part of a longer alphabetic string, leading to inappropriate tok-
enization. Therefore, the model used in the present work has been designed such that
it will handle them as accurately as possible.
Using regular expressions, a two-sided transducerwas created for handling the three
following types of MWEs: named entities, fixed expressions and semi-fixed expres-
sions.³ This transducer was then embedded in the tokenizer as described by Beesley
and Karttunen (2003).
In the first stage, finite-state networks including named entities (proper names, loca-
tions, organizations, etc.), fixed expressions and semi-fixed expressions were created.
The networks represent lists of words separated by space.The lists were created accord-
ing to the grammatical categories of the MWEs.⁴ For instance, for each part of speech
such as nouns, adverbs, prepositions, etc., a corresponding finite-state network was
built. Unlike named entities and fixed MWEs, the handling of semi-fixed expressions
needs some very basic morphological information (see Figure 2) due to morphological
variations. Such information was explicitly encoded in the tokenizer as an FST that
generates the possible inflectional forms for these MWEs before the final compilation.
In the second stage, a main MWE was built by concatenating all the different finite-
state networks created so far. In the third stage, special brackets (e.g. M1 and M2) were in-
serted around maximally long multi-word expressions, as shown in (20). Subsequently,
the main MWE transducer MWE1was integrated into the tokenizer, as illustrated in (21).
With this rule, the initial token concept given in (11) was redefined and augmentedwith
information about MWEs.
(20) define MWE1 [M1 MWE M2];
(21) define Token [WORD | SYMB | NUM | MWE1];
Finally, the rule in (22) was used to identify multi-word tokens on the basis of infor-
mation provided by the previous terms.This rule represents a composition of rules.The
3 Note that the MWE transducer was not responsible for the treatment of syntactically flexible expres-
sions, which are handled by theWolof grammar. As noted above, such expressions are not included in the
tokenizer, since their structures allow external (e.g. pronominal) elements to intervene. For more details
on how such verbs with particles are handled see e.g. Dione (2014b).
4 The lists included in the MWE transducer are of a moderate size and mostly include multi-word
tokens found in the corpus.
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first part in (22) considers MWE as those tokens delimited (bounded) by the elements
defined in (24). These consist of single character symbols SINGLE as defined in (23), or
whitespace or the boundary symbol.⁵ The second part in (22) then inserts a newline as
a token boundary after longest matches of letter sequences and other non-whitespace
sequences.
(22) define TOK1 [ MWE @-> M1 ... M2
|| Bound _ Bound
.o. Token @-> ... NL
.o. [M1|M2] -> 0
];
(23) define SINGLE [%"|%«|%»|%.|%,|%;|%:|%!|%?|%(|%)|%[|%]|%{|%}|%—];
(24) define Bound [SINGLE|WS|.#.];
The third part in (22) removes the special brackets around multiword expressions
when they are no longer used. However, as Beesley and Karttunen (2003) pointed out,
the brackets also need to be deleted from the sigma alphabet⁶ in order tomake the input
side of the resulting transducer match the universal language. This is accomplished by
(25), which explicitly ‘absorbs’ the auxiliary symbols into the unknown alphabet by
calling the Xerox substitute commands for each of the brackets used.
(25) substitute symbol ? for "<<"
substitute symbol ? for ">>"
With this extended tokenization model, a sentence like (26) will have the phrase







Daara ju Kowe ji
university
‘He went to the university’
3.2.2 Clitic transducer
In the extended model, tokenization is also expected to handle clitic boundaries. For
this purpose, a clitic transducer is embedded into the tokenizer, in a similar manner to
the MWE transducer. The clitic transducer has the functions of detecting and demar-
cating contracted morphemes and handling them as separate words. Yet information
on what may constitute a clitic is still needed. One possibility is to use a clitic guesser,
making assumptions about clitic occurrence and position in Wolof word formation.
5 The boundary symbol .#. denotes the beginning of a string in the left context and the end of the
string in the right context of a replace expression.
6 The sigma alphabet is the set of individual symbols known to the network.
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Figure 3: Phrase structure of (26)
For instance, joined words like baak (see Table 1) are decomposed into ba TB ak
TB. The long vowel aa is produced by a vowel coalescence rule which collapses the
final vowel of the determiner stem b- and the initial short vowel of the conjunction ak
‘and’. This kind of contraction is very common for Wolof determiners, demonstratives,
pronouns, etc., which take the noun class index (e.g. b, g, j, k, l, m, s, w, etc.).⁷ Thus,
abstracting from the noun class index, one can formulate a non-deterministic rule like
(27) which optionally inserts a token boundary between the collapsed vowels if the
morpheme aak is found at the end of a word.
(27) {aak} (->) [a] TB [a k] || _ [.#.|TB]
Such an operation may be particularly useful when applied to constituents like (28),















‘The secret meetings, the lectures, the disputes and all this’
Lit.: ‘The secret meetings and the lectures and the disputes and all this’
This solution, however, is based on a guessing mechanism which naturally increases
ambiguity due to non-determinism. Furthermore, since the CG disambiguator needs
unambiguous input, such rules cannot be included in the CG tokenizer. Also, because
7 Wolof is a noun class language with noun class agreement (McLaughlin 2010). The language has
approximately 13 noun classes identified by their index: 8 singular (b, g, j, k, l, m, s, w), 2 plural (y, ñ), 2
locative (f, c), 1 manner (n).
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Figure 4: Space insertion using the clitic transducer
cliticization can occur after several morphophonological processes, a proper treatment
of clitics needs, for example, morphological information related to verbal inflection and
all possible assimilations.
For this reason, a clitic transducer is integrated into the tokenizer. As illustrated in
Figure 2, the transducer is associated with an internal FST component that provides
basic morphophonological information, e.g. about the forms involved in word contrac-
tions as well as the contexts where these occur. For instance, the simplified finite-state
network in (29) contains the word stems of modal verbs and other verb operators in
Wolof (Church 1981). These stems are not guessed, but taken as a list of actual words
extracted from the morphological lexicon.
(29) define ModalStems [ {soog} | {mën} | {mas} | {bëgg} | {gën} | ... ];
Such information can be encoded in a finite-state transducer like (30), which repre-
sents the composition of the finite-state network Inflection with the transducer for
vowel coalescence vowCoal (both not displayed here).
(30) define InflModal [ModalStems Inflection] .o. vowCoal;
Using this information, a clitic transducer like (31) can then detect clitics and insert
space between the sub-tokens.
(31) define splitA a -> TB [a] || [.#.|TB]
[ModalStems | InflectedModal] _ [.#.|TB]
.o. ...;
In (31), a token boundary is unambiguously inserted between the stem of an option-
ally inflected modal verb and the complementizer clitic a found at the end of the verbal
string, as illustrated in (32) and (33).
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(32) gëna⇒ gën TB a TB
(33) gënoonatee⇒ gënoonati TB a TB
4 Text normalization
Besides the integration of language-specific information into the tokenizing trans-
ducer, the Wolof FST also includes text and word normalization components. Beesley
and Karttunen (2003, p. 440) define word normalization as “the general process of map-
ping accidental spelling variations to yield normalized forms for analysis”. Most com-
monly needed normalizations in natural-language processing are those that handle
initial capitalization (upper-casing) and whole-word capitalization. In Wolof, decapi-
talization at the beginning of a sentence has proven to be an important issue, as dis-
cussed in the next section.
4.1 The initial-capitalization normalizer
Besides the normalization of whitespace shown in section 3.1, decapitalization is a rel-
evant normalization issue for grammar engineering. As Forst and Kaplan (2006, p. 370)
noted, “the most important normalization when parsing free text is decapitalization at
the beginning of a sentence, but also after opening quotes, brackets, colons and hy-
phens”. Accordingly, the tokenizer includes a component for lower-casing accidental
spellings, which reflects the orthographical convention of capitalizing the first letter of
the first word in a sentence. This kind of normalization is carried out at two different
levels: the first word of the sentence is marked by the tokenizer and then lowercased
by the morphological analyzer. Note, however, that this normalization form does not
apply to proper names, which are considered as a special word category. Proper names
are entered in the lexicon with initial capital letter and this spelling will be preserved.
4.1.1 Normalization dependent on the tokenizer
At the tokenization level, the transducer in (34) is used tomark the first word of the sen-
tence. Such a word begins with a capital letter upper defined as a network that consists
of all the capital letters in Wolof. This word is expected to be found at the beginning
of a string (cf. the boundary symbol .#.) or after colons followed by one or more to-
ken boundaries and optionally symbols occurring before the first word of a sentence
(beforeFirstWord), e.g. quotes, dashes, parentheses, etc. Accordingly, the transducer in-
serts the caret symbol before that word.⁸ In this particular case, this symbol is used as
a hint for the morphological analyzer to identify the word marked as the first one of a
sentence.
8 The notation with an initial caret (or hat or circumflex) symbol ˆ follows the convention of encoding
feature-like multi-character symbols in Xerox finite-state systems (Beesley and Karttunen 2003).
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(34) define mark1stWord [ "\^{}" ... <- upper
[.#. | ":" TB* ]
beforeFirstWord* TB* _
];
4.1.2 Normalization dependent on the morphology
In order to lowercase the first word of a sentence, the Wolof morphological analyzer
described in Dione (2012) has been extended with the function in (35). Decapitalization
applies then for those words marked by the tokenizer with caret, indicating that they
were found at the beginning of the sentence.This function is designed such that it only
handles words marked as such, ignoring other words found somewhere else. It also
removes the caret symbol after decapitalization is performed by the downcase term.
(35) define MarkDowncased(X) [ [\"^"]* .o. X ]
| [ X .o. [ 0:"^" ( downcase ) ?* ]];
The downcase term denotes the inverse of the term upcase, as defined in (36).
(36) define upcase \> [ \> A:a|B:b|C:c|D:d|E:e|F:f|G:g|... ];
The term in (36) contains a number of pairs and represents the mapping of all upper-
case strings to the corresponding lowercase strings. It consists of ordered pairs <A,a>
of symbols A:a, where A is the upper-side symbol and a is the lower-side symbol. The
upper language is the infinite language of uppercase strings, the lower language con-
tains all the lowercase strings, and the term itself is a mapping that preserves the word.
Thus, if upcase contains <A, a>, the inverse relation upcase.i contains <a, A>.
In a final stage (37), the function MarkDowncased is applied to the main Wolof trans-
ducer WolMorph which represents all those words handled by the Wolof morphology.
(37) read regex MarkDowncased (WolMorph);
Using the normalizing transducer, the first word of the sentence in (14) will be low-
ercased, as illustrated by the tree on the left side of Figure 5. In contrast, the tree on the
right side, shows how the spelling of proper names like Móodu in the sentence Móodu
dem ‘Móodu left’ is preserved.
5 Evaluation
The tokenizer can be evaluated in the context of the standardWolof LFG parser (Dione
2014a) which makes use of the tokenizer to annotate free text. The performance of
the parser was measured on unseen natural text data consisting of 2354 sentences ran-
domly selected fromCissé (1994), Garros (1997) and Ba (2007).The parserwas evaluated
in terms of coverage and parsing quality. Coverage indicates whether the parser yields


























Figure 5: Normalizing the first word of sentence (14)
complete parses or not. Accordingly, the evaluation results given in Dione (2014a) re-
ported that the Wolof parser could find a complete parse for 1712 of the test sentences
(i.e. 72.72% coverage for complete parses).
For a direct evaluation of the tokenizer, 350 out of the 642 sentences that could not
be parsed were randomly selected to determine whether parsing failure was due to
erroneous tokenization. For 330 of them, this was not the case. Among the twenty
that failed due to tokenization errors, ten are due to inappropriate treatment of clitics,
mostly caused by vowel assimilation or complex derivation (e.g. reduplication); five
containmulti-word units, including names; two sentences contain all uppercase strings
like BUKKEEK «PERIGAM» BU XONQ ‘Hyena and its red «wig»’ which also involve
issues related to clitics and quotes; the rest consists of tokenization errors due to the use
of symbols and foreign language material as well as a mixture of the issues discussed
so far.
The problem of the multiword units is difficult to address without good lists of per-
son, place, organization and product names. In many cases, the tokenization problems
are caused by different issues. For instance, the clitic transducer erroneously inserted
a space between ja and ag in the string (38), considering both as determiners (i.e. ja
‘the’ and ag ‘a’), which might be correct in some contexts. In (38), however, Jaag is a
last name which can be treated either as an individual token or as a part of a multiword
expression, but not segmented into two strings. Adding this named entity to the list of
identified MWEs would help to avoid this kind of problems.
(38) Sàmba Jaag
Likewise, issues related to clitics are complex and need to be addressed in future
work on the tokenizer.
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6 Conclusion
This paper has presented a finite-state transducer for tokenizing normal Wolof text.
It has shown that the design of such a preprocessing tool involves non-trivial issues
related to the treatment of clitics, multiword expressions and text normalization. Ac-
cordingly, sophisticated techniques covering these issues have been integrated into
the tokenization model. Also, the paper has explained how the different preprocess-
ing components interact with each other and how tokenization and normalization are
closely connected to and sometimes dependent on morphological analysis.
However, as this paper acknowledges, there are open tokenization issues that need
to be addressed in future work. This includes, for instance, better handling of clitics
by integrating sophisticated techniques to control ambiguity caused by the guessing
mechanisms. Similarly, robust corpus-based approaches to multiword extraction need
to be combined with tokenization. Finally, future work on text normalization include
issues related to capitalization and haplology (Forst and Kaplan 2006).
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Syntactic discontinuities in Latin
— A treebank-based study
Dag Haug
Abstract. Syntactic discontinuities are very frequent in classical Latin and yet this data
was never considered in debates on how expressive grammar formalisms need to be to capture
natural languages. In this paper I show with treebank data that Latin frequently displays syn-
tactic discontinuities that cannot be captured in standard mildly context-sensitive frameworks
such as Tree-Adjoining Grammars or Combinatory Categorial Grammars. I then argue that
there is no principled bound on Latin discontinuities but that they display a broadly Zipfian
distribution where frequency drops quickly for the more complex patterns. Lexical-Functional
Grammar can capture these discontinuities in a way that closely reflects their complexity and
frequency distributions.
1 Introduction
Classical Latin, like classical Greek, is famous for its tolerance of syntactic discontinu-































‘What slender boy, drenched with perfumes, presses you on a bed of roses,
Pyrrha, under the delightful cave?’ (Horace, Carmina 1.5)
This example features no less than four discontinuous noun phrases, as indicated
with subscript indices on the words. The syntactic dependencies inside these NPs are
marked with agreement in case (and number and gender, not shown in the glossing),
but not with word order.
Discontinuous NPs are in fact attested in Latin up to the twentieth century, as in (2)
from Dyvik (1968).
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‘I, Paul, have no fear.’
Examples such as (2) are reminiscent of quantifier float, a type of discontinuity which is
found even in highly configurational languages such as English. While (2) is in fact the
only discontinuous NP in Dyvik (1968), the focus of this article is on the classical stage
of Latin, where many other types of discontinuities are attested, as shown already in
(1).
At the same time as Dyvik (1968) was composed, linguists discussedwhether natural
languages are context-free. The debate was sparked by the definition of the Chomsky
hierarchy in Chomsky (1956), which raised the question whether natural languages
could be described by context-free grammars. This was an open question throughout
the 1960s and 70s and it was not until the 1980s that the question was settled (in the
negative).¹
The classical languages played little role in this discussion. Occasionally, some Latin
examples were cited — for example, Ross (1967/1986, p. 74) used (1) to illustrate scram-
bling. There is no obvious characterization of the elements that can intervene between
the different parts of the NPs in this example, and if we assume that there is no the-
oretical upper bound on the intervening material, it looks like it could be possible to
construct an argument for the non-contextfreeness of natural language based on such
examples. Of course, assuming that there is no upper bound is a leap of faith that could
never be truly justified — but in that respect, Latin is not really different from English.
The common claim that finite state automata cannot model center-embedding also de-
pends on there being no theoretical upper bound on the level of embedding, and neither
in English nor in Latin can we observe infinite embeddings. In fact, corpus studies sug-
gest that the practical upper bound on levels of center embeddings is as low as three.
So the main reason for using a context-free grammar to deal with center-embedding
is theoretical simplicity and elegance, as pointed out by Harris (1957): “If we were to
insist on a finite language, we would have to include in our grammar several highly ar-
bitrary and numerical conditions — saying, for example, that in a given position there
are not more than three occurrences of and between N”.
Similar considerations would apply to Latin discontinuities. However, to the extent
that Latin examples featured in the scholarly discussion, scholars did not object to
them because their unboundedness could not be demonstrated. Instead, Pullum (1982)
argued that (1) comes from the poet Horace, who “is noted for stretching tendencies
in the living Latin language beyond all grammatical limits”. And so no one attempted
to build an argument based on classical data. Another reason for suspicion, no doubt,
was the lack of hard facts concerning the extent of syntactic discontinuity in a dead
1 See Pullum (1986) for a fascinating account of the debate.
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language like Latin. The Latin grammatical tradition has been content to establish that
word order is ‘generally free’ (not just in poetry, but also in prose) and to investigate the
stylistic usage of discontinuity. Moreover, word order data from Greek and Latin used
not to be very accessible. As shown in Haug (2015), it used to be the case that scholars
could not even agree on the frequencies of basic word orders in Ancient Greek – never
mind providing an account of them.
2 So how complex is natural language really?
Research in the Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar (GPSG) framework in the early
1980swas to a large extentmotivated by the desire to keep the complexity of the forma-
lism low and develop context-free analyses of seemingly non-context free phenom-
ena such as long distance dependencies (Gazdar 1981). That program imploded when
Shieber (1985) and Culy (1985) showed that there are phenomena in natural language
that cannot be captured in a context-free grammar. There were two main responses to
this discovery: either one tried to extend context-free formalisms as little as possible
while achieving coverage of demonstrably non-context free phenomena such as the
cross-serial dependencies from Dutch and Swiss German discussed in Shieber (1985),
leading to so-called mildly context-sensitive formalisms such as (Lexicalized) Tree Ad-
joining Grammar (LTAG) and Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG); or one gave
up (almost) completely on the concern about weak generative capacity, as in Lexical
Functional Grammar (LFG) and Head Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG). A
natural question to ask, then, is “Who was right?”. Is it possible to keep the algorith-
mic complexity of the parsing problem low while maintaining good coverage of the
data, as measured in modern treebanks?
Answering that question requires a detour into dependency grammar, since most
treebanks these days – and in particular the Latin ones that we will look at here – are
based on dependencies rather than phrase structures or CCG derivations. Fortunately,
there are formal results that relate the complexity of formalisms like CFGs, LTAGs and
CCGs to that of dependency grammars with various restrictions on non-projective (i.e.
discontinuous) dependencies.
2.1 Measuring discontinuity in a dependency treebank
In order to study discontinuities in dependency trees, we need to introduce some ter-
minology. The projection of a node in a dependency tree is its yield, i.e. the set of nodes
in the transitive, reflexive closure of dominance, arranged in linear order. A gap is a
discontinuity in a projection, and the gap degree of a node is the number of gaps in its
projection. An equivalent measure is the block degree, i.e. the number of continuous
blocks in the projection of a node, which will always be the gap degree + 1. Consider
the dependency tree in Figure 1. The gap degree of mihi is 0, for its projection [mihi,
Paulo] is uninterrupted. By contrast, the gap degree of terror is 1, for its projection
[nullus, terror] is interrupted by est. Alternatively, we may say that terror has block
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Figure 1: Dependency tree for (2)





Figure 2: Dependency tree for (4)
degree 2, for it consists of the two blocks [nullus] and [terror]. Finally, we note that
we may also talk about the gap degree of a dependency tree, which is defined as the
highest gap degree among its nodes.
For our purposes, it will also be useful to study gap depth, which we define as in (3).
(3) A node d in the projection of r introduces a discontinuity in r iff d is in a
different block b from r and there is no node in b that dominates d. The depth
of the gap introduced by d is the number of edges between d and r. The gap
depth of r is the maximum depth of a node that introduces a discontinuity in r.
In Figure 1, the gap depth of terror is 1, as the discontinuity is introduced by its direct
















‘(…that) Jan saw Piet help Marie swim.’
The nodes helpen and zwemmen both have gap degree 1. The projection of helpen has
the two blocks {Piet, Marie} and {helpen, zwemmen}. Both Piet and Marie introduce dis-
continuities in the projection of helpen, since neither dominates the other. The depth
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of those discontinuities are 1 and 2 respectively and hence the gap depth of helpen
is 2. Thus the gap depth captures the fact that not only is helpen discontinuous, but
it also dominates a discontinuous dependent without resolving the discontinuity. In-
tuitively, then, gap depth captures embedding of discontinuities e.g. in long-distance
extraction, which is generally thought to be associated with human processing diffi-
culty (see e.g. Gibson 2000). Gap depth has to my knowledge never been considered in
measures of non-projectivity in dependency treebanks such as Kuhlmann and Nivre
(2006), Havelka (2007) or Maier and Lichte (2011), but we will see that corpus evidence
suggests this measure is useful.
2.2 Dependency structures and other grammatical formalisms
While most modern treebanks are based on dependencies, most grammatical theo-
ries are not. One early and fairly well-known result connecting dependency grammar
to other grammatical formalisms is due to Gaifman (1965) and shows that projective
dependency grammars, i.e. dependency grammars that allow no discontinuities, are
weakly equivalent to context-free grammars. However, since the focus here is pre-
cisely on discontinuities, that result is of little value for us.
Multiple context-free grammars (MCFGs), also known as linear context-free rewrit-
ing systems, have emerged as a powerful tool to study complexity questions in the
range of the Chomsky hierarchy between context-free grammars and full-blown
context-sensitive grammars. Kuhlmann (2013) has established connections between
dependency grammars and MCFGs which yield a close correspondence between the
non-projectivity of the dependency trees admitted by a grammar on the one hand,
and the parsing complexity of the grammar on the other. In the following, we briefly
review these results as a background for what follows.
The MCFG formalism is a generalization of CFG which retains ordinary CFG pro-
ductions for the expression of categorial structure, but uses explicit yield functions to
compute the yield of the mother node from the yields of the daughters. In an ordinary
CFG, yield computation is conflated with category formation: a rule such as DP→ D
NP says both that the category DP is formed of a D and an NP, and that the yield of
the resulting DP is formed by concatenating the yields of D and NP. In effect, then, a
CFG can be seen as an MCFG with concatenation as the only yield function.²
To allow for greater expressivity, MCFG allows yields to be tuples of strings. For
example, we may want to say that the yield of DP is a pair (2-tuple) consisting of the
yields of D and NP.This pair will then be the input to further yield functions that apply
to productions with DP on the right-hand side. More generally, we may allow yields
to be n-tuples of strings.
For our purposes, it is important to note that there is a close correspondence between
yield components in an MCFG and blocks in a corresponding dependency structure.
We can extract MCFG rules from dependency trees, as shown in Kuhlmann (2013),
2 See Clark (2014) for an accessible introduction for linguists.
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appos→ f() f = ⟨Paulo⟩
mod→ g() g = ⟨nullus⟩
iobj→ h(appos) h = ⟨mihi x1⟩
subj→ i(mod) i = ⟨x1,terror⟩
root→ j(iobj subj) j = ⟨x1y1 est y2⟩
Table 1: Rules extracted from the tree in Figure 1
where a formal exposition is given. Here I just provide an intuitive understanding of
how the tree in Figure 1 gives rise to the rules in Table 1.
Looking at Paulo in Figure 1 we see that it has no dependents, hence the right-hand
side of the first rule is a constant function which fixes the yield to the string Paulo,
and similarly for nullus. For mihi, things are a bit more interesting: it takes an appos
argument, and hence its yield depends on the yield of that argument. Concretely, the
yield of the node mihi is computed by concatenating the string mihi with the yield of
the appos argument, which is represented with x1 according to the convention that
we use x for the yield of the first argument and y for the yield of the second argument,
and subscript those variables with an index referring to components of the yield. In
this case, the yield of appos has only one component, so we use x1. Also terror takes
an argument, a mod, but in this case, the resulting yield has two components, one
consisting of the yield of the mod and one consisting of the string terror. Finally, the
verb takes two arguments, subj and iobj. The yield is constructed by concatenating
the yield of the iobj(i.e. x1), the first component of the subj(i.e. y1), the string est, and
the second component of subj(y2).
For our purposes, the primary interest of this construction lies in the fact that it
provides a link between dependency treebanks and the required expressivity of corre-
sponding grammars, as investigated in Kuhlmann (2013). On the one hand, the yield
components correspond directly to blocks found in the treebanks. And on the other
hand, the complexity of an MCFG grammar is easily read off the yield functions: The
parsing complexity of a yield function equals the sum of the number of components
in its input and output yields. For example, the parsing complexity of j in Table 1 is 4,
as its two inputs have 1 and 2 component yields and it produces a 1 component yield.
This yields a two-dimensional complexity hierarchy, as the complexity depends both
on the number of arguments and the number of yield components of these arguments.
In the presence of only wellnested discontinuities, we actually get a simple complexity
hierarchy because any wellnested MCFG can be binarized without increasing the gap
degree. A wellnested discontinuity is one whose projection does not interleave with
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‘a golden clasp bound her purple cloak’ (Vergil, Aeneid 4.139)
The projections of the subject and the object do not overlap (neither dominates the
other), but they interleave, producing an illnested discontinuity. MCFGs that generate
only wellnested dependencies are called wellnested MCFGs. Since they can be bina-
rized without increasing the gap degree, their parsing complexity is uniquely deter-
mined by their gap degree. We refer to an MCFG where no argument has more than k
components in its yield as a k-MCFG.
There are several results linking linguistically motivated grammatical formalisms to
MCFGs. For example, TAG is weakly equivalent to a wellnested 2-MCFG. The same
result applies to ‘classical’ CCG and linear indexed grammars (Aho 1968), since those
formalisms are weakly equivalent to TAG. However, modern lexicalized CCG (i.e. the
current version where (restrictions on) the combinators are not grammar-specific but
all linguistic variation is captured in the lexicon) is known to be strictly less powerful
than TAG (Kuhlmann, Koller, et al. 2015).
The equivalence between wellnested 2-MCFGs and established grammatical for-
malisms takes on significance in the light of empirical investigations on dependency
treebanks. For example, Kuhlmann (2013) shows that by restricting ourselves to well-
nested trees of gap degree at most 1, i.e. trees describable by a wellnested 2-MCFG, we
lose only between 0.1% (Arabic) and 0.9% (Turkish) of the trees in the CoNLL 2006 tree-
banks. This suggests that formalisms with the power of TAG are adequate for natural
languages. Similar results have been reported by others and will also be shown below
for the Universal Dependencies treebanks. But we will also see that Latin behaves in
a crucially different way.
2.3 Complexity in LFG
Any LFG grammar that determines an upper bound n on the number of c-structure
nodes corresponding to a given f-structure (a so-called ‘finite copy LFG’) can be trans-
lated into a weakly equivalent MCFG. This gives us polynomial time parsing, because
parsing with a (wellnested) k-MCFG can be done in time O(n3k). But in the general
case, parsing with an LFG grammar is NP-complete, as can be shown with a straight-
forward reduction from the 3SAT problem, i.e. the problem of determining whether a
formula of propositional logic in conjunctive normal form where each clause is limited
to at most three literals is satisfiable: we use c-structure rules to make sure each clause
3 For a formal definition, see e.g. Kuhlmann (2013, p. 377).
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contains at least one true literal and use the f-structure to keep track of the assignment
of truth values across clauses.⁴
It is worth pointing out that the universal recognition problem for MCFGs is also
NP-complete because, although any given MCFG is a k-MCFG, MCFG as a formalism
does not bound that k. Put in other words, the difference between MCFGs and LFGs
is that for any given (finite) instance of the 3SAT problem with n clauses, we can
construct an MCFG that solves it, whereas we can write a general LFG that can solve
any instance of the 3SAT problem.
If we think of the relations between different instances of the same literals in a
3SAT problem as analogues to discontinuous dependencies in linguistics, this means
an LFG grammar can deal with an unbounded number of discontinuous dependencies
across unbounded distances. We can ask ourselves whether there is any need for the
expressivity that LFG gives us. As we will see in section 3.1, the answer is from one
point of view negative: we can get extremely good coverage on existing dependency
treebanks with a relatively low bound on the discontinuities. Nevertheless, it is worth
making the point that the extra expressivity provides for extra linguistic insight. We
will now show that this point holds even as we move up the complexity ladder from
NP-complete to undecidable.
Undecidability was not a property of LFG originally. While unification grammars in
general are Turing-equivalent and hence have an undecidable parsing problem, Kaplan
and Bresnan (1982) avoided undecidability by restricting valid derivations as in (6).
(6) A c-structure derivation is valid if and only if no category appears twice in a
nonbranching dominance chain, no nonterminal exhaustively dominates an
optionality ϵ, and at least one lexical item or controlled e appears between two
optionality ϵ’s derived by the same rule element.
By disallowing nonbranching dominance chains, this constraint ensures that for any
string the size and number of c-structure derivations is bounded as a function of the
length of the string. The constraint seems well-motivated: after all, what could be the
linguistic motivation for derivations in which e.g. some NP dominates another NP in
a nonbranching structure?
As it turns out, such structures can be motivated. In Bresnan, Kaplan, et al. (1982),
it was argued that cross-serial dependencies in Dutch cannot be given a linguistically
motivated analysis in a context-free grammar. Instead, the authors proposed to give
the sentence in (4) the c-structure in Figure 3.
This c-structure does not directly capture the object relation between Piet and zag
or between Marie and helpen. Instead, the relationship is captured with functional an-
notations on the VP and V̄ nodes which ‘match up’ the two branches in the f-structure
and give the correct grammatical relations. So,Marie is the object of helpen by virtue of
4 See for example Francez and Wintner (2012, pp. 241–243) for details of the construction.
















































Figure 4: C-structure of (7)
being embedded under the same number of VP nodes as helpen is under V̄ nodes. This
kind of analysis is based on what Maxwell and Kaplan (1996) call ‘zipper unification’.
However, as pointed out by Johnson (1986), this analysis actually leads to non-
branching dominance chains in cases where intermediate verbs in the structure are















‘(…that) Jan has wanted to sing a song.’
So, if we want to keep the analysis from Bresnan, Kaplan, et al. (1982) we must give up
the offline parsability constraint and hence the decidability of the LFG formalism. On
the other hand, an alternative analysis was also proposed (Zaenen and Kaplan 1995),
where NPs inside VP get the functional uncertainty annotation (↑ xcomp* obj) = ↓,
rather than just (↑ obj) = ↓. From a linguistic point of view, there are several problems
with this analysis: First, it is unclear how we can ever provide a principled structure-
function mapping if we allow non-local GF assignments like this. And second, in order
to capture the word order facts, we need complex f-precedence constraints.
And in fact, what happened in this case is that the analysis of Bresnan, Kaplan, et al.
(1982) is still well-known and cited, whereas the alternative analysis based on non-
local GF assignment and functional precedence is more or less forgotten. Both the first
and the second edition of Bresnan’s LFG textbook (Bresnan 2001; Bresnan, Asudeh,
et al. 2015) include exercises that ask the student to reproduce Bresnan, Kaplan, et al.
(1982) — even if a generalization of this analysis to intransitive verbs (not used in the
exercise) would not even be LFG as defined in Kaplan and Bresnan (1982). In other
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words, while ‘intuitive’ is a subjective notion, history lends some justification to the
claim that the original analysis is more intuitive than the later one.
There are some lessons we can draw from this. First, the ban on nonbranching dom-
inance chains looks stipulative: it can be removed from the definition of LFG without
changing anything else, albeit at the cost of undecidability. An analysis like that in
Figures 3 and 4 does not ‘feel’ substantially un-LFG-like. Second, the original analy-
sis seems linguistically more informative than the alternative in that it captures the
word order generalizations in an intuitive way while preserving locality of GF assign-
ment. Again, this is subjective, but the fact that the analysis gets cited and is used in
textbooks shows that the intuition is widespread.
Taken together, these two observations suggest that a more expressive grammatical
formalism can lead to more linguistically adequate analyses — even if those analyses
do not actually exploit that expressivity in a crucial way. In our case, the problem
with unary branching dominance chains is that there will be no upper bound on the
length of the unary VP chain in Figure 4. But chains of unbounded length are of course
not crucial to the analysis. We only need VP–VP chains of a length corresponding to
the number of consecutive intransitive verbs in the V̄-chain. For practical purposes,
5 will be more than sufficient. And even from a theoretical perspective, it is not clear
that banning any category α from dominating five instances of α in a nonbranching
dominance chain is any more objectionable than banning it from dominating a single
instance, as Bresnan and Kaplan did with (6).
3 Empirical investigation
3.1 Quantitative data
Let us now have a look at how discontinuities actually distribute in Latin treebanks. To
be able to compare across languages we use the Universal Dependencies (UD) corpora,⁵
in particular the version 2 release. This dataset contains three Latin treebanks, the
Perseus treebank (Bamman and Crane 2011), the PROIEL treebank (Haug and Jøhndal
2008) and the Index Thomisticus Treebank (Martens and Passarotti 2014).
Table 2 shows the distribution gap degree and depth across all languages in the UD
corpora.⁶ As we can see, the vast majority of edges, 97.3%, are projective. Still, this
means that the number of non-projective edges is high enough that we need to be able
to deal with them in parsing. But at least from a practical standpoint, we can ignore
everything but the simplest type of gap: restricting ourselves to edges of gap degree
and depth ≤ 1 yields a coverage of 99.7%.
When we get to Latin, the picture is different. First of all, the number of simple
(degree 1) non-projectivities is much higher: 9.1% of edges. More interesting is the fact
5 http://universaldependencies.org/
6 There are a few outliers of degree or depth > 3 that are not shown in the tables.
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Gap degree Gap depth0 1 2 3
0 2572961 (97.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%)
1 0 (0.0%) 63729 (2.4%) 4856 (0.2%) 616 (0.0%)
2 0 (0.0%) 1584 (0.1%) 1095 (0.0%) 165 (0.0%)
3 0 (0.0%) 44 (0.0%) 56 (0.0%) 25 (0.0%)
Table 2: Gap degree and depth in the UD 2.0 corpora
Gap degree Gap depth0 1 2 3
0 60430 (90.4%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%)
1 0 (0.0%) 5556 (8.3%) 496 (0.7%) 61 (0.1%)
2 0 (0.0%) 134 (0.2%) 123 (0.2%) 17 (0.0%)
3 0 (0.0%) 5 (0.0%) 5 (0.0%) 1 (0.0%)
4 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%)
9 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.0%) 1 (0.0%)
Table 3: Gap degree and depth in the UD 2.0 Latin-PROIEL treebank
that 0.4% of edges have gap degree 2 and thus reflect dependencies that cannot be
captured in a TAG (or a forteriori, in a CCG).
This becomes clearer if we think about tree coverage, as shown in Table 4 for a
select number of treebanks.⁷ Here we see that by restricting ourselves to trees where
the highest gap degree is 1, we lose 1.8% of the trees in the PROIEL treebank, compared
to zero loss in the Norwegian Bokmål treebank and 0.3% loss in the Czech treebank.
Overall in the UD treebanks, 0.6% of trees contain an edge of gap degree 2, but it is
worth pointing out that almost three quarters of these trees are found in one of the
Ancient Greek and Latin treebanks, which only make up roughly a tenth of the trees.
So there clearly is something special about these languages.
Finally, we look at the illnestedness numbers in Table 5. As has been observed several
times in the literature, illnestedness is a strong constraint on discontinuities in most
languages. We see that this constraint is strong also in the PROIEL corpus of Latin (and
Greek), but not in the Perseus corpora. Aswith non-projective dependencies in general,
this is likely due to due to the large portions of poetry in this treebank. In (5) we saw
an example of an illnested dependency from Vergil. And this was in fact no accident,
7 What I have listed as Anc.Gr.-Perseus and Latin-Perseus appear in UD as simply Ancient Greek and
Latin, since they were the first treebanks for these languages. These treebanks generally have a higher
degree of non-projectivity because they consist mostly of poetry.
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0 1 2 3
Anc.Gr.-Perseus 4738 (37.6%) 6983 (55.4%) 833 (6.6%) 46 (0.4%)
Anc.Gr.-PROIEL 9823 (61.9%) 5515 (34.8%) 493 (3.1%) 34 (0.2%)
Czech 3480 (87.9%) 468 (11.8%) 11 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%)
Latin-Perseus 793 (59.5%) 511 (38.3%) 27 (2.0%) 2 (0.2%)
Latin-ITTB 10367 (62.9%) 5805 (35.2%) 310 (1.9%) 9 (0.1%)
Latin-PROIEL 11213 (73.2%) 3844 (25.1%) 254 (1.7%) 11 (0.1%)
Norw.-Bokmaal 1173 (92.5%) 95 (7.5%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%)
All treebanks 353194 (87.2%) 49151 (12.1%) 2572 (0.6%) 121 (0.00%)











but a so-called ‘golden line’, a rhetorical pattern first discovered by Edward Burles in
1652: “If the Verse does consist of two Adjectives, two Substantives and a Verb only, the
first Adjective agreeing with the first Substantive, the second with the second, and the
Verb placed in the midst, it is called a Golden Verse.” It is not clear whether Latin poets
in fact preferred illnested dependencies for their own sake, or whether their frequency
results from other, conspiring factors. Whatever the motivation, it is interesting that
the poets regularly produced these illnested structures which are so rare in prose.
The numbers reported in this section are based on data converted to Universal De-
pendencies. To my knowledge there is no in-depth study of discontinuity based on the
original Perseus or PROIEL data for Latin, but there is a study on Greek (Mambrini
and Passarotti 2013), which finds only 25.2% projective trees, compared to 37.6% in the
UD version of the same treebank. It should be noted that the UD conversion only in-
cludes a subset of the original treebank due to conversion problems. One possibility is
that the conversion script was particularly likely to fail on non-projective structures,
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which would explain why the projectivity rate is higher in the converted UD data. The
illnestedness degree is also lower, at 1.5% versus 2.6% in the original version.
3.2 Examples
Let us now have a closer look at some examples of the discontinuities we find in
Latin. An important first observation is that a large number of them arise from second-
position clitics, which normally appear after the first prosodic word, even if that breaks
up a syntactic constituent. The frequency of this phenomenon contributes to the num-
ber of gap degree 2 trees, since it is then enough to have one other gap resulting from

















‘But I believe that something will be done in the senate today.’ (Cic. Att. 5.5.1)
In this case, we have a normal long distance dependency, where eo die has been dis-
placed out the embedded clause aliquid actum in senatu, resulting in one gap. When
the clitic then lands inside the fronted constituent, we get a second gap. Such exam-
ples are controversial as illustrations of the syntactic complexity of a language, since
it is not clear to what extent clitic positioning in Latin is syntactically conditioned:
prosodic factors are clearly also important. From a parsing perspective, however, we
need to have some way of dealing with clitics, so a more reasonable objection may be
that the set of clitic strings is finite, i.e. there is only a finite number clitics and licit
combinations of clitics that can occur in the position of autem in (8). Therefore, we can
deal with them without using the full power of a formalism that can derive syntactic
discontinuities.⁸
However, trees of gap degree 2 are by no means restricted to those where clitics
account for one of the gaps. Example (9) shows a discontinuous NP multa …genera































‘It is certain that many kinds of beasts are born in it which have not been seen
in other places’ (Caes. Gal. 6.25.5)
(10) shows another example, where we get gap degree 2 because the genitive is dis-
placed from its head noun at the same time as the wh-word quantam is fronted alone.
8 An approach based on MCFGs can still be more perspicuous and insightful from a linguistic point of
view, see Goldstein and Haug (2016). Even so, it is likely that such a grammar could be ‘compiled’ to a
computationally more tractable grammar by exploiting the finiteness of the set of clitic strings.

















‘Besides, how large expectations you gave me about this wanton guest!’ (Cic.
Att. 2.12.2)




















‘With the camp fortified, he left two legions and a part of the auxiliaries there.’
(Caes. Gal. 1.49.4)
Finally, since gap degree 2 examples arise naturally, even without clitics, there are
examples where a clitic intrudes in an otherwise degree 2 discontinuity, yielding gap
degree 3. And there are a few gap 3 examples without clitics. We refrain from showing
examples here, as they inevitably get quite complex.
When it comes to illnestedness, we saw in the previous section that examples are
extremely rare in the PROIEL treebank. Nevertheless, it is worth pointing out that
the ones that do occur look perfectly ‘natural’, in the sense that it is hard to come up
with alternative analyses that make linguistic sense and capture the sentence structure
without an illnested dependency. (12) shows an example where the subject appears in-















‘(He said that) Caesar was doing a great injustice, who by his arrival …’ (Caes.
Gal. 1.36.4)
Taken togetherwith themetrical data discussed in section 3.1, this suggests that illnest-
edness is not ungrammatical in Latin, although it clearly is strongly dispreferred (in
prose).
4 So how complex is Latin really?
We can clearly conclude that Latin is not a tree-adjoining language. As Table 4 shows,
there are simply too many trees of gap degree> 1, and examples such as (8)–(11) show
that these arise through combinations of well-established processes of Latin grammar.
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However, Table 4 also shows that we do not really need the ability of LFG to trans-
port unbounded amounts of features across unbounded distances in the tree to cap-
ture the data found in Latin treebanks: Trees of gap degree 3 are already very rare.
Nevertheless they arise through well-defined grammatical processes (and are not, for
example, artefacts of the annotation scheme). It is therefore impossible to define a the-
oretical upper bound on gap degree in Latin.
In a way, the situation is analogous to what we see in center-embedded recursion.
We can deal with finite levels of center-embedded recursion in a regular (finite state)
grammar by adding states to the automaton. And center-embedding of more than three
levels turns out to be nonexistent in corpora (Karlsson 2007), so for practical purposes,
the finite state approach could work. But linguists prefer context-free grammars both
because it is hard or impossible to define a theoretical upper bound on the levels of
center-embedding and, crucially, because analyses cast in terms of a CFG are linguisti-
cally more perspicuous. A similar argument applies, I contend, to syntactic discontinu-
ities: although we could deal with them in practical terms – at least when we confine
the attention to the texts in the existing Latin treebanks – by adopting a k-MCFG as
our formalism for some (quite small) k, it is hard to argue theoretically for any par-
ticular k and – as we have already seen – analyses that are cast in more expressive
formalisms can turn out to be more intuitive. In other words, we can adapt Harris’ ar-
gument for assuming infinite levels of center embeddings to unbounded discontinuous
dependencies: fixing a k is a “highly arbitrary and numerical condition” that has no
place in linguistic theory. In that respect, 2 – the number that (restricted to wellnested
dependencies) would give us the expressive power of TAG or classical CCG – is no
different from any other number.
This gives us an argument for adopting LFG as a formalism even if that is expressive
overkill in practical terms.⁹ And although LFG does not provide an obvious way of
restricting discontinuities, we will see that it does provide a way of analyzing them
that gives us a natural metric for discontinuity complexity in the form of the number









Maximilian pushed good Fredrik
In LFG terms, this can be analyzed with the c- and f-structure in Figure 5. A charac-
teristic feature of this is that the ϕ mapping from maximal projections (S and NP) is
injective: there are no reentrancies, i.e. distinct maximal projections mapping to the
same f-structure.
9 There may be an intermediate formalism available: As shown by Kallmeyer and Satta (2009), Tree-
Tuple Multiple Component TAGs (TT-MCTAGs) can describe German scrambling and have a polynomial
parsing algorithm.











































Figure 5: C- and f-structure for (13)
Now consider what happens if we permute trusit and bonum to yield a discontin-
uous c-structure. If we want to avoid non-local assignment of grammatical functions,
the obvious way to achieve this is by using a c-structure embedding as in Figure 6.This
introduces a reentrancy: for this c-structure to yield the correct f-structure (namely the
same as in Figure 5), we must make sure that NP4 and NP8 map to the same f-structure,
i.e. gf on both these nodes must be resolved to the same grammatical function.¹⁰ In
other words, the syntactic discontinuity is mirrored by structural complexity in the
form of a reentrancy. Obviously, if we had yet another discontinuous dependent of
Fredericum that was discontinuous from bonum so that we had a gap degree 2 discon-
tinuity, we would need another reentrancy to capture that.
Now observe what happens if we have a deeper gap as in (14). This yields the c-
structure in Figure 7. We observe that the extra depth of the discontinuity yields an
extra reentrancy as compared with the otherwise similar discontinuity in Figure 6, for
to get the correct f-structure from Figure 7, we must map both NP4 and NP5 to the











Maximilian pushed good Fredrick’s son








































































Figure 7: C-structure for (14)
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The c-structure in Figure 7 clearly violates the principle in (6). Nevertheless, it is an
attractive analysis compared with, say, an analysis where AdjP6 would be directly em-
bedded under S and annotated with (↑ gf+) because that would introduce non-local
constraints and because Figure 7 wears its complexity on its sleeves, in the form of the
length of the unit branch under NP4. Like the analysis of Dutch cross-serial depen-
dencies, this relies on zipper unification. As pointed out by Maxwell and Kaplan (1996,
p. 24), zippers introduce computational complexity because they mean that depth of
f-structures that must be unified can grow as a function of the length of the sentence.
(In fact, because we allow a cyclic unit branch, it can grow even without the sentence
increasing in length.) But this is really a practical problem and as such it allows a prac-
tical solution, namely a brute force bound on the length of zippers. And that is where
the treebank data become interesting, for they suggest that this bound can be set quite
low.
5 Conclusion and challenge
In sum, we have seen that extant Latin treebanks display syntactic discontinuities that
require us to go beyond the capacity of well-known mildly context-sensitive grammar
formalisms such as CCG and TAG. It has already been argued on theoretical grounds
that these formalisms cannot capture data such as German scrambling (Becker et al.
1992). But as pointed out by Kuhlmann (2013), formalisms (weakly) equivalent to TAG
still have very good coverage on treebanks. That, however, is not the case in Latin
(and still less so in Ancient Greek), thereby verifying the inadequacy of TAG on actual
treebank data.
From a theoretical point of view, this means that trees of gap degree 1 have no
particular theoretical importance. Rather, the corpus data suggests that gap degrees
(and depths) have a Zipfian distribution that quickly decreases beyond 1. So there is no
theoretical reason to stay with k-MCFGs. And in fact we have seen that although LFG
parsing is intractable, the formalism reflects the complexity of syntactic discontinuities
in a rather nice and intuitive way, paving the way for empirical studies on how much
of the theoretically desired expressivity is actually needed for practical purposes.
One challenge remains: we have seen that illnested discontinuities are strongly dis-
preferred in most treebanks, with an exception for Latin poetry. But unlike gap degree
and depth, illnestedness does not correspond to any complexity in the LFG formalism.
In other words, LFG as it currently stands lacks the theoretical resources to express
the strong dispreference that we observe in corpora.
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Increasing grammar coverage through fine-grained
lexical distinctions
Petter Haugereid
Abstract. In this paper, I show how the development of Norsyg, an HPSG-inspired construc-
tionalist grammar of Norwegian, benefits from the highly specific and precise implementation
of NorGram, an LFG grammar for Norwegian. I focus on one aspect, NorGram’s fine-grained
lexical categories. The aim of the paper is twofold: (i) to give a glimpse of the process of devel-
oping a computational grammar, and (ii) to illustrate how a constructionalist grammar benefits
from the insights of NorGram, even though the grammatical models differ significantly.
1 Introduction
There are different approaches to the automatic analysis of sentences. A common ap-
proach is to train a shallow statistical parser based on large amounts of syntactically
annotated texts (a treebank).The advantage of these systems is that they utilize already
existing resources (annotated texts), they have large coverage, and they are very fast.
The main problems are that once they have reached a certain level, it is hard to make
improvements, and there is never a guarantee that the analysis provided is the correct
one, or even a possible one.
A different approach to automatic analysis of sentences is to develop deep, rule-
based computational grammars. These systems take much more time to develop, and
in the beginning, the coverage is very limited. If there is a missing lexical item or
a missing rule for a certain linguistic construction, the grammar does not provide a
parse. Scaling up these systems may take several years. However, given the fact that
the systems are rule based, the grammar developer is in control of what analyses are
possible, and corrections that address particular linguistic phenomena may be made.
So if the aim of the system is high precision, building a deep grammar is a better option
than building a shallow parser in the long term.
One possible reason for the relatively high interest in linguistically founded compu-
tational grammars in Norway is that treebanks required for building statistical parsers
The very model of a modern linguist. Edited by Victoria Rosén and Koenraad De Smedt. BeLLS Vol. 8 (2017), DOI
10.15845/bells.v8i1.1334. Copyright © by the authors. Open Access publication under the terms of CC-BY-NC-4.0.
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have not been available for Norwegian until recently.1 Another reason is the interest
in grammar formalisms like LFG and HPSG, which are both associated with environ-
ments for grammar implementations. In this paper I will describe two quite different
computational grammars, NorGram and Norsyg, and show how insights in NorGram
can be used to develop the coverage of Norsyg.
2 NorGram and Norsyg
NorGram (Dyvik 2000) is the result of a long-term, incremental effort to develop a the-
oretically motivated, large coverage grammar for Norwegian.2 It is written within the
framework of Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG) (Bresnan 2001), under the ParGram
umbrella (Parallel Grammar Project), which is an association of groups working on
computational LFG grammars for various languages (Butt et al. 2002). LFG is a lexical-
ist framework where linguistic objects are represented with mainly two structures: c-
structure (constituent structure) and f-structure (functional structure). The c-structure
shows the hierarchical organization of constituents in a clause at the same time as it
shows how the parser has worked, combining constituents by means of phrase struc-
ture rules. The f-structure represents linguistic information about each constituent
and shows the functional relationship between the constituents. In this paper we will
mainly consider c-structures. The tree in Figure 1 shows the c-structure of the main















‘Unfortunately, these students didn’t want to study syntax.’
Norsyg is a typed feature structure grammar, and is implemented with the lkb sys-
tem (Copestake 2002) as a part of the delph-in effort (http://www.delph-in.net/). It
is based on the Grammar Matrix (Bender et al. 2002), which is a starter kit for HPSG
grammar development. Norsyg has kept most of the HPSG feature geometry, but the
intuition behind the analyses is radically different from regular lexicalist HPSG gram-
mars. It is a constructionalist grammar, and the backbone of the grammar consists of
about 15,000 constructions. Argument-frame constructions constitute the main part of
1 NorGramBank (Dyvik et al. 2016), a large-scale syntactically annotated treebank of Norwegian, has
recently become available. NorGramBank has been developed through the projects TrePil (Rosén, De
Smedt, Dyvik, et al. 2005) and INESS (Rosén, De Smedt, Meurer, et al. 2012). This treebank is based on
parses obtained with NorGram, which will be further discussed in the present paper.
2 HelgeDyvik has been a pioneer of computational grammar and parsing in Norway. He started already
in the 1980’s with the D-PATR formalism, a development environment for unification-based grammars.
This workwas carried over in the PONS project (Dyvik 1989), a machine translation project with semantic
transfer. Since 1999, he has been the main developer of NorGram, which was used as a parsing grammar
not only for NorGramBank but in the translation projects LOGON (Oepen et al. 2007) and HandOn.
3 The tree is slightly simplified for expository reasons.





















Figure 1: LFG c-structure of a Norwegian main clause with NorGram, cf. example (1)
these; each argument frame of each verb is assumed to be a construction. For example,
the transitive and ditransitive frames of the verb lære ‘learn’ are assumed to be unique
constructions.
The high number of constructions, in addition to well known phenomena such as
flexibility with regard to positioning of adjuncts, the active–passive voice alternation,
and different kinds of clause structures, make the assumption of flat phrase structure
rules impossible. Instead, the grammar is given a “fragmented” design, where con-
structions are assumed to be built up of subconstructions. A subconstruction may be a
binary phrase structure rule with a word as its second daughter (see the rules in Fig-
ure 2), or it may be a lexical item, like a verb, a function word or an idiomatic word.
Each subconstruction contributes a simple type, which by itself may carry very little
meaning. During parsing, however, the types provided by the subconstructions are
unified, and if the parse succeeds, the unification of the subconstruction types yields
one of the 15,000 construction types licensed by the grammar.4 This subconstructional
design gives the grammar the flexibility needed to accommodate a wide variety of syn-
tactic phenomena while limiting the number of phrase structure rules to 110. The tree
in Figure 2 shows the parse tree of the main clause in (1) analyzed with Norsyg.
The trees in Figure 1 and Figure 2 illustrate a principal difference between the two
grammars. NorGram on the one hand is based on standard X-bar theory. It consists of
phrase structure rules such as VP→ V NP.The grammar relies heavily on the formula-
4 Needless to say, the type hierarchy where the possible combinations of subconstruction types are
defined, is rather big, but once it is compiled, its size does not affect the efficiency of the parser very




























Figure 2: Parse tree of a Norwegian main clause with Norsyg, cf. example (1)
tion of this kind of phrase structure rules. The structures are relatively flat, a rule may
have more than five daughters, and phrasal constituents may appear in a non-initial
and non-final position, like the DP disse studentene in Figure 1.
Norsyg on the other hand consists of only binary and unary phrase structure rules
where the second daughter (if there is one) is a word. As the words combine, a feature
structure is built where linguistic information of the clause is represented. From the
resulting feature structure, the constituent structure in Figure 3 is derived.5 The parse
also results in a semantic representation, an MRS (Copestake et al. 2005).
5 By separating the parse tree (see Figure 2) from the constituent tree (see Figure 3), Norsyg allows
for flat constituent structures at the same time as the phrase structure rules are unary or binary. The
motivation behind this separation is explained in Haugereid and Morey (2012).














Figure 3: Constituent structure of a Norwegian main clause by Norsyg
Allthough Norsyg has been developed over many years, there are several phenom-
ena that are covered by NorGram that are yet to be implemented in Norsyg. In the next
section I will show how I use NorGramBank, the treebank syntactically annotated with
the help of NorGram, to identify phenomena that will have an impact on the coverage
of Norsyg.
3 Identifying phenomena not covered by Norsyg
In grammar development, identifying phenomena that are not covered by the gram-
mar, is usually very easy. One can just take a random sentence that the grammar does
not parse, and use the diagnostic tools of the parser to find out what goes wrong. This
is from my own experience the most common way to improve coverage of a grammar,
and is the approach one would take during treebanking. If a sentence does not parse,
one attempts to make it parse. Often adding a lexical item is enough, but one may
also encounter very challenging phenomena which require a complete overhaul of the
grammar. However, the impact of the changes made, whether they are large or small,
may be just a very small increase in coverage.
In this section, I describe a more systematic way of identifying phenomena that
are not covered by Norsyg, and which will have an impact on the coverage of the
grammar. And in this, I will utilize the linguistic insights behind NorGram and the 60
million word corpus NorGramBank which has been syntactically annotated with the
help of NorGram.
Syntactic rules in LFG have information about the c-structure of its constituents as
well as the f-structure. In the parsing process, first the c-structure backbone is con-
structed (as a packed parse forest), and then, in the next step, the (f-structure) equa-
tions attached to the c-structure rules are solved. In order to reduce the size of the
c-structure parse forest, NorGram has been equipped with a relatively large set of dis-
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criminative preterminals or lexical categories.This results in fewer equations that have
to be solved, and makes the parser more efficient.
In order to see which preterminals are used by the grammar, I downloaded a fre-
quency list of preterminals from NorGramBank. It turns out that the treebank has
220 different preterminals. A few of them have a grammar internal function (differ-
ent kinds of tags for enhancing processing), and others represent punctuation marks.
However, most of the preterminals have a solid linguistic foundation. The most fre-
quent lexical categories are given in Table 1.6 We can see that the most frequent cate-
gories are nouns (12.82%) and pronouns (8.83%). The table also shows that the lexical
categories are fine-grained. There are for example separate categories for finite main










Table 1: The eight most frequent lexical categories in NorGramBank, with frequencies
in percentages
Further down the list, there are some lexical categories that represent phenomena
that are not covered or treated in a systematic way by Norsyg. The categories are
well documented in the NorGram online documentation, and I use this documenta-
tion andmy knowledge of Norsyg to identify themissing categories.Themost frequent
are shown in Table 2: finite inquit verbs (Vinqfin), prepositions that take subordinate
clauses or infinitival clauses as complements (Pvbobj), interjections (INTERJ), correl-
ative coordinators (CONJcorr), and titles (TTL).
In the following, I will show how I have utilized the information about the categories
that are unaccounted for in the development of Norsyg. Given the constructionalist
design of Norsyg, some of the phenomena will not be analyzed in terms of separate
lexical categories, like inquit verbs and prepositions that take subordinate clauses or
infinitival clauses as complements. Rather, the phenomena will be accomodated by
constructions. Prepositions that take subordinate clauses or infinitival clauses as com-
plements, for example, will still have the lexical category preposition, but they will
6 The fourth and seventh most frequent preterminals are PERIOD and COMMA. They are left out of
the table.







Table 2: The five most frequent NorGram lexical categories unaccounted for in Norsyg
be made compatible with constructions that involve a subordinate clause or infinitival
clause complement.
4 Developing Norsyg on the basis of NorGram lexical cate-
gories
Asmentioned, NorGramBank is a corpus of approximately 60millionwords.The larger
part of the corpus has been stochastically disambiguated, and approximately 315,000
words of parsed text are manually disambiguated. From the corpus of manually dis-
ambiguated sentences, I have selected 14,770 sentences marked as “gold” by the anno-
tators (127,644 words). These are sentences that are parsed by NorGram and that have
been disambiguated by an annotator and marked as correct.
In my work on adding missing analyses to Norsyg I started with the lexical cate-
gories on top of the list in Table 2, inquit verbs, and worked my way down. For each
phenomenon I added to the grammar, I did a test run on the gold corpus to check
the impact of the changes made. Before the development started, I checked Norsyg’s
coverage of the gold corpus. It parsed 7216 of the 14770 sentences (48.86%).
4.1 Inquit verbs (Vinq)
Inquit verbs are a group of verbs that typically indicate direct speech, as shown in (2),










‘I slept, he said.’
This is a phenomenon that had not been implemented in Norsyg, and in order to
account for the construction, three rules were introduced. One rule is created for sen-
tences where the inquit complement is a full sentence, as in (2). There is also a rule
where the complement is some other constituent, such as an NP or PP, or an inter-
jection. The third rule marks the position where the complement is extracted from. In
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addition, the 107 verbs marked as regular inquit verbs in Norgram were constrained
in such a way that they were allowed as verbs in inquit constructions in Norsyg.
After adding the new rules and lexical constraints to the grammar, 100 sentences
that earlier did not get a parse, now were parsed by Norsyg, an increase of 0.67%.















































‘A sick exercise, she thinks angrily.’
An abbreviated Norsyg analysis of (4) is provided in Figure 4. It shows the applica-
tion of two of the added rules. (The mother nodes of the rules are framed.) The top rule
in the tree is the rule that marks the position the complement is extracted from. It is a
unary rule that takes as input a structure which has a sentence on the slash list.7 The
framed S/S rule further down the tree is a rule that takes as input a main clause and a












de liker meg ikke
Figure 4: Norsyg analysis of sentence with inquit verb and main clause complement
7 In HPSG, long distance dependencies are handled by a feature slash. Contrary to regular HPSG
grammars, the extraction site in Norsyg dominates the topic, rather than the other way round. This is
enforced by the incremental bottom-up parsing process.
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4.2 Pvbobj: prepositions that take subordinate clauses or infinitival clauses
as complements
In the second batch, I added analyses for Pvbobj, the category for prepositions that take
subordinate clauses or infinitival clauses as complements to form PPs that function as
adverbials.There are 23 such prepositions, among them for ‘for’, i tillegg til ‘in addition
to’ and uten ‘without’. The inclusion of a new analysis for these prepositions in Norsyg
involved changing the constraints of these prepositions so that they were allowed in
constructions where the head is a preposition and the complement is a subordinate
clause or an infinitival clause.
After the analyses were added, the grammar produced analyses for 49 more sen-

















‘Amygdala initiates analyses in order to see possible dangers.’
























In the third batch, I added analyses for interjections. In Norsyg, they are given the
status of roots, which means that they are allowed to form sentences on their own,
function as arguments of inquit verbs, or be coordinated with other roots (including
sentences).
After the analyses were added, the grammar produced analyses for 31 more sen-
tences, among them, the sentences in (7) and (8). The sentence in (8) also benefits from






















‘– Of course, mum, he joked.’
An abbreviated analysis of (7) is provided in Figure 6. It shows the new category of
interjections ( INTERJ ) and the new rule for adding interjections ( S ). The rule that
adds interjections, takes a START symbol as its first daughter and an interjection as
its second daughter and forms a structure with root status. It is then coordinated with
the following yes–no question.8
4.4 CONJcorr: correlative coordinators
In the fourth batch, the words både ‘both’, verken ‘neither’, and såvel ‘both’ were given
an analysis. These are words that initiate a coordination and select the coordinator
between the conjuncts. There had been an analysis for these words at an earlier stage,
but it had become obsolete. After recreating the analysis, 11more sentences got a parse,






























‘Both he and I have got dry feet.’
8 Given the left-branching design of the grammar, the parse tree of the coordinated structures looks
rather counter-intuitive, but it is chosen in order to maintain the overall incremental design. It also makes
possible a novel account of gapping constructions (Haugereid 2017).























Figure 6: Norsyg analysis of sentence with interjection coordinated with yes–no clause
4.5 TTL: title
In the fifth batch, 5633 titles from Norgramwere added, dr. ‘dr.’, språkprofessor ‘linguis-
tics professor’, fagekspert ‘professional’, norrønfilolog ‘Old Norse philologist’, heders-
mann ‘man of honour’, ektemann ‘husband’, bestefar ‘grandfather’, onkel ‘uncle’, and
pappa ‘daddy’, among others.9 They are analyzed as pre-modifiers of proper nouns in
Norsyg. After adding the analysis of the titles, 24 new sentences were parsed by the


























‘– Miss Bendeke, you mean?’
9 As it happens, all these titles can be attributed to Helge Dyvik.
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5 Results
The effect of the grammar development work is summarized in Table 5. It shows an
increase of coverage on the gold corpus of 210 sentences, or 1.41%. It also shows that
the categories at the top of the list resulted in the most significant gains of coverage.
phenomenon coverage %
Before 7216 48.86




TTL (title) 7426 50.27
The effect is also illustrated in the chart in Figure 5. It shows that the number of
new sentences that receive an analysis by the grammar increases as the frequency of
the added lexical category goes up. When the frequency is 0.06 % (titles), the number
of added sentences is 24, and when the frequency is 0.4 % (inquit verbs), the number
of new analyses is 100. This is of course an expected result, and it confirms the obvi-














Frequency of lexical category
New sentences
Figure 7: Number of new sentences with regard to frequency of added lexical category
Amanual inspection of the sentences that earlier did not get a parse, but which after
the changes to the grammar got a parse, shows that about two out of three sentences
can be attributed directly to the added analysis. The last third is mainly made up of
longer sentences for which the chart size after the changes to the grammar no longer
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exceeds 20 megabytes.10 There is also a set of sentences which after the changes to the
grammar exceeds the 20 megabyte limit, and these sentences therefore do not get an
analysis. The measures are therefore not completely precise, but still they give a clear
indication of the impact of the added analyses.
It should also be mentioned that a number of sentences which earlier were given
an analysis for the wrong reason, got the correct analysis after the changes to the
grammar. These changes are however difficult to measure.
6 Conclusion
Using the lexical categories of NorGram in the development of Norsyg has proved
to be a fruitful exercise. As a grammar writer, I can foresee what grammatical phe-
nomena the grammar I am developing can account for. However, it is harder to see
exactly which changes will amount to the greatest gain of coverage. Here, the well-
documented lexical categories of NorGram have been very useful. By looking at their
frequencies in the NorGramBank corpus, and consulting the detailed online documen-
tation and the analyses provided by NorGram, I have been able to pick five categories
that represent phenomena not covered by the grammar and increase its coverage by
1.41%.
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A word or two?
Christer Johansson
Abstract. The tendency for people to write compounds as two separate words, i.e. de-
compounding, is, for Scandinavian, often attributed to influence from English. However, En-
glish writers also both accidentally compound and decompound words. This article introduces
serendipity as a statistical signal of surprise, i.e. deviance from expectations. Examples show
that this measure can decide many cases of accidental compounding or decompounding by es-
timating which alternative is over-represented. Interestingly, the least frequent alternative can
be clearly over-represented, thus providing a signal that is different from probability estimates,
and linked to change in probability.
1 Introduction
People sometimes accidentally miss a key when writing on a typewriter (which is one
example of an English compound), resulting in ‘words’ such as isthere, and sometimes
people hit a space, where it should not be, resulting inwords such as tooth brush instead
of toothbrush. Missing a space between two words that are not part of a compound, i.e.
accidental compounding, can be viewed as a more or less random process that happens
at some rate of error. Insertion of an extraneous space is often related to a morpheme
boundary, i.e. accidental decompounding. This latter process could be a step in approx-
imating where to put a space. Both accidental compounding and decompounding can
be a problem for writers, who risk mockery from ungenerous readers.
Accidental compounding: A compound phrase consisting of two separate words are
sometimes wrongly written as one word. This could be an accident, such as when two
words that often occur together are written as one word: for example is there written
as isthere. Some compound phrases such as power station that should be written as two
words, are fairly often wrongly written as one word. One explanation is that they are
accidental compounds, just like isthere.
Accidental decompounding: One explanation for decompoundingwords such as light-
house is that it is simply a matter of an accidental insertion of a space at a morpheme
boundary. There is a background rate of how often we insert a space by mistake at
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such a boundary. However, it is clear that this rate is affected by how often we see the
word written correctly and incorrectly. Football is almost never decompounded, and
muscle car is rarely written as one word.
There is less compounding in English than in German or Scandinavian, with many
exceptions such as firefighter, football and toothbrush. Sometimes, an English com-
pound begins as a two-word phrase (e.g. jay walking, which is now jaywalking and
the meaning of jay in the compound is more or less lost). Such phrases tend to drift to-
wards a one-word compound with increased usage, and correspondingly more specific
meaning.
Decompoundingwordsmay lead tomisunderstandings, as it can affect lexical choice.
For example, in Swedish kassa apparater are faulty machines, but kassaapparater are
cashier’s registers. In Swedish it is not common for two vowels to clash, thus an in-
serted space might reflect the lower transition probability between two vowels inside
a word, compared to between words. Language-specific letter transition probabilities
have been shown to affect reaction times and accuracy for decision tasks onNorwegian
Bokmål and English (Van Kesteren et al. 2012).
The proportion between writing in one or two words, could be more or less surpris-
ing.The relative frequency of a one-word compound is typically higher than accounted
for by the proportion of words that are accidentally compounded, i.e. the components
are not statistically independent.
The new measure of serendipity, as it is introduced in this article, is interesting as
an alternative to thinking in the absolute probabilities that most people are not good
at estimating. For example, we have a tendency to overestimate the probability of two
events occurring together (the Conjunction Fallacy, see section on prerequisites) and
also attribute causation to rare events that happen in close sequence (post hoc ergo
propter hoc, or Causation Fallacy) or repeatedly occur together (correlation implies
Causation Fallacy).
What we need is a measure that is insensitive to the number of examples, for exam-
ple by putting more emphasis on effect size rather than significance (Johansson 2013).
I will also argue that we think more like gamblers, in that we value information that
changes probabilities more than we value absolute probabilities. If we get information
that makes a horse ten times more likely to win, wouldn’t we put some money on it
even if it still is an unlikely winner? Serendipity is a measure of surprise, and surprise
is a good trigger for learning.
In a famous review, Chomsky (1959) draws a caricature of Skinner’s research on
verbal behavior, by more or less equating the approach with reinforcement learning
in animal studies (MacCorquodale 1970). Chomsky’s review gave the impression that
statistics was not very useful for investigating language structure, and put focus on
how improbable a simplistic probabilistic calculation of recursive structures would be.
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The question of which signals we use to find linguistic information is not resolved, ex-
cept by the assumption of innate structures; i.e. we do not find it because it is already
there. Optimizing the probability of a sentence is obviously hard given a limited sam-
ple, and the infinite possibilities of language to form new sentences and new words.
This article will show how the change in probability when comparing alternatives can
be used for a seemingly simple task of deciding whether (any) two consecutive words
should be written as one or two words. This expands on work by Rømcke and Johans-
son (2008), where frequencies from a search engine were used to decide categories for
named entities, by comparing frequency responses to the words in contexts such as
Hotel in Bergen or Her name is Bergen. Search engine frequencies have also been used
to investigate the dative alternation, using frequency responses to the two versions of
the dative construction for a set of different dative verbs (Jenset and Johansson 2013).
The aim of the examples is to illustrate the signal surprise and expectation, as measured
by a new measure.
This article will introduce serendipity as the pointwise effect size, by showing how
to distribute effect size over the contributions to significance of the individual cells.
Crucially, effect size and serendipity are insensitive to how much data we use. This
article will begin with some prerequisites, related to statistical independence, cross
table testing, significance, effect size andwhat could be called serendipity (i.e., the effect




A cross table analysis is an analysis of frequencies that tests whether rows and columns
are statistically independent of each other. The most basic case is the 2 rows by 2
columns, and it is certainly the easiest cross table to interpret. The null hypothesis is
that the rows and columns are independent of each other. Let us consider a simple cross
table and calculate the expected independent frequencies of each cell. Let a+ c = R1
and b+d = R2 be the total frequencies for row 1 and 2, and a+b = C1 and c+d = C2




Table 1: A cross table
If the rows and columns are independent then the probability of belonging to row 1 is
R1/T , andR2/T is the probability of belonging to row 2.The probability of belonging
to column 1 is C1/T and C2/T is the probability of belonging to column 2.
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Assuming independence, the probability of belonging to a cell that is the combi-
nation of a row and a column, is simply the multiplication of the row and column
probabilities. We can calculate the expected frequencies in each cell (cf. Table 2) by
distributing the total by the proportion in each cell.
In order to test for significant deviation from independence, we should look at the
difference between observed and expected frequencies (e.g., O11 −E11); if this differ-
ence is positive, that cell is over-represented and if it is negative, it is under-represented.






; this positive sum indicates how rare it would be to
find so much deviance if the rows and columns are indeed independent. In order to
look it up in the χ2-distribution, you need to know how many ways this could happen
(i.e. the degrees of freedom). The 2-by-2-table has one degree of freedom, since if you
know the value in one cell, you can easily calculate the rest from the row and column
sums. This is called degrees of freedom (df ), because the rest of the cells are uniquely
determined by the row and column sums if we know the value for R − 1 row cells
and C − 1 column cells, simultaneously, i.e. df = (R − 1) ∗ (C − 1), where R and
C are the number of rows and columns, respectively. It should not be a big surprise
if there are significant deviations from independence for language data; after all the
process that generated the frequencies (for example, writing an essay) is not a random
process. Significance only tells us if it is likely or not that the rows and columns are











Table 2: The expected frequencies
2.1.1 Pearson residuals
If we want to say which cells contribute more to significance, then we should look at
the signed Pearson residuals, which measure the signed contribution to significance in
each cell: (Oij−Eij)√
Eij
from the term (Oij−Eij)
2
Eij
in the χ2-formula, before squaring. One
reason for squaring is to sum up deviance in absolute values, and use this to decide the
fit of the observations to a model of independence.
2.1.2 Association plots
An association plot is a tool to graphically explore and visualize the effects of each
cell in a table. The R command assocplot can be used, but the function assoc from the
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Visualizing Categorical Data (vcd) package (Meyer et al. 2016) provides more possi-
bilities, for example visualizing the Pearson residuals range with a color gradient. The
association plot provides bars, whose base is proportional to
√
Eij , and the height is
proportional to Oij − Eij and thus the width of the base tells about expectations in
that cell, and the height of the bar tells about the deviance from expectations.
2.2 Effect size
Effect size for a χ2 test is calculated as Φ =
√
χ2
N . Cramér’s Φ can be generalized
to larger tables, using Cramér’s ν =
√
χ2
df∗N , where df is the smallest number of the
number of either rows − 1 or columns − 1. The effect size is nearly independent
of how many observations the table represents, whereas almost any real difference
between observed and expected can be detected with significance by sampling large
enough samples from the population. Therefore, if we want to compare results, we
should include the effect size. Significance is just a receipt that we have observed a
deviance from independence that cannot be explained by random chance.
2.3 Serendipity or the effect size per cell
We are interested in each cell’s contribution to the effect size. One way is to note each
cell’s contribution to the χ2 statistic compared to the overall χ2, and this tells each
cell’s proportional contribution to the effect size measure. The effect size in each cell





















where Φ and χ2 are numbers and (Oi−Ei)
2
Ei
are terms in a series, which can be ordered
in a table.
Proof of correctness for χ2 > 0: Note 1 = χ
2
χ2















which are the terms in the series we need to distribute Φ over all cells.
There are still some problems with the desired function. First of all, division is sen-
sitive when χ2 is close to zero. This can be fixed by adding one to the numerator and
the denominator, and we can let the one in the numerator divide up equally on all the
cells. Finally we may scale the value by multiplying by 100 and rounding to two deci-
mals. The scaling is just cosmetic, and makes it easier to read the output. If you sum up
the absolute values of all cells you will get back the overall Φ, but remember we have
scaled the value by multiplying with 100. The effect size is actually generalized to any
size of table by using Cramér’s ν to correct for increased degrees of freedom (df ).
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In the programming language R we define the function in (3) that returns a table










phi2 <- phi*((1/prod(dim(x))+ (o-e)^2/e)/(1+model$statistic) )
return ( round(100*s*phi2, 2) )
}
2.4 Conjunction Fallacy
The probability of two events occurring together (in conjunction) is always less than
or equal to the probability of either one occurring alone (cf. Wikipedia on Conjunc-
tion Fallacy). Tversky and Kahneman (1983) investigated some conditions under which
we are more likely to estimate the conjunction as more probable than just one of the
events. The classic example presents Linda as having several characteristics of a fem-
inist activist, but nothing to suggest that she is a bank teller. In that situation, most
subjects would state that Linda is more likely a feminist and a bank teller, than a bank
teller. One possible flaw, is that the alternatives are read in contrast to each other and
therefore the alternative that she is a bank teller is actively read as: she is a bank teller
but not a feminist. This was controlled for in several follow up experiments (ibid.). One
version had two explicit arguments to choose from, either argument a) “Linda is more
likely to be a bank teller than she is to be a feminist bank teller, because every feminist
bank teller is a bank teller, but some women bank tellers are not feminists, and Linda
could be one of them” (ibid., p. 299) or argument b) “Linda is more likely to be a fem-
inist bank teller than she is likely to be a bank teller, because she resembles an active
feminist more than she resembles a bank teller” (ibid.). A majority of subjects (65%, 58)
preferred alternative b, which is still better than the 85% that preferred the conjunc-
tion, if there were no explicit arguments for the alternatives. Gould (1988) presents a
popular text on this and other statistical fallacies.
2.5 Google frequency estimates
Google provides frequency estimates of search phrases. In my experience, it works
better for short phrases, and not too many context words, where examples could be
retrieved from big tables rather than estimated. Remember that the frequencies are
estimated, and may not be accurate. For our purposes we are more interested in the
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proportions than in the absolute frequencies. Google frequencies give an estimate of
the number of documents that contain the search terms, which in itself points to con-
servative estimates. However, the collection of documents may contain many dupli-
cates. Furthermore, the estimates may have uncertainties that vary non-linearly with
the size of the frequency estimate, but there are very few other sources that covers
so much of the lower frequency words, which is especially important when we look
for low frequency compounds. Obviously, there are data sources of much better qual-
ity. There are, however, many reasons why we could prefer Google frequencies. First,
when looking for words in context it is crucial to have as many examples as possible.
As a comparison, Kuperman and Bertram (2013) finds only 27 examples each of apple
sauce and applesauce in a controlled corpus, whereas Google finds 20 million estimated
documents for applesauce versus 450 thousand for apple sauce (some documents may
mention both variants). Second, Google gives document frequencies, which may ac-
tually lessen the bias of individual writers, who may overuse certain patterns. Third,
Google does not (always) normalize words, so misspelled words or compounds can
be represented. Fourth, search through the Google search engine makes replication
widely available for almost anybody with Internet access. Finally, Google is updated
more frequently than most corpora, which is important when we are interested in con-
temporary usage. However, it would obviously be good to have access to a linguistic
search engine, since Google’s search engine is not tailored for the needs of linguists
and therefore may prioritize other issues such as bandwidth capacity. The algorithms
that are used by Google may also change without notice. It is also an idea to build fu-
ture applications, where part of the computing is done on the Internet as a distributed
system.
In my experience, Google frequencies may often display a machine version of the
above mentioned Conjunction Fallacy, i.e. a more specific search may very well indi-
cate more documents rather than fewer. For the normal user of the search engine, this
is not a problem as long as the highest ranking documents are the most relevant. For
serious research this means that the frequencies should be seen as illustrations rather
than hard facts. As will be clear from the examples, in practice the proportions are
often very clear, which means that only large errors will affect the decisions based on
the effect size measure introduced in this article.
2.5.1 Is it wiki or kiwi?
Table 3 works as an illustration: When searching for the words kiwi and wiki with and
without context words, millions of documents were indicated. Note that kiwi is the
least frequent alternative both with and without context words. However, when we
put on the effect-size goggles, it is clear that we could choose wiki if there is no other
information (positive effect size = 0.03) and we should choose kiwi given the context
words banana and fruit (positive effect size = 15.22), because it is much more fre-
quent than expected. More specifically, we could even program a computer to use the
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effect-size measure, as one of many measures, to take decisions between alternatives.
It should be clear that the measure is not only probability of occurrence, but directed
deviance from expectations, where expectations are set up by statistical independence
of (structured) alternatives. Whether people similarly use effect size to guide intuitions
about probabilities is a research question that has been hinted at previously, when dis-
cussing the Conjunction Fallacy. It should also be noted that part of the work is done
by selecting alternatives to compare with, which is one way to establish a baseline for
expectations.
word +fruit +banana
kiwi 71.2 (-0.21) 6.0 (15.22)
wiki 905.0 (0.03) 6.7 (-1.30)
Table 3: Frequency and (effect size) for kiwi/wiki.
In probabilistic terms, we would always have a larger probability of finding a docu-
ment containing the wordwiki than one containing kiwi, but kiwi has a much stronger
association with banana and fruit than the word wiki, which is weakly negatively as-
sociated with those words (i.e., most documents that contain wiki do not mention fruit
and banana). The Pearson residual of kiwi in context is 15.9, but if the table is divided
by 10 then the cell’s effect size is still 14.88, but the Pearson residual is just 5.03, il-
lustrating that the effect size is roughly constant, but the contribution to significance
varies. Effect size is more relevant than significance, when we are looking for associa-
tions.
In terms of Bayesian probability, given that we have a choice between kiwi and
wiki, the prior probability, from the column cells and the column totals, of kiwi is
712/(9050 + 712) = 0.073, and of wiki 9050/(9050 + 712) = 0.927; the proba-
bility of kiwi given fruit and banana is 60/(60 + 67) = 0.472; the probability of wiki
(i.e., not kiwi) given fruit and banana is 67/(60+67) = 0.528. The adjusted probability
of kiwi is 0.066, which is lower than its prior probability, and the probability of wiki
is correspondingly 0.934. This shows that the effect size as an association measure is
not just Bayesian probability.
In relation to the Conjunction Fallacy, the association between kiwi and fruit and
banana is clearly shown by the ratio between odds with and without information.
With the contextual information, 6.0 out of 12.7 (i.e., 6.0 + 6.7) is for kiwi, which
gives an odds of 0.472, or expressed as a percentage: 47.2% gives kiwi in the specific
comparison.Without the contextual information, 71.2 out of 976.2 (i.e. 71.2+905.0) is
for kiwi, which gives an odds of 0.072. The odds ratio for kiwi is 0.472/0.072 = 6.56,
and similarly forwiki 0.528/0.927 = 0.570. Thus, knowing fruit and banana increases
the chances that it is kiwi more than 6 times, while it almost halves the odds that it is
wiki. So even if it is still unlikely that it is kiwi, it would be tempting to choose it — if it
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was a bet and the payout is set by the prior probability. This looks similar to how the
Conjunction Fallacy works in that having the extra information gives an advantage,
in the example above knowing about Linda increases the chances that she is both a
bank teller and a feminist much more than it increases the chances that she is a bank
teller. What looks like a fallacy might in fact be a more or less innate tendency to value
change in probability much more than the absolute probability. People could also use
this as a communicative strategy: mention only information that changes background
knowledge.
2.6 Summary
Effect size distributed per cell is a convenient way of investigating associations in a
table. It works well with frequencies, and it is intuitive to understand the concepts
in terms of over- and under-represented compared to estimates based on statistical
independence of rows and columns. Cells that deviate from expectations are marked
clearly.
3 Examples
3.1 To compound or not to compound?
TheGoogle frequency (February 6, 2017) of there is is 2390 million against 2.720 million
for thereis. For is there there are 460 million documents and for isthere 0.500 million
documents. The ratio is between 878 : 1 and 920 : 1, respectively. The rounded ratio
of 1000 : 1 will do fine as a baseline, which we can call is there. This ratio is likely
similar in other languages as well, since it is motivated by the same process of missing a
keystroke. However, with less material there is a higher risk that the ratio will be more
off. Also, increasing use of better spelling correction may influence the frequencies.
Obviously, for most real applications the missing keystroke rate will have to be es-
timated for the individual for increased precision, and luckily this should not be very
hard to do. It could even be a good idea to estimate more precise measures such as the
rate of missing a space between any two specified characters.
3.1.1 Is it firefighter or fire fighter?
Table 4 shows the table for deciding between firefighter and fire fighter, which has a
ratio of 65 : 1 in favor of being written as one word. Incidentally, the ratio is almost the
same for fireman, at 68 : 1, it just looks like firefighter has a 45% higher frequency. Note
that is there is preferred as two words, even though we have not explicitly said that
it should never be written as one word, and therefore it could adapt (by lower effect
size) to words like firefighter. The important part for the decision is merely which way
the effects go.
However, can we be sure that it is not two words? Reasoning from statistical hy-
pothesis testing, we would have to disprove, or at least make it unlikely, that the word
has not been split by mistake.This is a bit trickier. One of the most frequent compound
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word two words
firefighter 51.5 (88.61) 0.795 (-4.67)
is there 1 (-4.65) 1000 (0.27)
Table 4: Frequency in millions and (effect size) for firefighter.
words in English is probably football. We could compare that with firefighter. Table 5
shows that firefighter is indeed not as strong a compound as football. Compared to
football, fire fighter cannot be completely ruled out as a two word compound that has
undergone accidental compounding. For a decision, we then have to compare the effect
sizes of firefighter as one word in Table 4 (88.6) and fire fighter as two words in Table 5
(8.8), and 88.6 clearly wins over 8.8. The first conclusion is that firefighter is not likely
to be explained as accidental compounding and the second is that firefighter is a weaker
compound than football. If we are still unsure we could compare it with a reference
word such as banana peel, see Table 6. The word firefighter is one word, but banana
peel is strongly a two-word compound, when compared to each other.
word two words
firefighter 51.5 (-0.18) 0.795 (8.77)
football 1330 (0.17) 0.408 (-0.51)
Table 5: Frequency in millions and (effect size) for firefighter vs. football.
word two words
firefighter 51500 (0.01) 795 (-0.43)
banana peel 4.2 (-1.29) 403 (55.51)
Table 6: Frequency in thousands and (effect size).
3.1.2 Is it Slotts gate or Slottsgate?
One famous example of decompounding in Norwegian is Øvre Slottsgate ‘Upper Castle
Street’. In Oslo, the street sign actually reads Øvre Slotts gate. Investigating the web
finds that there is indeed a tentative association between decompounding this street
name and documents that also contains the word Oslo, see Table 7.
This is also an example of the statistical Conjunction Fallacy for Google frequencies
— adding a demand for an extra keyword ought to give fewer documents, but the
search engine has detected a strong association between Oslo and this street name,
and the estimate is higher, possibly because the search engine has performed a deeper
search. This seems to affect the rarer variant more. For comparison, see Table 8 where
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the address is made more specific by adding Øvre to the street name. From the table we
see very small effect sizes in all the cells, but a small preference for associating Øvre
Slotts gate with Oslo. The decompounded version is associated with Oslo, and we also
know that in Oslo there are street signs that show the decompounded version. Since
effect sizes are so small for all versions of Øvre Slotts gate the decision could be to trust
as it was written. In a practical application, the false alarm rate also need to be kept
low, and setting an individual threshold for when to suggest an edit makes sense.
all oslo
slotts gate 1520 (-3.93) 6420 (4.17)
slottsgate 256000 (0.06) 236000 (-0.07)
Table 7: Frequency and (effect size) for Slottsgate ±Oslo.
all oslo
øvre slotts gate 3890 (-0.19) 3890 (0.20)
øvre slottsgate 150000 (0.02) 142000 (-0.02)
Table 8: Frequency and (effect size) for Øvre Slottsgate ±Oslo.
4 Analysis
The decision for one word over two words is affected by the baselines for the com-
parisons. From the examples, we have seen that there are two baselines: one for our
expectations for accidental compounding and one for accidental decompounding. In
order to show how this works for different proportions, two extremes were chosen as
a graphical illustration. One baseline proportion is the accidental compound thereis,
which occurs once for every thousand occurrences of the correct there is. The other
extreme is a hypothetical word that should be written as two words but often ends up
as one word (e.g., musclecar) and that proportion is set at 3 incorrect onewords to 1
correct two word, which is a pessimistic estimate of accidental decompounding. Note
that musclecar has the same structure as football, i.e., a body part and an object. Most
non-compounds have detectably more support as non-compounds, but Figure 1 illus-
trates that two words could be favored, even under conditions where the baseline itself
favors one word 3 : 1.
one word two words
candidate a b
baseline c d
Table 9: Baseline matrix
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Figure 1: Support for one word. The Y-axis shows the serendipity score and the x-axis
shows the proportion a : b (cf. Table 9)
Table 9 shows a matrix for comparing a candidate with a baseline. The frequency
for a one-word interpretation is given in the cell marked a, and b is the two-word
frequency. The letters of the table also mark the position for the serendipity scores.
Figure 1 shows howmuch phi-support (i.e., the serendipity score, or pointwise effect
size) a new candidate has for being oneword. Two different baselines are illustrated:The
upper gray line shows a baseline at c = 1 : d = 1000 and the lower gray line shows a
baseline at c = 3 : d = 1.
The score for supporting compounding is calculated for candidate proportions that
range from 1 : 1000 to 100 : 1. Note that these proportions are plotted on a logarithmic
scale on the x-axis.
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The lower gray line shows the accumulated serendipity score against the one-word
interpretations, which accounts for support for two words as well, i.e. the support for
a oneword interpretation minus the support for a two word interpretation. The dark
line shows the net support for one word after accounting for both baselines. The line
shows that given these baselines, the positive net support for oneword starts before
a 1 : 1 proportion, and it quickly gains positive support. After 100 : 1 there will be
increasingly smaller relative differences between observed and expected frequencies,
and less signal for learning, and oneway to view this is that there are fewer alternatives
and no need to learn as expectations are as observed.
5 Discussion
Are there more linguistically relevant problems, where a measure of association such
as the serendipity measure can be used? One possible example is Anaphora Resolution,
which is hard to resolve using empirical methods (Nøklestad and Johansson 2005). We
found that candidate antecedents can be at long text distances, and most potential
candidates are not coreferent with the pronoun to resolve. As Nøklestad (2009, p. 215)
notes: “Thus, the tendency of the system to classify a candidate as non-antecedent is
so strong that a single feature is rarely able to overcome it. This is hardly surprising,
given the overwhelming majority of negative examples in the training data (…)”.
An idea introduced in this article is that informativeness, and surprise, are related to
how much probabilities change in a new context, and that this can be used as a trigger
for learning. This idea could be applied to coreference resolution: Which antecedent
candidate will change the background probability the most? Such an approach has the
possibility to find associations that are not the most objectively probable. However, if
we take into account that other people may react on, and use, change in probability,
this has a good chance to be a relevant signal. Just as the solution to the famous Monty
Hall problem (Rosenhouse 2009) lies in realizing that the objective situation that there
are two boxes to choose from, has a context and a history that makes it highly rational
for a participant to change to the other box, thus changing the initial risk of losing to
a chance of winning.
In this article, examples have shown that the risk of both accidental compounding
and accidental decompounding has to be taken in account. The serendipity measure
that was introduced here reacts on an effect size that is crucially insensitive to, or near
independent of, the size of the data sample. This means that the measure can be com-
pared, even if we do not know the size of the population. When we compare one-word
and two-word ‘compounds’ with each other, we find that, for English, there seems to
be a gliding scale from preferring one word to preferring two words for compounds.
Note that the decision space has not been optimized. For a spelling application, in-
formation on how something was written should be taken into account. Was the word
written fluently, without major hesitations as noticed by time between key presses
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(key latencies), or were there several attempts at writing the word? The attempts may
have information about the intended word. Are there similar words in the text? It is
common to find the intended word correctly spelled in the same text. Keeping track
of how often the different kinds of errors occur for a writer could help us discover
the optimal point at which more errors are fixed than created. Uncertainty in search
engine frequencies is thought to be handled by comparing close examples, with the
same number of words in the patterns. The main reason to use search engines is their
coverage. Any controlled source with better coverage should be preferred.
In relation to a model of how people handle compounding (Kuperman and Bertram
2013) it is interesting to note that frequency of use, and familiarity, seems to play an
important part. As noted previously there is a tendency for unfamiliar or new com-
pounds to start out as spaced compounds (e.g. jay walker) and drift towards a fully
compounded unit, such as jaywalker. Kuperman and Bertram (2013) provide further
examples and notice “going against […] orthographic preferences in production comes
with a high cost in recognition”, which creates a pressure towards adapting to the ex-
pectations of readers. They (ibid.) also mention that the strategy for selecting the best
alternative form of compounding evolves, as various processes such asmorphemic seg-
mentation, semantic integration and visual recognition are influenced by frequency of
usage and familiarity. Additionally, there are effects that could be characterized as
related to balance between the constituents of the compound; in length, and syllable
structure. Such effects may counteract, or support, a transition to more compounding
in usage.
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Preserving grammatical functions in LFG
Ronald M. Kaplan
Abstract. Patejuk and Przepiórkowski (2016) have provided arguments and evidence to call
into question the traditional role that named grammatical functions have played in the descrip-
tions and representations of Lexical Functional Grammar. They propose reducing the number
of distinguished function names to a much more limited set. In this brief paper I examine a
few of their observations and find them not yet convincing enough to justify such a funda-
mental revision of LFG theory. I am also concerned that a less refined structure at the interface
between syntax and semantics will only shift to the semantic interpretation component the
descriptive and explanatory burden of interpreting idiosyncratic morphosyntactic properties.
I conclude that most if not all grammatical function distinctions should be preserved in LFG
functional structures.
1 Introduction
Lexical Functional Grammar posits a level of functional structure to decompose the
complex mapping between surface word and phrase configurations and the semantic
predicate-argument relationships that they express (Kaplan 1989; Kaplan and Bresnan
1982). The f-structure is intended as an intermediate, formal characterization of the
syntactic information needed to guide the construction of meaning representations
while abstracting away from grammatical details that are semantically irrelevant. The
premise of this modular architecture is that the overall form-to-meaning mapping is a
nearly decomposable system (Simon 1996) whose apparent complexity can be dimin-
ished by a division of labor that separates the correspondence of surface configurations
to f-structure from the correspondence of f-structures to semantic representations.
One of the hallmarks of Lexical Functional Grammar from its inception has been
the fundamental role that the names of grammatical functions play in syntactic de-
scriptions and syntactic representations. The f-structure is defined as a hierarchical
attribute-value matrix where symbols like subj, obj, and adj serve as the attributes
that formally identify and distinguish the individual functions. For more than 30 years
this fundamental architectural assumption and its associated mathematics have sup-
ported precise characterizations of complex grammatical phenomena in a wide variety
of languages (see Dalrymple 2001; Bresnan, Asudeh, et al. 2016), the construction of
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detailed, broad coverage grammars for a more limited set of languages (e.g. Butt et al.
2002), and efficient computational systems for parsing and generation (e.g. Kaplan and
Maxwell 1996; Crouch et al. 2008; Wedekind and Kaplan 2012).
However, in a recent provocative paper Patejuk and Przepiórkowski (2016) have
called into question that underlying assumption of the LFG architecture. Patejuk and
Przepiórkowski (henceforth P&P) argue that most function-name distinctions can and
should be eliminated.This is because they are either redundant with other morphosyn-
tactic and semantic properties or because they undercut the analysis of certain well-
attested constructions. P&P arrive at a proposal for a bleached-out functional repre-
sentation with a reduced set of function names consisting only of subj and obj and a
catch-all deps that groups all other clausal entities in an undifferentiated list of HPSG-
style ‘dependents’.
This is an interesting proposal that certainly deserves more exploration and discus-
sion. In this brief paper I examine some of the syntactic arguments and evidence that
Patejuk and Przepiórkowski put forward but find them not yet convincing enough to
justify such a fundamental revision of LFG theory. I am also concerned that a less re-
fined structure at the interface between syntax and semantics will only shift to the
semantic component the descriptive and explanatory burden of interpreting idiosyn-
cratic morphosyntactic properties. I conclude that most if not all grammatical function
distinctions should be preserved in f-structure.
2 The oblique functions
P&P acknowledge that the governable functions subj and obj are not directly aligned
with particular morphosyntactic properties and therefore have independent theoreti-
cal motivation. Setting aside subj and obj (and also the ungoverned functions adj and
xadj), they point to a deterministic correspondence that is often assumed between
syntactic categories and governable grammatical functions for English, as illustrated
in (1).
(1) XP: NP PP CP InfP (=VP)GF: objθ oblθ comp xcomp
This picture is more complicated because the objθ and oblθ labels stand for families of
functions that are further distinguished in some approaches by values of θ that identify
specific thematic roles (e.g. beneficiary or goal). These may be flagged in phrase
structure by particular prepositions (e.g. for or to), as in English, or by case markings in
languages with richer morphology. P&P argue that the mapping of particular nominals
to the proper thematic roles can be achieved without making the θ distinctions in
function names.
On any account there must be a specification that correlates particular cases/prepo-
sitions with their associated thematic roles (to←→ goal), and the representation (f-
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structure) that serves as the interface between syntax and semantics must encode
enough information from the surface configuration so that that specification can be
properly interpreted. On the traditional account, that information is extracted from
local c-structure properties and converted to explicit, distinctive handles that subse-
quently give easy access to relevant functional units. This can be accomplished by
means of standard functional-description designators in conventional LFG rules and
lexical entries as are partially shown in (2).¹
(2) VP −→ V NP
(↑ obj)=↓
PP*
(↑ (↓ gf)) = (↓ obj)
PP −→ P NP
(↑ obj)=↓
to: P (↑ gf) = oblgoal
These might characterize f-structure (3) for John gave a book to Susan.
(3)















Note that under this analysis the f-structure is not cluttered with a separate goal/to
feature. The VP rule uses that value to make a local decision about the specific obl
variant, and the result is then recorded as the distinguished grammatical function.
On the account that P&P suggest, the relevant properties of the local configuration
presumablywould be imported as features into f-structure, perhapswith nomotivation
other than to enable subsequent discrimination of the units that are collected into an




subj 1 [pred ‘John’]
obj 2 [pred ‘book’]
deps
⟨





1 The Kleene-star asterisk on the PP allows for predicates that subcategorize for multiple co-occurring
obliques: John talked to Susan about the plan. I also follow the LFG convention that head-marking equa-
tions ↑ =↓ are implicit for otherwise unannotated categories.
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Here we see that the reduction in the set of function names is accompanied by a
compensating increase in f-structure complexity. The case feature is explicit in the
f-structure and, as P&P propose, the deps list redundantly includes the subj and obj
structures. Apart from the apparent structural complexity, an otherwise unnecessary
collection of identification and feature-filtering constraints, essentially another analy-
sis of the space of structures, would also be required to provide a semantic interpreta-
tion. Thus, P&P are technically correct in that the correspondence of surface markers
and oblique thematic roles can be definedwithout recourse to these distinguished func-
tion names. But the grammatical system may be simpler overall if these distinctions
are preserved.
We also see that the semantic form has been reduced to just the predicate name,
without the traditional mapping of grammatical functions to semantic arguments. Se-
mantic forms were introduced by Kaplan and Bresnan (1982) as a formal device to
encapsulate the syntactic properties of relevance to semantic interpretation while al-
lowing syntactic description to remain agnostic to the details of semantic represen-
tation. As P&P and others have noted and as Kaplan and Bresnan anticipated, the
syntactic/semantic dependencies that semantic forms encode have been spelled out
more explicitly in particular semantic formalisms, e.g. the early Halvorsen and Ka-
plan (1988) projection architecture and more recently in Glue semantics (Dalrymple
2001). Semantic forms are thus sometimes regarded as redundant with respect to a
full-fledged semantic theory. But they are intended to be viewed as succinct charac-
terizations of more elaborate specifications and are designed to support the modularity
of the overall grammatical system. Along the same lines, the correspondence between
grammatical functions and thematic relations is the province of another relatively in-
dependent module within the LFG framework, Lexical Mapping Theory (Levin 1986;
Dalrymple 2001; Bresnan, Asudeh, et al. 2016).
3 The function XCOMP
P&P question the independent status of the open complement function xcomp given
its one-to-one correspondence to the category InfP (henceforth VP) that they display
in the table in (1). In constructing this table, they have discounted the possibility of
assigning xcomp to adjectival, prepositional, and nominal complements. This is be-
cause alternatives to that analysis have appeared in theoretical discussions (Dalrymple,
Dyvik, et al. 2004) and in some of the large-scale grammars developed by the Pargram
consortium (Butt et al. 2002). Those alternatives (including the predlink proposal) fo-
cusmostly on the AP, PP, andNP′ complements of copular constructions, but even then
it is recognized that xcomp is appropriate for at least some non-infinitive examples in
some languages (see Dalrymple, Dyvik, et al. 2004 for discussion). Perhaps with less
controversy, post-verbal complements as in (5b-c) also show that open complements
can be realized by categories other than the VP in (5a).
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(5) a. We consider John to be intelligent.
b. We consider John intelligent.
c. We consider John an intelligent manager.
Examples like these are admitted by the rule (6a) and the lexical entry (6b).² ³




b. consider: (↑ pred) = ‘consider⟨subj, obj, xcomp⟩’
(↑ xcomp subj) = (↑ obj)
Thus the open xcomp function cannot be identified only with infinitival phrases in
constituent structure, contrary to this particular claim for redundancy that P&P put
forward.
4 The function COMP
Turning to the closed complement function, P&P note that comp is always related to
clausal constituents of category CP but the converse is not true: there are CP’s that
do not map to comp. P&P use the paradigm of unlike-category coordination in (7a-
c), based on Sag et al. (1985), to make the point. They argue that subj and not comp
should be assigned to CP’s when they stand alone in English pre-verbal positions,
given that they can coordinate with uncontroversial nominal subjects.⁴ This argument
is strengthened by the fact that CP’s can also participate in raising constructions (7d),
since then there is no appeal to an indirect inference from coordination.
(7) a. The implications frightened many observers.
b. That Himmler appointed Heydrich frightened many observers.
c. That Himmler appointed Heydrich and the implications thereof frightened
many observers.
2 The category NP′ can be derived by a simple type-shifting rule that coerces an ordinary NP into a
monadic predicate:
NP′ −→ NP
(↑ pred) = ‘↓⟨subj⟩’
The relation position of the constructed semantic form is filled by ↓, indicating that the semantic inter-
pretation of the entire complement NP is to be taken as a predicate that applies to the controlled subject,
just as for complement constructions with other categories.
3 This rule overgenerates in that the verb consider does not admit of a prepositional complement:
*We consider John in the park.
See Kaplan and Maxwell (1996), Crouch et al. (2008), and particularly Dalrymple (2017) for discussions
of devices that allow individual predicates to restrict the categories that a general phrase structure rule
would otherwise allow for their governed functions.
4 Berman (2007) makes a similar argument for German.
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d. That Himmler appointed Heydrich seemed to frighten many observers.
P&P appeal to a similar coordination argument to show that CP’s can also be mapped
to obj.That argument is reinforced by several other observations that other researchers
have discussed (e.g. Dalrymple and Lødrup 2000; Alsina et al. 2005; Forst 2006). Some
post-verbal CP’s can undergo passivization, for example, as we see in (8).
(8) a. I believe that the earth is round.
b. That the earth is round was not believed.
But P&P and others also examine evidence for CP’s that cannot be assimilated to
the subj or obj functions. The post-verbal CP in (9a) does not satisfy the conventional
passivization test of typical obj’s.
(9) a. John hoped that it would rain.
b. *That it would rain was hoped.
Dalrymple and Lødrup (2000) suggest preserving the function comp to label these in-
stances of CP, while P&P follow Alsina et al. (2005) and propose marking these clauses
as obliques. Forst (2006) also argues for an oblique account on the basis of consider-
ations from computation and parallel grammar development. Support for this analy-
sis comes from the fact that (non subj or obj) finite clauses stand in complementary
distribution to traditionally oblique nominals that are marked with particular prepo-
sitions/cases.
(10) a. The secretary has already insisted on it. (Forst 2006)
The secretary has already insisted that I have to fill out the form.
b. We weren’t aware of the problem. (Alsina et al. 2005)
We weren’t aware that Chris yawned.
Forst cites as an advantage of this account that disjunctive subcategorization frames
(11a) would no longer be needed for lexical predicates. Only the simpler oblon speci-
fication for insist in (11b) would be required.⁵
(11) a. insist: (↑ pred)=‘insist⟨subj,oblon⟩’ ∨ (↑ pred)=‘insist⟨subj,comp⟩’
b. insist: (↑ pred) = ‘insist⟨subj, oblon⟩’
5 A more compact and possibly more efficient subcategorization frame than (11a) might be expressed
with functional uncertainty:
insist: (↑ pred) = ‘insist⟨subj, {oblon | comp}⟩’
This pattern can be propagated systematically across the lexicon, perhaps with a general template, as
another way of highlighting the complementarity of comp and obliques.
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However, eliminating comp in favor of predicate-selected obliques (cf. Section 2)
may be accompanied by added complexity of the c-structure grammar. The phrase
structure rules must be adjusted to anticipate the particular oblique function that a
given predicate selects for the CP. This might be done, for example, by a functional
uncertainty in the VP rule (12a). Or the annotation on the PP in (2) can be left alone
if an unusual exocentric expansion of PP to CP is introduced to guess the particular
oblique function in a different way (12b).
(12) a. VP −→ V { PP*








(↑ gf)∈{oblon, oblof, …}
}
There may be other accounts of distributions as in (10a), but their value also must be
measured against the impact on other parts of the grammar. As has been suggested,
reducing the set of distinguished function-names is not an end in and of itself.
5 The open/closed distinction
P&P argue, as I have indicated, that some grammatical function distinctions are techni-
cally unnecessary for syntactic description. They also make a stronger argument, that
the distinction between the open complement xcomp and other closed functions is
actually harmful. Their argument is for the most part based on examples of unlike cat-
egory coordination that also involve open/closed differences in function assignment.
Recall the major premises of the traditional LFG treatment of constituent coordi-
nation (Bresnan, Kaplan, et al. 1985; Kaplan and Maxwell 1988; Dalrymple and Kaplan
2000; Dalrymple 2001, andmany others): c-structures are derived by substituting a par-
ticular category for X in the general metarule (13), the membership annotations map
the coordination to a set in f-structure whose elements are the f-structures correspond-
ing to the conjoined constituents, and a so-called ‘distributive property’ is satisfied by
a set if and only if it is satisfied by each of its elements (14).⁶
6 Distribution has typically been defined, in theory and in practice, by simply declaring that some
attributes (grammatical functions and morphosyntactic features like case) are distributive and others
(e.g. person, gender, and number) are not (Kaplan and Maxwell 1996; Crouch et al. 2008; Dalrymple and
Kaplan 2000; Dalrymple, King, et al. 2009). Distributive properties are then just those with designators
that include distributive attributes.
The Dalrymple and Kaplan (2000) notion of property foreshadows a more general formulation, and
Przepiórkowski and Patejuk (2012) propose allowing a larger combination of constraints to be spec-
fied as a unitary distributive property. This would permit in particular arbitrary disjunctive constraints
to have narrow scope with respect to coordination, something that has otherwise been encoded indi-
rectly, for example, by using feature decomposition (Dalrymple, King, et al. 2009) or off-path constraints
(Przepiórkowski and Patejuk 2012). This idea can be formalized as an explicit operator declaring that an
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(14) A structure f satisfies a distributive property P if and only if
f is an f-structure and f satisfies P , or
f is a set and g satisfies P for all g in f .
Substituting V for X in (13) will derive the c-structure in (16) for the verb coordination
in (15), and it will receive the f-structure (17). Because the set corresponding to the
coordinated verb is the head of the VP and S and the grammatical function assignments
(subj and obj) are distributive, they apply to the f-structures corresponding to each of
the verbs. The resulting structure satisfies the subcategorization requirements of each
predicate.



































arbitrary description P is a distributive property when it is applied to an f-structure f that happens to be
a set:
distrib(f, v, P)
In any invocation (perhaps notated as a built-in template call) f will be a designator (e.g. ↑ ) and P will
be a formula with a variable v that is bound in the scope of P to either the non-set designated by f or to
each of its elements in turn.
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Of crucial significance, the curved lines in this structure indicate that the two pred-
icates share exactly the same subj and obj structures, including the same semantic-
form instantiations. Instantiated semantic forms were introduced by Kaplan and Bres-
nan (1982) to mark for semantic interpretation the difference between two f-structure
entities that happen to be described in the same way, and a single entity that serves
more than one syntactic function. Thus (15) and (17) contrast with the sentence-level
coordination in (18):















Unlike the verb-level coordination in (15), (18) admits the possibility that one apple
was bought and another was eaten. Instantiation is the formal device that controls
what might otherwise be many other semantic anomalies.⁷
I now return to the question of whether the distinction between open and closed
grammatical functions is harmful to syntactic analysis and should therefore be elimi-
nated. P&P base their argument on well-formed examples of unlike-category coordi-
nation where distribution would assign an open grammatical function to one of the
coordinated phrases and a closed obj to the other.
(19) The majority want peace and to live a comfortable life.
The coordination of unlike categories is not in itself a particular problem.The typical
approach is to relax the substitution possibilities in the meta-rule (13) so that one of
the conjuncts can be realized as a category different from the mother’s.






The match between the mother category and one of its daughters (typically the first
as shown here (Peterson 2004), but that issue has not been studied in detail and there
7 In terms of the notions of Glue semantics (see Dalrymple (2001)), the structure (17) provides a single
obj resource for semantic interpretation with respect to both predicates. Structure (18b) provides two
separate resources with accidentally similar properties.
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may be wide variation) ensures that at least that daughter satisfies the external catego-
rial requirements of the mother.⁸ This relaxation allows for the coordination of unlike
closed functions as we saw above (7c) and unlike open functions (21).
(21) We consider John intelligent and a good manager.
Here the functional control in the lexical entry for consider (6b) is distributed to provide
a subj for both open elements of the coordination. Combined with the type-shifting
























Another instance of rule (20) will expand an NP in object position to derive the
















This will be compatible with the first of the alternative subcategorization frames for
want in (24). The problem is that that frame does not provide a subj for live in the
open VP complement, and the overall f-structure will be incomplete. The other frame
8 Any further predicate-specific restrictions can be imposed by other formal devices, as per the refer-
ences in footnote 3.
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does provide the subj for an xcomp but does not allow for the obj that comes from the
c-structure annotation.
(24) want: (↑ pred)=‘want⟨subj, obj⟩’ ∨ (↑ pred)=‘want⟨subj, xcomp⟩’
(↑ xcomp subj)=(↑ subj)
P&P mention in a footnote that an anonymous reviewer proposed an analysis for
sentences like (19) that treats them as instances of non-constituent coordination. I ex-
plore that possibility here. Non-constituent coordination has received far less attention
in LFG theory than constituent coordination, but a basic framework was laid out by
Maxwell andManning (1996).They introduce systematically a family of new categories
and rules just for coordination that subdivide a regular right-side expansion of an ordi-
nary c-structure rule. Those new categories expand so that their concatenation covers
the same immediate daughter sequences as the original rule. Consider the VP rule (25)
that optionally allows for an obj NP and an xcomp VP.





According to their proposal, for this case we let x denote the juncture between the
initial V and the subsequent optional categories and introduce new categories VP-x
and x-VP with expansions as in (26a-b). The alternative VP rule (26c) uses the new
categories to cover coordinated VP daughter sequences.
(26) a. VP-x−→ V
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The f-description produced from this c-structure defines a set at the top level (be-
cause of the ↑=↓ annotation) that contains two elements. One element has an obj cor-
responding to peace and the other has an xcomp that represents the live complement.
The disjunctive specification of want’s subcategorization requirements (24) still poses
a problem. Disjunction in LFG normally has wide scope. Thus either the obj frame or
the xcomp frame would be distributed to both elements of the coordination set, and in
each case one of the elements will fail the completeness/coherence tests. We must fur-
ther arrange for the disjunction itself to be distributed and resolved separately on each
element. It is well established that functional uncertainties with distributive attributes
are independently evaluated on individual set elements, and I make use of that fact to
rewrite the want lexical entry.⁹
(28) want: (↑ pred) = ‘want⟨subj, {obj | xcomp
(→ subj)=(← subj)
}⟩’
This allowswant’s second argument to be filled by an obj in one conjunct and an xcomp
in the other. The subject-control relation is paired as an off-path constraint just with
the xcomp selection: it identifies the xcomp’s subj (designated by (→ subj)) with the
matrix subj (designated by (← subj)). With this adjustment we obtain the f-structure




















This non-constituent solution thus assigns appropriate c- and f-structures to (19)
while preserving the open/closed complement distinction. As John Maxwell (p.c.)
9 Alternatively, we can declare the disjunctive entry for want (24) as a narrow-scope distributive prop-
erty using the distrib notation proposed in footnote 5:
want: @distrib(↑ , v, (v pred) = ‘want⟨subj, obj⟩’
∨
(v pred) = ‘want⟨subj, xcomp⟩’
(v xcomp subj) = (v subj) )
Indeed, it may be worth exploring whether subcategorization frames and other core lexical constraints
should be interpreted distributively as a general convention.
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notes, the clearer case of non-constituent coordination in (30) offers further support
for this analysis.
(30) The majority want peace on some days and to live a comfortable life on others.
P&P dismiss this approach, however, on semantic grounds. They point to well
known observations about the distribution of quantification over coordination (e.g.
Partee (1970)), noting the difference in possible interpretations for the single indefinite
NP external to a phrasal coordination (31a) compared to a repetition of quantified NPs
in a sentence-level coordination (31b).
(31) a. A majority want peace and to live a comfortable life.
b. A majority want peace and a majority want to live a comfortable life.
The same majority is involved in both (31a) events while (31b) admits of two distinct
majorities. P&P suggest that a complicated syntax-semantics mapping would be re-
quired to distinguish the intended readings of these sentences, given the similarity
of their f-structures. But the f-structure for (31a) has the upper subj-to-subj linking
line that (29) has for (19). This encodes the fact that a single semantic resource is a





















The syntactic representation of shared/unshared resources thusmarks a difference that
can support the alternative readings. Note also that these semantic differences are or-
thogonal to the distinctions between open and closed functions, like and unlike cat-
egory coordination, and constituent and nonconstituent coordination: the sentences
(33) exhibit the same semantic contrasts.
(33) A majority want to make money and to live a comfortable life.
A majority want to make money and a majority want to live a comfortable life.
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P&P argue from examples like (19) that it is not helpful, and even harmful, to dis-
criminate between open and closed complements. At least for these examples we have
seen that this is not the case. Treating this as an instance of nonconstituent coordina-
tion, our analysis maintains that functional distinction but still assigns representations
that are plausible with respect to both syntax and semantics.
6 Conclusion
I have surveyed some of the arguments and some of the evidence that Patejuk and
Przepiórkowski (2016) have presented as motivation for reducing the inventory of
grammatical functions that may populate an LFG f-structure. It would be surprising
if there were no connection between specific grammatical functions and other mor-
phosyntactic properties, since those properties of words and phrases are what signal
those functions in particular configurations. But contrary to P&P and even though
it may be technically possible, I have suggested that the overall grammatical system
will not be improved if obliques are no longer differentiated or if the open and closed
complement functions are collapsed together or with other functions. The denatured
representation that P&P propose as a replacement for an articulated f-structure may
simplify the syntactic component of the grammatical system at the expense of redun-
dancy and complexity in semantic interpretation. Distinguished grammatical functions
abstract away from variation in morphosyntactic detail, preserving (or creating) for-
mal distinctions at the intermediate f-structure level intended to support an overall
simpler, modular mapping from surface form to meaning.
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Norwegian masse: from measure noun to quantifier
Torodd Kinn
Abstract. For a little more than a century, a new quantifier has been developing in Nor-
wegian: masse ‘a lot, lots, many, much’. The article compares the quantifier to its source noun
masse ‘matter, mass, large amount’. The historical development is studied based on several
corpora. The development of a new quantifier is seen in the larger picture of the variability of
measure noun constructions and the tendency for certain kinds of measure nouns to grammat-
icalize into quantifiers.
1 Introduction
In spoken and informal written Norwegian, a new quantifier has been developing for a
few generations, apparently since the decades around 1900.The newcomermasse ‘a lot,
lots, many, much’ is advancing into the territory of the older quantifiersmange ‘many’
and mye ‘much’. Examples (1) and (2) show its use with a count and a noncount noun,











































‘Terry talks a lot about you’
1 Sources of examples are provided after the main text. In the interlinear glosses, I use a.lot to translate
the quantifier masse ‘a lot, lots, many, much’ and lot to translate the noun masse when it means ‘(a) lot’,
alternatively mass when appropriate. Morphological abbreviations are kept to a minimum; the following
are used when relevant: abu = plural of abundance; c = common gender; m = masculine; n = neuter; pl =
plural; pst = past tense; sg = singular; refl = reflexive.
The very model of a modern linguist. Edited by Victoria Rosén and Koenraad De Smedt. BeLLS Vol. 8 (2017), DOI
10.15845/bells.v8i1.1327. Copyright © by the authors. Open Access publication under the terms of CC-BY-NC-4.0.
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The origin of the quantifier masse is well known and quite transparent; it is the
indefinite singular of the masculine noun masse ‘matter, mass, large amount’ used as a
measure nounwith the meaning ‘large amount’ (see Section 2).The use of this measure





















































‘They’d asked about lots of things and stared curiously at him’
Here, the only apparent difference between the quantifier and the noun is the use of
the agreeing indefinite article en ‘a’. But we will see that there are other differences as
well, which firmly establish the status of baremasse as a quantifier rather than a noun.
This article investigates the development of the new quantifier from a noun: How
and when did it happen, and what is the reason for it? The analysis offered builds cru-
cially on the semantics of the constructions involved, since the observed development
needs to be understood as reanalysis that overrides overt morphosyntax.
Below, I will mostly write masseQ for the quantifier, masseMN for the noun in its
measure-noun use/meaning, and masseN for the noun when it is not a measure noun
(see Section 2) or when it is not essential to differentiate between measure noun and
non-measure noun.
2 Preliminaries
When an expression like masse develops historically from a noun into a quantifier, it
crosses a major semantic divide: Whereas nouns designate conceptual things2 (nom-
inal entities), quantifiers designate conceptual relationships (relational entities). The
change involves a significant semantic and syntactic restructuring.
The things designated by nouns are of three fundamental types: individuals (sin-
gular count nouns), count masses (plural count nouns), and noncount masses (non-
count nouns). Many quantifiers combine with either plural count nouns or noncount
nouns and specify the quantity of the count or noncount masses as wholes. Quanti-
fiers meaning ‘one’, ‘every’ and some others combine only with singular count nouns.
Quantifiers are in many ways similar to adjectives. But the latter combine freely with
2 Thing is a term in the conceptual semantics of Cognitive Grammar.
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all three types of nouns and specify some quality of individuals (as designated by sin-
gular count nouns or as members of the masses designated by plurals) or of arbitrary
submasses of noncount masses. For instance, in three black cats, the quantifier specifies
the cardinality of the count mass and the adjective specifies the colour of the members
of that mass. And in much black coffee, the quantifier specifies loosely the volume of
the noncount mass and the adjective specifies the colour of (the mass and) any given
submass.
Measure nouns are a subclass of nouns. They are identified on the basis of their
participation inmeasure noun constructions, also known as pseudopartitives (e.g. Kinn
















‘some glasses of beer’
These are binominal constructions, with a substance noun providing a mostly qual-
itative categorization of a referent and a measure noun contributing mostly quantita-
tive information about the same referent – plus possibly some case or prepositional
marking connecting the nouns (see below). In this article, I will speak about measure
nominals and substance nominals as separate parts of measure noun constructions, al-
though one of them will always be part of the other, depending on which noun heads
the construction.
Faarlund et al. (1997, p. 238) make a useful distinction between secondary and pri-
mary measure nouns: Secondary measure nouns have a relatively clear qualitative
meaning in addition to that of quantity, indicating shape (e.g. English slice, drop),
configuration (pile, herd), or containment (glass, barrel). Primary measure nouns have
more or less exclusively quantitative meaning: specific number (million, dozen), indef-
inite number (e.g. number in a number of books), conventional measures (mile, litre,
ton), indefinite quantity (e.g. amount in a large amount of sugar). Some measure nouns
are restricted to constructions where the substance noun is countable, while others
are not. Norwegian masseMN is a primary measure noun of indefinite (large) quantity
without any restrictions on the countability of the substance nominal, as shown above
by (4) and (5).
Norwegian count nouns regularly exhibit paradigms with four inflectional forms
(singular vs. plural and indefinite vs. definite). But measure nouns capable of referring
to large quantities are also characterized by the formation of an additional inflectional
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form, the abundance plural (Enger and Conzett 2016; Kinn 2004, 2005). Thus, Norwe-
gian Bokmål masseMN has the forms masse (sg. indef.), massen (sg. def.), masser (pl.
indef.), massene (pl. def.), massevis (abundance plural).
As illustrated in examples (4) and (5) above, the measure noun and the substance
noun in Norwegian measure noun constructions are often juxtaposed, with no mark-
ing of one noun being subordinate to the other. This is different from English, where
most measure noun constructions involve the use of the preposition of (e.g. two pounds
of sugar, lots of people).3 Koptjevskaja-Tamm (2001) shows that European languages
commonly exhibit three kinds of marking in measure noun constructions: zero (jux-
taposition), prepositional marking of the substance nominal (as in English), and case
marking of the substance nominal (e.g. most Slavic languages). In some languages, two
or more patterns exist alongside one another, partly in competition. This is the case in
Norwegian, where besides juxtaposition there are constructions involving the preposi-
tionsmed ‘with’ and av ‘of’ (Kinn 2001). There is much variation, depending mostly on
properties of the measure nominal: noun meaning, inflectional form, and modification
(see further Section 3 for the case of masseMN ).
3 The measure noun masse
Derived from a verb meaning ‘knead’, the Ancient Greek noun mâza ‘barley-bread,
cake’ was borrowed into Latin as massa ‘lump, dough, bulk (of material)’. This word
is found in various forms in European languages, including Spanish (masa), French
(masse), English (mass), and German (Masse), in Swedish and Dutch (massa) and in
Danish and Norwegian (masse). Into Danish, which was the written language of Nor-
way for several centuries, it was borrowed asMassa, a form that was gradually replaced
























































‘In such an immense hall with such a lot of people, it does not matter … ’
According to the modern dictionary Bokmålsordboka (Bokmålsordboka 2005, s.v.
masse), masseN now has four main meaning variants: (1) ‘(shapeless) matter, sub-
3 Numeral nouns are partly exceptions to this, e.g. two million people, but millions of people.
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stance’, (2) ‘mass’ (the physics notion), (3) ‘large amount’, and (4) ‘most people, the



































‘Use the graph to decide the mass of the Sun’
The third variant mentioned in Bokmålsordboka (‘large amount’) may be classified
as a measure noun, and it is from this thatmasseQ has developed.The noun is frequent
as the head of compounds, e.g. muskelmasse ‘muscle mass’, kokosmasse ‘shredded co-
conut’, fugemasse ‘grout’ (lit. ‘joint mass’), folkemasse ‘crowd of people’.
As noted above, Norwegian measure noun constructions may be juxtapositional or
employ either of the prepositions med ‘with’ and av ‘of’. Since masseQ has developed
from indefinite singular en masse, the use of juxtaposition or a preposition after the
indefinite singular masseMN is more central here than that seen with other forms of
masseMN . Indefinite singular en masse (without further modification, or modified by
an intensifying adjectival expression, typically hel ‘whole’ or helvetes ‘helluva’) is usu-
ally used in juxtaposition, illustrated in (4)–(5).The prepositionmed is sometimes used,
as in (13), while the use of av is mostly restricted to contexts with other meanings of
masseN . But when masseMN is (uncharacteristically) modified by a dimensional ad-
jective, av still tends to be used, as in (14); the borderline between measure noun and














































‘They are felt as problematic for a large number of contemporary readers’
4 Variant (4) might better be regarded as a version of variant (3), but will not be discussed further here.
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Turning to the external agreement properties of measure noun constructions with
masseMN , it should be noted that it is the substance noun rather than masseMN that
determines agreement on adjectival predicate complements and predicate adjuncts.
Two examples are provided in (15)–(16), where the adjectives (verdiløse and kunnskaps-
mette) agree with the substance nouns (penger and studiner, respectively). Agreement














































‘Lots of graceful female students crowded into the bus, their heads packed with
knowledge.’
Note that even if one inserts the preposition med, the adjective agrees with the sub-
stance noun; it is hard to find authentic examples, though. Using the preposition av
does not seem natural in these examples.
4 The quantifier masse
In order to find early instances of masseQ, I have searched in the collections of the
National Library of Norway.5 I may have overlooked examples, but the oldest case of
masseQ that I have found is from a book translated from English, published in 1886.
The quantifier is capitalized in agreement with its nominal origin and the orthography























‘The tree trunk stood among lots of half rotten stumps and roots’
It may be noted that the quantifier is followed by the preposition af (modern Norwe-
gian av) ‘of’, which sounds slightly strange in (modern) Norwegian but is apparently
the normal use of masseQ in modern Danish (see below). In the next example that I
5 http://www.nb.no/
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have found (also in a book translated from English) from 1907, masseQ is followed by





























‘No thanks, may I ask for something bright and lively and lots of sun!’
Example (19) is from a book published in 1913, containing students’ songs from the
period 1813–1913. The book does not tell the age of this particular song, but it refers to
a “children’s help day”, a phenomenon occurring first in Kristiania (now Oslo) in 1906,









































‘So the next time the many small ones are going to be helped, I will make sure
to have a beggar’s box to haul around myself’
Here, masseQ is used in a definite noun phrase, a usage that appears to have gone
extinct; at least, this is the only instance I have found of it, and it sounds strange to the
modern speaker.
The oldest example that I have found of the typical use of masseQ — in indefinite
noun phrases without a following preposition — is from 1914 and used in a Norwegian
novel, see (20).The next two, (21)–(22), are from translations from English and Swedish





























































‘it resembled most (of all) a little dwarf with lots of wrinkles and a large, black
beard’
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It would seem that the use of masse as a quantifier started to become convention-
alized around 1900. Provided that the example from 1886 is not just a misprint, the
development towards a quantifier had already started by then, and it is hard to esti-
mate exactly when it began.
Norsk riksmålsordbok (1937-1957, vol. 2, part 1, s.v. masse I), whose first issues were
edited before World War II, states that masseMN (rather than the other meanings of
masseN ) belongs to “familial” language. Further, it is noted that it may be used “uten
ubest[emt] artikkel, følt som adj[ektiv]” — ‘without the definite article, felt to be an
adjective’ (recall the semantic resemblance between adjectives and quantifiers, mod-












‘he must have had lots of money’
In Norsk referansegrammatikk (Faarlund et al. 1997, p. 238) it is observed half a
century later that masse may be used without the indefinite article en ‘a’, achieving
“nærmest ren kvantorstatus” — ‘almost a pure quantifier status’.
It may be noted that the development ofmasseMN into a quantifier is not an isolated
Norwegian phenomenon, but is also found in Swedish and Danish. Swedish masseQ
is like Norwegian masseQ in normally being immediately followed by the substance





































‘A well kept holiday house with lots of charm’
See also Clerck and Brems (2015) for the grammaticalization ofmass(es) of in English.
Being a noun, masseMN is typically preceded by the agreeing indefinite article en
and sometimes an agreeing adjective. Quantifiers, on the other hand, resemble adjec-
tives semantically and may take degree modifiers if their semantics is suitable for that.
Thus, while masseMN may be modified by the agreeing adjective enorm ‘enormous’
in (26), masseQ may be modified by the same adjective in the neuter singular form
enormt ‘enormous(ly)’ as in (27); this form is the one that adjectives take when used
adverbially.
6 I have not investigated the frequencies of these quantifiers.
































‘The link also gives access to an enormous amount of information’
In the oldest corpus that I have used (cf. Section 4), the demonstrative adjective
saadan ‘such’ (modern: sånn) is used in front of masseMN , as in (28), showing the
nominal status of masse. Modern masseQ is preceded by the demonstrative adverb så











































‘then she saw so many strange things’
5 A corpus study of masse as a measure noun and as a quan-
tifier
In order to look closer into the development of masseQ through time, I have used cor-
pora of primarily fictional literature. The focus on such genres is motivated by the
fact that masseMN , and in particular masseQ, are typical of informal language. To
investigate the stylistic value of these words, the newest fiction corpus is compared
with corpora from other genres: newspapers, journals (thematically specialized, but
not necessarily academic), and laws and official reports. Laws and official reports are
very formal genres where informal language is unlikely to be used, while thematic
journals are intermediate in formality between laws and reports and fiction. Newspa-
pers are mostly informal. The studied corpora are as follows:
• Tekstsamlingen ‘The Text Collection’ (TxtC), comprising primarily fiction, but
also letters and other genres, mostly from the 19th century;7
• subcorpora of The Oslo Corpus of tagged Norwegian texts (Bokmål) (OsloK):
novels from (a) 1937, (b) 1957, (c) 1977, and (d) laws and Official Norwegian Re-




• subcorpora of The Lexicographic Corpus for Norwegian Bokmål (about 1985–
2013) (LBK): (a) fictional literature, (b) national, regional, and local newspapers,
and (c) journals.9
These corpora were searched for tokens of masse and Masse. The search in the lex-
icographic fiction corpus was limited to 500 randomly selected hits, while the other
searches included all hits in the specified (sub)corpora. The hits were collected in a
spreadsheet and categorized semantically and syntactically. First, the tokens were cat-
egorized asmasseQ,masseMN or other uses ofmasseN .10 Second, the tokens ofmasseQ
and masseMN were categorized according to the type of substance nominal: singular,
plural or none (including adverbial uses and cases of an implicit substance nominal).
The quantitative results of the corpus studies are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.
While masseMN accounts for less than half the tokens in the oldest texts and masseQ
is absent, together they amount to about 90% in all the later fictional corpora as well as
modern newspapers. In modern laws and reports, there are very few cases; the other
meanings of masseN dominate completely. The corpus of journals takes an intermedi-
ate position.
19th c. 1937 1957 1977
N % N % N % N %
en (A) masseMN 82 43.9 23 74.2 13 65.0 31 68.9
+ sg. 24 12.8 5 16.1 2 10.0 12 26.7
+ pl. 51 27.3 11 35.5 7 35.0 11 24.4
other 7 3.7 7 22.6 4 20.0 8 17.8
masseQ – – 5 16.1 5 25.0 9 20.0
+ sg. – – 2 6.5 3 15.0 5 11.1
+ pl. – – 3 9.7 1 5.0 4 8.9
other – – – – 1 5.0 – –
SUM masseMN+Q 82 43.9 28 90.3 18 90.0 40 88.9
Other masseN 105 56.1 3 9.7 2 10.0 5 11.1
SUM total 187 100.0 31 100.0 20 100.0 45 100.0
Table 1: Masse in corpora of mostly fiction up to 1977. The labels + sg. and + pl. refer to
the number of the following substance nominal.There are no examples of prepositional
measure noun constructions.
9 www.hf.uio.no/iln/tjenester/kunnskap/sprak/korpus/skriftsprakskorpus/lbk/
10 The ‘rest’ category includes cases of den (adjective) masse ‘the (adjective) amount/mass’, especially
in 19th century texts. This use is not a precursor of masseQ, which is used virtually exclusively in indefi-
nite phrases. Further, it is particularly difficult to differentiate between measure and non-measure use of
masseN in these cases.
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There are no examples of masseQ in the oldest texts, but it has a clear presence in
1937 fiction with about a sixth of the masse tokens, growing to more than half in the
latest period of fiction (as well as journals) — and more than two thirds in modern
newspapers. There is only one example in the modern laws and reports, i.e. less than
1%. While there are more tokens of masseMN than of masseQ up to 1977, the opposite
holds in all the modern corpora except for laws and reports.
As noted above, masseMN is used with both count (plural) and noncount (singular)
substance nominals, andmasseQ continues this flexibility. However, there is a tendency
towards differentiation in relative numbers. MasseMN clearly prefers plural substance
nominals over singulars, and the tendency seems to have grown stronger over time,
with plurals almost twice as frequent as singulars. MasseQ seems to have gone from a
weak preference for plural substance nominals in 1937 fiction to a weak preference for
singulars in the youngest texts — the difference between the singular and the plural is
small, but remarkably similar across genres.
Fiction Newspapers Journals Laws/reports
N % N % N % N %
en (A) masseMN 186 37.2 46 22.5 96 20.0 2 1.9
+ sg. 55 11.0 12 5.9 24 5.0 – –
+ pl. 102 20.4 *25 12.3 ***61 12.7 2 1.9
other 29 5.8 9 4.4 11 2.3 – –
masseQ 263 52.6 139 68.1 251 52.2 1 0.9
+ sg. 119 23.8 67 32.4 ***113 23.5 – –
+ pl. 107 21.4 **61 29.9 105 21.8 1 0.9
other 37 7.4 11 5.9 33 6.9 – –
SUM masseMN+Q 449 89.8 185 90.7 347 72.1 3 2.8
Other masseN 51 10.2 19 9.3 134 27.9 103 97.2
SUM total 500 100.0 204 100.0 481 100.0 106 100.0
Table 2: Masse in modern corpora of different genres. The labels + sg. and + pl. refer
to the number of the following substance nominal. *This number includes one prepo-
sitional example with med. **This number includes one prepositional example with av
in clefting of the substance nominal, where this preposition is compulsory. ***Each of
these numbers includes two prepositional examples with (noncompulsory) av.
6 The larger picture: the variability ofmeasure noun construc-
tions
The modern Norwegian juxtapositional measure noun construction stems from an
older construction with a genitive-marked substance nominal (e.g. Old Norse alin
vaðmáls ‘(an) ell of frieze’ with -s marking the genitive). Like the prepositional con-
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structions, this older construction appears to show that the substance nominal is sub-
ordinate to the measure noun. On the other hand: “The structure of juxtapositional
pseudopartitives […] has been what we may call a classic problem: Are such expres-
sions headed by the measure noun or by the substance noun?” (Kinn 2001, p. 2; cf.
Diderichsen 1957, p. 241–242; Teleman 1969, p. 22–36; Lødrup 1989, p. 83–86; Delsing
1993, p. 200–223).
Indefinite juxtapositional expressions have no phrase-internal structure showing
subordination of one noun to the other. Phrase-external evidence can primarily be
found in agreeing adjectival predicates (and, in Nynorsk and some dialects, perfect
participles). It is hard to find good evidence from usage, since the combination of in-
definite subjects and predicate complement constructions is infrequent. But the avail-
able evidence seems to point to a difference between primary and secondary measure
nouns. Faarlund et al. (1997, p. 240, 769–70) note that in constructions with a primary
measure noun, as exemplified in (30), the substance noun tends to trigger agreement;
recall that this is the case for constructions with masseMN . In my judgement, agree-
ment with the substance noun is the only option in this case, as for other primary
measure nouns (of specific number, e.g. million; of indefinite number, e.g. rekke ‘se-












‘A lot of sardines were rotten’
In constructions with a secondary measure noun, as in (31), the measure noun tends
to trigger agreement, according to Faarlund et al. According tomy intuition, agreement
with the substance noun is still the preferred option in (31), although agreement with











‘A tin of sardines was rotten’
Hankamer and Mikkelsen (2008, p. 326) report that an attempt at collecting accept-
ability judgements of similar agreement options for Danish produced inconclusive re-
sults, which made them leave out such data; arguably, the vacillation may be regarded
as evidence for variable structure. In light of their origin in genitival constructions, jux-
tapositional constructions appear partly to have undergone reanalysis, i.e. from (sim-
plified) [N [N]] to [[N] N], and the reanalysed structure seems to bemore strongly con-
ventionalized for primary than for secondary measure nouns. Vacillation in agreement
may then be accounted for as due to variation between the old and the new structure
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(see e.g. Delsing 1993). The development from [N [N]] to [[N] N] may be regarded as
an indication of ongoing grammaticalization of the measure noun (see Section 8).
At first sight, prepositional expressions appear to have the (simplified) structure [N



























‘A tin of sardines was rotten’
Recall from Section 3 that prepositional constructions with en masse med exhibit
substance noun agreement. Agreement with the substance noun and vacillating agree-
ment is found also in English, viz. in the agreement inflection of verbs in the present
tense (plus was/were), e.g. as in (34)–(36) (cf. Langacker 1991, p. 88–89). Similar prop-
erties have been documented for Spanish prepositional measure noun constructions,
e.g. (37), where the finite verb acercan agrees with personas rather than with aluvión
(Delbecque and Verveckken 2014, p. 94–95).
(34) A lot of students were in the room
(35) A bunch of carrots was in the sink















‘A flood of persons approach him’
The adjectival or verbal agreement with the (apparently subordinate) substance
noun in the apparent structure [N [P [N]]] is not straightforwardly accounted for. It
might be regarded as semantic agreement, i.e. agreement that disregards the syntactic
structure. Such an account could be extended to juxtapositional measure noun con-
structions: It would then not be necessary to assume that reanalysis had taken place
there; the structure would be [N [N]] regardless of agreement properties. This seems
to be the view of Faarlund et al. (1997, p. 769–770).
However, several researchers on English and Spanish have argued that substance
noun agreement is evidence that syntactic reanalysis has taken place even in preposi-
tional structures (e.g. Delbecque and Verveckken 2014; Traugott and Trousdale 2013).
That is, there has been a change from [N [P [N]]] to something like [[N P] N], e.g. [[a
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bunch of ] students]. A different structure, [[N] [P N]], was proposed for Norwegian
by Kinn (2001, p. 216–220), where the substance noun is the head and the preposi-
tion has become a head marker. Both analyses would account for external agreement
properties, but the internal structure of the constructions is in both cases somewhat
obscure.
The exact analyses of constructions headed by the substance noun will not be dis-
cussed in further detail here, since the focus is on structures where a former measure
noun has become a quantifier (in terms of its word class, not just its function). What
matters is that there does appear to be a change going on which switches head status
frommeasure noun to substance noun, and which, in prepositional constructions, ren-
ders the status of the preposition unclear. This change is evidently a reanalysis whose
semantic motivation is strong enough to override the quite transparent previous [N [P
[N]]] structure.
If the agreement of constituents external to themeasure noun construction had been
the only evidence for the restructuring, onemight have argued that we are dealingwith
purely semantic agreement, and that the measure noun construction is always headed
by the measure noun. However, in Norwegian there is also evidence from internal
structure that there is more going on.
Not only adjectival predicate complements but also a nominal-internal plural deter-
miner (definite article, demonstrative) may in some cases agree with a plural substance
noun — ‘across’ the measure noun and (if present) a preposition. To demonstrate this,
the Norwegian opposition between single and double definiteness must first be pre-
sented.
The term ‘single definiteness’ is used primarily about nominal constructions with
a definite article followed by a quantifier and/or an adjective and an indefinite noun.
This is mostly a conservative feature of written Bokmål, but is nevertheless common
when followed by certain restrictive modifiers, especially restrictive relative clauses.
An example is given in (38), where spørsmål is indefinite. The article de and spørsmål















‘the many questions (that the board is asking)’
More commonly, the noun is in the definite form, yielding ‘double definiteness’.
This is exemplified in (39), where spørsmålene is definite. The article de and the noun















‘the many questions (that the board is asking)’
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Examples (38) and (39) involve the quantifiermange ‘many’ modifying the substance
noun with respect to its quantity. The distinction between single and double definite-
ness is also found in measure noun constructions. With two nouns involved, there are
in principle two candidates for definiteness inflection in double definiteness and for
the definite article to agree with.
Numeral nouns are the class of measure nouns apparently most prone to develop
into quantifiers (see Section 8). They exhibit several constructional patterns and will
serve to illustrate some essential points below. In single definiteness, the form of the
nouns provides no clue to which one is the head, since both are indefinite, as shown





































‘all the millions of people that need help’
In double definiteness, the numeral noun may be definite and the substance noun
indefinite, showing the headhood of the former, exemplified for juxtapositional and










































‘all the millions of people that can neither read nor write’
However, it is probably more common to have the numeral noun in the indefinite
and the substance noun in the definite form, thus with the latter as head, as shown
















































‘all the millions of people that are on the run from this meaningless war’
Constructions with numeral nouns allow an indefinite measure noun in the singular
to appear between a plural article and a definite plural substance noun, as illustrated

























































‘should at least two of the one million eggs in this roe grow up’
These data confirm the rather vague indications from agreement data and indefinite
measure noun constructions: The substance noun can be head, and headhood status
may even override the prepositional marking.
The situation described for numeral nouns is far from common to all definite mea-
sure noun constructions. Most juxtapositional expressions show the measure noun to
be superordinate, e.g. (48) in which the determiner de agrees with the measure noun
literne). An expression like (49), with singular den agreeing with the substance noun
vinen, is quite ill-formed. Prepositional expressions typically also have a structure indi-





























‘the three litres of wine’
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Apparently, double definiteness involving a substance noun requires that it and the
article (or demonstrative) both be in the plural, and the measure noun must — if it
is not a numeral noun — be in the abundance plural. Such expressions are not very
common, and not everybody finds them quite acceptable. But it is my intuition — built
on two decades of interest in abundance plurals — that they are becoming steadily
more conventional; (51)–(55) provide illustration and give an impression of the kind


























































‘but among all the tons of shooting games on the market, there is very little







































































‘all the tons of products that contain cheap refined plant oils’
It seems quite clear in these examples that there is agreement between the definite
plural article de and the definite plural substance noun, in spite of the intervening
preposition.
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The examples in (51)–(55) all have double definiteness. Single definiteness is quite








































‘Of course, we’ve only visited a small minority of all the hundreds of camp sites
that there are in our long-stretched country’
If there is no restrictive modifier (e.g. if the relative clause of (56) were left out), the
result is stylistically clearly marked (conservative). This shows that it is the substance
noun that partakes in the single vs. double definiteness distinction and is the head of
the measure noun construction.
This rather long discussion has demonstrated that some measure nouns are subor-
dinate to the substance noun of measure noun constructions. Importantly, as shown
in Section 3, this holds for masseMN .
7 The larger picture: changes in measure noun constructions
To gain a better understanding of the synchrony of measure noun constructions, it
is useful to start with constructions that may be assumed to precede them diachron-
ically. Discussing English measure noun constructions, Langacker (1991, p. 88) notes
that some of the measure nouns (i.e. those here called secondary measure nouns) “have
an interpretation in which they designate a physical spatially-continuous entity that
either serves as the container for some portion of a mass (bucket, cup, […]), or else is
constituted of some such portion (bunch, pile, […])”. Norwegian measure noun con-
structions with med ‘with’ and av ‘of’ illustrate well the two conceptions of quantity
described by Langacker. The use of med clearly evokes the conceptual relation be-
tween a container and its content, while the use of av evokes the relation between an
object and its constitutive material (see Kinn 2001, p. 174–179).11 But neither of these
conceptions are inherently quantifying. Nonquantifying uses illustrating this may be
ei lommebok med 300 kroner ‘a wallet with 300 kroner’ and ei jakke av skinn ‘a jacket
(made) of leather’. In such cases, the syntactic structure is unambiguous (simplified: [N
[P [N]]]). The relations denoted by the prepositions are understood literally, and the
11 Kinn (2001, p. 172–174 ) argues that the use ofmed in Norwegian has an additional relevant meaning
that motivates an observed stronger preference for it in constructions of length and time, namely that of
the relation between something accompanied and its accompaniment.
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nouns involved are not coextensive.12 The nominals may appropriately refer to wallets
and jackets, but not to kroner and leather.
In measure nouns constructions, however, the nouns are coextensive, or as Kinn
(2001, p. 5–6) says, they are weakly coreferential. In that work, it is regarded as a defin-
ing characteristic of measure noun constructions that the nominals refer to the same
entity but categorize it in different ways. Thus, in (57), the ‘lot’ and the students are
the same entity. In (58), the litres and the wine are the same. The measure noun refers
to the mass by specifying its quantity,13 while the substance noun provides qualitative
information.Theweakness of the coreferentiality lies in the difference in semantic sub-
structures of the nouns. For instance, in (59), the collective of kilos and the collective
of potatoes are the same whole entity, but the individual kilos and the individual pota-
toes are different entities. Verveckken (2015), dealing with Spanish, analyses measure























‘four kilos of potatoes’
The coreferentiality of both nouns is evident in Norwegian pairs like (60) and the
closely synonymous (61).The prepositionsmed and i are converses, the former relating
a container to a content and the latter relating a content to a container. But here, the















12 Assuming the jacket has a lining etc. in other materials.
13 Secondary measure nouns also contribute some qualitative information.
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The quantity of the substance is contributed more or less clearly by the measure
noun. Secondary measure nouns do not specify an accurate quantity, but they tend
to have a typical size associated with them, and this is how they come to be able to
serve a quantifying function. Further, “these size implications can be foregrounded
through pragmatic enrichment, to the detriment of the lexical meaning” (Brems 2011,
p. 108–109). Some English measure nouns, like bunch, which have until recently been
secondary measure nouns with a fairly clear qualitative meaning (e.g. a bunch of car-
rots), have developed a more general quantitative meaning, i.e. have become primary
measure nouns (e.g. a bunch of students, a bunch of rubbish). The further this develop-
ment goes, themore quantifier-like themeasure noun becomes, and themore head-like
the substance noun becomes.
The observed facts have explanatory power in relation to diachrony. The coexten-
siveness of the nouns explainswhy it matters little in terms of referencewhether one or
the other noun heads the referring expression. A reversal in head status between mea-
sure noun and substance noun corresponds to a subtle figure–ground reversal in the
conceptual semantics of the measure noun construction — a metonymic shift. Given
that the nouns are coextensive, the preposition in prepositional measure noun con-
structions (med or av in Norwegian, of in English) is of little referential importance.
This explains why the clear syntactic hierarchy of such structures may be overridden
in a semantically-based reanalysis, promoting the substance noun to head status and
demoting the measure noun.
As the data and discussion above have shown, masseMN is among the demoted
primary measure nouns in constructions involving the indefinite singular en masse
and partly the abundance plural massevis.
8 From primary measure noun to quantifier
Constructions with primary measure nouns that have become subordinate to the sub-
stance noun in some cases continue into a development where the measure noun loses
noun properties and instead acquires the modifier properties of a quantifier. One mea-
sure noun that has wholly undergone such a development is the predecessor of ti ‘ten’
(now only a quantifier; compare modern Norwegian seksti ‘60’ to Old Norse sex tigir
[six tens]). The larger numeral nouns hundre ‘hundred’ and tusen ‘thousand’ exhibit
some uses where they may be regarded as quantifiers, and so does par ‘couple’ (Kinn
2000). Masse is perhaps the youngest example.
The developments described above for Norwegian masse exhibit a number of char-
acteristics of grammaticalization (see e.g. Lehmann 2015). When masseN develops the
meaning variant of masseMN , this is a case of desemanticization or bleaching. It is
also a case of paradigmatization when the noun enters into the paradigm of measure
nouns (which is rather large, but verymuch smaller than the paradigm of nouns in gen-
eral). When en masse and masse come to be used as adverbial quantifiers and quantify
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over predicates in addition to nominal entities (as in (3) and (6) above), this is context
expansion, which according to some theorists (e.g. Himmelmann 2004) is typical of
grammaticalization. Paradigmatization continues with the development of a quanti-
fier, since the class of quantifiers is rather limited compared to that of measure nouns.
This downgrading change involves loss of nominal properties (i.e. decategorialization),
namely gender, inflection for number and definiteness. But it also involves gain of the
adjectival property of gradability (accepting degree modifiers).The developments have
led to divergence (the expression masse belongs to different categories) and layering
(masseQ is a young member of a paradigm together with e.g. older myeQ ‘much’ and
mangeQ ‘many’).
Although the development from masseMN to masseQ may be regarded as a natu-
ral diachronic change, it also illustrates the piecemeal nature of language change. The
development from a meaning of ‘(shapeless) matter, substance’ to a purely quantita-
tive meaning and further from noun to quantifier appears to have started not many
generations after it was borrowed. The measure noun mengde ‘lot, quantity’ is similar
in meaning and much older (derived from mang(e) ‘many’) but does not appear to be
developing a quantifier variant. The different fates of masse and mengde may however
not be accidental. Although both en masse and en mengde mean ‘a lot’, a difference
comes out if we look at their use with adjectives. MengdeMN is modified by adjectives
of both large and small size (en stor mengde ‘a large number/amount’, en liten mengde
‘a small number/amount’). MasseMN is infrequently used with adjectives of size (stor
masse and liten masse typically refer to great and small mass in the physics meaning).
Instead, it tends to be used with intensifying adjectives (en hel masse ‘a whole lot’, en
helvetes masse ‘a helluva lot’), which only go upwards. Thus, while the size meaning of
mengdeMN is manipulable in both directions, masseMN normally indicates only large
amount. In that sense, the inherent meaning of masseMN makes it a better candidate
for quantifier-hood than mengdeMN .
9 Conclusion
TheNorwegian quantifier masse ‘a lot, lots, many, much’ has developed from the mea-
sure noun masse ‘matter, mass, large amount’. The development must probably have
begun in the late 19th century, and the use of masse as a quantifier seems to have be-
come conventionalized in informal language during the first few decades of the 20th
century. In contemporary Norwegian, it is quite frequent, but it is still limited to in-
formal language and hardly found in more formal text types such as laws and govern-
mental reports. The development of a quantifier from a measure noun has been shown
to be facilitated by the inherent variability of measure noun constructions, where se-
mantically motivated reanalyses demote measure nouns from heads to quantifying
modifiers. Such demotion may be regarded as a first step towards grammaticalization
from noun to quantifier.
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Appendix: Sources of examples
[1-6] LBK, fiction
[7–8] Author’s examples.
[9] Norske Intelligenssedler, 1773, from nb.no





[15–16] Norsk Aviskorpus (NAK), avis.uib.no
[17] George Manville Fenn, Et dobbelt Problem (translated from English, anonymous translator), from
nb.no
[18] George de Horne Vaizey, Huset ved veien (translated from English by Ingeborg von der Lippe
Konow), from nb.no
[19] Adam Hiorth, “Barnehjælpsdag” in Det Norske studentersamfunds viser og sange gjennem hundrede
aar: 1813–1913, from nb.no
[20] Julli Wiborg, Ragna, from nb.no
[21] George de Horne Vaizey, Darsie (translated from English by Ingeborg von der Lippe Konow), from
nb.no. Found by one of the anonymous reviewers.
[22] John Bergh, Den vidunderlige globus (translated from Swedish by G. Emil Thomassen), from nb.no







[30–33] Faarlund et al. (1997, p. 240). Author’s grammaticality judgements.
[34–36] Langacker (1991).
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Reflexive sentences with la ‘let’ in Norwegian —
active or passive?
Helge Lødrup
Abstract. This article discusses Norwegian sentences such asHelge lar seg ikke stoppe ’Helge
lets refl not stop’. The second verb raises a difficult question: It does not have passive mor-
phology, but it seems to share properties with passive verbs. This problem has been discussed
for corresponding constructions in e.g. German and French. I focus on the Norwegian data,
and argue that it is necessary to consider this kind of sentence to be passive. I also discuss how
to implement this view within an LFG conception of complex predicates.
1 Introduction
What is a passive verb?The questionmight seem trivial, and it is not often asked. How-
ever, Dyvik (1980) did ask, both for Old Norse and for general grammatical theory. He
stressed the structuralist principle of solidarity between content and expression. To
assume a passive, there must be a certain content — the well known change in the
relation between thematic roles and syntactic functions — combined with an identi-
fiable expression (Dyvik 1980, p. 91). In practice, this means that there must be some
kind of morphological marking.This requirement has also been stressed by others, e.g.
Haspelmath (1990).
A possible problem for this requirement is represented by some causative and caus-
ative-like constructions, with verbs such as German lassen ‘let’ or French faire ‘make’.
A German example is (1), from Comrie (1976, p. 271). The second verb has the active
form. Even so, it seems to share properties with passive verbs: it has an agent phrase,

















‘He made his son type the letter.’
This question has been discussed many times for various languages (see e.g. Comrie
1976, pp. 271–75; Haspelmath 1990, pp. 46–49; Pitteroff 2014). The facts are compli-
cated, and they are not identical from language to language. Comrie may have been
The very model of a modern linguist edited by Victoria Rosén and Koenraad De Smedt. BeLLS Vol. 8 (2017), DOI
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right when he wrote that the question of voice depends upon detailed study of the
individual languages (Comrie 1976, pp. 272).
The question of voice also arises in sentences that have a reflexive pronoun with the















‘Helge cannot be stopped by obstacles.’
Similar sentences have been discussed for Germanic and Romance languages (see
e.g. Pitteroff 2014 for German; Labelle 2013 for French). In this article, I will discuss
whether Norwegian sentences such as (2) should be considered passive, a question
which has not been raised in the Scandinavian literature (Taraldsen 1983; Taraldsen
1991; Vikner 1987). Section 2 shows how la ‘let’ in reflexive sentences is different from
other uses of this verb. Section 3 discusses properties of these sentences that could
provide arguments for or against a passive analysis. Sections 4 and 5 argue that the
point of departure for an analysis must be the theory of complex predicates, and give
an account based upon Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG). Section 6 discusses cases
where the second verb has passive morphology.
2 The verb la ‘let’









































‘Prisoners are happy to be released.’
1 Examples (4)–(5) are from Taraldsen (1983, p. 201).
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In (3), the logical subject of the second verb is raised to be the object of LA. In (4) and
(5), the second verb has a realized logical object, but no realized logical subject. These
sentences will be referred to as ‘prisoner sentences’. The standard claim in the litera-
ture is that Norwegian has two options for word order in prisoner sentences, with the
logical object following or preceding the embedded verb. This claim can be found from
Falk and Torp (1900, p. 200) to Taraldsen (1983, p. 201) and Taraldsen (1991). Norwegian
has been compared to Danish, which has the first word order only, and Swedish, which
has the second only (e.g. Taraldsen 1991). However, in current colloquial Norwegian,
prisoner sentences are archaic, especially the type in (5), (see e.g. Faarlund et al. 1997,
p. 1009). Even if examples can be found in texts, it would be only a mild idealization to
say that prisoner sentences no longer exist as a productive option.
While prisoner sentences are archaic, sentences such as (6), with a reflexive follow-
ing LA are perfectly normal (Taraldsen 1983, p. 225; Faarlund et al. 1997, p. 1009). This
type of sentence will be referred to as reflexive LA sentences.
The relation between the uses of LA in (3)–(6) raises some questions. Examples (5)
and (6) might look rather similar from a syntactic point of view. An important dif-
ference between the sentence types is that the noun phrase following LA realizes the
logical object of the second verb, while the reflexive does not. The logical object of the
second verb in sentences such as (6) is often realized as the subject of LA (see Taraldsen
1983, p. 233 and Vikner 1987, pp. 271–72 on Norwegian and Danish). Examples (7)–(8)
from Taraldsen (1983, p. 233) illustrate how the syntactic and semantic properties of
the subject of LA are constrained by the second verb.The clausal subject in (7)–(8) only









































‘That the earth is flat can hardly be helped across the street.’
The meanings of prisoner sentences are rather different from those of reflexive LA
sentences. In the prisoner sentences, the subject is a causer. In reflexive LA sentences,
on the other hand, the meaning is not causative. In many cases, the predicate denotes






















‘The disease is untreatable.’
In reflexive LA sentences, a human subject can be implied to have some control
over the event, at least by not opposing it. This fact might seem to stand in the way
of a passive analysis, but this is not the case. Furthermore, the subject can be implied
to have some control in the regular periphrastic passive (see e.g. Engdahl 2006, pp.
32–34). For example, the periphrastic passive has an imperative, as in (11) (adapted
from Engdahl 2006, p. 33), as opposed to the morphological passive. Keenan and Dryer
(2007, p. 340) say that “distinct passives in a language are likely to differ semantically











‘Don’t get robbed in Chicago!’
In the literature on German, a traditional idea is that the second verb is passive both
in reflexive LA sentences and in prisoner sentences with a preposed logical object
(see e.g. Reis 1973; Pitteroff 2014). For Norwegian, Åfarli and Eide (2003, pp. 220–22)
claim that prisoner sentences are passive (see also Platzack 1986 on Swedish). I will
not discuss prisoner sentences any further, for two reasons. First, the idea of prisoner
sentences being passive only gives meaning if the logical object of the second verb is
its structural subject. It is not clear, however, that it is not its structural object (see e.g.
Gunkel 1999 on German). Second, it is very difficult to argue for or against analyses of
prisoner sentences in Norwegian, given their marginal status.
I will first give an overview of facts that seem to indicate that passive voice is in some
way involved in reflexive LA sentences in Norwegian. Relevant phenomena concern
subject choice, the behavior of the external argument of the second verb, and excep-
tions to the passive. These kind of phenomena have been discussed for German and
other languages (see e.g. Pitteroff 2014 and references there). The Norwegian facts are
not identical, but the differences between the languages will not be focused on here.
Most example sentences in the following are from theWorldWideWeb, found either
by googling or by searching the NoWaC-corpus (Norwegian Web as Corpus). Some of
them have been edited lightly.
3 A comparison to regular passives
In reflexive LA sentences such as (6), the logical object of the second verb is realized as
the subject of LA.There are also other options for choosing a subject in these sentences.
These options will now be discussed and compared to those of regular passives.
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Impersonals. All regular Norwegian passives have an impersonal version with an
expletive subject (see e.g. Åfarli 1992, p. 20). Reflexive LA sentences can also be imper-
sonal. Two examples are (12) with a presentational focus construction (see Taraldsen




























‘as long as we can practice on the astroturf’
Non-thematic subjects. An important fact is that the subject of LA can correspond to
an argument that does not get a thematic role from the second verb. In (14)–(15), the
derived subject corresponds to the object of the unergative second verb.This argument
is also the subject of a resultative predicate. It does not get a thematic role from the






























‘Nobody should let anyone squeeze themselves.’
Sentences such as (14)–(15) give important arguments for a passive analysis. With
middles and unaccusatives, a derived subject must be an argument that gets a thematic
role from the verb (Keyser and Roeper 1984, p. 409; Levin and Hovav 1995, pp. 42–48).
With passives, on the other hand, there is no such requirement (compare Fettet ble trent
bort ‘The fat was exercised away’).
Benefactives.Another difference frommiddles and unaccusatives (Baker 1993) is that
the derived subject is not limited to the theme argument. When the second verb is














‘Mussolini was presented with a sword.’
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In regular Norwegian passives of ditransitives, the subject can correspond to either
the theme or the benefactive argument (even if the latter option seems to be more















‘This sword could not be presented to Mussolini.’
This is a difference between regular passives and reflexive LA sentences. However,
Herslund (1986) and Vikner (1987, pp. 274–277) show that double objects in causatives
and causative-like sentences behave in ways that are not understood. For example,
when a sentence such as (12) is acceptable, it is not easy to see why the corresponding













‘Documentation can be provided for him.’ [intended meaning]
Pseudopassives. An option that is very limited in the world’s languages is the pseu-
dopassive, in which the passive subject corresponds to the object of a preposition. No
language seems to have a corresponding option with unaccusatives or middles, as has
sometimes been pointed out (e.g. Drummond and Kush 2015, p. 458). Norwegian is a
language that has pseudopassives, and reflexive LA sentences seem to allow this option






































‘nests which the woodpecker cannot drill holes in’
We see, then, that the options for choosing a subject in reflexive LA sentences are
strikingly similar to those in regular passives, with a slight complication for ditransi-
tive verbs. We will now compare two other properties of the passive, namely its ex-
ceptions and the behavior of its demoted argument.
Exceptions to the passive. Some verbs cannot passivize. If reflexive LA sentences are
passive, these verbs would be expected not to occur as second verbs. This seems to
be what we find. Example (21) has an unaccusative verb, while (22)–(23) have verbs
whose meanings make them impossible to passivize “in the majority of languages”
(Siewierska 1984, p. 189), including Norwegian.







































‘One can hardly resemble Elvis.’ [intended meaning]
There are also language-specific exceptions to the passive. Norwegian does not al-
low verbs ending in -s to passivize, such as synes ’think’. The verbs skylde ‘owe’ and
slippe ‘avoid’ are idiosyncratic exceptions (Lødrup 2000). It is striking that even these
restrictions on the passive seem to be reflected in reflexive LA sentences, as shown
in (24)–(26). Verbs with related meanings such as e.g. tenke ‘think’, avse ’spare’ and















































‘One can never avoid the cleaning.’ [intended meaning]
It is difficult to find clear counterexamples to the generalization that verbs that can-
not be passivized do not occur in reflexive LA sentences. A possible case is (27), with
the verb interessere ’interest’. In my intuition, this verb has no regular passive. The



















‘I hope that somebody will be interested, you know.’
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The demoted argument. Passives have an implicit external argument, which can be
realized as an agent phrase. In some cases, the implicit external argument can be a
controller of PRO. Reflexive LA sentences allow an agent phrase, as has often been



































‘The money can be reclaimed without going to layoffs.’
However, the parallel to regular passives is less than perfect, because LA does not
have an external argument, and the implicit agent can only be associated with the
second verb.
4 The role of the complex predicate
We have seen that reflexive LA sentences share important properties with regular pas-
sives (like the corresponding German construction, see e.g. Pitteroff (2014)).This would
be difficult to account for if we simply say that they are active.
Before discussing the question of voice in reflexive LA sentences further, it is nec-
essary to establish another aspect of their analysis. There seems to be consensus that
reflexive LA sentences (like the prisoner sentences) are complex predicate construc-
tions (see Taraldsen (1983), Taraldsen (1991), Vikner (1987) and Pitteroff (2014) on Nor-
wegian, Danish and German). The two verbs in reflexive LA sentences behave as one
predicate together. This predicate takes one single set of syntactic functions, and be-
haves as one unit for grammatical rules that operate on argument structure, such as
the presentational focus rule (see sentence (12) above).
LA in reflexive sentences is a light verb. We have seen that it has no external argu-
ment. The only position in its argument structure is an open position for the argument
structure of the second verb. This means that the second verb contributes all the the-
matic roles that are realized as syntactic functions. When this open position is filled in,
we have the argument structure of the complex predicate as a whole. For la seg stoppe
‘let refl stop’ in a sentence such as (28), the representation will be as in (30) in Lexical
Mapping Theory.
(30) la seg < stoppe < agent theme > >
-o -r
OBL SUBJ
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Passives of complex predicates — called “long passives” — raise challenges for our
understanding of the passive. Examples of long passives are the German (31) (from






























‘(I) have many things that I must remember to do.’
Long passives such as (31) and (32) introduce a mismatch between syntax and mor-
phology. A complex predicate can passivize as a whole, but passive morphology is
realized on the first verb only. This situation creates a potential problem for the re-
quirement that there must be morphological marking of the passive. Consider sen-
tence (32) above. The first verb huskes ‘remember-pass’ is uncontroversially passive,
but what about the second verb gjøre ‘do’? It seems to be difficult to say that this verb
is active. Its internal argument is realized as a subject, and its external argument is not
realized. What is special is of course that its external argument is identified with the
external argument of the first verb in the formation of the complex predicate; this is
indicated by the indices on the agents in (33).
(33) huske å gjøre ‘remember to do’ < agenti < agenti patient > >
The verb in question is the second part of a complex predicate.The complex predicate
is passivized as awhole, and there is only one passivization involved.This passivization
is morphologically realized on the first verb only in (31) and (32).
Long passives have the same options of subject choice as other passives (Lødrup
2014). For example, the pseudopassive is possible, as in (34). The choice of the second

































‘One should not try to resemble Elvis.’ [intended]
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In Norwegian and some other languages, the second verb of a long passive can have
passive morphology, as in (36) (see Lødrup 2014; Haff and Lødrup 2016; Wurmbrand
and Shimamura 2017). However, this does not affect the argument. Passivemorphology
on the second verb has been seen as a kind of verbal feature agreement, licensed by











‘We must try to do this.’
It seems to be difficult to avoid the conclusion that the second verb in a long passive
must be considered a passive verb, independently of its own morphology. Its voice is
expressed unambiguously, if indirectly, on the first verb in the long passive construc-
tion.
5 The status of la seg
We concluded with the grammatical tradition that reflexive LA sentences must be pas-
sive in some way. The question is then how this should be implemented. This task is
in one sense too difficult — these sentences have been discussed a number of times,
and there seems to be no simple solution. In another sense, the task is too easy. The
reflexive LA construction is special by any account. In Norwegian, it has no clear syn-
chronic relation to other uses of the verb LA, or to other verbs. This means that any
account of its properties has to involve at least some idiosyncratic information.
Reflexive LA shares an important property with regular passive verbs: it has no
external argument that requires realization as a subject. A difference is that the implicit
agent of the complex predicate comes from the second verb, as mentioned in Section
3.
If reflexive LA sentences are passive, the question is what it is that is passive about
them.The literature has focused on the second verb. For example, Pitteroff (2014, p. 107)
and (2015, p. 45) assume that it is the embedded VP that is passive. A premise of his
analysis is aMinimalist conception of complex predicates in which the first verb selects
a VPwhich is ‘small’ in the sense that it lacks functional projections (Wurmbrand 2001;
Cinque 2006).
Within an LFG conception of complex predicates, it would not be natural to assume
that two verbs that differ in voice could constitute a complex predicate in a mono-
clausal structure (pace Lødrup 1996). The reason is that complex predicates behave
as units with respect to rules that operate on argument structure. It would be more
natural to assume that the whole construction is one passive complex predicate.
This assumption has the consequence that we have to think of reflexive LA as a pas-
sive verb, whose passive voice also scopes over the second verb in a complex predicate
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construction. This might seem an unintuitive and contrived idea. Is there again a pas-
sive verb without passive marking? If there is, the problem now concerns one single
verb. Besides, one might consider the empty reflexive a grammatical marker for the
passive. It is well known from various languages that simple reflexives can be used
to mark different kinds of valency reduction, not only anti-causatives, e.g. Norwegian





























‘Everything is sold here.’
In Norwegian, the reflexive is not used to mark the passive in other cases. If one
assumes that it exceptionally functions as a passive marker here, reflexive LA is a
passive verb that has no direct counterpart in the active (like English rumored, which
only exists in the passive).
6 The form of the second verb
The point of departure for this article was the lack of passive morphology with the
second verb in reflexive LA sentences. The question is now if passive morphology can
be used at all with the second verb. This question raises some problems of analysis.
Consider a sentence such as (40). This sentence has a human subject, and can be un-
derstood as causative. As a causative, it is a regular subject-to-object-raising sentence.














‘Bee lets herself be padded underneath.’ [i.e. her pants are padded]
Sentences such as (41)–(42) are different. These sentences have inanimate subjects,
and cannot be interpreted as causative or permissive. I assume that these sentences
can only have the same structure as the reflexive LA sentences discussed above.
2 In the literature on German, sich lassen ‘refl let’ has been seen as the anti-causative of lassen ‘let’
as used in prisoner sentences (e.g. Pitteroff 2014). The reflexive is then the anti-causative marker. Even if































‘Some antibiotics can be produced synthetically.’
We see, then, that the second verb in reflexive LA sentences can have active or pas-
sive morphology. This is the same phenomenon that was shown in examples (32), (34)
and (36) above: The second verb of a long passive can have active or passive morphol-
ogy in Norwegian. Some reflexive LA sentences might be a bit marginal with a passive
second verb in Norwegian, but examples can be found in texts. It is interesting that a
passive second verb is normal in Swedish. This difference between the languages was














‘The cake bakes easily.’
With the analysis given here, the passive form of the second verb in sentences such
as (41), (42) and (43) must be seen as a kind of verbal feature agreement, like in (36)
above. It is a general phenomenon that complex predicate constructions in Norwegian
can show agreement for certain verbal features — with some variation between speak-
ers. Aagaard (2016, p. 84) shows that participle agreement is possible in reflexive LA























‘It would have been impossible if the recording were in jpeg format.’
Examples (36) and (44) might look like cases of suffix copying. However, it is impor-
tant that verbal feature agreement is a more “abstract” phenomenon. Voice agreement
concerns the grammatical feature passive, and does not require the two verbs to mark
the passive in the same way (Lødrup 2014). This is shown in (45) and (46), in which
3 Imperative agreement is not uncommon in complex predicates, as in Forsøk å stupe/stup! ‘try-imp to
dive-inf/dive-imp’ (Havnelid 2015). It is striking, then, that imperative agreement is completely unac-
ceptable in reflexive LA sentences: La deg ikke stoppe/*stopp! ‘let-imp refl not stop-inf/stop-imp’. This
must be related to the fact that the second verb of a reflexive LA sentence is not a real active.
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‘They neglect clarifying important issues.’
7 Conclusion
A passive verb must have an identifiable expression of its passive voice. However, this
expression does not necessarily have to be on the verb itself. For the second verb in a
complex predicate it is enough that the first verb is marked.
The reflexive LA construction is special on all accounts. It has no clear synchronic
relation to similar constructions, or to other uses of the verb LA in Norwegian. I have
argued that its properties are best accounted for when we assume that la seg and its
second verb constitute a passive complex predicate.
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From LFG structures to dependency relations
Paul Meurer
Abstract. In this article, I describe the derivation of dependency structures from LFG analy-
ses, with a focus on the Norwegian grammar NorGram. Although it is the f-structures that at a
first glance resemble dependency structures most, I show that c-structures are the correct start-
ing point for the conversion, and I outline a conversion algorithm that relies on information
from both c- and f-structure, the projection operator, and the grammar itself. The derived de-
pendency structures are projective with non-atomic relations, but can be converted into non-
projective dependencies with atomic relations, and further into Universal Dependency-style
structures. As an application, I describe how derived dependency versions of the NorGram-
Bank gold-standard treebank are used to train dependency parsers with acceptable precision.
1 Introduction
Lexical Functional Grammar (Bresnan 2001) is a theoretically motivated grammar for-
malism that allows the encoding of a very rich set of grammatical information. This
is exemplified by the Norwegian LFG grammar NorGram1, which has been used to
build a large treebank of automatically parsed and disambiguated sentences (NorGram-
Bank), including a smaller gold-standard treebank of manually disambiguated analyses
(Dyvik et al. 2016).
In contrast, many existing larger treebanks are manually or semi-automatically con-
structed,2 and they are expressed in more light-weight and less theory-driven for-
malisms, such as phrase-structure trees of the Tiger treebank type, or Dependency
Grammar. The latter formalism has recently gained much attention and popularity,
most notably through the Universal Dependencies (UD) initiative.3 The UD project
seeks to provide dependency treebanks for many languages (currently comprising 64
treebanks for 47 languages) in a comparable way, by using ‘universally’ agreed-on and
accepted coding guidelines and tagsets, while at the same time trying to keep a sensible
balance between divergent design goals (De Marneffe et al. 2014; Nivre, Marneffe, et
1 https://clarino.uib.no/redmine/projects/inesspublic/wiki/NorGram_documentation
2 Notable exceptions are the Redwoods and similar HPSG treebanks, which are constructed in a way
similar to NorGramBank, and the Alpino dependency treebank.
3 http://universaldependencies.org
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al. 2016). Among those goals are ease of comprehension also for non-linguists such as
language learners and engineers, on the one hand, and suitability for computer parsing
with high accuracy, on the other hand. The layout and distribution format of the UD
treebanks is such that they can readily be fed into a training pipeline for a statistical
parser, e.g. MaltParser (Nivre, Hall, et al. 2006), MATE (Bohnet 2010) or the Stanford
Neural Network parser (Chen and Manning 2014).
Even though it is still an open question how well such derived statistical parsers
perform compared to hand-crafted grammars, the idea is compelling: training a sta-
tistical parser from an existing treebank is much less time-consuming than develop-
ing a broad-coverage rule-based grammar. In addition, statistical parsers tend to be
more robust and operate at a much higher speed than rule-based (e.g. LFG or HPSG)
grammars.4 Even though statistical parsers cannot compete with detailed hand-crafted
computational grammars in terms of depth of linguistic analysis and richness of detail,
they are nevertheless potentially more suited for certain classes of applications where
a fine-grained syntactic analysis is not necessary, and speed and coverage are of higher
importance. Among such applications are data mining and information extraction of
various kinds.
Motivated by such considerations, and the desire to create a consistently annotated,
UD-compatible dependency treebank with relatively little effort, I describe in this arti-
cle a conversion algorithm from LFG to dependency structures of various types, and I
present the resulting dependency treebank and a spin-off product, a set of dependency
parsers for Norwegian Bokmål.
Two quite similar approaches to the conversion of LFG structures into dependency
structures have been described in (Øvrelid, Kuhn, et al. 2009) and (Çetinoğlu et al.
2010). Below, I will compare their approaches to the one I have chosen. The admittedly
more complex task of converting a dependency treebank into a treebank of LFG struc-
tures has also been performed (Haug 2012). Crucial to the success was the availability
of structural relations in the dependency structures of that particular treebank, the
PROIEL treebank (Haug and Jøhndal 2012), that go beyond what is generally coded in
dependency structures, namely secondary edges.
When going from LFG to dependency structures, enough structure should be avail-
able to allow the construction of the needed dependency relations. The question is
mainly which part of the rich LFG structure (c-structure, f-structure, the projection
relation between them) to base the conversion on, and which information to discard.
At a first glance, it is the f-structures that resemble dependency structures most.
Dependency structures can roughly be seen as impoverished f-structures, where all
attributes except the functional ones, corresponding to dependency relations, and all
structure sharing have been removed. Both Øvrelid, Kuhn, et al. (2009) and Çetinoğlu
4 This does not apply to dependency parsers that operate in the (rule-based) Constraint Grammar
framework (Karlsson 1990).
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et al. (2010) use this correspondence as the starting point for their conversions. This
correspondence is however not perfect; f-structure pred values cannot easily be re-
lated to surface words (which the dependency nodes should consist of), because the
projection relation is not injective.
Øvrelid, Kuhn, et al. (2009) solve this problem by introducing generic co-head edges
between the surface form contributing the pred value of the projected f-structure and
other surface forms that project to the same f-structure. Çetinoğlu et al. (2010) describe
a similar approach: they construct a modified f-structure, where every surface node
corresponds to a proper pred value. However, they give no detailed account of their
algorithms.
In contrast, I chose a conversion that starts with the c-structure, but exploits the
f-structure and the projection operator to arrive at the correct dependency relations
and labels.
The dependency relations that are the result of the algorithm that will be outlined
in Section 2 are peculiar in that they inherit a characteristic of the c-structures they
are derived from: they are projective, which c-structures trivially are. This entails that
the derived dependency relation labels are non-atomic in general; they are the con-
catenation of basic grammatical function relations, e.g. in the case of long-distance
dependencies. An additional transformation has to be performed to make all relations
basic, at the expense of projectivity, in order to arrive at traditional dependency struc-
tures. Both representations are equivalent and can be transformed into each other.
Even these non-projective dependency structures are quite different from depen-
dency structures that adhere to the Universal Dependencies coding guidelines. Our de-
rived dependency structures basically inherit their head-dependent relationship from
the functional relations in the LFG f-structure, which for NorGram analyses entails that
function words like (non-selected) prepositions, auxiliaries,5 modals and coordinations
(but not complementizers) are heads, having contentwords as dependents.These struc-
tures resemble quite closely the dependencies of the PROIEL–TOROT–Menotec family
of treebanks6 and the German TüBa-D/Z treebank,7 among others (disregarding rela-
tion names), although TüBa-D/Z treats coordination differently and more in line with
UD. In the UD initiative, on the other hand, a guiding principle is that heads should be
content words, whereas function words modify the head words. This design decision
was made to achieve a high degree of parallelism between dependency structures of
different languages.
In Section 2.6, I will outline how the non-projective dependency structures derived
from LFG analyses can be converted into UD-compatible structures.
5 Other LFG grammars might treat auxiliaries differently; e.g., in the English Pargram grammar, they




Applying the mentioned conversion algorithms to an existing gold-standard LFG
treebank for Norwegian Bokmål, I derived a set of three dependency treebanks: one
consisting of projective structures, a second having non-projective structures with
atomic labels, and a third, UD-conformant dependency treebank.
All three treebanks were used to train statistical dependency parsers using the Stan-
ford Neural Network parser framework and the MATE parser tools.
The performance of the resulting parsers is comparable to the numbers mentioned in
the literature, with some interesting differences. I have, however, not tried to fine-tune
the tagset and the training parameters in order to maximize performance. Training
could also benefit from an improved gold-standard corpus.
In the conclusion, I briefly mention an application the trained parser has already
found in the domain of quotation extraction.
2 From c-structure to dependency
As stated in the introduction, although f-structures conceptually resemble dependency
structures (by interpreting sub-f-structures as dependency nodes and their pred values
as node labels, and taking f-structure attributes as dependency relations), they cannot
be converted into traditional bilexical dependency structures without resorting to c-
structure and projection information. There are several reasons for this.
Firstly, linear order information is not coded in f-structures, whereas the ordered
nodes of a dependency tree should mirror the surface word order of the analyzed sen-
tence. An ordering on sub-f-structures can only be imposed by relating them to nodes
in the ordered c-structure via the projection operator, and it is in many cases far from
obvious how this should be done. In addition, dependency node labels are exactly the
surface token strings of the sentence. F-structure pred values, on the other hand, are
in most cases the dictionary entry forms of inflected surface words, or other abstrac-
tions from the surface form. Here, the correct surface word form might be recoverable
by making use of the projection operator and other information coded in the internal
representation of the LFG analysis. In some cases, however, there is not even an easily
discernable trace of a surface form in the f-structure at all. These problems are exem-
plified in Figure 1, which displays a tentative dependency structure derived from an
f-structure for sentence (1). The possessive min ‘my’ projects to the predicate pro, the
selected preposition om ‘about’ is fused with the verb predicate drømme*om ‘dream











‘My cat dreams about this.’





























Figure 1: F-structure and derived dependency graph for (1)
For all these reasons, a more promising approach could be to derive dependency
relations directly from c-structures, using f-structure information solely to construct
relation labels.
2.1 The basic Lifting algorithm
In order to be able to state the algorithm that accomplishes this derivation (the Lifting
algorithm), we need to recall the notion of functional head (in the c-structure!). A
daughter node Y of a node X is a functional head (also called f-structure head) if Y
is annotated with the equation ↑=↓, or equivalently, Y and X share their features, or
Y and X project to the same f-structure. This notion is different from the X’-theory
concept of a c-structure head (e.g., N is the c-structure head of NP).
Let us first assume that every non-terminal c-structure nodeX has exactly one func-
tional head Y . Under this assumption, the Lifting algorithm is easy to formulate:
Lifting algorithm, basic version.
1. Recursively replace each non-terminal node by its functional head node. In other
words, lift each functional head node up to its mother node (which it replaces). Since we
assume that each non-terminal node has exactly one functional head, this procedure is
well-defined.
2. Label the edge between node X and daughter node Y with the f-structure path from
φ(X) to φ(Y ), where φ : C → F is the projection operator. If there is more than one
path (because of structure sharing in the f-structure) choose the path that consists of gram-
matical functions (that is, contains no discourse functions like topic or focus, but rather
subj, obj, adjunct etc.8). If there is more than one such path, choose the shortest one.
This is called the minimal path.
8 The complete list of grammatical functions in NorGram is: subj, obj, obj-th, obj-ben, obl, obl-th,
obl-compar, predlink, comp, xcomp, x, adjunct, null.
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Figure 2: Steps in the application of the basic Lifting algorithm for the sentence (2)
2.2 Finding heads
In fact, all but the most basic c-structures violate the assumption of the basic lifting
algorithm: a c-structure can contain nodes with multiple functional heads or with-
out functional heads. Therefore, the Lifting algorithm has to be extended to such c-
structures.
In case of multiple functional heads, the idea is to turn all but one of them into
dependents, according to configurational details in the projected f-structure. We first
take a closer look at c-structure co-heads.
Most c-structure terminal nodes (word forms) straightforwardly project to an f-
structure whose pred value is the associated semantic form (the base form of nouns
and adjectives, and the infinitive with its subcategorization frame in the case of verbs).
This is expressed via an LFG functional equation of type (3) associated to the word
form, here hund ‘dog’.
(3) (↑ pred) =‘hund’
In some cases, however, the pred value is embedded deeper in the f-structure the
surface node projects to. This is true for determiners, whose pred value is embedded
in the projected f-structure along the path spec det, via equation (4). The same holds
for quantifiers, which are embedded along spec qant, and possessives (spec poss).
(4) (↑ spec det pred) = ‘denne’
9 In this and subsequent figures, straight lines are drawn between nodes and their functional heads,
whereas other c-structure edges are dotted lines.
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Determiners (as well as quantifiers and possessives) are also c-structure functional
heads, and their c-structure complements are f-structure co-heads, such that a c-
structure fragment (5) corresponding to the phrase denne hunden ‘this dog’, where all
nodes lie in the same functional domain, projects the f-structure (6). (Only the relevant
parts are shown.)
(5) DP→ D NP
(6)
pred ‘hund’spec [det [pred ‘denne’]]

The path from the projected f-structure to the associated pred value I call the em-
bedding path (spec.det in the above example). The embedding path is empty when
the pred value is at the top level of the projected f-structure. Clearly, among several
co-head nodes, we wish to turn those nodes that have a non-trivial embedding path
into dependents of the node with empty embedding path (if it exists), and their rela-
tions will basically be their embedding paths. Accordingly, in the example above, the




As we have seen, the embedding path of a lexical node cannot be deduced from the
c- and f-structures and the projection operator alone. Rather, it has to be extracted from
the functional equations attached to the lexical entry in the LFG grammar. Therefore,
the details of the outlined algorithm are dependent on the grammar the sentence was
parsed with.
There may also be lexical elements in the c-structure that are functional co-heads,
but have no corresponding pred value in the f-structure at all. Examples are selected
prepositions and punctuation marks. Here, we arbitrarily construct an embedding
path, which in the punctuation case will simply be punct, as in (8, 9) for the sentence
Kom! ‘Come!’.10 Selected prepositions will be dealt with below.
Even though coordinations are functional heads not associated with a pred value,
there is no need to give them special treatment, since they are never co-heads.



















Now we are in the position to formulate the extended lifting algorithm:
Lifting algorithm, extended version.
1a. If none of the daughter nodes Y1, . . . Yn of node X is a functional head, replace X
by the daughter nodes as direct children of the parent Z of X , as illustrated in (10). Then
proceed as before.
1b. If more than one daughter node of X is a functional head, select the node with
shortest or empty embedding path as replacement for X . The remaining nodes will be
treated as dependents, their relations to X being their embedding paths.
1c. As a last resort, if there is more than one such node, select the first of them as
replacement.
2. Label the edge between node X and daughter node Y with the minimal f-structure






It is immediate from the construction that the dependency relations constructed in
this way are projective dependencies; the sequence of words reachable from a given
node along dependency arrows has no gaps, and there are no crossing edges.











‘Today some children slept long.’



























































Figure 3: Steps in the application of the extended Lifting algorithm for the sentence
(11). Nontrivial embedding paths are shown in brackets.
2.3 Words without pred values
Selected prepositions have no semantic value on their own and hence do not contribute
a pred to the f-structure, and they are functional co-heads. Such a selected preposition
gets an empty embedding path, which makes it the dependency head of the subordi-
nate clause, according to rule 1c.The relation is labeled ‘=’, indicating that the selected
preposition is not connected with a grammatical function, but merely acts as a medi-





























Commas are treated in the same way, for similar reasons.
Complementizers including the infinitival marker å have no pred value either; they
merely contribute a comp-form value to the f-structure. Here, the corresponding c-
structure labels (Cnom, Cinf etc.) are chosen as embedding paths.
2.4 Projective vs. non-projective dependencies
As we have seen, the dependency structures derived by the Lifting algorithm are pro-
jective dependencies that potentially have compound relation labels R = R1.R2 . . .
Rn.S, consisting of the concatenation of more than one grammatical function or set
inclusion Ri, and a possibly empty suffix S deriving from lexical embeddings.
This is not what dependency structures should look like. It is, however, relatively
straightforward to transform such projective dependencies into non-projective depen-
dencies without compound relation labels. The main idea is to move along the com-
ponent relations of a compound relation to find the new head of a dependent. Given
a relation X R0.R1…Rn.S−−−−−−−−→ Y , there must also exist an atomic relation X R0−−→ X1. The
node X1 corresponds to the c-structure surface node that gives rise to the pred value
in the sub-f-structure along R0 of the projection of X . Then we can replace the rela-
tion X R0.R1...Rn.S−−−−−−−−→ Y by the relation X1
R1...Rn.S−−−−−−→ Y , and by applying this process
recursively we end up with a dependency structure Xn
Rn.S−−−→ Y (or Xn+1
S−→ Y )
without compound relation labels.




















‘This I don’t know what to say about.’
The second of them, ‘hva xcomp.obj←−−−−− skal’, is resolved by replacing it with a re-
lation starting from the target ‘si’ of the xcomp relation, namely ‘hva obj←−− si’. The
11 In this and the following examples, linear display mode is chosen for the dependency analyses. This
mode is more suitable for longer examples, and it makes non-projectivity immediately visible through
crossing edges.
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other compound relation is resolved recursively, finally resulting in the relation
‘Dette obj:spec.det←−−−−−−− til’.
The outlined procedure assumes that the relation X R0−−→ X1 is unique. However,
this can only be guaranteed for functional relations, in virtue of the LFG uniqueness
condition. If R0 denotes set inclusion (‘$’), any of the possible relations X
$−→ X’
(where X’ stands for the various set members) could be taken as replacement for
X
R0.R1...Rn.S−−−−−−−−→ Y . To avoid this problem, we label the set inclusions in the f-structure
with unique subscripts.
Finally, the relations are simplified if possible; the set inclusionmarker ‘$’ is removed
where it can be understood as implicit in the relation (e.g., adjunct.$ is reduced to
adjunct since adjuncts are always set-valued), suffixes are dropped (e.g., obj:spec.det
is reduced to obj), and relations from lexical embeddings are simplified (e.g., spec.det
is reduced to det).
Figure 4: Projective dependency structure with compound labels for (14)
Figure 5: Non-projective dependency structure with atomic labels
2.5 Secondary edges
In some variants of Dependency Grammar, it is possible to include secondary edges,
leading to structure sharing and dependency structures that no longer are trees, but di-
rected graphs. Such structures bear an even closer resemblance to f-structures, which
also are directed graphs. Secondary edges are typically used to code functionally bound
arguments of the subordinate verb in raising or equi constructions, or to code the sub-
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ject of a participle that modifies its own subject. In the latter case, the resulting graph
is even circular. In f-structures there is also structure sharing arising from discourse
functions (e.g., topic, focus), which could be modeled with secondary edges.
The construction of secondary edges, though not difficult in principle, is not yet
covered by the described or implemented algorithms.
2.6 Conversion to Universal Dependencies
As mentioned, UD-style dependencies differ from the dependencies described in the
previous sections (which I will call LFG-style dependencies in what follows) in the treat-
ment of function words: whereas copula verbs, auxiliaries, modals, prepositions and
coordinations are heads in the LFG-style dependencies, in the same way as they are
LFG functional heads in NorGram12 (with the exception of coordinations), function
words are never heads in UD dependencies; they connect via functional relations, in
the terminology of the UD project, to the content word. This means in concrete terms
that in order to transform LFG-style dependency structures into UD dependencies, the
function word head-dependent relations have to be inverted, and otherwise adapted.
This is done in an at least conceptually quite straightforward way by recursively
turning a function word (copula, auxiliary, modal, non-selecting preposition) into a
daughter node of the content word it heads (which amounts to reversing the head-
dependent relation arrow) and turning all remaining daughter nodes of the function
word into daughter nodes of the content word.
A special case are coordinations, which in the LFG-style dependencies derived from
NorGram analyses are binary branching and are heading two content words (or, re-
cursively, a content word and another binary coordination). In contrast, in UD coor-
dinations, it is the first conjunct that is considered the head of the coordinated phrase,
all other conjuncts being dependents. The coordinating conjunctions are attached to
the word following them. This configuration is in accordance with the UD principle to
give no function word head status; this asymmetric structure is, however, less elegant,
as it does not reflect the equal semantic status of the conjuncts in the phrase.
In addition to relation edges, the relation labels too have to be adjusted in this trans-
formation. The current version of the UD standard (UD v.2) recognizes 37 types of
syntactic relations, whereas there are around 45 relation types in the LFG-style de-
pendencies. In many cases, the UD and the LFG relations code syntactic functions at
a different level of detail, and there is no straightforward mapping from LFG-style to
UD-style relations. The concrete replacement of an LFG-style relation can depend on
morphological features, c-structure parent labels and f-structure attribute values, in
addition to the relation label itself. A typical example is the adjunct relation, which
translates to nmod if the adjunct is a noun phrase, to amod if it is an adjective, to
acl:relcl if the adjunct is a relative clause, and so on.
12 One should keep in mind that other LFG grammars might treat auxiliaries differently; e.g., in the
English ParGram grammar, auxiliaries only contribute with a feature to the f-structure.
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The outlined derivation procedure is exemplified in Figure 6, which shows the LFG-
style dependency structure for sentence (15) and the remarkably different UD-style



















‘We should have taken boat, bus or car.’
LFG allows certain types of multi-word expressions (MWEs), such as adverbials (i
dag ‘today’), complex prepositions (ved siden av ‘next to’) or named entities (Møre og
Romsdal), to be atomic surface nodes. In contrast, MWEs are syntactically analyzed in
UD; each component word represents a dependency node. UD distinguishes between
three types of MWEs: fixed expressions, flat exocentric semi-fixed expressions, and
endocentric analyzable compounds. Since MWEs recognized by NorGram reveal no
internal structure, I treat them uniformly as fixed expressions, even though named
entity MWEs arguably could be viewed as analyzable compounds with internal heads.
Hence, MWEs will be annotated by attaching all non-first components to the first com-
ponent via the relation fixed. This is shown for sentence (16) in Figure 7.












‘Sogn og Fjordane is situated next to Møre og Romsdal.’
3 Training a dependency parser
The INESS NorGramBank treebank is a set of treebanks analyzed with the Norwegian
LFG grammar NorGram, comprising around 5,5 million sentences (75 million words),
of which 4.7 million are in the Bokmål variant of Norwegian. 28,500 of the Bokmål
sentences havemanually disambiguated and controlled analyses, representing the gold
standard13, whereas the analyses of the remaining sentences are disambiguated using
a stochastic disambiguation module (Riezler and Vasserman 2004) that was trained on
the gold standard.
As outlined in the previous sections, there are three types of dependency structures
that can be derived from LFG analyses: projective and non-projective LFG-style depen-
dencies, and UD-style dependencies. These derivations were applied to the NorGram-
Bank gold standard, which resulted in three corresponding dependency treebanks.
In the experiment that I will describe in this section, those three treebanks were
used to train statistical parsers, whose performance was then compared, against each
13 The gold standard contains only correct analyses; sentences where the grammar provides only in-
correct analyses were not included.
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Figure 6: LFG-style and UD-style dependency structure for sentence (15)
other, and against a parser trained on the official Norwegian UD v1.4 treebank (20,000
sentences).14
Training of the dependency parsers was done using two different statistical depen-
dency parser frameworks: the Stanford Neural Network Dependency Parser, and the
graph-based parser from the MATE tools. As is usual, the treebank sentences were
randomly divided into training, development and test sets of relative sizes 8 : 1 : 1 for
each treebank. The training set had 18,859 sentences. The same training–test split was
used for all three variants of the treebank. The treebanks were exported in variants of
the CoNLL format, formats accepted by the parser training Java programs of the two
parser frameworks. As POS tagset, the lexical categories of the c-structure nodes were
chosen. Since the dependency parsers do not easily accept tokens with whitespace,
NorGramBank multi-word expressions had to be split into separate tokens. As POS
tags of the component tokens, the lexical category of the multi-word expression was
used, extended with an ‘/MWE’ suffix.
The parsers for the Norwegian UD v1.4 treebank were trained and tested on the
training, development and test sets included in the release. For both parser frameworks,
the standard training settings were used.
In addition to the training and development sets, the training algorithm for the Stan-
ford parser also needs a word embedding file, which contains distributed represen-
tations of the words of the language. This word embedding file for Norwegian was
14 See http://universaldependencies.org
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Figure 7: Treatment of multi-word expressions in LFG-style and UD-style dependen-
cies for sentence (16)
created with the program word2vec,15 using as input the combined word tokens of
the corpora Norwegian Newspaper Corpus (newspaper text), forskning.no (popular sci-
ence) and Talk of Norway (parliamentary debates), with more than 1.58 billion tokens
altogether.16
Theobtained precision for the parsers trainedwith the different treebanks and parser
frameworks is given in Table 1, in terms of Unlabeled Attachment Score (UAS) and
Labeled Attachment Score (LAS). In addition, the percentage of sentences with fully
correct (unlabeled and labeled) attachment is given in parentheses. Both training and
testing was done on pretokenized and POS-tagged input using the gold-standard POS
tagset.
There is a striking difference between the parsers trained with the Stanford frame-
work and with MATE: the MATE parsers perform much better. This is consistent with
observations in the literature, where MATE is among the best performing parsers in
many comparisons, e.g., Lavelli (2016) and Choi et al. (2015). However, the difference
is much higher for the parsers trained on the UD v1.4 Norwegian treebank than for






Treebank UAS LAS UAS LAS
LFG-proj 91.67 (65.72) 89.30 (57.41) 93.81 (71.51) 90.82 (61.58)
LFG-nonproj 91.04 (62.44) 89.30 (57.11) 93.63 (71.77) 91.46 (57.54)
LFG-UD 90.71 (61.41) 88.86 (56.26) 93.84 (70.06) 91.83 (60.09)
UD v1.4 80.58 (38.32) 76.74 (29.04) 91.60 (56.27) 89.26 (45.49)
Table 1: Obtained precision for parsers and treebanks in terms ofUnlabeled Attachment
Score (UAS) and Labeled Attachment Score (LAS)
The MATE parser trained on the UD v1.4 treebank performs reasonably well; the
scores are comparable to those reported by Øvrelid and Hohle (2016), who give a UAS
of 91.21 and a LAS of 88.54 for MATE trained on the UD v1.2 treebank.
They note a significant difference with the scores reported by Solberg et al. (2014) for
the NorwegianDependency Treebank (NDT, the treebank that the Norwegian UD tree-
banks were derived from), who give a UAS of 92.84 and a LAS of 90.41 for MATE with
default training settings and gold-standard POS tags. As they comment, this difference
can at least partially be accounted for by the fact that the NDT annotation principles
differ from those in UD in some important details: Whereas UD treats prepositions
as dependents of the prepositional complement and auxiliaries as dependents of the
lexical verb, they are heads in NDT.
We do not see a comparable difference in the performance of the parsers derived
from the LFG non-projective dependencies and the UD-style treebanks.
The parser derived from the projective LFG-style dependencies shows a significantly
lower LAS than those derived from the non-projective and the UD-style treebanks,
which is probably due to the higher number of (non-atomic) relation labels in the
projective case.
The scores for the MATE parsers trained on the LFG-derived treebanks may seem
to be quite high; these good results should however be viewed critically. The LFG-
derived UD treebank and the UD v1.4 treebank are not directly comparable, as the
former contains significantly shorter sentences in average, which should make the
parse process easier.17
It would have been interesting, and perhaps revealing, to test the LFG-derived UD
parser on the UD v1.4 treebank test set, but since the treebanks use incompatible POS
tags, this cannot be done.
17 The average length of the NorGramBank training sentences is 11.05, with a standard deviation of
5.15, whereas the average length of the UD v1.4 treebank training sentences is 14.81, with standard devi-
ation 8.93.
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4 Conclusion
This paper shows how three different types of dependency structures can be derived
fromLFG analyses, with the c-structure as starting point. All three types of dependency
structures can be viewed on the web interface to the XLE parsing framework XLE-
Web.18 When a Norwegian sentence is parsed in XLE-Web, its NorGram LFG analysis
is shown, alongside with a dependency structure of a chosen type.
One of the dependency parsers, namely the Stanford NN parser trained on the LFG-
proj treebank, has already found a successful application in a quote extraction task
(see Salway et al. 2017). In this text mining application, Norwegian newspaper articles
were analyzed with the parser, and sentences that contained a speech verb having a
politician’s name as its subject, or a subject anaphore that could be resolved to a politi-
cian’s name, were extracted. The sentence complements in the extracted constructions
were the desired indirect quotes.
The conversion algorithms described in this paper, in particular the conversion to
UD-style dependencies, still need some refinement: some relation types, as well as
complex constructions such as comparatives and ellipsis, have not been covered yet.
The implementation of secondary edges and the corresponding conversion to UD
enhanced dependencies is also left for future work. No attempt has been made to syn-
chronize the POS tags with Universal POS tags.
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A full-fledged hierarchical lexicon in LFG:
the FrameNet approach
Adam Przepiórkowski
Abstract. The aim of this paper is to propose a fully hierarchical organisation of valency
information in Lexical Functional Grammar, inspired by recent LFG work on using templates
to encode valency. The particular proposal rather closely follows FrameNet’s inheritance hier-
archy, makes heavy use of templates to encode multiple inheritance, and avoids the problem
of multiple inheritance of semantic resources.
1 Introduction
In many constraint-based linguistic theories, as well as in some lexicographic projects,
lexical information is organised hierarchically (e.g. Daelemans et al. 1992). In such
a hierarchy, internal nodes represent various generalisations pertaining to various por-
tions of the lexicon. These generalisations are inherited by ‘lower’ nodes. The ‘lowest’
nodes — the ‘leaves’ in the hierarchy — typically correspond to specific lexical items,
which inherit generalisations from all the nodes on the way up to the root of the hi-
erarchy, and only add truly idiosyncratic information such as the orthographic form.
This approach to the lexicon is an important aspect of Head-driven Phrase Structure
Grammar (cf., e.g., Flickinger 1987; Davis 2001), but similar proposals have also been
made within Lexicalized Tree-Adjoining Grammar (Vijay-Shanker and Schabes 1992)
and within Categorial Grammar (Linden 1992), inter alia. Hierarchical organisation is
also an important feature of WordNet (Fellbaum 1998; Miller et al. 1990) and FrameNet
(Fillmore and Baker 2015; Fillmore, Johnson, et al. 2003; Ruppenhofer et al. 2016).While
in all these approaches hierarchies represent mainly syntactic and semantic general-
isations, Network Morphology (Corbett and Fraser 1993), based on the lexical repre-
sentation language DATR (Evans and Gazdar 1996), is concerned with morphological
and morphosyntactic generalisations.
To the best of my knowledge, the possibility of adopting such a comprehensive tax-
onomic approach to the lexicon has never been seriously entertained within Lexical
Functional Grammar (Bresnan 1982; Bresnan, Asudeh, et al. 2015; Dalrymple 2001).
The aim of this paper is to propose an organisation of the LFG lexicon that is close to
The very model of a modern linguist. Edited by Victoria Rosén and Koenraad De Smedt. BeLLS Vol. 8 (2017), DOI
10.15845/bells.v8i1.1336. Copyright © by the authors. Open Access publication under the terms of CC-BY-NC-4.0.
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that of FrameNet. The technical side of this proposal is relatively straightforward, as-
sumes the Glue approach to LFG semantics (Dalrymple 1999, 2001), makes heavy use
of templates (Asudeh et al. 2008, 2013; Dalrymple, Kaplan, et al. 2004), and does not re-
quire any formal extensions to the underlying LFG machinery, but does require some
care to avoid the spurious multiple introduction of meaning constructors. In an accom-
panying paper (Przepiórkowski 2017a), which shares with the current paper most of
the material of the initial three sections, I show that this approach to the lexicon also
meshes well with my recent proposal not to distinguish arguments from adjuncts in
LFG (Przepiórkowski 2016).
2 Inheritance in FrameNet
FrameNet organises lexical knowledge with reference to cognitive structures called
frames. Various lexical items may evoke the same frame. For instance, the Apply_heat
frame is evoked by verbs such as bake, fry, grill, stew, etc. (While FrameNet is
concerned with various parts of speech, we only deal with the verbal domain here.)
Frames also define frame elements, i.e. — simplifying a little — semantic roles which
are normally expressed by dependents of lexical items evoking the frame. In the case
of Apply_heat, typical frame elements are the Cook and the Food, but also the Con-
tainer that holds the Food to which heat is applied, the Medium through which heat is
applied to Food, etc. In examples (1) and (2), verbs evoking the Apply_heat frame are
in boldface.¹
(1) Boil [the potatoes]Food [in a medium-sized pan]Container.
(2) [Drew]Cook sauteed [the garlic]Food [in butter]Medium.
Frames are linked via a number of relations, including the hierarchical multiple-
inheritance relation. For example, Apply_heat inherits semantic roles from both Ac-
tivity and Intentionally_affect frames, and the latter inherits from Intentionally_act,
which in turn inherits from Event (see Figure 1). It is not clear whether this is a design
feature of FrameNet or just a reflection of its work-in-progress status, but it happens
in current versions of FrameNet (including the latest at the time of writing this paper,
version 1.7) that the same role is introduced multiple times in the hierarchy. For ex-
ample, within the fragment of the inheritance hierarchy in Figure 1, the Agent role is
introduced independently at Activity, at Objective_influence (where it is called Influ-
encing_entity; see below) and at Intentionally_act.
Another feature of FrameNet is that inherited roles, as they acquire more specialised
meanings, may change names.² For example, the agentive role introduced at Objec-
1 These made up examples are taken from the description of the Apply_heat frame at the FrameNet
web interface, at https://framenet2.icsi.berkeley.edu/.
2 This correspondence between frame elements of different frames is currently not shown in the web











Figure 1: A fragment of the FrameNet 1.7 inheritance hierarchy — all frames from
which Apply_heat inherits
tive_influence is actually called Influencing_entity there, but gets renamed to Agent
when it is inherited by Transitive_action. The Agent roles of both Transitive_action
and Intentionally_act correspond to the (single) Agent role of Intentionally_affect, but
the role of Apply_heat corresponding to the Agent roles of both Activity and Inten-
tionally_affect is renamed to Cook. Similarly, the Food role of Apply_heat corresponds
to the Patient role of Intentionally_affect and Transitive_action above it (where it is re-
named from the Dependent_entity role of Objective_influence). Below, I will simplify
by adopting single names for roles related via the inheritance hierarchy. For example,
instead of Cook and Food, the respective roles of Apply_heat will be called Agent and
Patient, as on the superordinate frames. But, as always, it should be borne in mind that
a role on a subordinate frame will usually carry more entailments than the homony-
mous role on a superordinate frame.
An important aspect of FrameNet is that frame elements correspond to both ar-
guments and adjuncts. For example, among the roles associated with Apply_heat are
roles realised by typical adjuncts, such as Manner, Time and Place. A FrameNet reflex
of the argument/adjunct dichotomy is its categorisation of roles into core (correspond-
ing to arguments) and non-core (corresponding to adjuncts), but the criteria used for
deciding whether a role is core or not suffer from the usual problems (discussed, e.g., in
Przepiórkowski 2016) of providing only partial tests or being pairwise incompatible.³
What is interesting is that inheritance may change the coreness status of a role.
For example, at the Event frame the roles Time and Place are marked as core, proba-
3 See Przepiórkowski (2017a) for further discussion of the core/non-core distinction in FrameNet.
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bly reflecting the intuition that verbs directly evoking this frame, such as happen or
occur, seem to require their presence: #This event occurred (but this impression is con-
tested below). However, the same roles are treated as non-core on almost all of the 27
frames directly subordinate to Event.⁴ The reverse situation happens in the case of the
Existence frame, where Time and Place are non-core, but become core on its directly
subordinate frame, Circumbscribed_existence. Such changes of coreness seem to bring
non-monotonicity to the otherwise monotonic inheritance relation in FrameNet. Be-
low, we will see how such apparently non-monotonic behaviour can be modelled via
the monotonic means of Lexical Functional Grammar.
3 Valency in LFG
As is common in LFG, I assume the existence of a level of representationwhich encodes
the semantic argument structure, i.e., which contains information about semantic (or
thematic) roles such as Agent or Goal. Traditionally, semantic forms — values of pred
— served this purpose in Lexical Functional Grammar (Kaplan and Bresnan 1982). Al-
ternatively, we could employ the distinct level of argument structure of Butt et al. 1997.
Instead, I build here on more recent work and assume the formalisation of argument
structure within the semantic structure (Asudeh and Giorgolo 2012; Asudeh, Giorgolo,
and Toivonen 2014; Findlay 2016). For example, Asudeh and Giorgolo (2012, p. 78) pro-














































entry can be equivalently replaced by the contents of template. Even thoughthey
are purely abbreviatory devices, templates can capture linguistic generalizations,
since they cross-classify the lexical entries that contain the same templates. Thus,
even though a grammar with templates is extensionally equivalent to a grammar
with all template calls substituted with the contents of the templates, the former
grammar might express generalizations that the latter does not.
The cases that we have examined demonstrate this. It is clear that there is
something common to semantically relational verbs — e.g.,at, drink, devour, and
quaff — and it is also clear that these verbs further subcategorize into the optionally
transitive — e.g.,eat anddrink — versus the obligatorily transitive — e.g.,devour,
andquaff. The following templates and lexical entries demonstrate how templates
can capture such generalizations:
(36) PAST = (↑ TENSE) = PAST
(37) AGENT-PATIENT-VERB =
(↑ SUBJ)σ = (↑σ ARG1)
λPλyλxλe.P(e) ∧ agent(e) = x ∧ patient(e) = y :
[(↑σ EVENT) ⊸ ↑σ ] ⊸ (↑σ ARG2) ⊸ (↑σ ARG1) ⊸ (↑σ EVENT) ⊸ ↑σ
(38) OPTIONAL-TRANSITIVE = (↑σ ARG2)
λP∃x .[P(x )] : [(↑σ ARG2) ⊸ ↑σ ] ⊸ ↑σ






λPλyλxλe.P(y)(x )(e) ∧ food .for(y , x ) :
[(↑σ ARG2) ⊸ (↑σ ARG1) ⊸ (↑σ EVENT) ⊸ ↑σ ] ⊸
(↑σ ARG2) ⊸ (↑σ ARG1) ⊸ (↑σ EVENT) ⊸ ↑σ


λe.eat(e) : (↑σ EVENT) ⊸ ↑σ
78
Figure 2: F-structure and s-structure for the sentence Kim tapped Sandy with Excalibur
Much of thework in this thread assumes that some of the semantic attributes— those
which correspond to arguments in the scope of (Lexical) MappingTheory (Bresnan and
Kanerva 1989) as formalised in Findlay (2016) — are called arg1, arg2, etc., instead of
the more mnemonic names such as gent and patien , but — as I am not concerned
with LMT in this paper — I will continue to use these more intuitive names.
4 The only exception is the Emergency frame, which treats Time as core.
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What kind of lexical entries give rise to such f- and s-structures? Let us consider
a simpler case, that of the transitive verb devoured; the first version of the lexical entry
for this verb is shown in (3).
(3) devoured V (Ò pred) = ‘devour’
(Òσ rel) = devour
λe. devour(e) : (Òσ event)⊸ Òσ
(Ò subj)σ = (Òσ agent)
λPλxλe. P (e)^ agent(e, x) :
[(Òσ event)⊸ Òσ]⊸ (Òσ agent)⊸ (Òσ event)⊸ Òσ
(Ò obj)σ = (Òσ patient)
λPλxλe. P (e)^ patient(e, x) :
[(Òσ event)⊸ Òσ]⊸ (Òσ patient)⊸ (Òσ event)⊸ Òσ
(Ò tense) = past
λP. De P (e)^ past(e) : [(Òσ event)⊸ Òσ]⊸ Òσ
There are four natural parts of this lexical entry: 1) the idiosyncratic part, defining
pred,⁵ as well as the corresponding s-structure attribute rel,⁶ and introducing the ba-
sic meaning constructor containing the devour relation in its meaning representation;
2) the part saying that the subject grammatical function realises the agent semantic
relation; 3) the analogous part defining the correspondence between the object and
the patient; 4) the part adding tense information to the f-structure and to the meaning
representation, as well as defining the existential closure over the event variable. In
the case of the sentence Godzilla devoured Kim, this lexical entry gives rise to the f-





















Figure 3: F-structure and s-structure for the sentence Godzilla devoured Kim
5 As noted already in Dalrymple, Hinrichs, et al. (1993, pp. 13–14) and Kuhn (2001, § 1.3.3), Glue makes
pred largely superfluous. Here I follow Asudeh and Giorgolo (2012) and retain pred, but with values
reflecting the predicate sans its valency — hence, the value of pred in (3) is defined as ‘devour’ rather
than ‘devourxsubj, objy’.
6 The existence of the semantic attribute rel is assumed — but not formally introduced — in various
recent papers (including Asudeh and Giorgolo 2012; Asudeh et al. 2008, 2013; Asudeh, Giorgolo, and
Toivonen 2014; Findlay 2016).The following lexical entries make the introduction of this attribute explicit.
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(4) 1. λe. devour(e) : ev⊸ d
2. λPλxλe. P (e)^ agent(e, x) : [ev⊸ d]⊸ g⊸ ev⊸ d
3. λPλxλe. P (e)^ patient(e, x) : [ev⊸ d]⊸ k⊸ ev⊸ d
4. λP. De P (e)^ past(e) : [ev⊸ d]⊸ d
These instantiated meaning constructors, together with the instantiated meaning con-
structors in (5), introduced by the lexical entries of Godzilla and Kim, may be used to
derive the expected meaning representation for the whole sentence: De devour(e) ^
agent(e, godzilla)^ patient(e, kim)^ past(e).
(5) 5. godzilla : g
6. kim : k
One possible proof is shown in (6).
(6) 7. λxλe. devour(e)^ agent(e, x) : g⊸ ev⊸ d (from 2 and 1)
8. λe. devour(e)^ agent(e, godzilla) : ev⊸ d (from 7 and 5)
9. λxλe. devour(e)^ agent(e, godzilla)^ patient(e, x) : k⊸ ev⊸ d
(from 3 and 8)
10. λe. devour(e)^ agent(e, godzilla)^ patient(e, kim) : ev⊸ d
(from 9 and 6)
11. De devour(e)^ agent(e, godzilla)^ patient(e, kim)^ past(e) : d
(from 4 and 10)
Obviously, apart from the first — idiosyncratic — part of the lexical entry (3), the
other three parts will also occur in many other lexical entries, so it makes sense to
encode them as templates (Dalrymple, Kaplan, et al. 2004), as in (7)–(9).⁷
(7) agent := (Ò subj)σ = (Òσ agent)
λPλxλe. P (e)^ agent(e, x) :
[(Òσ event)⊸ Òσ]⊸ (Òσ agent)⊸ (Òσ event)⊸ Òσ
(8) patient := (Ò obj)σ = (Òσ patient)
λPλxλe. P (e)^ patient(e, x) :
[(Òσ event)⊸ Òσ]⊸ (Òσ patient)⊸ (Òσ event)⊸ Òσ
(9) past := (Ò tense) = past
λP. De P (e)^ past(e) : [(Òσ event)⊸ Òσ]⊸ Òσ
7 In the actual templates, the parts defining the correspondence between a semantic argument and
a grammatical function will be more complex, to allow for diathesis (see Asudeh, Giorgolo, and Toivonen
2014; Findlay 2016).
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With these templates in hand, the lexical entry for devoured simplifies to the second
(final) version in (10).
(10) devoured V (Ò pred) = ‘devour’
(Òσ rel) = devour




LFG templates may call other templates, and in this sense they form a kind of hi-
erarchy, although it is a very different kind of hierarchy than, say, the type hierarchy
of Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (Pollard and Sag 1994). In the context of
valency, this possibility was explored by Asudeh et al. (2008, 2013) in their account of
English and Swedish way-constructions, as in: Bill elbowed his way through the crowd.
Similarly, Asudeh, Giorgolo, and Toivonen (2014) make use of such embedded tem-
plate calls for example when defining a prototypical transitive argument structure as
in (11).
(11) agent-patient := @agent @patient
The proposal presented in the following section may be seen as taking the approach
summarised above to its logical conclusion.
4 FrameNet-inspired extended valency in LFG
One important difference between LFG work on valency and FrameNet work on se-
mantic roles (or — more generally — frame elements) concerns the argument/adjunct
distinction: in LFG valency is understood traditionally, as concerned only with argu-
ments, while FrameNet semantic roles correspond to both arguments and adjuncts. In
Section 4.1 we will see that extending the LFG treatment of valency to all dependents
— arguments and adjuncts alike — is relatively straightforward. Another important
difference is that the idea of the inheritance of valency information has only been ap-
plied to a very specific construction in LFG, namely, to the way-constructions in a few
languages, discussed in Asudeh et al. (2008, 2013), while it is a conspicuous feature of
the whole lexicon in FrameNet. In Section 4.2 we will see how this holistic approach
of FrameNet may be ported to LFG.
4.1 Frame elements via templates
In LFG, as in most other theories, arguments of a head are selected by this head, i.e.,
they are logical arguments, while adjuncts are not selected, acting instead as logical
functors. In the neo-Davidsonian representations assumed here (Parsons 1990), this
distinction is not visible in the final semantic representations, where each dependent —
whether an argument or an adjunct — typically introduces a separate predicate (agent,
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instrument, beneficiary, etc.). However, this distinction is present in the grammar and
in the lexicon: verifying that a given head may combine with a given dependent is the
responsibility of the head when the dependent is an argument, but it is the job of the
dependent when the dependent is an adjunct. In practice, there is a lot of LFG work on
the first scenario, i.e., on what arguments are required by what heads, but hardly any
work on the second scenario, i.e., on what adjuncts are compatible with what heads.
The often unspoken assumption is that particular adjuncts, e.g., manner or durative,
select only those heads which are semantically compatible, but — to the best of my
knowledge — this notion of semantic compatibility has never been formalised or made
precise in LFG.
One advantage of FrameNet is that it does model which predicates are compatible
with which semantic roles expressed as adjuncts, i.e., it treats adjuncts just as argu-
ments in this respect. For example, referring to the fragment of the inheritance hi-
erarchy in Figure 1, the non-core Duration role is introduced high in the hierarchy,
at the Event frame; Means and Purpose are introduced at a subordinate frame, Inten-
tionally_act; Instrument is introduced even lower, at Intentionally_affect; and Medium
— also a non-core frame element — is only introduced at a leaf in the hierarchy, at
Apply_heat. Hence, in order to implement the FrameNet approach in LFG, templates
should be provided not only for typical argument roles, such as agent and patient
in (7)–(8) above, but also for roles typically realised as adjuncts.
Let us start with for-benefactives, which — as discussed for example in Needham
and Toivonen (2011, pp. 409–410, 417) — have mixed argument/adjunct properties and
should perhaps be analysed as arguments of some predicates and adjuncts of other
predicates. For this reason, the analogue of the equation (Ò subj)σ = (Òσ agent) in
the above template (7) is the more complex equation (Ò toblben |adj Pu)σ = (Òσ ben),
which establishes the correspondence between the semantic attribute ben(eficiary) and
either an argument (oblben) or an adjunct. The definition of the first version of the
beneficiary template is given in (12).⁸,⁹
(12) beneficiary := (Ò toblben |adj Pu)σ = (Òσ ben)
λPλxλe. P (e)^ beneficiary(e, x) :
[(Òσ event)⊸ Òσ]⊸ (Òσ ben)⊸ (Òσ event)⊸ Òσ
8 In fact, a more comprehensive definition of agent should also take into consideration two possible
realisations — as the subject or as the agentive oblique: (Ò tsubj | oblagu)σ = (Òσ agent); see Findlay
(2016).
9 This template assumes that there is an independent mechanism, such as the traditional pred coupled
with the principles of completeness and coherence, which specifies whether a given predicate combines
with an oblben argument or not. In the current setup, with simpler pred values and no coherence or
completeness (see fn. 5), two different templates would have to be defined: one for benefactive arguments,
and another for benefactive adjuncts. This technical inconvenience does not arise on the approach of
Przepiórkowski (2016, 2017a).
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One piece of information that is missing above is that this template is only concerned
with for-benefactives. For the sake of concreteness, let us assume that for in sentences
such as Kim did it for Sandy is an asemantic preposition, i.e., that it introduces the
attribute pform with the value for, see (13), and that it is a co-head with the following
nominal phrase, see the second disjunct under NP in (14).
(13) for P (Ò pform) = for
(14) PP Ñ P NP
Ó=Ò Ó = (Ò obj) | Ó=Ò
Then, a modification — using the local name %b — of the template in (12) will do. The
second (final) version of the definition of the beneficiary template is given in (15).
(15) beneficiary := %b = (Ò toblben |adj Pu)
(%b pform) =c for
%bσ = (Òσ ben)
λPλxλe. P (e)^ beneficiary(e, x) :
[(Òσ event)⊸ Òσ]⊸ (Òσ ben)⊸ (Òσ event)⊸ Òσ
This template, just as the templates for agent and patient, introduces into the
meaning representation a specific predicate, beneficiary, and the particular for-PP only
provides an (e-type) argument for this predicate. The contribution of manner adjuncts,
such as nicely, is different: it is the role of particular adverbs of manner, rather than
the manner template, to introduce specific predicates, e.g., nicely. Assuming a lexical
entry for nicely as in (16), the manner template may be defined as in (17).¹⁰
(16) nicely Adv (Ò pred) = ‘nicely’
(Òσ rel) = nicely
λe. nicely(e) : (Òσ rel)⊸ Òσ
(17) manner := (Òσ manner) = (Ò adj P)σ
λPλQλe. P(e)^Q(e) :
[(Òσ event)⊸ Òσ]⊸
[(Òσ manner rel)⊸ (Òσ manner)]⊸
(Òσ event)⊸ Òσ
An analogous template, shown in (18), is required for locative phrases such as in
Warsaw.
(18) place := (Òσ place) = (Ò adj P)σ
λPλQλe. P(e)^Q(e) :
10 The following constraint may be added to the lexical entry of nicely to make sure that it only plays
the semantic role of manner: (manner Òσ).
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[(Òσ event)⊸ Òσ]⊸
[(Òσ place rel)⊸ (Òσ place)]⊸
(Òσ event)⊸ Òσ
The only difference between nicely and in Warsaw is the kind of relation, Q, provided
by the dependent: in the case of nicely it was λe.nicely(e), in the case of in Warsaw it
should be λe.in(e,warsaw). This means that the lexical entry for the semantic prepo-
sition in, shown in (19), is a little more complex than that for nicely, as it must take
care of the object of this preposition (here: Warsaw).¹¹
(19) in P (Ò pred) = ‘in’
(Òσ rel) = in
(Òσ loc) = (Ò obj)σ
λxλe. in(e, x) : (Òσ loc)⊸ (Òσ rel)⊸ Òσ
Let us take a look at these templates and lexical entries in action, in the sentence
Kim danced nicely for Sandy inWarsaw. Assuming appropriate syntactic rules, standard
lexical entries for proper names, and a lexical entry for danced which obligatorily calls
the agent template and optionally calls the tempates beneficiary, manner and place
(perhaps among many others), the f-structure and s-structure shown in Figure 4 will

















































Figure 4: F-structure and s-structure for the sentence Kim danced nicely for Sandy in
Warsaw
11 Again, the following constraint may be added to the lexical entry for in to make sure that the PP
based on this lexical entry only plays the semantic role of place: (place Òσ).
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pool (1–3 from the lexical entries of proper names, 4 directly from the lexical entry
of danced, 5 from the past template called there, 6–9 from the agent, beneficiary,
manner and place templates called there, 10 from the lexical entry of nicely and 11
from the lexical entry of in).
(20) 1. kim : k
2. sandy : s
3. warsaw : w
4. λe. dance(e) : ev⊸ d
5. λP. De P (e)^ past(e) : [ev⊸ d]⊸ d
6. λPλxλe. P (e)^ agent(e, x) : [ev⊸ d]⊸ k⊸ ev⊸ d
7. λPλxλe. P (e)^ beneficiary(e, x) : [ev⊸ d]⊸ s⊸ ev⊸ d
8. λPλQλe. P (e)^Q(e) : [ev⊸ d]⊸ [(n rel)⊸n]⊸ ev⊸ d
9. λPλQλe. P (e)^Q(e) : [ev⊸ d]⊸ [(i rel)⊸ i]⊸ ev⊸ d
10. λe. nicely(e) : (n rel)⊸n
11. λxλe. in(e, x) : w⊸ (i rel)⊸ i
It is easy to see that these constructors give rise to the expectedmeaning representation
for this sentence, cf. (21).
(21) 12. λe. in(e,warsaw) : (i rel)⊸ i (from 11 and 3)
13. λxλe. dance(e)^ agent(e, x) : k⊸ ev⊸ d (from 6 and 4)
14. λe. dance(e)^ agent(e, kim) : ev⊸ d (from 13 and 1)
15. λxλe. dance(e)^ agent(e, kim)^ beneficiary(e, x) : s⊸ ev⊸ d
(from 7 and 14)
16. λe. dance(e)^ agent(e, kim)^ beneficiary(e, sandy) : s⊸ ev⊸ d
(from 15 and 2)
17. λQλe. dance(e)^ agent(e, kim)^ beneficiary(e, sandy)^Q(e) :
[(n rel)⊸n]⊸ ev⊸ d (from 8 and 16)
18. λe. dance(e)^ agent(e, kim)^ beneficiary(e, sandy)^ nicely(e) : ev⊸ d
(from 17 and 10)
19. λQλe. dance(e)^agent(e, kim)^beneficiary(e, sandy)^nicely(e)^Q(e) :
[(i rel)⊸ i]⊸ ev⊸ d (from 9 and 18)
20. λe. dance(e)^ agent(e, kim)^ beneficiary(e, sandy)^ nicely(e)^
in(e,warsaw) : ev⊸ d (from 19 and 12)
21. De dance(e)^ agent(e, kim)^ beneficiary(e, sandy)^ nicely(e)^
in(e,warsaw)^ past(e) : d (from 5 and 20)
In summary, it is possible to define templates introducing various types of depen-
dents, both arguments and adjuncts. In Section 4.2 we will see how to call such tem-
plates in a way that does not cause massive redundancy in the resulting description.
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4.2 Frame inheritance via template inheritance
The formalisation of FrameNet’s multiple-inheritance hierarchy within LFG is rela-
tively straightforward, although some care needs to be taken to avoid multiple intro-
duction of glue resources. I will illustrate such a formalisation with the Apply_heat
frame evoked by boil.
FrameNet lists 15 semantic roles of the Apply_heat frame. Many of these roles, in-
cluding Time and Place, but also Agent and Patient, are elements of many different
frames. However, an inheritance hierarchy makes it possible to avoid redundancy by
introducing particular semantic roles only once or a couple of times in the appropriate
place(s) of the hierarchy. Following FrameNet, I assume that the maximally general
frame Event introduces the following seven roles potentially realised as dependents
of lexical units evoking this frame:¹² Place, Time, Duration, Explanation, Frequency,
Manner and Timespan. As mentioned in Section 2, the first two, Place and Time, are
marked as core. As also mentioned there, the criteria used to distinguish core and non-
core frame elements in FrameNet mirror the vague and pairwise incompatible criteria
usually invoked to distinguish arguments from adjuncts. Here, I assume that the in-
tuition behind coreness strongly correlates with the intuition of obligatoriness: the
frame elements which are marked as core are usually either syntactically or semanti-
cally obligatory in some sense. This also seems to be the reason for marking Place and
Time as core: at first sight verbs which directly evoke the Event frame, like happen
or occur, seem to require Time and/or Place. However, this intuition is more natu-
rally explained with a reference to Grice’s Maxim of Quantity — arguments similar to
those in Goldberg and Ackerman (2001) may be given showing that the requirement of
Time or Place is purely pragmatic and may be overriden, as in the following sentence
adduced by an anonymous reviewer: That long-anticipated event didn’t occur after all,
or the attested:¹³ Scientists manipulate brains of mice to make them think fake event
really occurred. Obviously, the Event frame pertains to situations which normally oc-
cur at some time and at some place, so in this sense Time and Place are semantically
obligatory, but the same can be said about all frames inheriting from Event, on which,
however, Time and Place are not marked as core. For this reason, I will treat Place and
Time as non-core frame elements of Event, just as these roles are treated in FrameNet
on frames subordinate to Event. More generally, I am not aware of convincing cases
of a role changing its status from core on a superordinate frame to non-core on a sub-
ordinate frame, so I will not model this possibility below.
In LFG, frames are naturally encoded as templates which call particular templates
corresponding to frame elements. We will assume that templates corresponding to
core frame elements are called obligatorily, and those corresponding to non-core




frame elements are called optionally.¹⁴ In the case of the Event frame, we define the
event_frame template in (22) which optionally calls templates such as place (defined
above), duration, etc.
(22) event_frame := (@place) (@time) (@duration) (@explanation)
(@freqency) (@manner) (@timespan)
An immediately subordinate frame, Intentionally_act, introduces a few additional
roles, including the obligatory Agent and the optional Domain, and inherits most of
the roles introduced by Event, apart from Timespan.¹⁵ This may be represented via the
template in (23).
(23) intentionally_act_frame := @event_frame ␣(Òσ timespan)
@agent (@domain) …
Note that the way Timespan is not inherited, via the negative constraint
␣(Òσ timespan),¹⁶ actually preserves the monotonicity of inheritance, as this seman-
tic role is defined on the higher frame as optional. Similarly, the obligatoriness of a role
which is specified as optional on a superordinate frame may be ensured by an existen-
tial constraint such as (Òσ manner),¹⁷ as in the case of frames evoked by verbs such
as behave, treat or word, for which the expression of Manner is obligatory.¹⁸
Another frame, inheriting from Event and adding a few more semantic roles includ-
ing the obligatory Agent,¹⁹ is Objective_influence, shown in (24), which is a superordi-
14 This is a vast oversimplification, as there is no strong assumption in FrameNet that all core roles
are syntactically obligatory; syntactic obligatoriness is just one of a number of partial criteria assumed in
FrameNet for deciding whether a role is core or non-core. Moreover, semantic obligatoriness cuts across
the class of non-core roles and is the basis of the distinction within this class between peripheral roles
(semantically obligatory but — unlike core roles — not central to the meaning of the frame) and extra-
thematic roles (semantically optional). As discussed in Przepiórkowski (2016, pp. 562–563), dependents
may be obligatory in various ways and for various reasons, some of them of pragmatic nature, and I be-
lieve that the issue of the proper modelling of these various aspects of obligatoriness requires substantial
research.
15 Also Duration is not mentioned in the description of Intentionally_act in the November 2016 release
of FrameNet. It is not clear to me whether these omissions are intentional, but I will use the lack of
Timespan here to illustrate how such an apparently non-monotonic aspect may be modelled in LFG.
16 As noted by an anonymous reviewer, it would be more elegant not to ‘unpack’ the timespan tem-
plate this way, but rather have a constraint such as ␣@timespan. However, this would have the effect
of negating a sequence — normally interpreted as conjunction — of two statements, one of which is
a constructor. As I am not sure what this would mean (but see Przepiórkowski 2017b for a suggestion),
I propose this clearer — even if less elegant — encoding.
17 In this case the more elegant obligatory call to the manner template would also do (cf. the previous
footnote). However, if such obligatory manners are treated as arguments, a separate template would have
to be defined (cf. fn. 9).
18 This is not what actually happens in the current release of FrameNet, as there frames evoked by
such verbs are not integrated in the inheritance hierarchy.
19 In FrameNet, this role is called Influencing_entity on this frame, but it is renamed to Agent in the
subordinate frame Transitive_action.
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nate frame of Transitive_action, shown in (25), which in turn introduces the obligatory
Patient role.
(24) objective_influence_frame := @event_frame @agent
(@circumstances) …
(25) transitive_action_frame := @objective_influence_frame
@patient …
Note that, unlike the event_frame template, which corresponds to a root frame, the
above two templates contain calls to templates corresponding to immediately super-
ordinate frames, thus encoding inheritance.
Both Transitive_action and Intentionally_act are immediately superordinate frames
of Intentionally_affect, as formalised in (26).
(26) intentionally_affect_frame := @intentionally_act_frame
@transitive_action_frame …
The technically unfortunate effect of this is that the template call @agent is inherited
twice.²⁰ This is a potential problem as this template includes a meaning constructor
— see the second and third lines of (7) — so two copies of this constructor will be
present whenever the @intentionally_affect_frame template is called.²¹ There is
a straightforward solution to this problem, though, consisting in the following modi-
fication of the agent template shown in (27), to be compared with the previous defi-
nition in (7).
20 Also various other templates are inherited twice, but since they are optional in the first place, this
will not lead to the problem discussed here.
21 An anonymous reviewer contests the view that this is a potential problem, saying that “the problem
with multiple introduction of glue resources seems to come from a confusion between the mechanism
(templates) that express generalizations over entries for lexical and morphological formatives, the struc-
tures that those entries describe, and the operations that apply to those structures. Inheritance by template
invocation in LFG just gives pieces of text that are used to specify entries that then enter into the gram-
mar and Glue interpreters. I don’t know that there is an assumption anywhere that 2 copies of the same
text in a lexical scope leads to different behavior than a single instance, even if the entry ultimately has
resource sensitive components. The confusion is between the template mechanism for specifying lexical
formatives (which basically operates by manipulation and substitution of text strings) and whatever in-
terpretation (like glue deductions) applies to the so-specified formatives. @agent@agent (or any other
stutter) should be the same as a single @agent in the specification how to create a formative before it
enters into the combinatorial operations of the grammar or semantics…” If this is right, than the slight
complication introduced below is not necessary. However, as LFG lacks a comprehensive mathematical
formalisation comparable to the formalisation of Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (as provided
in Richter 2000), it is not clear to me whether a repeated call to a template containing a semantic resource
should be interpreted as resulting in one or multiple copies of the resource, and for this reason I pro-
vide a solution for the worst-case scenario. This and other questions about the formal status of meaning
constructors and semantic structures are addressed in Przepiórkowski (2017b).
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(27) agent := ( (Ò subj)σ = (Òσ agent)
λPλxλe. P (e)^ agent(e, x) :
[(Òσ event)⊸ Òσ]⊸ (Òσ agent)⊸ (Òσ event)⊸ Òσ )
(Òσ agent)
In the above template, the content of the previous version of this template is made
jointly optional (see the parentheses in bold), and a non-optional constraint is added
ensuring that the semantic agent feature is defined. Note that multiple occurrences
of the (Òσ agent) constraint have exactly the same effect as a single occurrence, so
multiple inheritance of this part of the template is not harmful. The only place in the
grammar that assigns a value to the agent feature is the optional part of the new
agent template in (27), so — in case of multiple calls to this template — at least one
copy of this optional part must actually be used. On the other hand, at most one may
be used, as more would introduce multiple copies of the meaning constructor within
the optional part. Each such constructor causes a consumption of the glue resource
introduced by the subject, corresponding to the value of the agent attribute, and only
one such resource is introduced by the subject. Hence, exactly one of the multiple
copies of the optional part of the agent template will actually be used.
Returning to the running example, the Apply_heat frame in (28) also inherits from
two superordinate frames, Intentionally_affect and Activity (the latter not discussed
here), and also introduces a few specific roles such as Container and Medium.
(28) apply_heat_frame := @intentionally_affect_frame
@activity_frame (@container) (@medium) …
With such a hierarchy of templates, the lexical entry for boiled, introducing the many
possible dependents of this verb, boils down to (29).
(29) boiled V (Ò pred) = ‘boil’
λe. boil(e) : (Òσ event)⊸ Òσ
@apply_heat_frame
@past
In practice, different verbs belonging to the same frame may additionally introduce
specific — possibly different — morphosyntactic constraints on the realisation of the
same role, as is the case with the verbs begin and enter evoking the Activity_start
frame: only begin may realise the Activity role as an infinitival phrase (begin to nego-
tiate) and only enter may realise it as an into-PP (enter into negotiations).
5 Conclusion
In this paper I proposed to carry over the main ideas of FrameNet to LFG: introduce
all kinds of dependents lexically (which does not preclude constructional analyses like
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that of Asudeh et al. 2013), and organise such extended valency information hierar-
chically, so as to avoid redundancy and capture generalisations. This proposal may
be seen as pushing to the limit some of the ideas presented in Asudeh and Giorgolo
(2012), Asudeh, Giorgolo, and Toivonen (2014) and Asudeh et al. (2008, 2013). While
the present paper proposes a way to encode a FrameNet-like hierarchical valency lex-
icon in standard LFG, an accompanying paper (Przepiórkowski 2017a) shows that this
approach to valency meshes particularly well with my earlier proposal not to distin-
guish arguments from adjuncts in LFG (Przepiórkowski 2016) and helps remove the
last vestiges of the ill-defined argument/adjunct distinction from this linguistic frame-
work.
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Norwegian bare singulars revisited
Victoria Rosén and Kaja Borthen
Abstract. Borthen (2003) analyzed bare singulars in Norwegian. In this paper some of the
claims made there are reexamined by searching in NorGramBank. The study provides new
empirical support to the claims put forth in the earlier work, but it also reveals problems with
the prior analysis.
1 Introduction
A bare singular is a countable, singular and indefinite nominal constituent that does
not have a phonetically realized determiner. Whereas some languages do not have in-
definite articles at all, other languages do while still allowing for bare singulars in some
cases.These languages include Danish (Asudeh andMikkelsen 2000), Swedish (Delsing
1993), English (Stvan 1998), Dutch, German and French (De Swart and Zwarts 2009),
Hungarian (Kiefer 1994), Albanian (Kallulli 1999), and Brazilian Portuguese (Schmitt
and Munn 1999), to mention a few.
In spite of crosslinguistic similarities, the distribution pattern of bare singulars in
languages that have indefinite articles varies. For instance, Norwegian allows for bare
singulars more extensively than English does. Examples of bare singulars in Norwe-
gian are shown in (1)–(4). Bare singular NPs are marked with boldface in examples

























‘The horse is a nice animal.’
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‘Taking a taxi is expensive.’
Norwegian bare singulars must often be translated into English with an indefinite
article, as in (1) and (2). Sometimes however, a definite article is more appropriate, as in
the generic statement in (3). In still other cases, neither type of determiner will suffice,
and the translation must be rendered periphrastically, as in (4).
English has a quite restrictive use of bare singulars (see e.g. Stvan 1998). According
to De Swart and Zwarts (2009), there are five constructions that license bare singulars
in English, named ‘bare location’, ‘bare coordination’, ‘bare predication’, ‘bare redupli-
cation’ and ‘bare incorporation’. Their examples (ibid. p. 280) are given in (5)–(9).
(5) John is in hospital. (Bare location)
(6) the way to use knife and fork (Bare coordination)
(7) Mary is chair of the department. (Bare predication)
(8) He found door after door closed. (Bare reduplication)
(9) She is playing piano for the choir. (Bare incorporation)
The meanings expressed in (5)–(9) are possible with bare singulars in Norwegian, and
more generally, bare singulars in Norwegian and English share important features.
Still, the use of bare singulars in each language shows idiosyncratic patterns. As De
Swart and Zwarts (2009, p. 7) put it, bare singulars operate “[…] at the border […] of
syntax and lexicon, of rules and lists, of regularities and idioms”. This poses a partic-
ularly strong need for thorough empirical investigations, both in order to accurately
describe the distribution pattern of bare singulars in one particular language, and in
order to detect crosslinguistic similarities and differences.
In her PhD thesis, Borthen (2003) provided an analysis of Norwegian bare singu-
lars, attempting to account for the necessary and sufficient conditions for the use of
these phrases. At the time the research was begun, in 1999, it was not straightforward
to search for bare singulars in electronic corpora. In the first place, such corpora for
Norwegian were not annotated for the distinction between mass and count nouns. In
the second place, it was complicated to pick out NPs without determiners from exist-
ing corpora. Several searches for consecutive words such as [V + Nsg,indₑf], [V + Adj +
Nsg,indₑf], and [P + Nsg,indₑf] were used. However, such search expressions cannot reli-
ably identify bare singulars, and there is also the risk of finding them only in certain
syntactic positions. It was furthermore practically impossible to search for bare sin-
gulars in specific constructions. Since it was difficult to reliably find bare singulars
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through corpus searches, the data used for the thesis comprised approximately 400
manually collected examples from a number of texts plus a large number of examples
that were invented by the author.
The availability of treebanks, which are syntactically annotated corpora, marks a
radical change in the study of language. NorGramBank (Dyvik et al. 2016) is a treebank
of modern Norwegian constructed by automatically parsing a corpus with NorGram,
a computational LFG grammar for Norwegian (Dyvik 2000). A small part of the corpus
(approx. 315,000 words) was manually disambiguated using computer-generated dis-
criminants, while the rest (approx. 60 million words) was stochastically disambiguated.
NorGramBank was developed in the INESS¹ treebanking infrastructure project (Rosén
et al. 2012), which also developed the search language INESS Search (Meurer 2012).The
detailed syntactic annotation in NorGramBank and the sophisticated search language
make it possible to conduct very fine-grained searches for exactly the phenomena the
researcher is interested in.
The main goal of this study is to test some aspects of the theoretical analysis of
Borthen (2003) on new, authentic data. We claim that the data made available through
NorGramBank and the search options provided by INESS Search constitute an excel-
lent basis for improving the theoretical analysis of the phenomenon under investiga-
tion.
2 Bare singulars in Norwegian
Borthen (2003) makes a number of observations regarding the syntactic properties of
Norwegian bare singulars, some of which are listed below (ibid. p. 68).
Syntactic properties of Norwegian bare singulars:
• They can occur in all basic syntactic positions available for nominal phrases in
Norwegian, but not “freely”.
• They can be modified and coordinated.
• They are usually not affected by syntactic alternations such as nominalization,
passivization, topicalization, raising, question formation, and subject-object al-
ternations for arguments of presentational verbs.
• Adverbs can freely intervene between Norwegian bare singulars and their co-
occurring verbal predicates.
That Norwegian bare singulars cannot occur “freely” in nominal positions means, for
instance, that they often occur as direct objects, but not of just any verb and not in
just any context. Similarly, they sometimes occur as subjects, but only rarely. This
means that the generation of bare singulars is not as productive as that of singulars
with overt determiners. On the other hand, we cannot account for Norwegian bare
1 http://clarino.uib.no/iness
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singulars merely by assuming that they are part of fixed multiword expressions. Such
an explanation is unlikely since bare singulars can be modified and coordinated, ad-
verbs can freely intervene between bare singulars and their selecting predicates, and
their acceptability is usually not affected by syntactic alternations. As we will see later
in this paper, additional evidence for the view that the generation of Norwegian bare
singulars is productive comes from the high number of unique combinations of verbs
and bare singulars.
Four construction types were posited in Borthen (2003) in order to predict the pro-
ductive use of Norwegian bare singulars. Each construction type is illustrated with
some examples below (ibid. p. 117, 165, 171, 194, 212, 215).
















‘She goes to school.’





















































‘What should we have done without a toilet?’





























‘A bus is a non-polluting vehicle.’
















‘I would recommend (having/using) a tent.’
According to Borthen (2003, p. 153–154), the ‘conventional situation type’ construction
licenses bare singulars as long as the bare singular and its selecting predicate denote
a conventional situation type. A conventional situation type is a property, state, or
activity type that occurs frequently or standardly in a given contextual frame and has
particular relevance in this frame as a recurring situation type (Borthen 2003, p. 160).
This predicts that bare singulars such as er elev ‘is a pupil’ in (10) and går på skole ‘goes
to school’ in (11) will be acceptable as long as the verb phrases they are part of are in-
tended to describe a conventional situation type. This construction is more general
than the ones that license bare singulars in English, and it subsumes the construc-
tions called ‘bare location’ (5), ‘bare predication’ (7), and ‘bare incorporation’ (9) in
English. The constructions that license bare singulars may lead to the development of
multiword expressions with bare singulars over time, and the ‘conventional situation
type’ construction is particularly likely to do so because of phonological and semantic
characteristics of the construction (Borthen 2003, p. 153–154).
The ‘profiled have-predicate’ construction licenses bare singular arguments on cer-
tain interpretations of have-predicates, according to Borthen (2003). A have-predicate
is a predicate that expresses a have-relation (an asymmetrical coexistence relation) di-
rectly or that can be decomposed into a structure that includes one. For instance, to
lack something means to not have something, and to need something means to have
a desire or urge to have something. Thus, the verbs mangle ‘order’ and trenge ‘need’
in (13) and (14) are have-predicates. Similarly, the preposition med ‘with’ in (15) can
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be seen as denoting a have-relation directly whereas the preposition uten ‘without’
in (16) denotes a negated have-relation. Bare singulars are licensed as arguments of
have-predicates as long as the context is such that the focus is on the state in which
the denotation of the bare singular simply coexists with some other entity mentioned
in the sentence (Borthen 2003, p. 187–188). Due to this construction, verbs such as ha
‘have’, ønske seg ‘wish for’, mangle ‘lack’, få tak i ‘get hold of’, ta med ‘bring’, hente
(seg) ‘fetch (for oneself)’, and ta med (seg) ‘bring (for oneself)’ allow for bare singular
objects on certain interpretations in Norwegian.
The third bare singular licensing construction was originally called the ‘comparison
of types’ construction in Borthen (2003). It has been renamed here as the ‘taxonomic’
construction, due to the fact that the denotation of the bare singular is presented as
having a specific position in a taxonomic hierarchy. Illustrated in (17) and (18), this
construction always involves the copular verb være ‘be’ and one preverbal and one
postverbal nominal phrase where the bare singular is presented as a hyponym of the
denotation of the other nominal phrase. This construction often licenses bare singular
subjects.
Finally, according to Borthen (2003), Norwegian has a construction which allows
for a “covert infinitival clause interpretation” of indefinite noun phrases in subject or
object position. This construction is, however, not a construction that licenses bare
singulars directly; it licenses them only if the underlying predication (in the covert
infinitival clause) is one which would naturally be expressed by a phrase containing
a bare singular object (ibid. p. 222). Thus, bare singulars that occur in this kind of
example, as in (19) and (20), could be considered to be licensed by the ‘conventional
situation type’ construction or the ‘profiled have-predicate’ construction.
As forwhy bare singulars are licensed by the four constructions listed above, Borthen
(2003) argues that this has to do with their semantics. Some semantic characteristics
of Norwegian bare singulars are listed below (ibid. p. 50–51).
Semantic properties of Norwegian bare singulars:
• They can never take wide scope.
• They can never be referential.
• They can never be partitive.
• They can be generic, but not with a (quasi-)universal interpretation.
• They are poorer antecedent candidates of token pronouns than corresponding
expressionswith indefinite articles, but they can be antecedents of some identity-
of-sense anaphors.
• Their descriptive content cannot be too general.
In order to account for these properties and the construction types that license bare
singulars, Borthen (2003) assumes that bare singulars are type emphasizing. All count-
able nouns have a dual aspect to them; on the one hand they denote a property, a
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type of thing, and on the other hand they may be used to refer to tokens in the world.
Whereas indefinites with the indefinite article indicate relative emphasis on the token
involved in the given situation, bare singulars emphasize the type of thing introduced
and are only licensed in specific constructions that go naturally along with such inter-
pretations.The syntactic constructions that allow for bare singulars are thus motivated
but not fully predicted by the semantics of bare singulars.
As mentioned earlier, bare singulars in languages that have the indefinite article
share many properties. Still, there are crosslinguistic differences. Borthen (2003) ex-
plains this by proposing that type emphasis is a scalar notion. That is, bare singulars
in various languages may point to different positions on a scale of type/token empha-
sis. Bare singulars across languages are similar because they are all type emphasizing
(compared to corresponding phrases with the indefinite article). As such, they are re-
stricted semantically as well as destined to appear in constructions that go particularly
well together with type emphasis. At the same time, bare singulars are different across
languages since they may differ with respect to where on the scale of type emphasis
they are positioned. This, in turn, affects the set of constructions that license them
(Borthen 2003, p. 226–227).
3 Problems with Borthen (2003)
Many of the claims put forth in Borthen (2003) are based on invented examples, intro-
spection and impressions. For instance, the following statement is made: “Ønske seg
‘want’ and dele ut ‘hand out’ belong to a semantically related group of verbs that co-
occur particularly easily, and thus relatively frequently, with bare singulars in Norwe-
gian” (Borthen 2003, p. 164). The group of verbs referred to in this quote are the ones
labeled have-predicates above. The claim that bare singulars licensed by these verbs
are particularly frequent would be more convincing if it were supported by authentic
examples and, for the frequency claim, some statistics.
Another claim in Borthen (2003) is that bare singulars “[…] tend to be unacceptable
if they have too little descriptive content”; the invented examples in (21) and (22) are






















‘There is a thing/gizmo/thingamajig on the table.’
Whereas the example in (21) is perfectly fine, the examples in (22) are intuitively un-
natural. This claim was based on the intuitions of the author, and would be more con-
vincing with empirical evidence to back it up.
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The original study also claimed that “[…] the extensive use of bare singulars in id-
ioms and as part of multi-word lexical entries is striking. In fact, they seem to be more
frequent than bare singulars licensed by the general constructions proposed in this the-
sis” (ibid. p. 342). The claim was also made that “Norwegian bare singulars are usually
not affected by syntactic alternations like nominalization, passivization, topicalization,
[…]” (ibid. p. 68), from which it follows that bare singulars should show up in these
sentence structures also in authentic language use. Again, the question must be asked
what evidence there is for these claims.
4 Searching for evidence in NorGramBank
We conducted searches in NorGramBank for evidence that can answer research ques-
tions such as the following, posed in Borthen (2003).
1. Is it true that bare singular nouns with only very general descriptive content
such as ting ‘thing’, dings ‘gizmo’ and greie ‘thingamajig’ are particularly un-
likely?
2. What verbs tend to take bare singular arguments? Is it true that have-predicates
are particularly frequent?
3. What are the most common verb–noun combinations? Is it true that there are
more instances of idiomatic expressions with bare singulars than productive
uses?
4. Can bare singulars occur in all kinds of non-canonical sentence structures, for
example in topicalizations, left-dislocations and clefts?
In 4.2–4.5 these questions will be examined based on searches in NorGramBank.
4.1 Bare singulars in NorGramBank
In order to find bare singulars in NorGramBank, we must know what characterizes
them. In addition, we must know how bare singulars are represented in NorGramBank
to know what features of the treebank annotation to search for.
A bare singular noun phrase is headed by a count noun in the singular form and
does not have an article or a determiner. In English and many other languages, this is
a sufficient characterization. In Norwegian, however, wemust add that the phrasemust
be indefinite.The reason for this is that Norwegian nouns are inflected for definiteness;
in (23) the noun lærer ‘teacher’ is inflected for definiteness by adding the singular







‘Per is the teacher.’
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The lack of a determiner is therefore not a sufficient criterion for the phrase being
indefinite; the noun must also be in the indefinite form.
The syntactic annotation in NorGramBank is in the Lexical-Functional Grammar
(LFG) formalism (Bresnan 2001; Dalrymple 2001). Each sentence has a constituent
structure (c-structure) and a functional structure (f-structure). The c-structure is a
context-free phrase structure tree showing the relations of dominance and linear prece-
dence. The f-structure is an attribute–value matrix which provides information about
syntactic functions, such as subject and object, and grammatical features, such as num-
ber, gender and tense. The properties that characterize bare singulars are represented
in the f-structure. We can examine some f-structures to see how this is done. Figure 1
shows the f-structure for the noun lærer ‘teacher’.
Figure 1: F-structure for the noun lærer
The f-structure consists of unordered pairs of attributes and values. Some attributes
have simple values; an example is the attributeNUM (number) which has the value sg.
Some attributes, such as NTYPE, have other f-structures as their values. The value of
NTYPE is a new f-structure (labeled with the index ‘6’) which has an attribute NSEM,
which in turn has an f-structure (labeled with the index ‘7’) as its value. The innermost
f-structure has the attribute COMMON with the value count. In such cases we speak
of a path of attributes that leads to a value; here the path is NTYPE NSEM COMMON.
The attribute PRED (for predicate) has a special type of value called a semantic form.
This is usually the citation form of the word in single quotes, sometimes followed by a
list of arguments, such as for the subcategorized arguments of verbs. The PRED value
in the f-structure in Figure 1 is ‘lærer’.
For a noun phrase to be a bare singular, its f-structure must have the values sg and
count. In addition, the noun phrase must not have a determiner and it must not be
definite. In Figure 1 there is an attribute DEF-MORPH with the value – (minus). This
means that the noun is in the indefinite form, but not necessarily that the noun phrase
is indefinite, since an indefinite noun may occur together with a definite determiner in
a definite noun phrase. We therefore need to know that the noun phrase is not definite
and that the noun phrase does not have a determiner.
In Figure 2 the f-structure for the noun phrase denne læreren ‘this teacher’ is shown.
This noun phrase has an attribute DEFwith the value +; this is the value that must not
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be present in order for the noun phrase to be indefinite. The determiner denne ‘this’
is represented by the f-structure with the attribute SPEC and its value; the attribute
SPEC does not occur in the f-structure of a bare singular.
Figure 2: F-structure for the noun phrase denne læreren
Searching in NorGramBank is done with INESS Search. The search expression in
(24) is designed to pick out bare singular nouns.
(24) #x_ >PRED #p &
#x_ >NUM ’sg’ &
#x_ >(NTYPE NSEM COMMON) ’count’ &
!(#x_ >SPEC) &
!(#x_ >DEF ’\+’) &
!(#x_ >PRED ’pro’) &
!(#x_ >(OBL PSEM) ’part’)
This expression searches for properties in the f-structure. It consists of seven conjuncts,
each of which constrains the search to certain properties which the analysis either
must have or must not have. The first conjunct says that there is an f-structure #x_
that has an attribute PRED with the value #p.² The second conjunct states that #x_
has an attribute NUM with the value ’sg’ (atomic f-structure values must be enclosed
in single quotes in INESS Search expressions). The third conjunct says that #x_ has
a path of attributes NTYPE NSEM COMMON with the value ’count’. The exclamation
point in the final four conjuncts is the negation operator; these conjuncts state which
properties the f-structure must not have. It must not have a SPEC, it must not have a
definite marking, and it must not have the value ’pro’ for its PRED. The final conjunct
states that the f-structure must not have a path of attributes OBL PSEMwith the value
’part’ for partitive; this ensures that the lexical item that is the value of #x_ is not a
2 All node variables in INESS Search expressions are marked with either #, in which case the node
variable is taken to be existentially quantified, or with %, in which case it is universally quantified.
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quantifier in a partitive phrase. Together these properties target bare singulars as they
are represented in NorGramBank.
INESS Search can present search results as frequency tables, making it easy to ex-
amine the results. The search expression indicates which elements are to be displayed
in the table by the use of an underscore. If a variable has an underscore, its values are
not shown in the table; if a variable does not have an underscore, its values are shown
together with their frequencies.
Figure 3 shows the c- and f-structures for (25), one of the sentences found by the
search expression in (24). INESS Search highlights the parts of the structure that were
searched for in the results. The f-structure of the NP headed by the noun natt ‘night’ is
marked by a red box and labeled in the top left corner by the variable #x_. The values








Figure 3: C- and f-structures for the sentence Det var natt.
4.2 Can nouns with little descriptive content occur as bare singulars?
In order to investigate whether it is true that very general nouns tend not to appear
as bare singulars, we searched in the entire automatically disambiguated treebank for
Norwegian Bokmål, since it is important to search through large amounts of data to
detect a potentially rare phenomenon. The only restriction was that we did not search
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among fragment analyses, since these will often assign incorrect bare singular analyses
to nouns. The search expression in (24) was amended by adding the desired PRED
form to the first conjunct: #x_ >PRED #p:‘dings’. This search resulted in eight hits.
One of these was in a sentence that had received an incorrect analysis of the phrase
en såpass diger dings ‘such a large thing’, which is not a bare singular. One occurrence
was in a headline, where noun phrases are often abbreviated with bare singulars that
are not acceptable in a normal context. Three occurrences involve the use of dings as a
euphemism for the male sex organ and two cases involved compounds that end with
the element dings; these do not involve the very general descriptive content that is
normal with this word. Finally, the example in (26) shows a kind of play on words,







































‘The test and exam were made by a man, the examiner recognizes the
handwriting style of a woman, NTH is gizmo, chemistry is ‘dangs’, etc.’
The context of this sentence makes it clear that what is being listed here are ratio-
nalizations for why there is a lack of gender equality in education.The last two clauses
contrast dingswith dangs in a sarcasticmanner; the idea is to say that NTH (theNorwe-
gian Institute of Technology) and chemistry are just this and that in a pejorative sense.
This is not a normal use of the word dings. In conclusion, none of the occurrences of
dings found by this search constitute legitimate examples of bare singulars.
We performed similar searches for the words ting ‘thing’ and greie ‘thingamajig’.
These words get many more hits than dings — 1804 for ting and 437 for greie — simply
because they are more frequent words. It has not been feasible to examine all of the
hits as we did above, but browsing through them we were not able to find any gen-
uine occurrences of bare singulars. This result must be said to support the claim that
bare singulars tend to be unacceptable if their descriptive content is only very general
(Borthen 2003, p. 50).
4.3 Verbs that take bare singulars as objects
A second claim in Borthen (2003) is that have-predicates are particularly frequent with
bare singular objects. In order to find out which verbs typically take bare singular ob-
jects, the search expression in (24) must be augmented to include specifications about
the verb, as shown in (27). The first conjunct says that there is an f-structure #v_ (the
f-structure of the verb) that has an attribute PRED with the value #p, and the second
conjunct states that this verb must have the bare singular as its object (OBJ). The third
conjunct specifies that the f-structure must have an attribute VFORM; this ensures
that the bare singular is the object of a verb, and not of a preposition, for example. The
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other conjuncts are the same as in (24) except that #x_ >PRED #p is omitted, since the
purpose here is simply to list the most frequent verbs that co-occur with bare singu-
lars, and not the nouns themselves. In order to get the most accurate results possible,
we ran the search only on the manually disambiguated part of the corpus, excluding
fragment analyses.
(27) #v_ >PRED #p &
#v_ >OBJ #x_ &
#v_ >VFORM &
#x_ >NUM ’sg’ &
#x_ >(NTYPE NSEM COMMON) ’count’ &
!(#x_ >SPEC) &
!(#x_ >DEF ’\+’) &
!(#x_ >PRED ’pro’) &
!(#x_ >(OBL PSEM) ’part’)
The most frequent verbs according to this search are shown in Table 1, with the
have-predicates in boldface. Note that it is the PRED value of the verb that is listed in
the table. Most words have their citation form as their PRED value, but some words
have special values; the verb være ‘to be’ has ‘exist’ as its PRED value in presenta-
tional constructions, while the PRED values ‘få#øye*på’ and ‘legge#merke*til’ are the












Table 1: The ten most frequent verbs with bare singular objects
The data in Table 1 lend some support to the claim that have-predicates are par-
ticularly likely to take bare singular objects, as the four most frequent verbs on the
list are have-predicates.³ A search for verbs with bare singular predicative NPs (i.e.
3 However, the hits include a considerable number of sentences with bare nouns that may be argued to
have a mass interpretation rather than a singular count interpretation. The reason for this is most likely
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bare singulars with the syntactic function PREDLINK instead of OBJ) results in 255
matches, which all involve the verb være ‘be’. This is less than the 345 matches with
have-predicates in Table 1. These numbers suggest that have-predicates constitute the
class of verbs that co-occur with bare singulars most often, even if the copular verb is
included among potential verbs.
The verbs in Table 1 are frequent also with corresponding objects with the indefinite
article. In fact, the first five verbs listed in Table 1 are top five also if one runs a search
for the most frequent verbs that take indefinite singular objects with a specifier. In
other words, bare singulars are particularly likely to occur as arguments of the most
frequent verbs. What is crucial is the relative frequency of verbs with bare singular
objects compared to the relative frequency of verbs with other types of objects. For in-
stance, the present search resulted in 178 hits for the verb ha ‘have’ with bare singular
objects, while the corresponding search for ha and singular indefinite objects with a
determiner resulted in 181 hits. This means that for the verb ha, bare singulars con-
stitute almost fifty percent of all singular indefinite nominal objects of the verb, given
that all hits are correct. This can be contrasted to other verbs, which have a much
lower percentage of bare singular objects. To conclude, Table 1 lends some support to
the claim in Borthen (2003) that have-predicates are particularly likely to take bare sin-
gular objects, but the question requires a more thorough empirical investigation and
statistical analysis to be answered firmly.
Another more crucial insight of the search for verbs that take bare singular objects
is that the border between the ‘conventional situation type’ construction and the ‘pro-
filed have-predicate’ construction is not as clear cut as it appears to be in Borthen
(2003). Some examples of sentences found with bare singulars and the verb ha ‘have’







































‘That night Kato didn’t have a nightmare .’
that the mass–count distinction was not encoded in NorKompLeks (Nordgård 1998), the lexical resource
that is the basis for the NorGram lexicon. Mass readings have been added by the annotators in the INESS
project as they have been encountered during disambiguation, but there are certainly many mass nouns
which have not received the proper encoding.

























‘I unfortunately have a boyfriend, but it’s not for sure it will last long.’
Bare singulars that occur as complements of have-predicates, such as those in (28)–
(31), may well be part of verb phrases that denote conventional situation types such
as having a party, having a birthday, having a nightmare, and having a boyfriend. This
suggests that the ‘have-predicate’ construction and the ‘conventional situation type’
do not exist side-by-side as two distinct ways of generating bare singulars, as proposed
in Borthen (2003).
4.4 Bare singulars in idiomatic expressions
According to Sag et al. (2002, p. 2), multiword expressions are “idiosyncratic inter-
pretations that cross word boundaries (or spaces)”. Sag et al. distinguish between two
main types of expressions: lexicalized phrases and institutionalized phrases. Lexical-
ized multiword expressions are idiosyncratic with respect to their syntax and/or se-
mantics, and they sometimes contain words which do not occur in isolation. Some are
fixed expressions with rigid word order, while others are syntactically flexible. Institu-
tionalized multiword expressions have normal syntactic and semantic properties, but
the words that make them up co-occur with markedly high frequency. When Borthen
(2003) made the claim that most bare singulars occur in multiword expressions, it was
with the first multiword category in mind, i.e. expressions where the meaning and
possibly also the syntax of the expression cannot be deduced from the meaning and
the syntax of the individual words and the way they are put together.
Verbal idioms that involve a verb plus an object are a common type of multiword ex-
pression; well-known examples mentioned in Sag et al. (2002, p. 5) are kick the bucket,
shoot the breeze, and spill the beans. These all involve definite objects, but bare singu-
lars also occur, for example give way, catch fire, and play possum. In order to gather
evidence to investigate the claim that most bare singulars occur in lexicalized multi-
word expressions, we searched for combinations of verbs and bare singular objects.
The search expression is the same as in (27), but with the addition of #x_ >PRED #q,
since wewant both the verb and the head noun to appear in the frequency list. As in 4.3
we ran the search only on the manually disambiguated part of the corpus, excluding
fragment analyses. Table 2 lists the most frequent verb–noun combinations.
Six of the ten most frequent hits are analyzed as verbal idioms by NorGram, as can
be seen by the predicate names that incorporate the lexical items that the multiwords
consist of. The other four verb–noun combinations are also multiword expressions,
although NorGram analyzes them compositionally and not as verbal idioms. But in
addition to the highly frequent combinations shown in the table, the search results
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Count #p: value of V #q: value of N translation V+N
27 ha ‘have’ rett&right ‘right’ ‘be right’
26 få#øye*på ‘get eye on’ øye ‘eye’ ‘catch sight of’
17 legge#merke*til ‘lay mark to’ merke ‘mark’ ‘notice’
9 få#tak*i ‘get hold of’ tak ‘hold’ ‘obtain’
6 få ‘get’ melding ‘message’ ‘get word’
6 ha ‘have’ råd*til ‘affordance to’ ‘be able to afford’
6 ta#slutt ‘take end’ slutt ‘end’ ‘end’
6 holde#øye*med ‘keep eye on’ øye ‘eye’ ‘keep an eye on’
6 ha ‘have’ tid*til ‘time to’ ‘have time for’
6 sette#pris*på ‘set price on’ pris ‘price’ ‘appreciate’
Table 2: The ten most frequent combinations of verbs and their bare singular objects
also include many verb–noun combinations that occur only once and thus are un-
likely to constitute multiword expressions. In (32)–(35) are some examples of unique































































‘There is a line at the counter.’
To test whether most bare singulars occur in lexicalized multiword expressions is
difficult without a manual check of all of the hits. This is beyond the scope of the
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present paper. Here we can only report on our impression from browsing through the
search results, and they suggest that bare singulars — indeed — occur in multiword
expressions most of the time, as claimed in Borthen (2003).
4.5 Bare singulars in non-canonical sentence structures
In Borthen (2003) it is claimed that the acceptability of bare singulars is mostly unaf-
fected by syntactic alternations. From this it follows that it should be possible to find
instances of bare singulars in sentences with non-canonical sentence structure. For
instance, it is expected that bare singulars can occur as topicalized and left-dislocated
objects and as the postcopular element of cleft sentences. These claims can be tested
through searches in NorGramBank. Since we assumed that bare singulars in these con-
structions would be rare, we searched in the entire corpus, with the only restriction
being that we did not search among fragment analyses.
Topicalized bare singulars can be searched for by adding the constraints in (36) to
the search expression in (27).
(36) #w_ >* #v_ &
#w_ >TOPIC #x_
The first conjunct in (36) says that there is an f-structure #v_ (the f-structure of the
verb) that is a sub-f-structure of another f-structure #w_. The second conjunct says
that this f-structure (#w_) has an attribute TOPIC with the value #x_ (the f-structure
of the bare singular). The sentences in (37)–(39) provide examples of topicalized bare









































‘For Grandma had also had a cellar.’
These data show that bare singulars, just as other objects, can be moved from their
base position and placed in topic position.
Left dislocation differs from topicalization in that the left-dislocated constituent co-
occurs with a coreferential pronoun in subject or object position in the sentence.When
the left-dislocated constituent is a bare singular, the coreference relation does not ex-
ist at the token level, but at the type level. That is, the left-dislocated constituent and
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the coreferential pronoun refer to the same type of thing. Left-dislocated bare singu-
lars can be identified by simply adding #x_ >ADJUNCT-TYPE ‘left-disloc’ to the search
expression in (24). This constraint states that the bare singular must have the attribute-
value pair ADJUNCT-TYPE ‘left-disloc’ in its f-structure. The sentences in (40)–(42) are
























































‘A knife in the satchel, that could be deadly.’
As for clefted bare singulars, these can be identified by adding #y_ >FOCUS #x_ to
the search expression for bare singulars in (24). This uniquely identifies the element
in the postcopular position of cleft sentences. Some of the resulting sentences are pre-

























































‘For a while he was convinced that it was a painter he wanted to become.’
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In sum, we have found new evidence in favor of the claim that Norwegian bare
singulars can take part in syntactic alternations and appear in various types of non-
canonical sentence types, here exemplified by topicalization, left-dislocation and cleft-
ing. Despite the fact that we have presented only a handful of examples, the new data
are more convincing than what was provided in Borthen (2003), since authentic exam-
ples (that the reader can consult) must be said to constitute more convincing evidence
than invented examples whose acceptability is merely judged by the researcher.
The complete set of output sentences that resulted from the searches presented in
this section do contain some undesired hits (wrong analyses), as can be expected when
complicated constructions in natural language are automatically parsed and stochasti-
cally disambiguated. However, since NorGramBank allows for the manual creation of
subcorpora, the output may be manually cleaned if desirable. That way one may com-
pare the relative frequency of bare singulars in the investigated constructions with
other nominals, which will add yet another level of insight.
5 Conclusion
In this paper we have illustrated how bare singulars can be searched for in NorGram-
Bank. The study has provided some (though not full) support for the following four
claims about Norwegian bare singulars put forth in Borthen (2003):
1. Nounswith very general descriptive content tend not to appear as bare singulars;
2. Have-predicates are the most frequent bare singular-selecting verbs;
3. Most bare singulars are part of multiword expressions;
4. Bare singulars can occur in non-canonical sentence structures; for instance they
can be topicalized, left-dislocated and clefted.
More importantly, the present study has revealed some fundamental problems with
the original analysis of bare singulars, due to the availability of huge amounts of au-
thentic data. One such observation is related to the fact that the machine annotations
sometimes fail to pick out bare singulars uniquely. This reveals an interesting fact:
in addition to phrases that clearly have a singular count interpretation and phrases
that clearly have a mass interpretation, there are many indefinites that are hard to
categorize as either one. Similar observations have been made by Halmøy (2016). This
questions the very premise that bare singulars constitute an interesting category on
their own –which in turn means that there are probably no constructions (or grammar
rules or principles) that license bare singulars specifically in Norwegian.
A second observation that points in the same direction is the fact that many exam-
ples with bare singulars fit at least two out of the four ‘bare singular’-licensing con-
structions proposed in Borthen (2003).This is evidence against the assumption that the
four alleged constructions proposed in Borthen (2003) exist side-by-side.
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The data presented in this paper may be taken to indicate that bare singulars are
not licensed through a set of constructions that are part of the grammar, but rather
constitute a phenomenon on a par with the choice between an indefinite or a defi-
nite article. If so, the idea that determiners are obligatory for all nominal arguments in
Germanic and Romance languages (see e.g. Longobardi, 1994) is threatened. Another
possibility is that the secrets of bare singulars lie in the understanding of multiword
expressions, ranging from fixed, non-compositional lexicalized phrases to fully com-
positional institutionalized ones whose status as multiword expressions relies solely
on their frequency. Further studies of bare singulars – most likely based on large-scale
searchable corpora – will show which of these, or other, approaches will be most suc-
cessful.
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The concept of ‘translation unit’ revisited
Martha Thunes
Abstract. In translation studies, the theoretical concept of ‘translation unit’ has traditionally
been a subject of debate. This paper will discuss different views of the concept, relating it to
the dichotomy between product and process-oriented translation studies. It will be argued that
‘translation unit’ has two readings: ‘unit of analysis’ in product-based studies, and ‘unit of pro-
cessing’ in cognitive translation studies. With the exception of literary translation, translation
services may now be said to fall within the domain of the language industry, which calls for
considering the relevance of ‘translation unit’ to machine translation (MT). From a historical
perspective, the concept will be related to the main issues of system design and translation
quality.
1 Introduction
In theoretical studies of translation, the concept of ‘translation unit’ has been widely
debated. While translation theory covers written as well as oral translation, or inter-
preting, the discussion here is limited to written translation. Some previous explica-
tions of ‘translation unit’ will be reviewed before various approaches to translation
research are presented. In Section 2, different types of textual translation correspon-
dences will be illustrated by samples of parallel texts. Section 3 presents the dual nature
of the concept of ‘translation unit’, discusses the different approaches to it within prod-
uct and process-oriented studies respectively, and comments on the relevance of the
concept to the language industry. Finally, in Section 4 ‘translation unit’ will be related
to the field of machine translation before conclusions are drawn in section 5.
1.1 The concept
Explications of ‘translation unit’ provided by selected reference works may provide a
point of departure for the discussion. In their Dictionary of Translation Studies, Shut-
tleworth and Cowie (1997, p. 192) define translation unit as “[a] term used to refer to
the linguistic level at which ST [source text] is recodified in TL [target language]”.
Further, this is discussed in relation to Barkhudarov’s definition of ‘translation unit’
as “the smallest unit of SL which has an equivalent in TL” (Barkhudarov 1969, cited
by Shuttleworth and Cowie 1997, p. 192). In Barkhudarov’s understanding, any kind
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of linguistic unit, ranging from the smallest building blocks of the language system to
the level of entire texts, may occur as units of translation. This calls for a clarification:
translation units are tokens of linguistic types, not units of the language systems.
Shuttleworth and Cowie (1997, p. 192) comment on Barkhudarov’s definition by ob-
serving that “[t]he wording at a given point in ST would determine the most appropri-
ate unit of translation, which could be expected to vary in the course of a text or even
a single sentence”. Thus, it is the specific translation task that determines the size and
linguistic type of a translation unit. Moreover, with regard to the size of translation
units, Shuttleworth and Cowie (1997, p. 192) cite Koller (1992, p. 100) who argues that
the degree of structural relatedness between source and target language may influence
the size of translation units. It is likely that translation between unrelated languages
will involve larger units than translation between closely related languages.
In an article in Translation. An International Encyclopedia of Translation Studies (Kit-
tel et al. 2004), the translation theorist Irma Sorvali states that translation unit “… is
usually taken to denote a unit or part of the text on which the translator concentrates
at one time before going on to translate the next, similar unit” (Sorvali 2004, p. 355). In
this way she assumes that units of translation are processed in sequence, and one at a
time. Sorvali’s definition is not very specific, which is in line with her observation that
it is difficult to find a definition of this concept which is “generally applicable” (Sorvali
2004, p. 355).
These introductory references are examples of various understandings of ‘transla-
tion unit’ offered by translation theorists. In Section 3, the concept will be explored
further while relating it to different approaches to the study of translation.
1.2 Approaches to translation studies
The field of translation theory is wide and heterogeneous, and there are several pos-
sible ways of describing and classifying the various approaches to the study of trans-
lation. A standard reference in this respect is the so-called map of translation studies
provided by Holmes (1988), and further articulated by Toury (1995, p. 19). Accord-
ing to the ‘Holmes-Toury map’, the discipline branches into two main subfields: pure
and applied translation studies. The latter field is directed towards translation practice,
whereas pure translation studies investigate the phenomenon of translation itself. This
subdiscipline branches further into theoretical and descriptive translation research.
Descriptive studies deal with existing translations, seeking to detect generalisations
explaining the phenomenon of translation. Finally, the map presents three subfields
of descriptive translation studies, oriented towards the product, process and function
of translation, respectively. Over the years, the dichotomy between product-oriented
and process-oriented studies has received much attention within translation research.
In short, product-oriented studies of translation are focused on topics such as char-
acteristics of translated texts, and relations between source and target texts, whereas
process-oriented studies deal with the translation activity, including the cognitive pro-
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cesses behind the production of a translation. A basic difference between these two
approaches follows from the fact that the product of translation is a more easily ac-
cessible object of study than the activity that takes place in the mind of the translator
at work. Hence, the two approaches rely on very different research methods. In terms
of methodology, a good deal of product-oriented research resembles contrastive lan-
guage studies, a frequent common denominator being the use of language corpora
and associated search tools. There are also product-oriented case studies which do not
involve corpora. The methods of process-oriented translation research, on the other
hand, are related to those of cognitive science, psycholinguistics in particular. The two
approaches will be further discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.
It should be noted that the division between product and process orientations could
be seen as a continuum rather than as a binary distinction. Thunes (2011, pp. 18–26)
presents an overview of this continuum, which shows that some theorists have de-
scribed the product of translation partly by paying attention to the steps leading from
source to target text, and others have described the process, but to some extent in terms
of the relation between original and translation. This is in line with Chesterman (2005,
p. 19) who makes the point that many translation researchers are not entirely “clear
about whether the focus is on processes themselves or the results of processes”.
2 Two samples of parallel texts
Before the discussion of translation studies continues, two short samples of transla-
tionally parallel texts will be presented in order to illustrate various types of textual
translation correspondences.The examples are taken from two quite different domains,
legislation and fiction, and demonstrate substantial text-typological differences. They
are chosen as representatives of restricted and unrestricted text types, respectively.
2.1 Law text
The first example is a short piece of translationally parallel law texts: Article 91 of the
Agreement on the European Economic Area (EEA), and its Norwegian translation.¹
1 Texts obtained from The Norwegian Royal Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 1992.
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Article 91. Artikkel 91.
1. The office of President of the EEA
Council shall be held alternately, for a
period of six months, by a member of
the Council of the European Communi-
ties and a member of the Government of
an EFTA State.
1. Et medlem av Rådet for Det eu-
ropeiske fellesskap og et regjer-
ingsmedlem fra en EFTA-stat skal etter
tur være formann i EØS-rådet i seks
måneder.
2. The EEA Council shall be convened
twice a year by its President. The EEA
Council shall also meet whenever cir-
cumstances so require, in accordance
with its rules of procedure.
2. EØS-rådet skal innkalles av forman-
nen to ganger i året. EØS-rådet skal også
møte når omstendighetene krever det, i
samsvar med forretningsordenen.
In this example there are one-to-one correspondences between translationally par-
allel sentences and headings. The correspondences exist at the level of main sentences,
delimited by capital letters and full stops. Below the level of main sentences, the texts
are no longer fully matched in terms of linguistic structure. A syntactic example may
illustrate this: in paragraph 1, a passive construction in the English sentence (The of-
fice of President … shall be held … by a member …) corresponds to an active sentence
in the Norwegian version (Et medlem … skal … være formann … ‘a member shall be
president’). However, in this sentence pair, as well as in the succeeding pairs, there is
no translational mismatch between the sentences at the semantic level, and pairwise
they have the same legal interpretations.
The given text sample illustrates the way in which parallel law texts are perfectly
matchedwith respect to how the texts are divided into articles, numbers and sentences.
This follows from the strict, institutionalised norms of law text writing, in particular
the fact that the sequential order of the elements in a law text is of legal importance (cf.
Bhatia 2010, pp. 38–39; Cao 2007, pp. 13–14; Šarčević 2007, p. 46). Hence, it is obligatory
that the order of articles, paragraphs and sentences is the same in different language
versions. In the case of the EEA Agreement, this requirement is indispensable, since
the two texts have equal legal status. The Norwegian version is not, in the legal sense,
a translation, but an authentic, independent law text, even if the Norwegian version
has, in practice, been translated, primarily from the English text.
In parallel law texts, it appears trivial to identify translation correspondences be-
tween headings, paragraphs, and sentences. They are aligned units at the surface level
of the texts, and as such they illustrate how legal translation is constrained by domain-
specific text norms. Whether they qualify as units of translation cannot be decided
by looking at the parallel texts alone. Correspondences between paragraphs and sen-
tences appear as inadequate units of analysis if one aims at a deep exploration of law
text translation.
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From a cognitive point of view, law text translators clearly do not always work with
only one sentence at a time, from top to bottom. It is necessary to consider a sequence
of sentences simultaneously, and also to move back and forth in the text in order to
secure consistency in the translation of recurring text elements. How this happens is
not possible to detect merely by inspecting the translation result.
2.2 Fiction text
The second example is the opening of Doris Lessing’s (1985a) novel The Good Terrorist
and Kia Halling’s translation (Lessing 1985b) into Norwegian:
THE house was set back from the noisy
main road in what seemed to be a rubbish
tip. A large house. Solid. Black tiles stood
at angles along the gutter, and into a gap
near the base of a fat chimney a bird flew,
trailing a piece of grass several times its
length.
Huset lå litt tilbaketrukket fra hoved-
veien, midt i noe som minnet om en søp-
pelfylling. Et stort hus. Massivt. Svarte
takstein hadde kilt seg fast i uryddige vin-
kler langsmed takrennene, og oppe ved
skorsteinen gapte et mørkt hull; en fugl
smatt inn i hullet med et strå i nebbet,
strået var flere ganger lengre enn den
vesle fuglekroppen.
Some comments are in order about the correspondences between sentence-level
units in this piece of fiction text. Firstly, the opening sentence of the English text,
THE house was set back from the noisy main road in what seemed to be a rubbish tip,
corresponds with the opening sentence in the Norwegian translation. Then, the noun
phrase A large house corresponds with the Norwegian noun phrase Et stort hus. Next,
there is a correspondence between two single-word expressions, the English adjec-
tive phrase Solid and the Norwegian adjective phrase Massivt. But after this, there is a
break in the pattern of one-to-one correpondences between units delimited by capital
letters and full stops. The last sentence in the English text is a sequence of two con-
joined independent sentences, including a non-finite adverbial subclause embedded in
the second main clause: Black tiles stood at angles along the gutter, and into a gap near
the base of a fat chimney a bird flew, trailing a piece of grass several times its length. This
has been translated into a sequence of no less than four sentences in the Norwegian
text, running from Svarte takstein onwards, and throughout the given text sample.
As in the case of the law text example, it is clearly limited to what degree the ortho-
graphic units of source and target text may serve to identify the units of processing
during translation. Within these pairs of textual units, there are several instances of
source–target matches as well as mismatches at various linguistic levels, especially on
the level of semantics.
An example of a semantic mismatch is the correspondence between the two noun
phrases the noisy main road and hovedveien ‘the main road’, where the information ex-
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pressed by noisy is lost in the target text expression. Further, concerning the descrip-
tion of the chimney mentioned in the text, the translator has added the information
that the gap close to the chimney is dark, while, on the other hand, the width of the
chimney, indicated by the adjective fat, is not expressed in the translation. Moreover,
the Norwegian verb phrase hadde kilt seg fast (‘had got stuck’) adds information not
contained in the source text.
Concerning the level of syntax, several mismatches have already been mentioned in
the previous discussion of sentence-level units. A further example could be the trans-
lational correspondence between the noun phrase a gap near the base of a fat chim-
ney and the independent sentence oppe ved skorsteinen gapte et mørkt hull (‘up by the
chimney a dark hole was gaping’). Semantic differences involved in this example have
already been commented on.
Again, the comparison of source and target text in this example can hardly shed light
on what the translation units were during the translation process. For example, did the
translator focus on only one of the two conjoined sentences at the end of the English
text sample, or did she treat them as one unit? It is likely that she did not treat them as
one unit, since they ended up as a longer sequence of four independent sentences in
the translation. And when she translated the very short units A large house and Solid,
did she pay attention to any neighbouring units or not?
The discussion of the two examples given of parallel texts ties in with Shuttleworth
and Cowie’s comments on Barkhudarov’s understanding of ‘translation unit’, pre-
sented in Section 1.1 (Shuttleworth and Cowie 1997, p. 192). In general, a large variety
of linguistic types may occur as translation units in Barkhudarov’s sense: single lexi-
cal units, phrases, clausal constructions, independent sentences, paragraphs, or other
types of units, large or small, depending on the particular translation task. It appears
likely that this holds for the cognitive units as well as for the textual ones, and some
light may be shed on this by the discussion of cognitive research on the translation
process in Section 3.3.
3 ‘Translation unit’: approaches and applications
In relation to the concept of ‘translation unit’, it will be shown that whether the object
of study is the product or the process of translation in fact changes the content of this
concept. It will be argued that within product-oriented approaches ‘unit of translation’
can be understood as ‘unit of analysis’, whereas in process-oriented studies, it primarily
means ‘unit of processing’.
3.1 A dual concept
The presentations of product-oriented and process-oriented studies will reveal that
the concept of ‘unit of translation’ has a dual nature, and this view is compatible
with a definition given by two researchers who work within the avenue of process-
oriented translation studies, Amparo Hurtado Albir and Fabio Alves. In The Routledge
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Companion to Translation Studies (edited by Jeremy Munday 2009), Hurtado Albir and
Alves describe ‘unit of translation’ both as a “(bi)textual unit”, and as a cognitive unit.
From the perspective of the translation process, they understand the concept as a
“[c]ommunicative and cognitive unity [sic] employed by a translator/interpreter in
the performance of a translation task” (Munday 2009, p. 238). In other words, this is
a ‘unit of processing’. From a textual perspective, they claim that the concept “is em-
bedded in a complex relationship with all the other units in a given text” (ibid.). The
phrase “other units” refers to micro-textual units, as well as units of a macro-textual
character, and units with special text-structuring functions. This calls for the ‘unit of
analysis’ reading, as the identification of such textual units presumes some kind of
linguistic analysis.
3.2 Product-oriented approaches to ‘translation unit’
One definition of ‘unit of translation’ in the context of product-oriented studies is pro-
vided by Malmkjær 1998 (p. 286): “Considered from a product-oriented point of view,
the unit of translation is the target-text unit that can be mapped onto a source-text
unit”. Prominent topics within the product-oriented approaches have been, e.g., char-
acteristic features of translated texts, the relationship between source and target texts,
and comparisons of different translations of the same originals, whether into one or
more languages. Such studies have in common that the researcher’s observation ap-
plies to intersubjectively available objects, i.e. the translated text in comparison to the
source text. These are entities that have been produced before the observation takes
place.
An example of a strictly product-oriented approach is found inThunes (2011), which
is a study of linguistic correspondences in English-Norwegian parallel texts of two
types, law and fiction. The empirical analysis is based on the assumption that it is
possible to compute, or construct without human intervention, a target language ex-
pression by using information about source and target language systems, and about
how the two language systems are interrelated. This is an assumption that lies at the
bottom of linguistic approaches to machine translation.²
The main research questions in Thunes (2011) are, first, to what extent it is possible
to compute the translations founds in the selected parallel texts, and, second, whether
the chosen text types differ with respect to the first question. In the empirical investi-
gation, the notion of ‘translation unit’ is used purely in the sense of ‘unit of analysis’.
The discussion of empirical data accentuates the product-oriented approach of Thunes
(2011), as the analysed units are generally referred to as string pairs, or translational
correspondences, and not as translation units.
In the study, the finite clause is chosen as the primary unit of analysis, and the
motivation for this is twofold. Firstly, finite clauses can be identified by fairly sim-
ple linguistic criteria, which makes it easy to detect relevant patterns in the analysed
2 Cf. Section 4.2.
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parallel texts. Secondly, the finite clause is chosen because it reflects the approach of
rule-based machine translation, which normally works at sentence level. For method-
ological purposes, phrases with embedded clauses are also applied as units of analysis.
Elgemark (2017) is another example of the product-oriented approach to transla-
tion. Her investigation is a corpus-based, contrastive study of English–Swedish, aimed
at exploring a phenomenon related to the information structure of sentences, i.e. N-
Rhemes, defined by Elgemark (2017, p. 1) as “the last constituent that has a function
in the clause”. Normally, N-Rhemes contain information that is of relatively high im-
portance in utterances. Elgemark’s study aims at describing properties of N-Rhemes
individually in the two languages, as well as examining correspondences and non-
correspondences between English and Swedish N-Rhemes.
As a unit of analysis, she applies T-units, which are, basically, main clauses includ-
ing any embedded dependent clauses, and in the empirical investigation, the N-Rheme
is identified in each T-unit. Elgemark’s analysis of corpus data has detected word or-
der and information structure differences between English and Swedish N-Rhemes,
mirroring differences between the two language systems.
The translation theorist Gideon Toury applies an understanding of translation unit
as a unit of comparative analysis, or in Toury’s own terminology, “the coupled pair”.
Toury’s contribution to descriptive translation studies can be placed among the ap-
proaches that are not purely product-oriented, but show elements of process orienta-
tion. He describes his study as “an attempt to gradually reconstruct both translation
decisions and the constraints under which they were made” (Toury 1995, p. 88), and
this is his motivation for identifying units of comparative analysis.
He defines ‘coupled pairs’ as correspondences between specific translation problems
in the source text (i.e. tasks to be solved), and their solutions in the target text (1995,
p. 77). Also, he emphasises that in coupled pairs, source problems and target solutions
“should be conceived of as determining each other in a mutual way” (1995, p. 77).
The perhaps most noticeable aspects of Toury’s understanding of ‘translation unit’
are, firstly, that it involves a pair of linguistic segments, and, secondly, that the two
units of analysis mutually determine each other. It is a challenging question to what
extent such pairings can reveal the decisions made by translators, because the actual
correspondences that we find in translationally parallel texts are created by an inter-
play between the translational relationship between source and target language sys-
tems, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, a range of factors which are specific to
individual translation tasks.
3.3 Process-oriented approaches to ‘translation unit’
In process-oriented studies of translation, the object of study is the translator’s activity.
From the cognitive perspective, Hurtado Albir and Alves state that “… the translation
unit is considered as a comprehension unit and as a processing unit, i.e. as a dynamic
segment of the ST [source text], independent of specific size or form, to which, at a
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given moment, the translator’s focus of attention is directed …” (cf. Munday 2009, p.
238).This description implies that the processing of a translation unit relies on its com-
prehension. Thus, if the translator’s understanding of the source text can be regarded
as a kind of analysis, it follows that the analysis aspect is present also in this view
of ‘translation unit’. However, the dynamic character of the processing unit is a more
prominent aspect, and the unit is dynamic in the sense that its length and linguistic
type may vary as the translator is working.
Concerning the translation process, research has shown that it cannot be assumed
that there is a fixed set of steps that are carried out in any act of translation. This
was reported already by Krings’ (1986) dissertation Was in den Köpfen von Übersetzern
vorgeht, which was the first extensive, published study of translation activity using the
method known as Think-Aloud-Protocols (TAP). In TAP studies the translator is typi-
cally asked to report, unselectively, everything that goes through her/his mind when
performing the translation task, i.e., literally, to think aloud, while the reporting is au-
dio or video recorded. Other actions, such as note-making and consulting reference
works, are also documented.
TAP studies have shown that the ways in which translation processes may run are
influenced by numerous factors determined by the skills of the translator, by the trans-
lation situation, and by the type of translation task, to mention some. In the light of
this, it is to be expected that the unit of translation, or unit of processing, also varies
greatly during translation activity. This was documented fairly early by TAP studies.
Malmkjær (1998, p. 286) observes that “… Lörscher (1991, 1993) shows that the unit of
translation used by language learners tends to be the single word, while experienced
translators tend to isolate and translate units of meaning, normally realized in phrases,
clauses or sentences”.
In this context, it is a relevant question whether translators are aware of the actual
units of processing. Sorvali (1994) tried to investigate, among other things, how trans-
lators perceive the unit of translation, whether the unit really exists during translation,
and whether translators make use of it. She concluded that “… translators regard the
unit of translation as a self-evident fact to which they rarely give any thought dur-
ing the actual translation process but which nevertheless exists as a functional unit”
(Sorvali 2004, p. 358).
This raises another question: what is the significance and status of the concept of
‘translation unit’? Sorvali (2004) notes that there may be different answers to this
among translators and translation researchers. Among translators, ‘translation unit’
is associated with practical work, but it may not be of great significance: according to
Sorvali (2004, p. 355), “[t]he unit of translation may … be no more than an insignificant
intermediate stage in the process as far as the translator is concerned”. She further ar-
gues that although the unit of translation is a more abstract concept among translation
theorists than among translators, it is still more significant to the former than to the
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latter, because “[r]esearchers may use such a unit as a tool for providing a theoretical
description of the translation process”. Also, she explains that the types of linguistic
units used for such descriptive purposes may be of different kinds than the units that
are actually processed by the translator at work (2004, p. 355).
Sorvali (2004, p. 358) presents some conclusions regarding the translation unit in the
context of the translation process. Firstly, because the unit of processing is so variable,
or instable, and because it is so highly dependent on the translation task and situation,
it is difficult to give the concept a general definition. Secondly, it cannot necessarily
be deduced from the product of an act of translation what kinds of units that have
been used during the process. Thirdly, the quality of the product indicates whether the
translator has selected units of a size that is sufficient in order to create a successful
target text.The argument is that if the units of processing are insufficient, the translator
may not be able to choose optimal target expressions.
The latter point is compatible with an observation made by Malmkjær (1998, p. 286),
regarding translation quality: “The typical finding is that target texts in which the units
are larger appear more acceptable than those in which the units are smaller.” Further,
Malmkjær (1998, p. 286) concludes that the clause is the primary unit of translation:
“In general, the clause seems a sensible structure to aim for as translation unit, because
it tends to be at clause level that language represents events […] In addition, the clause
is a manageable unit of attentional focus […]”.
This reference to attentional focus leads over to the strictly process-oriented study
of Carl and Kay (2011), which is worth looking into in some detail as it has provided
ground-breaking insight into translation. Their contribution is an exploration of the
cognitive notion of ‘translation unit’, based on the observation that “… there is a con-
fusion in the usage of the term translation unit …” because some researchers apply
it to “… basic segments of activities in the translation process, whereas others think
of the segments more statically as properties observable in the translation product …”
(Carl and Kay 2011, p. 953). Their solution to this terminological problem is to reserve
translation unit for “units of cognitive activity”, defined as “the translator’s focus of at-
tention”. These units can be explored in data on the translation process. Further, they
use the term alignment unit to refer to translational correspondences observable in the
product of translation (ibid.).
Carl and Kay (2011, p. 960) assume three phases in the translation process: skimming
the source text (ST), drafting the target text (TT), and revising the translation. In their
study, the reading and writing activities of translators at work are documented by
tracking their eyeball movements during skimming, and by tracking their typing of
the draft translation. The Translog software (Jakobsen 1999) is used for acquiring such
user activity data. To achieve a controlled experiment, the subjects used no dictionaries
or other common translation tools.
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In order to analyse these data as empirical facts about the cognitive process of trans-
lation, Carl and Kay (2011, p. 954) “… rely on the “eye-mind assumption” (Just and
Carpenter 1980), which hypothesizes that “there is no appreciable lag between what
is being fixated and what is being processed” (Just and Carpenter 1980, p. 331). On
the basis of this assumption, Carl and Kay (2011, pp. 955–956) identify fixation units
during skimming by tracking and analysing the translator’s eyeball movements when
reading the source text.
With respect to the translator’s typing during drafting, Carl and Kay (2011, p. 954)
assume “… it is likely that the translator’s focus of attention is close to what s/he writes,
and that units of text production coincide to some extent with the entities of the trans-
lator’s cognitive processes”. This assumption allows for identifying production units
by logging the translator’s typing during drafting (2011, p. 955). Notably, their term
production unit signifies the dynamic, cognitive concept; product unit, which would be
synonymous with the static concept ‘alignment unit’ does not occur in their work.
Thus, Carl and Kay (2011) decompose the translation unit into two different kinds
of processing units, the fixation unit involved in ST understanding, and the produc-
tion unit of TT writing. They describe the physical realisations of translation units as
three-component structures (2011, p. 954): a translation unit consists of (i) an act of
writing which creates a production unit within a certain time span, (ii) an act of read-
ing which tells the translator how to translate the fixation unit which is read, and (iii)
“the ST segment(s) of which the produced TT is a translation”. Surprisingly, the third
component refers to alignment units, which, we have seen, are excluded from Carl and
Kay’s concept of ‘translation unit’ (2011, p. 953).
Themethod applied in order to identify translation units in the recorded user activity
data relies on mappings between different types of information (Carl and Kay 2011,
p. 957): eyeball movements are mapped onto ST fixation units; typing actions onto
TT production units. Then, by relating these mappings to source–target alignment
information, it is possible to identify correspondences between individual keystrokes
and specific ST units. Thus, Carl and Kay (2011) have provided an exact, empirical
method for describing how processing units are realised during the act of translation.
An important aspect of this method is the tuning of the production unit segmenta-
tion threshold (Carl and Kay 2011, pp. 966–969). This amounts to setting the minimum
length of a typing pause that may identify a boundary between two production units.
Selecting a too low threshold value will yield segments of an arbitrary character, i.e.
segments which are neither cognitively nor linguistically plausible as they do not form
complete units of meaning. Carl and Kay (2011, p. 969) conclude that “[t]he likelihood
of [production units] to be consistent with linguistic entities … is maximal for typing
pauses of one second or more”. In relation to Malmkjær’s (1998, p. 286) assumption
that the clause is the primary unit of translation, it is interesting that Carl and Kay’s
(2011) findings show that production units will not necessarily represent complete
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units of meaning, and need not conform with alignment units (2011, p. 956). On the
other hand, this supports the view of Sorvali (2004, p. 355), commented on above, that
units of analysis may be of different kinds than units of processing.
A great asset of Carl and Kay’s (2011) method of analysing fixation and production
units is that it provides intersubjectively available data on the processes that take place
in the minds of individual translators. However, fixation as well as production units
are not unique to the translation process; they occur generally in reading and writing
activities, such as text copying.³ The Translog system used by Carl and Kay (2011) to
acquire translation process data is designed for tracking any kind of computer-based
reading and writing activity. In their study, it is by linking the recorded fixation and
production units with alignment units that it becomes possible to identify the units of
the translation process. This illustrates the point made by Thunes (2011, p. 66) that “…
in the case of translation it is the product and its relation to the original text which
gives the process its identity”. Still, this observation does not reduce the importance
of Carl and Kay’s (2011) contribution to knowledge about the translation process, and
their study is a very good answer to a call for conceptual clarity made by Chesterman
(2005, pp. 17–22), where he argues that many concepts applied in translation research
need to be sharpened in order to achieve terminological stringency across the field.
3.4 Relevance to the language industry
Moving out of the domain of translation research, it may be noted that translation has
become an everyday tool, an application taken for granted by everyone with Internet
access. In a historical perspective, translation started as something that was carried
out by relatively few people of high learning, and applied only to texts of special im-
portance. Towards the modern age, translation gradually emerged as a profession to
meet a growing market, and during the 20th century, globalisation created an enor-
mous demand for non-literary translation in multinational domains of industry, trade,
legislation, politics, and science.
Thus, translation has become part of the language industry. Machine translation
in the shape of Google Translate has become as widespread as the Internet, and has
achieved a position where it can even form the layperson’s idea of what translation
is. In spite of its usefulness, this application cannot, however, remove the need for
translation work carried out by professional, human translators. On the other hand,
translators have become dependent on language technology in order to meet demands
of efficiency. Bilingual dictionaries, terminology bases, and translation memories are
among the required parts of a translator’s work station. Moreover, given the avail-
ability of useful MT systems, there has been an important change in the way pro-
fessional translation is carried out. With the exception of literary translation, it has
become a normal approach to post-edit machine-translated text rather than to work
from scratch.
3 Cf. the study by Carl and Dragsted (2012) where translation is compared with text copying.
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As discussed in Section 3.3, the concept of ‘translation unit’ is hardly of any rele-
vance to the translator at work. For the translator, as well as for the client, what matters
is the quality of the output, not the size or linguistic type of individual processing, or
production units. The product-oriented notion of ‘translation unit’ is, however, appli-
cable when distinguishing between different types of translation tools. In bilingual
dictionaries and terminology bases, the lexical unit is the primary unit of transla-
tion, whereas in translation memories, which are databases of previously translated
texts aligned with their source texts, units of translation are headings, paragraphs,
sentences, clauses, phrases, list items, and others.
4 ‘Translation unit’ in machine translation
The product-based concept of ‘translation unit’ may shed some light on certain is-
sues of the domain of automatic translation. Jurafsky and Martin (2009, p. 898) divide
the field into classic and modern machine translation, and this opposition reflects the
important distinction between rule-based MT (RBMT) and statistical MT (SMT). In re-
cent years, a newer approach has evolved, too, neural machine translation (NMT). SMT
and NMT may be described as non-linguistic methods, in contrast to the linguistic ap-
proach of RBMT. In Sections 4.1 and 4.2, the concept of ‘translation unit’ will be related
to different paradigms within MT research and development.
4.1 Relevance to non-linguistic approaches to MT
In RBMT, the translation procedure relies on information about source and target lan-
guage and their interrelations, whereas in SMT, translations are computed on the ba-
sis of statistical, or probabilistic, information about recurrent translational patterns in
large bodies of parallel texts, or parallel corpora. Thus, the corpus provides what is
regarded as the training data for the system; these data provide the probabilistic infor-
mation which is the basis for generating the translations output to the end user. SMT
techniques work without using any information about source and target languages,
and this is why they are normally described as a non-linguistic approach to MT. An
important reason for the success of modern, statistical MT is that it does not suffer
from the problem of lexical coverage, which has been among the heaviest obstacles
to the development of linguistic MT systems. While RBMT systems cannot translate
words which are not included in their lexical databases, SMT systems do not need lex-
icon components. However, lexical coverage in a different sense is a challenge also for
SMT: if a word does not occur among the training data, then an SMT system cannot
compute a target language match for it.
As the concept of ‘translation unit’ is primarily a linguistic notion in translation
theory, it appears to be of limited relevance to the field of statistical MT. One aspect
could be commented on: SMT works by using probabilistic information about transla-
tional correspondences between word sequences, or N -grams, in the training corpus.
An N -gram is a sequence of N words where N is a low number. The value of N may
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vary between translation systems, and will have a maximum value in each system. If
N is 1, 2 or 3, the word sequences are uni-grams, bi-grams or tri-grams, i.e. strings
of respectively 1, 2 or 3 word forms in running text. Possibly, this notion of N -gram
could be given the status of ‘translation unit’ in SMT, but as no linguistic analysis is
involved, it is not a unit of analysis in the translation-theoretic sense. N -grams could,
however, be regarded as units of processing, i.e., units of processing defined by the
algorithms implemented in statistical translation systems.
Neural machine translation (NMT) draws on neural network technology, in which
computational systems are modelled on biological neural networks. Like SMT, NMT
relies on probabilistic techniques. NMT models are trained on representations of the
entire source and target sentences, rather than on N -grams. Words are still important
as units in the source and target texts, but “[c]onnections between source and target
words, phrases and sentences are learnt only implicitly asmappings between their con-
tinuous representations” (Kalchbrenner and Blunsom 2013, p. 1701). Hence, in NMT, it
is hard to see any applicability of the translation-theoretic notion of ‘translation unit’.
4.2 Relevance to linguistic MT
It is more relevant to apply the notion of ‘translation unit’ to the linguistic approach
of rule-based machine translation. In RBMT systems, some notion of a translational
unit is applied as an analytical concept in the construction of the system. During the
procedure of computing the target text, this unit becomes a unit of processing from the
point of view of the algorithm used by the system. Thus, within linguistic MT, units of
translation are units of analysis as well as units of processing. This is a parallel to the
dual nature of the translation-theoretic concept.
From a historical perspective, there has been some variation concerning the lin-
guistic types of translation units applied in rule-based machine translation. First-
generation systems operated on word-level translation units. These systems were
designed using the so-called direct translation strategy, which can be described as
mapping the words in the input text directly onto words in the target language. Direct
MT systems are commonly characterised as implementations of bilingual dictionar-
ies with certain syntactic reordering rules for accommodating structural differences
between source and target language.
Early work on machine translation grew out of information theory in the 1950s and
1960s, in a period when information scientists often held the view that translation was
in essence a task of decoding the source text and recoding it in the symbols of the target
language. During the same period, many translation theorists held quite similar views
of what translation was about. This point is e.g. made by Koller (1992, pp. 89–92) in a
discussion of earlymodels in translation theory, and Sorvali (2004, p. 355) claims that in
early translation research, thewordwas often regarded as the unit of translation, which
she ascribes to the influence of the structuralist tradition in language studies. Clearly,
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in that era there were strong parallels between machine translation and translation
theory with respect to the conception of translation.
Direct MT systems failed to deliver high-quality output, and researchers concluded
that it was necessary to develop systems that were able to do a more thorough lin-
guistic analysis of the source text. The field then saw the emergence of various types
of second-generation systems, which came to be described as indirect MT systems to
separate them from the direct systems of the first generation. The development of in-
direct translation systems involved highly sophisticated computational linguistic en-
gineering. Although there were substantial differences in system architecture among
second-generation systems, a common denominator between them is that the sentence
is normally the primary unit of translation.
The main characteristic of the indirect approach is that the first step in the transla-
tion procedure is an analysis stage which produces a formal, system-specific represen-
tation of the input sentence. In such representations, the meaning and structure of the
source language expression are made more explicit than in the source expression it-
self.Thus, in some second-generation systems, the representation of the input sentence
contains sufficient information for generating a target sentence. In other systems, the
target sentence will be generated after the source text representation has been modi-
fied in accord with information about the target language system and how it is related
to the source language.
There are some quite understandable reasons why the sentence is the basic unit in
second-generation systems. Firstly, if a translation system is to be useful, it must at
least be able to handle linguistic units at sentence level. Direct MT systems did not do
this, and the quality of the output that they produced was in general too poor. Sec-
ondly, a translation system must be able to deal with sentences because the sentence
can be seen as the maximal domain of grammatical analysis.That is, the sentence is the
largest type of linguistic unit whose construction is governed by syntactic rules. The
latter point echoes the translation-theoretic view of the clause as the typical unit of
translation, which was presented in Section 3.3 with reference to Malmkjær’s (1998, p.
286) comments: firstly, if translators work on units of an insufficient size, translation
quality tends to suffer, and, secondly, the clause is a sensible unit because it is man-
ageable, and functional since in natural languages events are normally represented at
clause level.
On the other hand, automatic translation becomes non-robust if a system operating
at sentence level does not return a translation whenever the input cannot be recog-
nised as a syntactically complete source language sentence. Failed analyses may occur
either because the ST sentence contains a grammatical structure that is not covered by
the SL rule component of the system, or because the input is not a complete sentence,
which frequently occurs in running text. Within rule-based MT, there are systems that
process phrase-level units in cases where the input is not a sentence, but a smaller unit,
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or in cases where the system is unable to analyse the input sentence completely, but
is able to recognise subparts of the input as independent syntactic units. An example
is LOGON (Oepen et al. 2004, 2007), a Norwegian-to-English translation system which
was developed by a Norwegian research group in cooperation with international part-
ners. Primarily, LOGON processes sentences, but the system is also designed to handle
noun phrases and preposition phrases. In relation to the issue of robustness, this is a
clear advantage and illustrates the fruitfulness in MT of using not only sentences as
processing units, but also linguistic structures at phrase level.
5 Summary and conclusions
There are two distinct readings of the translation-theoretic concept of ‘translation
unit’, and these are correlated with the fundamental differences between product-
oriented and process-oriented approaches to translation research. Within product-
oriented studies of source texts paired with their translations, the concept can be un-
derstood as ‘unit of analysis’. It is a bi-textual linguistic unit, an alignment unit, and
plays an important role in the methods of corpus-based contrastive language studies.
Within process-oriented studies of translation activity, ‘translation unit’ can be read as
‘unit of processing’, which can further be explicated as a cognitive unit of attentional
focus.
The concept of ‘translation unit’ is mainly of importance to translation researchers,
less so for translators. In relation to the language industry, the product-oriented read-
ing is of some relevance in relation to tools like bilingual term bases and translation
memories. When it comes to machine translation, the concept is of minor relevance in
SMT, and even less in NMT. However, the rule-based approach of linguistic MT can
be related to both readings of ‘translation unit’. In the design of an RBMT system, the
‘unit of analysis’ reading applies to the types of source text units that can be identi-
fied by the system, and the ‘unit of processing’ reading applies when the translation
algorithm operates on the analysed input in order to generate a target text.
Over the years, translation theorists have argued that translation units are highly
variable with respect to size and linguistic type. This observation holds for both read-
ings of ‘translation unit’ across the different fields that have been discussed.
Recent research on the cognitive activities of translators has contributed to a sharp-
ening of the distinction between the two understandings of ‘translation unit’. However,
it has been shown in this article that it is difficult to identify units in the translation
process without relating them to textual alignment units, or product data.The reason is
that the units of cognitive activity that can be observed while translators are working
can be associated with reading and writing activities in general. In order to identify
the actual units of the translation process, it is necessary to link process data with data
collected from the translation product.
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Subject properties in presentational sentences in
Icelandic and Swedish
Annie Zaenen, Elisabet Engdahl & Joan Maling
Abstract. We review the various non-canonical positions in which the thematically highest
argument can occur in Icelandic and in Swedish. We show that NPs in these non-canonical
positions have subject properties in both languages. We summarize the restrictions that we
are aware of holding on the various positions and discuss whether they are configurational or
thematic/semantic in nature.
1 Introduction
Scandinavian languages are considered to be strongly configurational, meaning that
grammatical functions are identifiedwith phrase structure positions. More specifically,
in matrix clauses the subject appears either immediately before the tensed verb or im-
mediate following it. We will call these positions canonical subject positions. Although
these positions are the most common positions for subjects, it has, of course, been
observed that NPs with the same thematic relation to the verb can occur in other posi-
tions; this is especially true of the indefinite NPs that occur in presentational construc-
tions. Following e.g. Beaver et al. (2005), we will call these pivots. Discussions of pivots
tend to center on the nature of the definiteness constraint. What has been less studied
is whether pivots have syntactic subject properties or whether they showmore object-
like behavior. In traditional grammar, subjects are defined either by case marking and
agreement properties or by positional properties. Under a positional definition of sub-
ject, pivots are obviously not subjects. Keenan (1976), however, introduced a distinc-
tion between coding properties, behavioral properties and semantic properties which
allows for a more nuanced analysis. Older linguistic descriptions focussed on coding
properties, but behavioral properties are those that in current linguistic theories are
more often seen as being properly syntactic.
In this paper we investigate the degree to which these syntactic properties of pivots
are similar to those of canonical subjects in two Scandinavian languages: Icelandic, an
insular Scandinavian language, and Swedish, a mainland Scandinavian language. In
the first part of the paper we argue that pivots in both languages, even those internal
The very model of a modern linguist. Edited by Victoria Rosén and Koenraad De Smedt. BeLLS Vol. 8 (2017), DOI
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to the VP, have syntactic subject properties. In the second part of the paper we show
that there are some thematic constraints on these pivots that don’t apply to NPs in
canonical subject positions. We conclude with a discussion of how the properties we
have found might be parcelled out among notions of subject and topic. Some of our
findings go against previous research on mainland Scandinavian languages. For Nor-
wegian, it has been claimed that pivots are objects (Askedal 1986; Lødrup 1999; Sveen
1996) andMikkelsen (2002) makes the same claim for Danish.This has been questioned
for Swedish by Börjars and Vincent (2005) and we elaborate here on their findings.
2 Syntactic subject properties of pivots
2.1 Icelandic
Icelandic is often presented as a configurational language par excellence because it
can be shown that non-nominative NPs in the canonical subject positions do pass syn-
tactic subjecthood tests, whereas nominative co-arguments of these NPs that are re-
alized outside of these positions do not have these subject properties (Zaenen et al.
1985; Sigurðsson 2004). In their analysis Zaenen et al. (1985) follow Keenan (1976) in
making a distinction between coding and behavioral properties of potential subjects.
Coding properties are position, case marking and verb agreement. Behavioral prop-
erties are inter alia reflexivization, control and raising. Zaenen et al. (1985) took the
behavioral properties as the most interesting from a syntactic point of view, so they
called the NP which displayed these properties the subject. They established that in
Icelandic these properties did not depend on case marking for derived subjects (more
specifically, subjects in passive constructions). Their demonstration was spelled out
more extensively for non-derived, basic subjects in active constructions by Sigurðsson
(2004). However, Zaenen et al. (1985) as well as Sigurðsson (2004) limited their dis-
cussion to NPs in canonical subject position. They showed that these NPs have, over
and above their positional characteristics, behavioral properties (control, obligatory
reflexivization, raising to object (AcI) and subject ellipsis) that distinguish them from
other nominal elements in the sentence, but they did not investigate whether these
properties also apply to what we here call pivots. This is the question we address in
this paper. Do pivots display the behavioral subject properties listed above or not? We
investigate this for Icelandic as we think that the question has never been raised with
respect to that language and we compare the results with results for a mainland Scan-
dinavian language. In this article we only investigate Swedish and leave the situation
in Danish and Norwegian for future research.
Like many other languages, Icelandic has a presentational construction in which an
indefinite NP occurs to the right of the canonical subject positions. Icelandic even has
an exceptionally rich variety of positions in which such NPs can occur with different
constraints associated with each position. We summarize here the account given in
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‘There had always been some cat in the kitchen.’
We also follow Thráinsson (2007) in labeling the pivots in these positions higher
intermediate pivot (higher I-pivot), as in example (1), or lower intermediate (lower
I-pivot), as in (2), and VP-pivot, as in (3).1
There are restrictions on the quantifiers that can occur as determiners in these posi-
tions which have been studied in detail in Vangsnes (1999, 2002). Furthermore there are
restrictions on the types of verbs that allow pivots in the different positions.Thráinsson
(2007, p. 310 f.) gives examples of unaccusative and unergative intransitives, passives,
middles, transitives and more. We will look first at unergative and transitive verbs.
Unergative intransitive verbs of motion allow both I-pivots and VP-pivots whereas











































‘Somebody has stolen my bike.’
1 Note that the higher I-pivot position, immediate after the tensed verb, can be argued to be a canonical
subject position. This paper focuses on VP-pivots and we will not discuss whether one should distinguish
between the higher I-pivot position and the canonical subject position.













Intended: ‘Somebody has stolen my bike.’
The same pattern seems to obtain with verbs that take an infinitival VP complement;































Intended: ‘Many people have tried to climb the mountain.’
In the previous examples, the initial position is occupied by an expletive (það). As is
well known, the expletive is restricted to clause-initial position in Icelandic, unlike in
the mainland Scandinavian languages. When the tensed verb is in first position, as
in yes/no questions, or when a non-subject is topicalized, no expletive shows up, as


































‘In addition somebody has stolen my bike.’
In the examples given so far, the case of the pivot is nominative, but other cases are
possible. The generalization is that the case of the pivot is the same as it would have
been in a canonical subject position. The verb reka takes an accusative subject and the




































‘Several whales have stranded overnight.’
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We now turn to investigating the behavioral properties of the pivots, starting with
reflexivization.Whereas objects can in some cases optionally control reflexives, subject

































‘Four students have never lost their bikes.’



















































‘Many strange fellows have come here today with their peculiar inventions.’
As the examples show, the reflexivization facts remain the same regardless of the po-
sition of the pivot.
The next test concerns subject ellipsis. An active clause with a VP-pivot may be co-
ordinated with a subjectless clause, as shown in (18), provided that the tensed auxiliary
is also omitted. This is not possible if the indefinite NP is an object of a transitive verb;
then both an overt subject pronoun and a finite verb are required as shown in (19).
2 Examples (16) and (17) are adapted from Rögnvaldsson (1983).
















































Intended: ‘We have met many strange fellows and they have gone to the
demonstration.’
The pattern shown in (18) has been referred to as ‘pseudo-coordination’ as it differs
in many respects from ordinary coordination (see e.g. Wiklund 2007; Lødrup 2002;
Kinn to appear). For our purpose, the label is not important; the difference in gram-
maticality between (18) and (19) shows that we need to make a distinction between
postverbal pivots and objects.3
Zaenen et al. (1985) also show that, regardless of case, the understood subject ar-
gument of an embedded infinitival clause may be controlled by a subject, or object,
in the matrix clause. The verb vanta ‘to lack’ takes both an accusative subject and an
accusative object, see (20). The subject argument may be controlled as shown in (21)






















‘I hope not to lack money.’
However, the infinitival complement of a control verb is not a position in which
we expect to find a presentational construction: the pivot would have to be coreferent
with the subject or object of the matrix clause. In that case it would no longer be new
information, so it does not fullfill the requirements for a presentational construction.
Consequently this test is inapplicable to pivots.
The test for subject-to-object raising (also known as Exceptional Case Marking or
Accusativus cum Infinitivo), however, reveals some interesting facts. In addition to the
expected version in (22), where a subject in canonical position ‘exceptionally’ receives
accusative case (Thráinsson 2007, p. 149), the word order in (23) is also possible.
3 Lødrup (2002, p. 123) actually argues that subject ellipsis is ungrammatical in presentational sentences
but his example does not involve pseudo-coordination and has an overt finite verb in the second clause.
































‘John believes there to have been horses in the churchyard.’
As expected, there is no expletive in the embedded clause, but the post-verbal position
of the indefinite hesta suggests that this is a presentational structure, as indicated in the
paraphrase. It has acquired the accusative case wewould expect in an AcI construction,
not the nominative, which we would expect when the case is not lexically assigned.4
So the pivot seems to have been raised. The situation can be seen as similar to that of
backwards raising or control (as discussed in e.g. Polinsky and Potsdam 2012).
There are also passive versions such as (24), or even, although less good, with






























‘There were horses believed to be in the churchyard.’
Notice that in the first of these passives, the matrix verb agrees with the postverbal
nominative in the embedded infinitive. We assume a raising analyis for these con-
structions, but their analysis seems to be very much in flux (see Thráinsson 2007, pp.
452–458 for some discussion).
To summarize, not all tests for subject properties that were used for canonical sub-
jects in Zaenen et al. (1985) are applicable to pivots in Icelandic. But the ones that can
be used (reflexivization, subject ellipsis and, arguably, raising) show that pivots behave
like subjects.
4 There is evidence from adjuncts that PRO in Icelandic has the case an overt subject would have in a
finite clause (Sigurðsson 1991).
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2.2 Swedish
With respect to presentational constructions, Swedish differs from Icelandic in two
ways. First, I-pivots are not possible, only VP-pivots. Compare the Swedish version of



















































‘There had always been a cat in the kitchen.’
In periphrastic passive clauses, the pivot typically appears after the auxiliary but in















‘There had been so many students admitted.’
Second, the expletive subject is not limited to initial position, but may also occur after

















‘Had there always been some cats in the kitchen?’
Presentational sentences with transitive action verbs (31) and control verbs (32) are













Intended: ‘Some student has stolen the bike.’
5 In Danish and Norwegian, the pivot normally follows the participle in such constructions, see Eng-
dahl and Laanemets (2015) and Engdahl (2017). See also Holmberg (2002) for a comparison with Icelandic.
6 In earlier stages, Swedish appears to have been more like Icelandic, allowing I-pivots with transitive
verbs (see Håkansson 2017).















Intended: ‘Many people have tried to climb the mountain.’
As for casemarking, since only pronouns show case in Swedish and personal pronouns
are normally not possible in presentational constructions, we wouldn’t expect case to
show up on the pivot. There is however one construction that allows for a personal
pronoun and this can only have nominative case, see (33) fromTeleman et al. (1999, Vol.

















‘There are supposed to be people who still support the government.’
In Swedish, as in Icelandic, clause-internal pronominalization under identity with a
subject requires a reflexive, regardless of whether the subject is in canonical position

















‘There had come a man with his (own) wife.’
With respect to subject ellipsis, active clauses with VP-pivots may be pseudo-coordi-
nated, as observed in Börjars and Vincent (2005) and Engdahl (2006). As in Icelandic,
the coordinated verbs must agree in tense and auxiliaries are not repeated. This type










































‘We have met some students and they have asked about you.’
As for the raising-to-object test, the only argument that may raise in Swedish is the
overt expletive which is generated in canonical subject position. A Swedish version of





















‘Johan considers there to have been too many horses in the churchyard.’
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In addition we find examples like (38) where the expletive is a canonical subject of
a passive matrix verb. However, (38) is probably best seen as an impersonal passive



















‘It is believed that there have been too many horses in the churchyard.’
Unlike Icelandic, the case of the pivot remains nominative in Swedish. The following



























‘Johan considers it impossible that there exist people who believe that the earth
is flat.’
We conclude that the reflexivization and subject ellipsis tests show that pivots in
Swedish also have syntactic subject properties. But in the AcI construction we see that
the expletive also has a syntactic subject property.
2.3 What identifies subjects in Scandinavian languages?
It has emerged from the previous discussion that in Icelandic VP-pivots are grammat-
ical subjects under the criteria proposed in Zaenen et al. (1985), whereas the expletive
has no subject properties. This leads to the somewhat paradoxical conclusion that in
Icelandic, neither case marking nor position uniquely identify subjects. Following Zae-
nen et al. (1985), Sigurðsson (2004) and others, it seems to have been assumed that po-
sition was the relevant coding property since case marking didn’t work, but the facts
above suggest that this is not generally true. Nor is it an either/or condition, since we





























‘Reportedly several whales have stranded overnight with their calves.’
In Swedish, the situation is more complicated; reflexivization and pseudo-coordination
give the same result as in Icelandic: the pivot behaves as a subject. But the expletive
undeniably behaves as a subject in terms of position and raising.7
7 This is reflected in the terminology used in the reference grammars where both the expletive and the
pivot are referred to as subjects.The expletive is commonly referred to as formellt subjekt ‘formal subject’.
Teleman et al. (1999) refers to the pivot as egentligt subjekt ‘real subject’ and Faarlund et al. (1997) use the
term potensielt subjekt ‘potential subject’.
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What is then the theoretical status of the canonical subject positions? They are
clearly the statistically most prevalent positions in which subjects are found in Ice-
landic and Swedish, but that is hardly a syntactic distinction. They can also be claimed
to be unmarked positions in the sense that all types of subjects can occur in these posi-
tions, whereas the other positions are more restricted. But bare non-specific indefinites
are, in fact, not very good in the canonical positions. Thráinsson (2007, p.323) gives a











‘A mouse has been in the bathtub.’
An indefinite article is required in the corresponding Swedish example in (42), which













‘A mouse has been in the bathtub.’
Whether these facts are interesting from a syntactic point of view depends on the na-
ture of these constraints: if, as has often been claimed, they are pragmatic in nature
(e.g. based on discourse structure), it is not immediately clear that they should be ac-
counted for in syntactic terms.
In the next section we discuss some of the constraints that have been proposed
on VP-pivots. While we will not be able to elucidate the nature of these constraints
completely, we hope to at least present enough data to provide a good basis for a more
substantial study.
3 Constraints on VP-pivots
The findings in the previous section go against a widely held belief that the indefinite
NP in presentational sentences in Scandinavian languages is an object (see e.g. Lødrup
1999). But it is not the case that any indefinite subject can occur in the non-canonical
positions. As shown inVangsnes (1999, 2002) there are constraints onwhich quantifiers
are possible, summarized inThráinsson (2007). Another source of constraints is the the-
matic relation between the verb and its subject argument. These were first discussed
in Platzack (1983), who assumed that what we are here calling I-pivots and VP-pivots
are generated in different positions, I-pivots outside the VP and VP-pivots inside the
VP. In addition he proposed a correlation between syntactic positions and the types of
theta roles that can be generated there.8 Maling (1988) elaborated on Platzack’s anal-
ysis and argued that grammatical rules need to refer both to thematic roles and to the
8 In later work, Platzack (2010) has made this connection explicit, referring to the Uniformity of Theta
Assignment Hypothesis (UTAH) of Baker (2006).
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mapping between the thematic hierarchy and the syntactic hierarchy. Lødrup (1999)
assumed that the VP-pivot is an object, albeit an atypical one since it may have agen-
tive properties, whereas Faarlund et al. (1997) point out certain differences between
VP-pivots of active sentences and objects. In this section we take a closer look at the
interaction between position and thematic properties.
3.1 Icelandic
In Icelandic, subjects of all lexical semantic verb types seem to be possible as I-pivots
but not as VP-pivots. We have already seen that the agent argument of a typical active
transitive verb cannot occur inside the VP, cf. (7). However, this does not seem to be
linked to the transitivity of the verb, as proposed in the analysis by Platzack (1983),
since our informants prefer I-pivots also with intransitive verbs with agentive subjects






































‘Many people had phoned me yesterday.’


























‘Many children have been cold.’































‘An old man was helped across the street.’
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Maling (1988) shows that it is not the case marking but the thematic role that is rele-
vant in these examples. What seems to be at issue is how thematic roles are mapped
onto syntactic positions.9 Maling demonstrates that whereas it is impossible to real-
ize indefinite experiencer subjects as VP-pivots, as shown in (49), it is possible to find





























‘Some picture has frightened the children.’
It is clear then that the constraint is not against having two NPs in the VP — given
the existence of ditransitive verbs in Icelandic such a constraint would be rather as-
tonishing — but needs to be stated in semantic/thematic terms. We can summarize the
findings for Icelandic as follows: I-pivots can occur with all kinds of thematic roles but
VP-pivots are only possible with themes. A more precise statement of the constraints,
however, needs further research.
Faarlund et al. (1997, p. 846 f.) claim that in Norwegian VP-pivots in active clauses
behave differently from VP-pivots in passive clauses. Using reflexivization and coor-
dination tests, they show that only the pivots in active clauses have the typical sub-
ject properties identified in Section 2. However, applying their tests to Icelandic gives




















‘Some students were kicked out of their offices.’
9 Examples (45)–(50) are from Maling (1988).
10 Faarlund et al. (1997) use a third test involving control of adjuncts. We found that while this distin-
guishes between canonical subjects and pivots in passive clauses, it did not reliably distinguish between
pivots in active and passive clauses.
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As for coordination, a passive clause with a VP-pivot may be conjoined with a passive
VP, without subject and auxiliary, as in (52). Subject ellipsis in (53) with an active VP
















































Intended: ‘Several students were kicked out of the nightclub and they were
upset.’
In Icelandic, VP-pivots in passive clauses thus show mixed properties. They control
reflexivization, like canonical subjects, but are less acceptable in coordination than
VP-pivots in active clauses. In addition there is an interaction between thematic roles
and the passive, as shown in Maling (1988).
3.2 Swedish
We will distinguish between intransitive and transitive constructions. We first note
that, with intransitive predicates, Swedish, unlike Icelandic, allows VP-pivots with
verbs that normally are interpreted as having agentive subjects as described by e.g.






























‘Some Icelanders have sung in our choir.’
Anward (1981, p. 10) points out that the activitymeaning tends to fade away and that
the location of the activity is foregrounded when these verbs are used in presentational
sentences. He cites as evidence the fact that adding an intentional subject-oriented
adverb is infelicitous, see (56). According to Teleman et al. (1999, Vol. 3, p. 400), the
11 Both these examples involve ordinary coordination; see also Eythórsson (2008, p. 179 f.), who dis-
cusses similar examples.
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verbs tend to denote activities which are typical in some location or context, such as





































Intended: ‘Many Icelanders have sung enthusiastically in our choir.’
However, verbs like ringa ’phone’, which don’t seem to require a location in the pre-













‘Someone has phoned you.’
But here too the focus seems to be on the event, that there was a phone call, not on the
agentivity of the caller.12 Recall that our Icelandic informants prefer the I-pivot version
of this example, see (43) and (44), but this option is of course not available in Swedish.
Example (59), adapted fromMaling (1988), shows that with intransitive verbs, an ex-
periencer argument cannot be realized as a VP-pivot, which we have seen is impossible















Intended: ‘Some children had felt cold last night.’
We note in passing that verbs taking experiencer subjects are fine when pseudo-

















‘Some children had sat outside and felt cold.’
This suggests that whatever the constraint against indefinite experiencers is, it only
applies to VP-pivots. Once such an indefinite NP has been introduced in the first con-
junct, it seems to provide an antecedent for subject ellipsis in the second conjunct.13
12 Lødrup (2002, p. 122) notes that communication verbs like ringe ‘call’ are fine in Norwegian presen-
tational constructions.
13 We now have an explanation for the observation made in Engdahl (2006, p. 41), viz. that it is possible
to add an adverb likemotvilligt ‘reluctantly’ in a follow-up clause to a presentational sentence with arbeta
‘work’.This is because the presentational sentence introduces a referent which can be referred to in a later
clause, essentially the same explanation as for why experiencer verbs are possible in second conjuncts,
as in (60).
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Passive verbs allow a goal subject to be realized as a VP-pivot in Swedish, see (61),

















‘Thousands of refugees have been helped in this camp.’



















Intended: ‘Many children have been frightened with stories about Santa Claus.’
As already observed in Maling (1988, p. 180), there is a difference between Icelandic
and Swedish regarding the mapping between thematic roles and syntactic positions:
Icelandic has a choice between I-pivots and VP-pivots. Agents, goals and experiencers,
which are unacceptable as VP-pivots, are fine as I-pivots in that language. Swedish,
having only one pivot position, seems to relax the thematic constraint so that agents
can fill this position in intransitive actives and goals in passives, whereas experiencers
are unacceptable.
In transitive constructions, as we already mentioned, Swedish does not allow VP-













Intended: ‘Some student has stolen the bike.’
We do, however, find presentational sentences with two NPs inside the VP, as already
pointed out in Platzack (1983). The following examples are adapted from his article.14






































‘A real surprise could be waiting for me when I came home.’
14 Platzack’s examples have single finite verbs and could be analyzed as involving some form of object
shift, as pointed out by an anonymous reviewer.
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Passive versions of ditranstive verbs provide another context where there is more than
one NP inside the VP. Example (66) is also adapted from Platzack (1983). Note that the


























Intended: ‘The award had been given to a student.’
However, we don’t find any good Swedish counterparts to the Icelandic theme–













Intended: ‘Some picture had frightened the children.’
It may be that (68) is impossible because the Swedish verb skrämma ‘frighten’ is more
strongly agentive, or causative, than e.g. hända ‘happen’, since skrämma is also used
with animate subjects, unlike hända. So in Swedish too, only theme VP-pivots are pos-
sible when there is another NP argument in the VP.
We now turn to the possible syntactic differences between VP-pivots in active and
passive clauses. As for reflexivization, the overall pattern is the same as in Icelandic
with VP-pivots preferably controlling reflexive pronouns in passive clauses (69), but
there seems to be more variation in Swedish than in Icelandic (cf. Teleman et al. 1999,
Vol. 3, p. 394). The opposite preference shows up when the antecedent is an ordinary






































‘Someone had kicked out some students from their offices.’
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The coordination test also gives the same result for Swedish as for Icelandic. Coordi-
nation of two passive VPs is possible, see (71), but when the second conjunct is active,








































‘There had been some students kicked out and they were upset.’
Swedish then is similar to Icelandic in that (typical) experiencers are not realized as
VP-pivots. As for agents, we find two differences. In Icelandic, agents of transitive
verbs can be realized as I-pivots, but this option is not available in Swedish. Agent-
like arguments of intransitives are acceptable as VP-pivots in Swedish, but there is a
constraint against subject-oriented intentional adverbs and manner adverbs. This con-
straint suggests that the agentivity of the subject argument is somehow reduced in
the presentational construction. It is, however, difficult to pin down what exactly that
means. It is unlikely that these agents cannot be seen as having volition; it seems more
plausible that the construction does not single out the pivot itself but instead intro-
duces an event, or a situation, as a whole.15 Our investigation also confirms that in
Swedish, as in Icelandic, the constraint is not on the number of positions in the VP but
rather on which thematic roles can be realized there.
3.3 Position versus thematic roles
In previous sections we have shown that both position and thematic roles matter when
it comes to accounting for what subject properties the pivots in presentational sen-
tences have. In Icelandic, we need to distinguish I-pivot positions from VP-pivot posi-
tions since there are more restrictions on the latter. For instance, subjects of transitive
verbs cannot occur there, see (7), nor can goals or experiencers, regardless of whether
the verb is intransitive, see (45) and (46), or transitive, see (49). In Swedish the in-
termediate non-canonical subject positions are not available, see (26)–(28). Agentive
intransitives are possible but agentive transitive verbs are excluded, see (31) and (32).
We find partly similar thematic restrictions on subjects inside the VP as in Icelandic;
experiencer pivots are excluded but goals are possible.
Whereas VP-pivots of active verbs behave much like subjects in canonical positions
— they control reflexives and allow subject ellipsis in a pseudo-coordinated VP — VP-
pivots in passive clauses control reflexives but don’t allow subject ellipsis, see (53) and
15 See Sveen (1996) for extensive discussion of similar facts in Norwegian.
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(72). In this respect they behave more like ordinary objects. This constraint on passives
might come as a surprise. But a bit of reflection makes it less surprising: the pivot in
the passive case is not the ‘logical’ subject. Passivization is an argument promotion
operation, whereas the presentational construction demotes that same argument. The
passivization strategy in the presentational sentences ends up demoting an argument
which has already been promoted. It seems that this Duke of York gambit meets with
ambivalence in the Scandinavian languages. While this might make intuitive sense,
further study is needed of the conditions on both the passive and the presentational
construction and of the mechanics that would make such a constraint on the argument
mapping possible.
4 Conclusion
In this paper we have discussed whether VP-pivots in Icelandic and Swedish have syn-
tactic subject properties. The only explicit discussion of a similar topic that comes to
mind is that in Bonami et al. (1999) who discuss Stylistic Inversion for French and con-
trast a set of subject and object properties for the post-verbal NPs in that language.
We have shown that the status of the indefinite NP in presentational constructions
in Scandinavian languages is less clear than has been claimed in the literature about
Norwegian. In both Swedish and Icelandic, these NPs have syntactic subject proper-
ties, even when they occur in VP-complement positions. In Icelandic, we find a rather
neat partition of the subject properties that Keenan (1976) called coding properties and
behavioral properties: only canonical subjects have the positional coding properties,
whereas pivots share the behavioral properties with them. This brings to mind obser-
vations made by several authors (see e.g. Lambrecht 1994, pp. 131–145), that subjects
tend to be unmarked topics. Under this view, the positional coding properties are ac-
tually properties of topics, not of subjects per se.
Present-day Swedish differs from Icelandic in having an expletive that clearly has
the same coding properties as canonical subjects. The expletive also behaves like a
subject in subject to object raising. So, in this language, there is no neat line-up of the
properties following Keenan’s (1976) classification together with the hypothesis that
the positional properties are topic properties. However, in earlier stages of Swedish,
the position of the expletive was more similar to the situation in present-day Icelandic
(see Håkansson 2017), which suggests that one should look at the diachronic develop-
ment aswell. One further similarity between Icelandic and Swedish is that the VP-pivot
shows nominative case, see (33).16 This distinguishes Icelandic and Swedish from Dan-
ish and Norwegian where the pivot has been claimed to be accusative (see Mikkelsen
2002; Lødrup 1999). It remains to be seen whether this morphological difference cor-
relates with differences in the syntactic subject properties that are the topic of this
paper.
16 Unless the Icelandic verb has a lexically selected case as in (13).
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